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INTRODUCTION

The central topic of this book is the Case-system of Inuit (Eskimo). In canonical Inuit
sentences, the Case morphology of the agent of a dyadic verb is distinct from the Case
morphology of the subject of an intransitive verb, while the theme of a dyadic verb
has the same Case as this subject This means that the Inuit languages are ergative

languages.
Chapter I is arevised version ofthe Dutch article 'Ergativiteit'. written by Anneke

Groos and the present author and published in GLOT 7 (1984:1-49). It consists of an
introduction to the phenomenon of ergativity and presents a critical overview of the
literature on this subject. In addition, it introduces the idea that the explanation for
ergativity should be sought within the theory of abstract Case, a subtheory of the
Government and Binding framework (Chomsky (1981)). More in particular, its central
hypothesis is that ergativity always follows from 'unaccusativity', that is, from the
absence of the structural Case that is normally assigned by verbs.

While chapter I presents a general setting for the rest of this book, chapters II
and III provide the basis for an investigation of Inuit syntax and ultimately for a detailed

analysis of the Inuit Case-system. The topic of chapter II is Inuit word-classes.  We pay
ample attention to particular details of Inuit, such as the neutralization between nouns

and adjectives and the use of oblique Case morphology where other languages use
prepositions. We also consider nominalization processes and processes that convert
transitive verbs into intransitive verbs.

In many languages the major part of syntactic projection consists of projection of
words. One of the most striking characteristics of the Inuit languages is that they have
many affixes that project syntactically. In chapter III we discuss the general aspects

of these affixes and we also present a refined version of our theoretical assumptions
concerning syntactic projections. At the end of this chapter we discuss the structure of
Inuit NPs. in which projecting affixes play an important role.

In chapter IV we return to ergativity. It is generally assumed that ergative lan-

guages are either morphologically or syntactically ergative. Morphologically ergative
languages are characterized by the fact that the projection of thematic roles onto syntac-
tic structure is identical to the projection that holds in nominative-accusative languages.
This is not the case in syntactically ergative languages. In this chapter we discuss various
Inuit constructions, such as noun and verb incorporation constructions and construc-
tions involving anaphors. We show that they all indicate that the Inuit languages are

XV



Xvi INTRODUCTION

morphologically ergative. At the end of chapter IV we present a global analysis of the
Inuit clause, which is worked out in more detail in chapter V.

Chapter V is the central chapter of the book. In this chapter we argue that the
Case-pattern of Inuit canonical transitive clauses follows from agreement rules that
apply between verbal inflection (which we treat as a projecting affix) and both subjects
and direct objects. We consider the details of these rules extensively. We also consider
constructions where verbal inflection is lacking (non-finite clauses, nominalizations)
and show that these confirm the central role of inflection with respect to the canon-
ical Case-system. The data presented in this chapter also confirm the Unaccusativity
Hypothesis of chapter I.

The final chapter (chapter VI) is called 'Accusative Case in Inuit'. It is sometimes
claimed that, besides its canonical ergative Case-system, Inuit also has a nominative-
accusative system. In this chapter we investigate the plausibility of this claim, which
implies that the Inuit languages are actually 'split ergative languages'. We argue that
it has advantages, in particular with respect to the status of affixes that are usually
treated as 'antipassivizing'. We present the idea that these affixes have the status of
auxiliary verbs with accusative assigning properties. We show that the assumption
about the existence of a nominative-accusative system in Inuit does not contradict the
Unaccusativity Hypothesis and also that it does not contradict our ideas about Case-
assignment in canonical clauses.
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Chapter I

ERGATIVITY

1. Introduction 1)

1.1. Ergative Languages
The present chapter is intended as an introduction to the phenomenon of ergativity.
It will provide a general setting for the study of the Inuit Case-system, which will be
the topic of the rest of this book. It presents a critical overview of the literature on
ergativity and introduces the idea that the explanation for this phenomenon should be
sought within the theory of abstract Case, a subtheory of the Government and Binding
framework (Chomsky (1981)), first presented in Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980).

Since the end of the lastcentury, ergativity has been arecurring topic in linguistic
literature. A complete list of the studies dedicated to the phenomenon would exceed
the purposes of this chapter, but at least a few should be mentioned here: these are
the overview articles by Anderson (1976), Comrie (1978) and Dixon (1979), the book
'Ergativity' edited by Plank (1979) - which contains an extremely valuable bibliogra-
phy -, the famous study on Dyirbal by Dixon (1972), the parts concerning ergativity in
Marantz (1984) and the dissertation by Levin (1983), who applies Marantz's ideas to a
number of ergative languages.

Ergativity generally mani fests itself in morphological Case-systems. We can best
describe ergative Case-systems by comparing structures with one-place predicates - in-
transitive structures - with structures containing morphologically unmarked two-place
predicates - transitive structures. Before doing so, a terminological remark is in order.
The NP that represents the sole argument of intransitive structures is, of course, the
subject.  But, as we will discuss in  1.2., in ergative systems the grammatical status of
the two NPs of transitive structures is unclear. For this reason we will resort to their
semantic status to describe them. We will call the NP representing the most active
argument of transitive activity predicates 'agent' and the NP representing the other
argument 'theme'. We will also call arguments of other types of transitive predicates
'agent' or ' theme'. depending on whether they pattern morphologically and syntacti-
cally with, respectively, the agents or themes of activity predicates. Ergative systems
can be characterized by the fact that in transitive structures the theme has the same

1



2                                         CHAPTER I. ERGATIVrrY

Case characteristics as the subject NP of intransitive structures, while the agent has a
different Case, which is called ergative. The name for the Case of themes and subjects
of intransitive verbs is absolutive.  In  (1)-(4) we present some examples of intransi-
tive and transitive sentences from languages with ergative Case-systems, by way of
illustration.2)

(1)a. Na'e alu 'a  -Tevita ki Fisi

aux-past go abs-David to Fiji
'David went to Fiji' T,A:3,4

b. Na'e tamate'i 'a -Kolaiate 'e -Tevita
aux-past kill abs-Goliath erg-David
'David killed Goliath' T,A:3,4

(2)a. Arnaq yurar -tuq
woman-abs dance-ind,3sg
'The woman dances' Y,R:51

b. Angutem tangrr-aa arnaq

man-erg see -ind,3sg3sg woman-abs
'The man sees the woman' *Y,R:60

(3)a.    Ni    etorri naiz
I-abs come aux, lsg
'I carne' B,L:293

b. Nik liburua ekarri dut
I-erg book-abs bring aux,3sg3sg
'I brought a book' B,L:293

(4)a.    Payi yara pani -nyu3)

the man-abs come-nfut
'The man came' Dy,D:59

b. Palan jukumpil pangkul yarangku palka-n
the woman-abs the man-erg hit -nfut
'The man hit the woman' Dy,D:59

The examples above are from quite different languages: Tongan belongs to the Polyne-
sian group, Yup'ik is an Inuit (Eskimo) language spoken in Alaska, Basque is an

isolated                             Ilanguage and Dyirbal is Australian. This shows that ergativity is a phenomenon that
is not restricted to a specific language family. Other languages with ergativity are, for                   
example, American Indian languages such as Nass-Gitskian and Eastern Porno, all other



Ergativity and Grammatical Functions                                                                3

Inuit languages, Tibetan, Kurdish, other Australian languages, such as Warlpiri, as well
as other Polynesian languages.

The term 'ergativity' is also used for languages that have no morphological Case,
but in which the unique argument of intransitive sentences agrees with the verb in the
same way as the theme of transitive sentences and in which the agent of the latter
shows another form of agreement. We assume here that the agreement system of these

languages reflects a non-overt ergative Case-system. This form of ergativity is found,
for instance, in some Caucasian languages and in the Mayan languages. In (5) we
present an example from Jacaltec, a Mayan language.

(5)a. X -to-pax   heb naj winaj
perf,3 -go-back pl.  the man
'The man went back' J,Gb:100

b. X -w-il ha -mam
perf,3-1 -see your-father
'I saw your father' J,Gb:102

1.2. Ergativity and Grammatical Functions
The interest of linguists in ergativity follows from the fact that this phenomenon is

directly related to the question about the content of the notion 'grammatical subject',
a central notion in any linguistic theory. To see why this is so, one should compare
the ergative systems  in  1.1. with accusative systems  such  as  that of Latin,  or,  more
generally, that of all modern western Indo-European languages. In accusative systems
the agent of transitive subject. In (6) we present an example from Latin, as an illustration
of the accusative system.

(6)a. Liberi dormiebant
children-nom slept
'The children slept'

b. Barbari templa delebunt
barbarians-nom temples-acc will-destroy
'The Barbarians will destroy the temple'

In the Aristotelian tradition it has always been assumed that sentences express a subject-
predicate relation. The subject of intransitive structures can only be the unique NP that
appears there. Its Case (and/or agreement) morphology was considered to be the surface
expression of the the grammatical status of this NR As the agent of transitive structures
had the same formal characteristics, it followed that this agent was also a subject.
Additional syntactic considerations supported the correctness of this view. However,
the idea also existed that there was a necessary correlation between the thematic content
of an NP and its grammatical function. In particular, it was felt that it was not a
coincidence that the agent functioned as subject. This becomes clear when one observes
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that definitions of subjects in traditional didactic grammars very often hover between
the formal status of the subject NP and its thematic status. Ergative systems presented
a problem in this respect, because in these systems the NP of transitive structures that
has the same formal characteristics as the intransitive subject is the theme, rather than
the agent  It was of course well 1mown that themes could be subjects,  but when the
verb involved was transitive it appeared with special - passive - morphology, which
indicated that it had a derived, rather than a basic, status. Transitive verbs in ergative
languages, on the other hand, did not seem to involve any special morphology. The
question this gave rise to was: what is the basis of the difference between accusative
and ergative languages?

Various options presented themselves. The one that received the greatest attention
was the possibility that the correlation between agent and subject was not universally
valid, that is, that in certain languages themes, rather then agents, were expressed
as syntactic subjects. Another possibility that was considered was that Case (and/or
agreemenO morphology in ergative languages was dependent on the (in)transitivity of
the verb, rather than on grammatical function alone. The third option was that transitive
verbs in ergative languages for some reason necessarily behaved as passivized verbs,
even if there was nothing comparable to passive morphology present. We will consider
these different options- which ofcourse required adeeperinvestigation of the languages
under consideration - extensively.

1.3. Split Ergativity
Some predominantly ergative languages manifest accusative phenomena. On the other
hand it is also possible to find signs of ergativity in accusative languages. These kinds
of 'splits' can be conditioned by different factors, such as, for example, the type of NP
that expresses the agent or the theme role, or the aspect of the verb. The term 'split'  is
also used for the case in which the morphological Case system follows another pattern
than the verbal agreement system. This happens in the Australian language Warlpiri,
where the Case morphology on NPs manifests the ergative pattern and the agreement
system is accusative. An example of split ergativity conditioned by NP-type occurs in
Dyirbal. This language is clearly ergative, but first and second person pronouns follow
an accusative pattern, which implies that subject pronouns with intransitive verbs have
the same form as agents of transitive verbs, a form which differs from that of the themes
of the latter. The accusative pattern of pronominals in Dyirbal is illustrated in (7):

(7)a.    Ngaja pani -nyu
I-nom come-nfut
'I come' Dy,D:60

b.  Nginta  pani -nyu
you-nom come-nfut
'You come' Dy,D:60
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c. Nginta ngaykuna palka-n
you-nom me-acc    hit    -nfut
'You hit me' Dy,D:60

For an example of ergativity in an accusative language consider the following pair of
nominalizations in Russian, where the intransitive subject and the theme are expressed
in the genitive Case and the agent in the instrumental:

(8)a. Priezd vraga
arrival enemy-gen
'The arrival of the enemy' R,Ca:375

b. Razru&enie goroda vragom
destruction city-gen enemy-instr
'The destruction of the city by the enemy' R,Ca:375

A special type of split, for which we will use the term 'intransitivity split'. occurs in
Basque and Warlpiri. In these languages the subject of some intransitive verbs appears
in the ergative, rather than in the absolutive Case. Thus, for instance, the Case suffix on
exte ('house') in the Basque example in (9) is the ergative -ak, instead of the absolutive
-a.

(9)   Etxe -ak zutik iraun-go du
house-erg on foot last -fut aux,3sg
'The house will last' B,0:42

I#o  types of splits may occur in one and the same language:  thus, for instance, Warlpiri
has both a Case/agreement split and an intransitivity split. An interesting language, in
this respect, is South Caucasian Georgian. This language is predominantly accusative,
but manifests an aspect split in the sense that in its aorist series it follows the ergative
pattern. Within this pattern, in turn, it has an intransitivity split

In 3.2. we will discuss splits in accusative languages in general and in 4.4. we
will consider the special case of Georgian. There we will also return to the intransi-
tivity split in Basque. For the pronominal split exemplified by Dyirbal, we refer to
Silverstein (1976). For a general overview on split ergativity see Dixon (1979).

2. Morphological and Syntactic Ergativity
2.1. Types of Ergativity
In the literature on ergativity it is frequently noted that there are two types of ergative
languages. The analyses proposed for ergative languages refer to one of the two types.
It follows that these analyses exclude the possibility of viewing ergativity as a unitary
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phenomenon. In this section we will consider the two types of ergative languages and
discuss the most well-known analyses for each of them. Before we do this, we should
mention the following: we will be employing the Government and Binding model
presented in Chomsky (1981); because of the variation in word order between the
languages that we will be considering and because many of them are to a certain extent
non-configurational, the D- and S-structure representations we will employ are rather
abstract. Our D-structures are pure representations of thematic relations, which, when
the verb involved does not select a D-structure subject. are supplemented with an empty
subject-position. When necessary, we add an INFL(infiection)-node. S-structures are
derived from these D-structures by means of the rule 'move alpha', which leaves a co-
indexed trace in the normal way. The operation 'move alpha' does not imply anything
else than the assumption of a new grammatical function by alpha and the creation of
a chain between the former function of alpha and its new function. The only instance
of'move alpha' that is relevant to our presentation is the one that converts D-structure
direct objects to S-structure subjects. We will assume, following important insights by
Perlmutter and Burzio, that this conversion not only applies in passive constructions, but
also in structures with certain basic intransitive verbs (cf. Perlmutter (1978) and Burzio
(1986)). For these verbs we will employ Perlmutter's term 'unaccusative' (Burzio calls
them 'ergative'). Word order is completely irrelevant in our representations, but for
reasons of uniformity we will give them SOV order. The structures we are assuming are
comparable to what Chomsky (1981) calls 'beta-structures'. We consider our structures
to be relevant levels of representation for those rules and principles of grammar that
are not sensitive to linear order, such as the Binding Conditions for pronominals and
anaphors.

2.2. Morphological Ergativity: the Morphological Hypothesis
On the basis of the empirical evidence concerning the syntactic status of the two NPs of
transitive structures in ergative languages, one has to conclude that almost all ergative
languages have the same syntactic pattern as accusative languages. By this we mean
that in transitive structures the agent functions as subject and the theme as direct object.
We will now proceed to discuss the most relevant empirical evidence, as it can be found
in the literature.

2.2.1. Evidence for a Syntactically Accusative Pattern
2.2.1.1. Word Order
In ergative languages with fixed word order, 'position' may be an important criterion
for the determination of the syntactic status of the two NPs of transitive structures. In
such languages the subject position can be easily defined on the basis of intransitive
structures, where it is occupied by the sole (subject) NR In transitive structures the NP
that occupies the same position is the subject.

An ergative language with fixed word order is, for example, Cakchiquel, a Mayan
language with no morphological Case, but with an ergative agreement system. In
Cakchiquel the verb occurs in second position and is preceded by the subject when
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it is intransitive. In transitive sentences it is the agent that precedes the verb. This
indicates that the language is probably syntactically accusative. In (10) we present both
an intransitive and a transitive sentence from Cakchiquel, as examples.

(10)a. Yin # -i -samax
I perf -1-work
'I have worked' C,Ro:351

b. Ym# -at-in-c'Et rat
I      perf -2 -1  -see  you
'I have seen you' C,Ro:352

There are, however, certain types of ergative languages with fixed word order for
which it is not possible to draw any independent conclusions from the positions in
which the two NPs of transitive structures occur. We refer to languages in which the
two NPs are adjacent. Languages of this type are, for example, Inuit languages such

as Yup'ik or West-Greenlandic, which are both SOV languages, or the other Mayan
languages, which have VSO order (the present day order of Cakchiquel is fairly recent
and probably came about under the influence of Spanish (see Robertson, 1980)).4) In a
number of other ergative languages the relative order of NPs is free, though there may
be a preference for a certain order. In Dyirbal, for example, the absolutive NP often
occurs in first position, but it seems that this preference is pragmatically, rather than
syntactically, motivated. Thus we have to conclude that only in a restricted number of
cases word order can serve as a useful criterion for the determination of the syntactic
status of NPs in ergative languages.

2.2.1.2. PRO
As a consequence of the Binding Theory, PRO can only occur in the subject position
of non-finite sentences. In ergative languages such as Basque. Khinalug - a Caucasian
language - and in the Inuit languages, the non-lexical (PRO) NP of non-finite transitive
structures is the agent, the NP that has ergative Case in finite clauses. For examples,
see (lla), (12) and (13). The theme of transitive verbs cannotbe PRO: (llb), for exam-
ple, is ungrammatical. This supports the idea that in the languages under consideration
the agent of transitive structures is the syntactic subject.

(11)a.    Piitaup [PRO iqaluk niri] juma-vaa
Peter-erg fish eat want-ind,3sg3sg
'Peter wants to eat the fish' CA,Jo:22

b.   *Piitaup [PRO Maaliup kunik] juma-vaa
Peter-erg Molly-erg kiss want-ind,3sg3sg
'Peter wants to be kissed by Molly' *CA,Jo:22
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(12)      As uXur 1Aeheb    lak'iri jet':ima
I you-dat book-abs give neg-want
'I do not want to give the book to you' K,Ca:345

(13)    Nik [PRO Miren ikusi] nahi dut
I-erg Miren-abs see want aux,lsg3sg
'I want to see Miren' B,L:343

2.2.1.3. Refiexivization
Reflexiveand reciprocal anaphors have to be bound in their governing category by a c-
commanding antecedent. This implies that subjects can be antecedents of refiexive or
reciprocal direct objects, but not vice versa. Only a small number of ergative languages
have absolutive or ergative refiexives or reciprocals: in most cases the reflexive or
reciprocal relation is expressed by means of special morphology on the verb. Basque,
however, has a reflexive NP; this NP can be absolutive but not ergative. When the
theme - the absolutive NP - is refiexive, as in (14), the ergative is the antecedent This
once again supports the view that the ergative is the syntactic subject in Basque.

(14) Nik nire-burua jo      dut
I-erg refl -abs beat aux,lsg3sg
'I have beaten myself' B,L:324

2.2.1.4. Passive and Antipassive
A characteristic ofpassive structures is that the thematic role that is normally assigned to
the syntactic subject is absorbed, which has as a consequence that the NP that bears this
role is either absent or expressed by an agent-phrase. Furthermore the NP that functions
as direct object in the active variant appears as S-structure subject in the passive. In the
ergative languages that have passives, the agent NP is absent or expressed in an oblique
way under passivization, just as in accusative languages. According to many linguists
this is an indication that in these languages the agent - the ergative NP - functions as
the subject in transitive structures. By way of illustration we present an example from
Labrador Inuit (15a) and one from Jacaltec (15b).

(15)a. Kivgak (kingminut) kee -jau  - vok
servant-abs (dog-dat,pl ) bite -pass-ind,3sg
'The servant is bitten (by the dogs)' *OL,Bo:335

b. X -tz'ah-ot te'nall (yu naj)
perf,3-paint-pass the house (by him)
'The house was painted (by him)' J,Gb:77

In the literature passive is often used as a diagnostic criterion for the syntactic sta-
tus of NPs in ergative languages. in the manner described above. As is observed in
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Marantz (1984), this is not without problems. The point is that a number of ergative
languages, such as the Inuit languages and Dyirbal, have a construction that is called
antipassive. In this construction, which involves transitive verbs. the theme functions
as an optional oblique NP, whereas the agent bears the absolutive Case; in addition the
verb is marked by special morphology. In (16) we present an example of an antipassive
in Labrador:

(16) (Ujarqamik) tigu-si -voq
stone-instr take-antipass-ind,3sg
'He took (a stone)' OL,Bo:335

When one compares the example in (16) with the that in (15a), it is impossible to
decide which of the two has to be considered as passive. Suppose that contrary to
what we assumed above, we say that the case in (16) is the passive: it would follow
that the theme, which has the same characteristics as the agent of passive structures
in accusative languages (it is oblique and optional), functions as subject in the active
variant. On the basis of other evidence (for instance, the evidence involving PRO, or the
evidence from object incorporation that we will present below), we know that the Inuit
languages have a syntactic structure that is the same as that of accusative languages
and that consequently, the interpretation of the example in (16) as a passive cannot
be correct. The existence of the antipassive, however, demonstrates that one has to be
careful in using the passive as a test for the syntactic structure of ergative languages: a
structure involving a morphologically marked transitive verb and an absorbed (optional
and oblique) NP could just as well be an antipassive structure.

2.2.1.5. Object Incorporation
Some ergative languages have a productive morphological process involving transitive
verbs and their themes. The effect of this process is the creation of an N-V morpholog-
ical complex. On the assumption that processes of this type are local, that is, that they
can only operate on verbs and on arguments that in the syntax belong to the VP, one has
to conclude that themes in these languages are syntactic objects, rather than subjects.
In (17) we present an example of the object incorporation we have just described.

(17) Piita tuktu- siuq -puq

Peter caribou-look for-ind,3sg
'Peter is looking for a caribou' CA,Jo:21

2.2.1.6. Partitives
The distribution of partitives in Basque forms another indication for the object status
of themes. As is well known, indefinite objects often have specific characteristics. This
is the case, for example, with indefinite headless NPs in French, which require the
presence of the clitic en, cf. (18).
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(18)    J'en ai vu deux
'I have seen two'

In Basque, indefinite themes in negative transitive sentences have special Case mor-
phology; Levin (1983) speaks of the zerik Case in this instance. The zerik Case also
appears with - indefinite - subjects of certain intransitive verbs. Following Levin, we
will assume that these subjects are also themes (notice the parallel with French, where
underlying objects of intransitives also permit en). Agents in Basque never have the
zerik Case. If it is assumed that special, or partitive, morphology for indefinites is a
characteristic that is restricted to D-structure direct objects, themes in Basque typically
have this function. In transitive structures they will of course also be S-structure ob-
jects, whereas in intransitive structures they become subjects at S-structure. The Basque
examples in (19) are intended as an illustration.

(19)a. Ez dut ikusi ikaslerik

neg aux,1 sg3sg see student-zerik
'I have not seen any student' B,L:314

b.  Ez da txoririk pasatzen

neg aux,3sg bird pass

'There did not pass any bird' B,L:317

c. *Ez du gizonik ikusi liburua
neg aux,3sg3sg man-zerik see book-abs
'No man saw the book' B,L:317

2.2.2. The Morphological Case Hypothesis
The criteria we discussed above show that many ergative languages have the same syn-
tactic pattern as accusative languages. The ergative languages under consideration are
called 'morphologically ergative languages'. It is generally assumed that the ergative
pattern of these languages is purely morphological. This view, which we will call the
Morphological Case Hypothesis, assumes that S-structures in morphological erga-
tive languages form the input to a set of superficial Case rules that have ergatively
coded representations as an output. Case rules for morphologically ergative languages
have been formulated in, for instance, Hale (1970), Van Riemsdijk (1983) and Mar-
antz (1984). As an example we reproduce the rules presented in Marantz (1984), which
equate absolutive to nominative and ergative to accusative:

(20)     SUB of -transitive : Nom (Abs)
SUB of +transitive : Acc (Erg)
OBJ of +transitive       :      Nom (Abs)
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2.3. Syntactically Ergative Languages
There exists at least one ergative language for which it is claimed that its syntactic
structure crucially differs from that of nominative-accusative languages: we refer to
Dyirbal. Dyirbal is an Australian language spoken in North Queensland, which is

5)extensively described in Dixon (1972). This language is called syntactically ergative.
We will now discuss two arguments that indicate that the theme of transitive verbs in
Dyirbal has the status of grammatical subject.

2.3.1. Evidence for a Distinct Syntactic Pattern
2.3.1.1 PRO
In 2.2.1.2. we saw that in morphologically ergative languages the NP that in finite
clauses had the ergative Case became a PRO in non-finite clauses, and we claimed that
this formed an indication for the subject status of this NP. In Dyirbal, on the other hand,
it is the absolutive NP - the theme - that appears as PRO with transitive non-finite
verbs. See (21) for examples. What this seems to indicate is that in Dyirbal the theme
has the status of grammatical subject.

(21)a.    Ngaja payi yara kikan [PRO kupinku mawali]
I-nom the man-abs tell-nfut doctor-erg examine-inf
'I told the man to be examined by the doctor' Dy,Cb:35

b.    Payi yara waynyjin yalu
the man-abs go-uphill-nfut to here

[PRO pangkun tutungku manjali         ]
the bird-erg point-out-inf

'The man came uphill towards here,' Dy,D:68
'resulting in the bird's pointing out his presence'

2.3.1.2. Conjunction Reduction
In nominative-accusative syntactic structures, conjunction reduction applies when the
identical NPs in the conjuncts are both grammatical subjects, but not when one is a
subject and the other an object. In the examples below, the deleted NP is between
brackets.

(22)a. The woman hit the man and (the woman) was punished
b.  *The man complained and the woman hit (the man)
c.  *The woman hit the man and (the man) complained

Conjunction reduction in Dyirbal applies when the two identical NPs in both conjuncts
have absolutive Case, whereas an ergative NP can never be deleted by this process.
The reduction of an absolutive NP under identity with an ergative NP is possible, but
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requires a special suffix on the verb (-ngurra). In (23) we illustrate the facts about
conjunction reduction in Dyirbal with some examples.

(23)a.

Payi yara pangkun jukumpiru palkan   (payi yara) paninyu
the  man-abs the woman-erg hit-nfut (the man) come-nfut
'The woman hit the man and he came here' Dy,D:130

b.    Payi yara paninyu      (payi yara) pangkun jukumpiru palkan
the man-abs come-nfut (the man) the woman-erg hit-nfut
'The man came here and the woman hit him' Dy,D:130

c.   *Payi yara paninyu (pangkul yarangku) palan
the man-abs come-nfut (the man-erg) the

jukumpil palkan
woman-abs hit-nfut
'The man came here and he hit the woman' Dy,D:130

d.    Pala yuku pangkul yarangku matan
the  stick-abs the man-erg throw-nfut

(payi yara) waynyjin- ngurra
(the man-abs) go-uphill- ngurra
'The man threw a stick and he went uphill' Dy,D:77

Again we have evidence for the subject status of the absolutive theme.
It should be mentioned here that conjunction reduction often cannot be used as a

test for the syntactic structure of ergative languages. The reason for this is that in many
ergative languages pronominal ergative and absolutive NPs do not have to be lexically
present because their content is recoverable from morphology, in other words, the
agreement morphology that encodes absolutives and ergatives on the verb or auxiliary
in these languages is so strong that it permits absolutive and ergative pronominal NPs
to 'drop' freely. Conjunction reduction never affects verbal morphology, so that when
an absolutive or ergative NP in these languages is (lexically) absent under identity with
an NP in another conjunct, it is impossible to decide whether this is a consequence of
reduction or of pro-drop.

The other tests we discussed above are not applicable to Dyirbal. Reflexive and
reciprocal relations are expressed by a special morpheme On the verb. Furthermore, as
far as is known, Dyirbal does not have object incorporation, nor does it have a special
partitive construction. There is a construction in which the absolutive NP of transitive
structures is 'absorbed' - see (24) - but, as we discussed in 2.2.1.4., it is impossible to
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decide whether in such a case the construction is passive or antipassive.

(24)    Payi yara palkal-nga -nyu
the  man-abs hit -ngay-nfut
'The man hits' Dy,D:65

2.3.2. The Projection Hypothesis
The standard hypothesis for syntactically ergative languages is that in these languages
the projection of thematic roles onto grammatical functions differs from the projection
in other languages. In languages with an accusative syntactic system the agent is
projected onto the grammatical subject position and the theme is projected onto the
grammatical object position. In syntactically ergative languages the situation would
be reversed: themes would be projected as subjects and agents as objects. Proposals
along these lines can be found in, for instance, Hale (1970), Marantz (1984), and de
Rijk (1966). We will call this view the Projection Hypothesis. In (25) we present a
number of diagrams that are meant to illustrate the Morphological Case Hypothesis and
the Projection Hypothesis. The verbs sing, die and eat in these diagrams are intended to
be exemplary for agent-selecting intransitive verbs, theme-selecting intransitive verbs
(unaccusatives) and transitive verbs, respectively.

(25)    I: the Morphological Case Hypothesis:
a. S b.          S

NP-VP           NI'«  X VP
John

|
Johni

(abs) V (abs) NP..v
sings              ei               dies

C.       S

NP
/i

John ««'p»»
(erg) NP   V

cake eats

(abs)

(25)    II: the Projection Hypothesis:

R.:ivp
NP - VP

b.          S

Johni ..i John          |
NP V (abs)  V

(abs) ei sings dies
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C.       S

N'/»X Y'
cake

(abs)       NP              V
John eats

(erg)

As we have seen, the facts concerning infinitival clauses and conjunction reduction
constitute arguments for the subject status of the absolutive in Dyirbal. The Projection
Hypothesis, however, not only involves the claim that absolutives are subjects. but also
the claim that ergatives are direct objects. Dyirbal ergative NPs, however, have two
characteristics that are rather uncommon for direct objects. In the first place the Case
that - for reasons of uniformity - we have been calling 'ergative' is in fact an oblique
Case, which is also used for NPs that represent the instrumental role, cf. (26a). In the
second place, despite the fact that Dyirbal is not a pro-drop language, the ergative NP
is always optional: according to Dixon the only NP that has to be necessarily present
is the absolutive. Thus, the example in (26b) is perfectly grammatical, but the example
in  (26c) is ungrammatical.  In    1.4.  we will return  to the status  of the ergative  NP  in
Dyirbal.

(26)a. Payi tyapan pangkul yarangku
the  eel-abs the man-erg

pangkul tyirkangku tyurrka-nyu
the spear spear-nfut
'The man speared the eel with a spear' Dy,D:93

b.    Payi yara palka-n
the  man-abs hit   -nfut
'Someone hits the man= The man is hit' Dy,D:70

c. *Pangkun jukumpiru palka-n
the woman-erg hit   -nfut
'The woman hits someone' Dy,D:70

2.4. A Critical Review of the Two Hypotheses
It is clear that ergative languages present characteristics that have to be explained by
linguistic theory. What is not clear, however, is whether the two hypotheses we have
discussed above provide this explanation in an adequate way. Both hypotheses can be
shown to be problematic from a theoretical as well as from an empirical point of view.
We will now proceed to discuss the problems presented by the hypotheses.
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In the first place, the Morphological Case Hypothesis conflicts with the theory

of abstract Case, at least if one assumes that the morphological realization of Case is
simply the spelling-out of the abstract Case assigned in syntax. As the Morphological
Case Hypothesis claims that the derivation of S-structures in morphologically ergative
languages is identical to that in accusative languages, it has to assume that Case theory

functions in the same way in both types of language. The relevant differences would be
caused by a difference in the rules that account for the spelling out of Case. Of course
it is possible to reformulate Case theory in such a way that in a given language the

Case assigned by INFL(agr) is spelled out as ergative in one structure and as absolutive
in another. The question arises, however, whether this reformulation is desirable. Note
that such a rule could not be formulated as a local rule, but would have to take into
consideration the presence or absence of a direct object NP and/or the transitivity of
the verb.

Furthermore, as we have already mentioned, the Morphological Case Hypothesis
implies that the syntactic structure of morphologically ergative languages is identical
to that of accusative languages. There is at least one set of data that contradicts this:
clauses without agreement morphology - i.e. non-finite clauses - in a number of
morphologically ergative languages present phenomena that do not occur in the same
type of clauses in accusative languages. The non-finite complement of an object control
verb in the Inuit languages, for example, always has to be intransitive, whereas in
the Mayan languages this holds true for all infinitival clauses. This phenomenon -
which we illustrate with the examples in (27)-(28) - cannot be accounted for by the

Morphological Case Hypothesis.

(27)a. Piitaup Jaani [PRO ani ]  rqu -vaa
Peter-erg John-abs leave tell -ind,3sg3sg
'Peter tells John to leave' CA,Jo:24

b. *Arnaup tuturaq [PRO titirauti nani] rqu -vaa
woman-erg child-abs pencil-abs find tell -ind.3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' *CA,Jo:24

(28)a.    Xc -ach-y -iptze naj munlahoj
perf-2 -3 -force he  work
'He forced you to work' J,Ga:106

b.  *Xc  -ach-y-iptze naj hin -Colo'

perf -2 -3-force he me-abs-help
'He forced you to help me' J,Ga:106

As we have already seen, for the only known syntactically ergative language the
facts concerning the ergative NP do not seem to be in line with the prediction made
by Projection Hypothesis. From a theoretical viewpoint the Projection Hypothesis is
also rather problematic: though other languages show some variation with respect to
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which role is projected onto which syntactic function, this variation can be viewed
as peripheral: it never goes so far as to completely eliminate the tendency to project
relatively active roles as subjects and relatively passive roles as direct objects. If the
Projection Hypothesis would be correct, there would be a few languages, or perhapsonly one, that revers the general tendency. The question is whether Universal Grammar
permits this type of parametrization, which introduces a clear degree of arbitrariness on
the relationship between syntax and semantics. Note that this arbitrariness would have
to be adequately restricted: there are, forexample, no languages in which recipient-roles
are projected onto the subject position and agent-roles onto the direct object position, anoption that would be freely allowed given unrestricted parametrization of the projection
of thematic roles. A further point is that if one assumes that thematic structures of verbs
are hierarchically ordered and that D-structures reflect this ordering, the lexical entries
for verbs in syntactically ergative languages would be completely different from that
in accusative languages (this is already observed in de Rijk (1966)). The observations
above demonstrate that the Projection Hypothesis leads to complexities in the theory
of grammar, which, if possible, should be avoided.

There are two more remarks that can be made about the two hypotheses. The first
is that because they refer to two entirely different modules of grammar, they predict
that morphological and syntactic ergativity are completely unrelated. As we will see
in 3.3., this contradicts the linguistic intuition implicit in speculative diachronic studies
on the development of ergativity (for instance, Hale (1970), Dik (1980), Payne (1980)).
The second remark is the following: as the two parameters are unrelated, it cannot
be excluded that there are languages that are both syntactically and morphologically
ergative. These languages would have the syntactic structures reproduced in (25II), buttheir Cases would be spelled out according to (25I). These languages - which have
not been attested - would look superficially like accusative languages: the agent of atransitive verb, which from a syntactic viewpoint would be the object, would have the
same Case as the subject of an intransitive verb.

We finish this section with the overview in (29), which shows the predictions
made by the two hypothesis. In (29), A indicates the Case of the subjects of intransitive
verbs and B the 'other' Case; NP,S indicates the grammatical subject and NP,VP the
grammatical direct object.
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Latin Inuit Dyirbal (?)
morph. ergative                 -            +           -            +
synt. ergative                  -            -          +           +
John sings D-str: NP,S NP,S NP,VP NRVP

S-str: NP,S NP,S NRS NP,S
Case: A(nom) A(abs) A(abs) A

John dies D-str: NP,VP NP,VP NRS NP,S
(29)

S-str: NRS NP,S NP,S NP,S
Case:    A(nom)    A(abs)   A(abs)     A

John eats cake D-str: NP,S NP,S NP,VP NP,VP
S-str: NP,S NP,S NP,VP NP,VP
Case:    A(nom)    B(erg)    B(erg)     A

John eats cake D-str: NP,VP NRVP NES NES
S-str: NP,VP NP,VP NP,S NP,S
Case: B(acc) A(abs) A(abs) B

3. Unaccusativity and Ergativity
3.1. Introduction
In 1.3. we mentioned the fact that ergative phenomena can also be found in accusative
languages. The hypothesis that ergative languages parametrically differ from accusa-
tive languages either in the rules that provide for the spelling out of Case, or in the
manner in which thematic roles are projected onto grammatical functions, not only has
as a consequence that the two types of ergative languages must be assumed to be com-
pletely unrelated, but it also excludes any relationship between ergative phenomena in
accusative languages and those that occur in ergative languages.

Whether the distinct types ofergativity are related or not is ofcourse an empirical
question. In the remainder of this chapter we want to investigate the hypothesis that
there is indeed such a relationship. The question of the empirical adequacy will play an
important role in this investigation.

We will start, in the present section, by describing a number of ergative phe-
nomena in accusative languages and by considering how these can be accounted for
theoretically. Subsequently, we will formulate a hypothesis for syntactically ergative
languages that makes it possible to account for the ergativity in these kind of languages
by means of the same principle that underlies ergativity in accusative languages. This,
in turn, will lead us to the proposal that all kinds of ergativity have one and the same
underlying feature in common. In section 4. we will return to the differences between
ergative languages, and we will present a hypothesis that accounts for them.
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3.2. Ergativity in Accusative Languages
3.2.1. Causatives
In many accusative languages, infinitival complements of causative and perception
verbs are characterized by an ergative Case system. The Romance languages, where
Case is only visible on third person clitics, are an example of this. The French examples
in (30) illustrate the facts.

(30)a. Marie le fera tomber

Marie him-acc will-make fall
'Marie will make him fall'

b.    Marie le fera chanter

Marie him-acc will-make sing
'Marie will make him sing'

c.      Marie le fera acheter A  Paul

Marie it-acc will-make buy to Paul
'Marie will make Paul buy it'

e.    Marie lui fera acheter un livre

Marie him-dat will-make buy a book

'Marie will make him buy a book'

What we notice here is that the direct object of acheter in (30c,d) has the same -
accusative - Case as the subjects of the intransitive verbs tomber (an unaccusative
verb) and chanter, and that the subject of transitive acheter has a different Case
(dative). In other words: the complement has an ergative pattern. One characteristic of
the causative construction is that for some reason the complement verb is unable to
assign Case to its direct object. As the Case Filter (Chomsky, 1981) requires lexical NPs
to have Case a problem adses. This problem is solved because the government-domain
of the matrix verb is extended in such a way that this verb can reach the direct object of
the complement and assign Case to it. That the Case of the complement object is indeed
provided by the matrix verb can be deduced from the fact that when the latter bears
Case-absorbing morphology the complement object has to move to the matrix subject
position, where it can be assigned (nominative) Case by INFL(agr). This happens, for
example, in the medial construction in (3 la) and in the - Italian - passive in (3lb). (The
data for French and Italian are identical except for the fact that French faire does not
allow for passivization, whereas Italian fare does).

(31)a.      Cai  se fait manger ei aux vaches pour les faire grossir
that SE makes eat to-the cows   for   them make grow-fat
'One makes cows eat that to make them grow fat'
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b.    Il   libroi e fatto leggere ei a  Paolo
the book is made read to Paolo
'Paolo is made to read the book'

The question of what accounts for the dative Case on the subject of transitive comple-

ments will be left open here because it is irrelevant to the main point we want to stress,

which is that the ergative pattern ofcausative complements can be considered to follow
from the strategy that is employed to solve a problem with respect to the Case of direct

objects.

3.2.2. Nominalizations
In 1.3. we presented a case of an ergative pattern in nominalizations in Russian. Other
accusative languages, such as, for instance, English, also manifest ergative patterns
in nominalizations. These patterns, we want to argue, are again a consequence of a

problem with respect to the Case Filter. Nominals cannot assign Case to their direct
object, so that a nominalization such as the following is excluded by the Case Filter:

(32) *the Roman's destruction the city

In order to express the direct object lexically, one can choose the option of moving
this object to the subject position of the nominal (33a), where it is assigned the same

(genitive)  Case as the subjects of nominalizations of intransitive verbs (33b).

(33)a. the city's destruction by the Romans

b. John's dancing

The examples in (33) form an'ergative' pair, in which the transitive subject is expressed
by a by-phrase. In the same way as in the causative construction, the ergative pattern
can be considered to be a consequence of the way in which the problem with respect
to the Case Filter is solved. That English also has another way of solving this problem

- the possibility of inserting the Case marker of - is irrelevant here.

3.2.3. The Old Persian Perfect
The perfect tenses in Old Indo-European were characterized by the fact that they
manifested an ergative pattern. Thus, for example, Old Persian had a perfect participle
that ended in -ta. In sentences containing this puticiple the subject was nominative
with intransitive verbs, but genitive with transitive verbs, whereas the direct object of
the latter was nominative:

(34)a. Bardiya avajata
Bardiya-nom killed
'Bardiya was killed' ORP:147
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b.     Ima         tya mana kartam Pasrthavaiy
this-nom what-nom I-gen done Parthia-loc
'This is what I have done in Parthia' ORP:148

In (34b) the only NP that agrees with the verb is the direct object. Furthermore in Old
Persian the genitive is also the Case of the agent phrase in the passive construction.
Both in passive and in perfect structures it is optional. The facts are accounted for if
one assumes that the perfect participle is unable to assign Case to its direct object and
that consequently a direct object NP has to move to the subject position, where it can
be assigned nominative by INFL(agr). This implies, of course, that the subject positionhas to be empty and that the thematic role that is normally assigned to this position is
'absorbed'.It is sometimes assumed that the implication present in the so-called 'Burzio
Generalization' - which says that if a verb is unable to assign Case to its direct object
it is also unable to assign a them-role to its subject (and vice versa) (Burzio, 1986) - is
automatically given by UG:)

If the core of our analysis - which is the same as that assumed in Payne (1980)- is
correct, we again have an instance of ergativity that arises because no Case is available
for a direct object position. We should mention here that according to Payne there are
indications that in several Indo-Iranian languages the stage as described for Old Persian
subsequently developed into a stage in which the perfect tenses manifested a morpho-
logically ergative pattern, in the sense that in transitive stnictures the genitive became
the structural subject and the nominative the structural direct object. Most modern Indo-
Iranian languages have lost this ergative system: they have become accusative in the
perfect as well. Kurmanji Kurdish, which still seems to have ergative features in the
perfect, is supposed to constitute an exception.

3.3. Ergativity and Passive
Suppose there were a language that has as a characteristic that transitive verbs cannot
appear in their active form and are necessarily passivized. Pairs of intransitive and
transitive structures in this language would then look as follows (we abstract awayfrom the fact that there are languages which allow for passsivization of intransitive
verbs and also from the fact that the agent phrase of passives is often optional):

(35)a. NPnom [ V  ]
VP                                                                                                                                                            1

b.    NPnom [ NPobl V+pass]
theta theta

VP

theme agent

What we have in (35) is actually an ergative Case system in which the absolutive Case
is equal to the nominative, and the ergative Case is oblique.

The relation between the passive construction and transitive structures in ergative
languages has not gone unnoticed. It was mentioned as early as  1860 by von der Gabe-
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lentz and ever since it has frequently appeared in the literature (e.g. Schuchardt (1896),
Uhlenbeck (1916), Hohepa (1969), Hale (1970) and Dik (1980)).

From a diachronic viewpoint there is at least one language for which there is
evidence of this relation. We refer to Niuean, a Polynesian language that has had a
stage in which the usage of the passive became so extended that it led to the loss of the
transitive active construction. According to Hohepa (1969), other Polynesian languages
are still undergoing the same process. For Autralian ergative languages there is less
evidence in the literature, but for them it has also been argued that they have passed,
or are still passing, through a stage of obligatory passive formation (Hale (1970),
Dik (1980)). Notice that the hypothesis that ergative structures are in fact passive
structures implies that the theme is the grammatical subject, which means that this
hypothesis can only apply to syntactically ergative languages. Except for Dyirbal, the
Polynesian and Australian languages we am referring to are presently morphologically
ergative. For this reason it is argued (Hohepa (1969), Hale (1970), Dik (1980)) that
these languages have been reanalyzed along the same lines as we discussed above for
the morphological ergativity of the perfect in Indo-Iranian languages. In Niuean the
process of reanalysis  led  to  the  loss of passive morphology.

One feature ofpassive forms ofverbs is that theycannotassign Case to their direct
objects; in order to escape the effects of the Case Filter direct object NPs have to receive
Case in some other way: they move to the subject position, which is free because the
thematic role of the subject has been absorbed. The ergative system illustrated in (35),
therefore, again arises from the impossibility of assigning Case to an NP in direct object
position.

3.4. Syntactic Ergativity and Structural Case
Above, we have discussed several constructions in which lack of Case for the direct
object position gave rise to an ergative pattern: we have discussed the hypothesis that
the partially ergative system of Indo-Iranian arose as a consequence of the fact that
perfect participles were not Case-assigners; we have discussed ergative phenomena in
accusative languages that followed from the absence of accusative Case; furthermore
we have mentioned that some evidence exists that passive structures - in which again
there is no Case for direct objects - can become so general in a given language that this
language actually becomes ergative. Given these considerations, it is not implausible
to assume that ergativity is always a consequence of the impossibility of Case
assignment to a direct object NP by the governor of this NP. This is exactly what we
want to propose here. What our proposal means is that whereas in accusative languages
the governor of a direct object is unable to assign Case only in specific constructions,
governors of direct objects in ergative languages never assign structural Case. In other
words: verbs in such languages are always unaccusative. We formulate this in (36) as
the Unaccusativity Hypothesis:

(36) The Unaccusativity Hypothesis:
In ergative languages verbs never act as structural Case-assigners
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One might wonder what the theoretical status of the content of this hypothesis is.
In Bok-Bennema and Groos (1984) we spoke of an 'ergative parameter', claiming that
Universal Grammar contained a parameter with an 'accusative' and an 'unaccusative'
value. According to this claim, the language acquisition device has a choice as to
whether transitive verbs in a given language were Case-assigners or not empirical
evidence, presented by primary linguistic data would fix the value of the parameter
as 'accusative' (transitive verbs are Case-assigners), for accusative languages, and as
'unaccusative' (transitive verbs are not Case-assigners), for ergative languages. There
are reasons to believe now, however, that accusative Case is in principle available
in ergative languages and that the fact that cannot be assigned follows from specific
properties of transitive verbs, rather than from a parametric choice. We will discuss
this in detail - for the Inuit languages - in chapter VI. The consequence of our revised
opinion is that we now consider the Unaccusative Hypothesis as a merely descriptive
generalization.

Notice that the assumption that accusative assignment is in principle available
in ergative languages makes the Case-system of these languages even more similar
to that of ergative constructions in accusative languages. In accusative languages the
unaccusativity of transitive verbs seems to be morphologically induced in most cases.
This is extremely clear in the case of nominalizations, where morphological conversion
of a verb into a noun means conversion of the verb into a category that has no Case-
assigning properties. It is also very clear in the case of passivization where the absorp-
tion of accusative Case follows from the addition of passive morphology to the verb
(an exception here is formed by accusative languages with a synthetic passive). As for
the ergative pattern that occurs in causatives in, for instance, Romance languages, the
situation is less transparent: we have stated in 3.2. that the complement verb in this
construction is not a Case-assigner ' for some reason'. This reason could well be related
to the fact that this verb undergoes a process of complex verb formation, that is, an
essentially morphological process. Finally, we note that the ergative pattern in Old Per-
sian, discussed in 3.4., appears to be triggered by the presence of the perfect participle,
which has a specific morphology. As for ergative languages, empirical investigation
into each of them will have to show what causes their unaccusativity. It is plausible
that morphology is often involved there too. Thus, for instance, it is probably not a
coincidence that many ergative languages have analytic conjugations, with a separate
auxiliary. Furthermore, as we mentioned in 3.3., there are indications that (passive)
morphology sometimes plays a role in the evolution of ergative languages.

4. Ergative lypology
4.1. Unaccusativity and its Consequences
On the basis of the preceding section the readermay deduce that we assume that ergative
patterns always arise as a 'solution' to the Case problem posed by unaccusativity.
In languages where unaccusativity is restricted to certain constructions, only these
constructions are bound to manifest ergativity. In languages with overall unaccusativity,
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on the other hand. ergativity will be a characteristic of the whole language. Notice,
however, that an ergative pattern only arises when both arguments of dyadic predicates
can be expressed in some way. Theoretically this means that if a language with overall
unaccusativity is not able to solve its Case problem it will either always have to suppress
one of the arguments, or it will only manifest monadic predicates. As far as we know
there are no languages in which this happens, something which presumably relates to
the degree of power of expression a language should at least be able to manifest.

In section 2 we discussed the two distinct types of ergative languages that exist:
morphologically ergative languages and syntactically ergative languages. We claimed,
in 2.4.,that the existing hypotheses for these languages were inadequate. Subsequently
we proposed thatthe source forergativity should be sought in the fact that it is impossible
for verbs to assign accusative Case. Up till now, however, we have not given any
explanation for the distinction between the two types of ergative language. In 4.2.
and 4.3. we will consider in some detail two different types of ergative language:

Dyirbal and Inuit. As demonstrated in 2.3. and2.2., respectively, Dyirbal is syntactically
ergative and the Inuit languages are morphologically ergative. We will also dedicate a
subsection to Georgian (4.4.), which, as the reader will recall from 1.3., is an accusative
language with a dual split. In this subsection we will relate the intransitivity split of
Georgian to the split which occurs in Basque. As we will show, there are, in principle,
three ways in which ergative systems can represent structures with dyadic predicates.
These are:

1.  expression of the agent role as an oblique NP: given the fact that Case cannot
be assigned to the direct object NP by the verb, this NP has to receive Case
in some other way. This becomes possible if the agent role is not assigned to
the subject position. The latter remains empty at D-structure so that the direct
object NP can move to it and receive nominative Case from INFL. What we
have in this case is in fact an obligatory passive. As in passives, the agent role
can be expressed obliquely.

2.  expression of the theme role as an oblique NP: the thematic role of the direct
object (the theme role) can be absorbed in the morphology of the verb. The
result is an intransitive syntactic structure: an antipassive. The antipassive form
of the verb can be related to an oblique NP, which bears the theme role, a
phenomenon which is analogous to what happens with the agent role in the
passive construction.

3. exceptional Case-marking: an ergative language can have a special rule by
which the subject of transitive verbs is assigned an exceptional Case. for ex-
ample the genitive. The nominative Case which is normally assigned to the
subject NP (by INFL) then becomes free to be assigned to the direct object
NR Contrary to what happens under (1) and (2). transitive structures are not
detransitivized in this case. Alternatively, there may also be an exceptional
Case for the direct object.

As we will see, the Inuit languages make use ofall three of these options. Dyirbal, on the
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other hand only has option (1) and (2). In the presence or absence of option (3). we will
demonstrate, lies the core of the typological distinction between ergative languages.
Georgian only manifests an ergative pattern in the perfective aspect and is not an
ergative language. In the perfective it makes use of option (3), which implies that the
partial ergativity of Georgian is related to Inuit, rather than to Dyirbal.

4.2. Dyirbal
In 2.3. we saw that Dyirbal has some syntactic characteristics that seem to indicate
that its transitive structure, or rather structures that are considered as such, differ from
transitive structures in other languages. Here we will briefly repeat those. In the first
place the ergative NP in Dyirbal has some features that make it doubtful whether it has
subject status:

(i) though Dyirbal is not a pro-drop language, the ergative NP is optional;
(ii) ergative Case morphology is non-distinct from the oblique morphology on

instrumentals;
(iii) in non-finite sentences it is not the ergative NP that becomes a PRO;
(iv) the ergative NP cannot be absent under conjunction reduction.

In the secondplace, the characteristics ofthe absolutive NP indicate that it is the subject.
These are:

(i)  the absolutive NP is obligatorily present in finite sentences;
(ii)  in non-finite sentences the absolutive NP becomes a PRO;

(iii) the absolutive NP can be absent under conjunction reduction.

A fourth characteristic of the absolutive NP. not mentioned before, is that from a
morphological viewpoint its Case is clearly the less marked Case. This can be seen by
looking at the Case paradigm for payi yara (the man). which we present in (37). In this
respect there is a clear similarity with the nominative Case in accusative languages.

(37) absolutive : payi yara
ergative/instrumental : pangkul yarangku
genitive : pakul yarangku
locative : pangul yanrangka

We assume that the absolutive NP is indeed the (S-structure) subject and that absolutive
Case is assigned by the INFL of finite sentences, so that it is in fact nominative. The
question then is: what is the grammatical function of the ergative NP? We have seen
that under the Projection Hypothesis this NP would be the direct object and that ergative
Case would be assigned by the verb and would, thus, in fact be accusative. However, as
we have already mentioned. the NP under consideration is optional and oblique. If this
NP were the direct object, Dyirbal would be a language with unrestricted 'indefinite
objectdeletion', which would be quite exceptional. Whatwould also be exceptional is its
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oblique character: in other languages accusative morphology is restricted to objects and
not employed for oblique functions (such as instrumentals). From a typological point
of view the properties of the ergative NP are the same as those of the agent-phrases of
passive constructions. which in general are optional and are often expressed by oblique
morphology. Let us assume, therefore, that it is indeed an agent-phrase. It follows
then, that Dyirbal never has transitive structures, or, more explicitly. that constructions
involving transitive verbs in Dyirbal have in fact the properties of passive structures:
their themes being expressed as S-structure subjects and their agents as agent-phrases.
These facts follow straightforwardy under the hypothesis we formulated in 3.4., the
hypothesis that verbs in ergative languages are not Case-assigners: given the lack of
Case for the direct object NP, the latter has to move to the subject position, where it is
assigned nominative Case by INFL(agr) in finite clauses, or expressed by PRO in non-
finite clauses. Movement of the direct object is only possible if the subject position is
free, that is, if the agent role has been 'absorbed'. Such an absorbed role can only be

expressed by an agent-phrase. By way of illustration we present the D- and S-structure
of the sentence John eats cake as, according to our proposal, they are represented in a
syntactically ergative language such as Dyirbal:

(38) Syntactically Ergative Languages: the Unaccusativity Hypothesis

D-structure: S

NP VP
e

NP-V'
John

(obl)        NP  -                V
cake eats

S-structure: S

NPi VP.-1
cake

(nom) NP \ /7,
John -«.(obl) NP

ei               eats

At this point we should dedicate a few words to the two morphological verb classes
in Dyirbal. Dyirbal verbs either end in -y or in -1. With a few exceptions, verbs that
end in -y are intransitive and verbs that end in -1 are transitive. It is usually assumed
that the -1 morpheme is a transitivity marker, but. if our analysis of Dyirbal is correct
it is not implausible that -1 is a passive morpheme, that is, a morpheme that induces
absorption of the agent role and suppression of the verb's possibilities of assigning
Case. As we have already seen, there is some evidence that several Australian languages
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passed through a stage in which the passive became quite general with transitive verbs
(Hale, 1970). According to Hale this also occurred in Dyirbal, a language for which he,
incidentally, assumes the Projection Hypothesis. Hale notes that there are indications
that the specific morphology of transitive verbs in Dyirbal (and also in other ergative
Australian languages) is diachronically related to a morpheme that is still used in passive
or medial constructions in related accusative Australian languages. As must be clear by
now, we assume, contrary to Hale, that Dyirbal still is at the stage of obligatory passive
formation. We point out here that the same opinion is defended in Dik (1980).

Dyirbal has two constructions in which the agent role of transitive verbs is not
absorbed. These are the so-called -ngay and the so-called -rrfy construction. We will
now proceed to discuss these. If the analysis we are presenting is correct, the -ngay
construction is in fact an antipassive construction (cf. 2.2.1.4.). The suffix -ngay is
added to transitive verbs and induces the absorption of the thematic role of the theme:
the verb then becomes intransitive and assigns the agent role to the subject position in
the normal way. The theme role may be expressed, but only as an oblique NR In (39)
we present two examples of sentences with the verb palgal ('hit'), one with and one
without -ngay morphology.

(39)a. Palan jukumpil pangkul yarangku palka-n
the woman-abs the man-erg hit -nfut
'The man hit the woman' Dy,D:59

b.    Payi yara (pangkun jukumpiru) palga-nga        -nyu
the  man-abs (the woman-obl) hit -NGAY-nfut
'The man hit (the woman)' Dy,D:70

As one can see from (40a, b), the morpheme -rrfy (-marrfy, -yirrfy) can function in
a way identical to -ngay. It has, however, also another function: the example in (40c)
not only has the interpretation 'the man hears (something)'. but also 'the man hears
himself', meaning 'the man thinks'. What happens, apparently, is that in certain cases
the theme role is not really absorbed : rather it is incorporated into -rrty, which in this
case functions as an anaphor that has to be coreferential with the subject (cf. 4Od).

(40)a.    Palam wuju pangkul yarangku jangka-nyu
the fruit-abs the man-erg eat -nfut

'The man eats the fruit' Dy,D:90

b.    Payi yara jangkay-marri -nyu pakum wujuku
the  man-abs eat -RRfY -nfut the fruit-obl
'The man eats the fruit' Dy,D:90

c.   Payi yara ngampa-yirri -nyu
the  man-abs hear -RRfY-nfut
'The man hears something; the man thinks' Dy,D:90
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d. Payi yarai ngampa-yirii-nyu

We may mention, at this point, Marantz's (1984) analysis of Romance reflexive-me-
diopassive se (si). According to Marantz, this se absorbs the subject theta-role and.
consequently, triggers movement of the direct object NR Its interpretation can either be
generic or non-generic. In the non-generic generic reading it is obligatorily interpreted
as a refiexive or reciprocal anaphor. If Marantz's approach, which we illustrate with a
Spanish example in (41), is correct, the fact that a theta-role absorbing morpheme can
function as an anaphor is clearly not an idiosyncratic phenomenon restricted to Dyirbal
-rrfy.

(41) Las estatuasi no se(i) besan ei
'One does not kiss statues; Statues do not kiss each other' Dy,D:90

Both the canonical (passive) construction and the two antipassive constructions (-ngay,
-rrfy) of Dyirbal present the possibility of expressing the two arguments of dyadic

predicates. They are, however, all intransitive, which implies that one of the arguments
must be oblique. Dyirbal has thus no transitive structures.

To conclude: we have argued that the properties of Dyirbal, the only existing
syntactically ergative language, can be explained by the assumption that 'transitive'
verbs have the same characteristics as passive verbs in accusative languages: they do not
assign Case to their object, nor a theta-role to their subject. We presented both syntactic
and (diachronic and synchronic) morphological evidence in favour of this assumption.
We have furthermore argued that Dyirbal has two antipassive morphemes, one of
which can function as an anaphon Our conclusion is in line with the Unaccusative
Hypothesis and shows that overall unaccusativity can lead to a situation in which
transitive structures are unavailable.

4.3. Inuit
In 2.2. we have shown that, apart from Dyirbal, all ergative languages are of the
morphological type. which means that in these languages the absolutive NP occurring
with transitive verbs functions as the D- and S-structure direct object, while the ergative
NP has the subject function. The Inuit languages form no exception in this respect. An
argument for the subject status of the ergative NP (the agent) was the fact that the NP
that was ergative in finite clauses appeared as PRO in non-finite clauses. In (11) we
illustrated this with an example from Central Arctic Inuit, in (42) we present some more
examples, from, respectively, Yup'ik, Labrador and West Greenlandic.

(42)a.     Angutem PRO kemek    nere sq -aa

man-erg meat-abs eat want(for s.o.)-ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants someone to eat the meat' *Y,R:234
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b.    Angutikp PRO annak taku guma-vaa
nnan-erg woman-abs see want -ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to see the woman' L,Sb:168

c.     Angutip PRO qajak atur uma -vaa

man-erg kayak-abs borrow want-ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to borrow the kayak' WG,Inf

As we have seen in 2.2.1.5., the theme NP can be incorporated in the verb in Inuit. This
forms an indication that it functions as direct object. The example of incorporation we
gave in (17) was from Central Arctic. but the other variants of Inuit allow for the same
process. The example in (43), for instance, is from Greenlandic.

(43) Hansi tuttu   -si            -vuq

H. caribou-come across-ind,3sg
'Hansi saw a caribou' *WG,F:86

Like their Dyirbal counterparts, Inuit transitive verbs can appear both in a passive and in
an antipassive construction. We illustrate this with the Greenlandic and Central Arctic
examples in (44).

(44)a. Miirqat paar         -ai
children-abs,pl take care of-ind,3sg3pl
'She takes care of the children' G,Wa:322

b. (Miirqunik) paar -Ssi -vuq
children-obl,pl take care of-antipass-ind,3sg
'She takes care (of children' G,Wa:323

c. Angutip arnaq taku-vaa
man-erg woman-abs see -ind,3sg3sg
'The man sees the woman' G,Wa:323

d. Arnaq (angutimit) taku-tau -puq
woman-abs man-obl see -pass-ind,3sg
'The woman is seen (by the man)' G,Wa:324

e. Jaaniup tuktu taku-vaa
Jaani-erg caribou-abs see -ind,3sg3sg
'Jaani sees the caribou' CA,Jo:17
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f. Jaani (tuktumik) taku-0 -vuq
Jaani-abs caribou-obl see -antipass-ind,3sg
'Jaani sees (a caribou)' CA,Jo:17

g. Piitaup Maali kunik-paa
Piita-erg Maali-abs kiss -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita kisses Maali' CA,Jo:9

h. (Piitamit) Maali kunik-tau -vuq
Piita-obl Maali-abs kiss -pass-ind,3sg
'Maali is kissed (by Piita)' CA,Jo:9

If we assume that the ergative Case-system of Inuit, like the the Dyirbal system, arises
as a consequence of lack of accusative Case, we may conclude that two of the ways
in which it solves its Case problem are identical to the ones employed in Dyirbal.
The construction that remains to be considered is the canonical transitive construction
(e.g. (44a, c, e, g)). We have argued that in this construction the ergative NP (the agent)
is the subject and the absolutive NP (the theme) the direct object, in other words, that
it presents a morphologically ergative pattern. We will now consider how this pattern
can be accounted fon

With respect to the absolutive Case there are several arguments that indicate
that it has the same status as the nominative of accusative languages. In accusative
languages nominative is morphologically the least marked Case and the same holds
true for the absolutive of the Inuit languages, which bears 0-morphology. Moreover,
(abstracting away from pro-drop cases) every finite sentence in Inuit has an absolutive
NP, just as finite sentences in accusative languages always have a nominative NR A
more complex argument concerns the behaviour of transitive verbs in Inuit infinitival
clauses. These clauses only occur as complements of verbs.7  When they are selected
by object control verbs, they only may contain transitive verbs if these are previously
detransitivized (by passivization or antipassivization). This is illustrated by the Central
Arctic examples in (45), where (45a and c), which contain non-detransitivized verbs,
are ungrammatical and (45b and c), which contain detransitivized versions of these
verbs, are grammatical.

(45)a. *Arnaup nutaraqi [ PROi titirauti nani] rqu -vaa
woman-erg child-abs pencil-abs find tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find a pencil' *CA.Jo:24

b. Arnaup nutaraqi [ PROi titirautimik nani-si]
woman-erg child-abs pencil-obl find -antipass
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rqu -vaa
tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find a pencil' CA,Jo:25

c. *Piitaup Maalii [PROi JARni kunuk] rqu -vaa
Piita-erg Maali-abs Jaani-abs kiss tell -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita tells Maali to kiss Jaani' *CA,Jo:25

d. Piitaup Maalii [ PROi Jaanimit kunik-tau]
Piita-erg Maali-abs Jaani-obl kiss  -pass

rqu -vaa

tell -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita tells Maali to be kissed by Jaani =' CA,Jo:25
'to let herself be kissed by Jaani'

The obligatory detransitivization of transitive verbs in object control complements
indicates that it is not possible to assign absolutive Case in these complements: the lack
of this Case causes a Case filter violation when one wants to express the direct object,
as in (45a) and (45c). If it is indeed true that the absolutive must be equated to the
nominative, that is, to the Case assigned by the INFL of finite sentences, there is no
absolutive available in infinitivals. This means that the rejection of sentences such as
those in (454 c) follows automatically. A question that arises here is. of course, why the
complements of subject control verbs follow a different pattern: as can be seen in the
examples in (42) the latter do allow the expression of direct objects in the absolutive.
We will return to this question later on.

Let us assume that the absolutive Case is indeed nominative. An additional
argument for this assumption is that the absolutive NP always agrees with the infiection
on the verb: this kind ofagreementis alsocharacteristic fornominative NPs in accusative
languages. What we must consider now is why this Case is available for an NP with
direct object status and, also, how it is possible that (in finite clauses) there is another
Case (the ergative) for the subject of transitive verbs. We will start with the latter
question. The ergative Case of Inuit is morphologically identical to the genitive, the
Case of possessive NPs. We illustrate this with the Yup'ik and Labrador examples
in (46).

(46)a. angutem angya-a
man-gen boat -3sg
'the man's boat' *Y,R:73,83

b. Angutem tangrr-aa arnaq

man-erg see -ind,3sg3sg woman-abs
'The man sees the woman' *Y,R:60
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c. kivgat nunang-at

servants-gen land    -3pl
'the land of the servants' *OL,Bo:30

d. Kivgat attuar-paat
servants read -ind,3sg3pl
'The servants read it' *OL,Bo:106

In fact, NPs with possessives are very similar to transitive clauses: the possessive
'subject' not only has the same Case as the subject of a transitive clause, but it is
also related to an identical agreement morpheme (a and at in the examples above),
which in NPs appears as a suffix of the nominal head and in clauses as part of verbal
inflection. It is plausible to assume that this morpheme is ultimately responsible for the
genitive (=ergative) Case. We may implement this along the following lines: assume
that in Inuit NPs, like Ss, have an infiectional head that may contain the relevant
agreement morpheme, specified for person and number features, but also for genitive
Case. The inflectional head (or rather the agreement morpheme it contains) agrees with
the possessive, which occurs in its specifier position; on this type of specifier-head

agreement see Chomsky (1986). The possessive, consequently, has genitive Case. The
procedure for the genitive Case in clauses is essentially the same: the infiectional head
of these clauses contains a genitive agreement morpheme that agrees with the specifier
of the clause (the subject). Notice that the appearance of genitive Case is dependent on
the presence of the relevant agreement morpheme and that this morpheme only occurs
in finite clauses, which implies only these clauses can have genitive subjects.

The INFL morpheme of finite clauses also has its normal function: that of as-
signing nominative Case. In intransitive clauses this happens in the usual way: the
subject NP is assigned nominative (=absolutive) by INFL in the subject position. What
we are interested in here, however, is the nominative (=absolutive) that appears on the
direct object of transitive clauses. It is quite clear that given the fact that the subject
of these clauses has genitive, the nominative is available for the direct object NR It is
also clear that the latter cannot move to the subject position to be assigned this Case,
because this position is occupied by the genitive NR This means that Inuit has some
special procedure for nominative assignment to direct objects. We will not work out
this procedure at this point, but merely note that theoretically, there are two options.
In the first place it is possible that nominative assignment takes place within the VR If
this is so, it is plausible that the verb serves as an intermediary in the process and that
this is an instance of'Case-assignment by chain-government', a Case-assignment type
that has been proposed by den Besten (den Besten, 1982) to account for instances of
nominative subjects in the VP in Dutch and German:  The second possibility is that
the direct object NP scrambles out of the VP to a position in the local domain of INFL
and is assigned nominative directly by INFL.9)

Though we have not worked out all the details, we now have an explanation for
the ergative Case pattern in Inuit : a) The 'ergative'  Case of the transitive subject is in
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fact genitive. Genitive is assigned by specifier-head agreement to the subject of NPs.
The Inuit languages, however, also have a genitive rule that applies in finite clauses.
This rule applies in essentially the same way as the the genitive rule in NPs. We can
speak here of an extension of the genitive rule for NPs to clauses. b) The 'absolutive'
is nominative, assigned by finite INFL to the subject of intransitive clauses or to the
direct object of transitive clauses. In the latter the nominative is available for the direct
object because the subject is genitive.

One of the technical points we have not considered so far concerns the fact that
genitive Case never appears on the subject of intransitive clauses. To account for this,
one could state that assignment of nominative Case is obligatory: in intransitive clauses
the subject NP would be the only candidate for this Case and assignment of genitive
would result in a Case-clash. Another possibility is to assume that the morpheme that
is responsible for genitive Case is not compatible with intransitive verbs.

Notice that in our analysis there is no Case that is assigned (directly) by the verb
to the direct object NP: the only Case this NP can receive is nominative, and when this
Case is not available, as in object control clauses, it cannot be expressed at all. This is in
line with the Unaccusativity Hypothesis, which states that verbs in ergative languages
do not assign structural Case.

Above we mentioned that Inuit subject control clauses, unlike object control
clauses, can contain a direct object NP. We must still discuss why this is so. Subject
control clauses are selected by certain types of verbs. These verbs are the correlates
of verbs that in certain other languages are often claimed to trigger a process of
reanalysis. We refer, for example, to the clitic-climbing verbs of Romance languages
(see, for intance, Rizzi (1978)) or the Verb Raising verbs of German and Dutch (cf.
e.g. Evers (1975)). There are a number of proposals relating to the precise nature of the
reanalysis involved with these verbs. They all have in common that they explain why
certain constituents of the complement clause behave as if they were selected by the
matrix verb. The idea is, roughly, the following: the matrix verb and the (infinitival)
complement verb form one complex verb and the consequence of this is that the nodes
that dominate the latter. but not the former, do not act as barriers for at least a number of
processes. For our present purposes this global characterization of reanalysis suffices.

With respect to the direct object of subject control complements in Inuit, we
note that it bears absolutive. or rather. nominative Case and that it agrees with the
matrix intlection. Moreover, the matrix subject has genitive (ergative) Case. By way of
illustration. consider the examples in (42). of which we repeat (42c) in (47).

(47)     Angutip PRO qajak atur uma -vaa

man-erg kayak-abs borrow want-ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to borrow the kayak' WG,Inf

The facts seem to indicate that the direct object under consideration behaves as if it were
a direct object of the matrix verb. This is possible, we would like to argue, because
the construction involves reanalysis and the clausal barriers of the complement are
invisible for the procedure involved in Case-assignment to direct objects (nominative-
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assignment in the VP, or scrambling of the direct object NP + local Case-assignment).
We must mention here that it is probable that Inuit object control verbs are

also reanalysis verbs. In principle a direct object NP of the complement of such a
verb can also behave as a matrix direct object and be assigned nominative Case. This
would imply, however, that no Case would be available for the matrix direct object (the
controller). so that the structure would be ruled out by the Case Filter. Thus. the Case
problem of transitive object control complements, contrary to that of transitive subject
control complements, cannot be solved by reanalysis.

We have shown in this subsection that Inuit Case patterns involving agents
and themes make no use of accusative Case. Transitive verbs can be detransitivized,  by
antipassivization or passivization; in this respect Inuit does not differ from Dyirbal. The
Inuit languages, however, also have transitive structures, in which agents are subjects
and themes direct objects. In the latter the Case of the direct object is not provided
by the verb (i.e it is not accusative), but by finite INFL. This becomes particularly
clear when one considers the behaviour of direct objects in clauses that do not contain
this kind of INFL, non-finite clauses: in principle such clauses may not contain direct
objects. Subject control clauses form an apparent exception, but the Case of their direct
objects is in fact provided by the finite INFL of the matrix clause.

We have shown, furthermore, that the absolutive Case is to be equated to the
nominative of accusative languages. In this sense, again, there is no distinction between
Dyirbal and Inuit. But, compared to the former, the Inuit languages have another
structural Case available in transitive finite clauses: this is the 'ergative', which we
have shown to have the same characteristics as the genitive Case assigned to the
possessor in NPs. This parallelism between ergative and genitive led us to the proposal
that the rule for genitive assignment to the 'subject' of NPs is extended to transitive
finite clauses. Once the subject of such a clause has genitive Case, the nominative
becomes available for another NR This means that it can 'save' the direct object, for
which no accusative Case is available, from inducing a Case filter violation. What is
necessary for this is, of course, that the nominative assigner (finite INFL) can 'reach'
the direct object NR We have discussed very briefly how this result might be achieved.
It is, in particular, the presence of a secondary structural Case that makes it possible to
have transitive structures even though accusative Case is unavailable.

One important question that arises now is to what extent the Inuit languages
can be considered representative for all morphological ergative languages. For many of
these there are not enough data to draw any serious conclusions. We know, however, that
in a number of ergative American Indian languages (Chinook, the Mayan languages),
as well as in Polynesian Niuean, ergative morphology is identical to genitive, which
indicates that their Case marking system may be essentially the same as that of the Inuit
languages. Furthermore, at least the Mayan languages have the property that non-finite
clauses (which are not of the reanalysis type) may never be transitive. We have already
exemplified this in 2.4. (28).

There is at least one morphologically ergative language for which it is clear that
it is neither possible to equate ergative to genitive nor absolutive to nominative: we
refer to Basque. The Basque ergative is a special Case, restricted to clausal subjects.
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and morphologically distinct from genitive, cf. (47).

(47) John-erg: Jon-ek
John-gen: Jon-en

That the absolutive in Basque is not nominative can be shown by its behaviour in non-
finite clauses. According to Ortiz (1989), many non-finite clauses in Basque are (non-
overtly) inflected. These allow for lexical subjects and manifest the same Case pattern
as finite clauses. However, non-finite indirect questions - which are in fact participial
clauses - show no signs of Case-assigning INFL. As can be seen in (48) they do allow
for absolutive direct objects.

(48)    Ez  dakit [ aldizkari -ak nor -i    ema -n ]
neg know magazine -abs,pl who-dat give -part
'I don't know who to give the magazines to' B,0:16

The Case of these direct objects cannot be provided for by the matrix INFL: there is
no reason to suppose that reanalysis is involved and, moreover, there is no agreement
between the direct object and matrix INFL (in (48) dakit ('I know it') is marked for
singular absolutive (standing for the complement) andaldizkariak ('magazines') is
plural). We have to conclude that the Basque absolutive can appear in non-reanalyzed
clauses without Case-assigning INFL, and hence cannot be nominative.

We will return to the Basque Case system at the end of the next subsection.

4.4. Properties of Georgian
As we have mentioned in 1.3. Georgian has a dual split Case-system. One of its splits
is conditioned by aspect. It has this property in common with, for example, Hindi and
a number of earlier Indo-Iranian languages. Transitive verbs in Georgian generally act
as accusative assigners, with one exception: the direct object of the verb in the aorist
series is never accusative. Apparently, the specific morphology of these series prevents
the verb from assigning (accusative) Case. In the foregoing sections we have seen how
the Case problem posed by the absence of accusative Case gives rise to ergativity. On
the basis of this, one expects the Georgian aorist to manifest an ergative pattern, which
it indeed does.

We will show here that the ergative Case pattern of the Georgian aorist is compa-
rable to that of Inuit: it involves a'special Case' for the subject of transitive verbs and of
nominative direct objects. But we will also show that the 'special Case' is quite distinct
from the Inuit genitive. Within the ergative pattern of the Georgian aorist we find an
intransitivity split. We will argue that this split follows from the specific characteristics
of the Georgian 'special Case'.

Georgian, which has been described extensively by Harris (Harris, 1981), has
a complex verbal system. which distinguishes, among other things, two aspects. a
perfective one and an imperfective. In the imperfective aspect the Case pattern is
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accusative: subjects of both transitive and intransitive verbs show up in the nominative
and direct objects in the accusative Case. In (49) we present some examples.

(49)a. Glexi tesavs siminds
farmer-nom sow-1 sg3  corn
'The farmer sows the com' G,H:1

b. Nan)cxvari cxveba
pastry-nom bake,3sg
'The pastry bakes' G,H:30

c. Vano pikrobs Marikaze

Vano-nom thinks,3sg Marika-obl
'Vano thinks about Manka' G,H:41

The Case pattern of the perfective - the 'aorist series' - is completely distinct We start
with the perfective counterpart of the transitive (49a):

(50)a. Glexma datesa simindi
farmer-erg sow-aorist-3sg,3 corn-nom
'The farmer has sown the corn' G,H:1

Here the theme has nominative Case, whereas the agent has a special Case, called
ergative. It can be shown that the theme functions syntactically as a direct object and
the agent as the subject. Thus, for instance, the transitive infiection on the verb agrees

in person and number with the ergative NP, in the same way as this happens with its
nominative counterpart in the imperfective, while there is object agreement with the
theme (cf. the glosses in (49a) and (50)). Another argument is that the nominative NP of
the perfective can be refiexive, in which case it has to be coreferential with the ergative

NP, cf. (51).

(51) Vanom daircmuna tavisi tavi

Vano-erg convince-aorist,3sg3 own self-nom
'Vano convinced himself' G,H:41

The fact that the direct object NPs in the perfective are nominative can be explained
by the assumptions   that 1) perfective morphology blocks the accusative-assigning
properties of transitive verbs and 2) INFL assigns nominative to the direct object (for
example by chain-government). We must remark that this implies that in Georgian there
is no one-to-one relation between agreement-type and Case-type: the direct object is
nominative but its agreement relation with the verb is distinct from the relation that
holds between verbs and nominative (and ergative) subjects. What we have here, in
fact, is another type of split. For details of the complex agreement system of Georgian
we refer to Harris (1981) and Anderson (1983).
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According to us, thus, the Case problem posed by the perfective in Georgian is
resolved in essentially the same way as in Inuit. The Georgian ergative, however, is not
genitive. The ergative only shows up on subjects in the perfective and is not related to
any other Case in this language. Letus now discuss this Case inmore detail. Consider the
two intransitive sentences in (52) (which are perfective counterparts of (49b) and (49c)).
In (52a) the subject has nominative Case. but in (52b) it has ergative Case.

(52)a. Namcxvari gamocxva
pastry-nom bake,perf,3sg
'The pastry has baked' G,H:43

b. Vanom ipikra Marikaze
Vano-erg think,perf,3sg Marika-obl
'Vano thinks about Marika' G,H:40

These examples manifest an intransitivity split. Harris (1981) classifies intransitive
verbs that take nominative subjects as class 2 verbs, and those that take an ergative
subject as class 3 verbs. She shows that class 2 verbs have the semantic characteristics
of the verbs that Perlmutter calls 'unaccusative'. and that, on the other hand, class 3
verbs are semantically agentive. This implies that class 2 verbs such as (intransitive)
'bake' occur in D-structures such as that in (53a) and class 3 verbs (e.g. 'think') in
D-structures such as that in (53b).

(53) a. S    b. S

NP- VP NP   VP

e VC-- NP   |V

Suppose we consider the active Case as an inherent Case. Inherent Cases have the
property that they are assigned by a theta-assigner, at D-structure (cf. Chomky, 1985).
The theta-assigner of the ergative NP is the VR We propose, hence, that the VP assigns
the ergative Case. A VP that does not function as a theta-assigner cannot assign inherent
Case: this is what happens with class 2 verbs, whose D-structure subject position is
empty because there is no theta-role that can be assigned to it by the VR The 'subject'
of these verbs is the D-structure object, which moves to the subject position and is
assigned the structural Case nominative. Subjects of transitive verbs are always D-
structure subjects which, like subjects of class 3 verbs, are assigned inherent ergative
Case by the VR A problem we must mention here is that inherent Case assignment is
restricted  to the aorist series. We will  leave this open for further investigation.

If the analysis we propose here is correct. we may say that the Georgian aorist
and Inuit have a great deal in common: both have unaccusative transitive verbs and
both solve the Case problem this involves with an exceptional Case for the subject of
transitive verbs, so that the nominative becomes available for the direct object. The
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distinction between them is that Inuit makes use of a generalized genitive rule and
Georgian of an inherent Case assigned by the VR The result of this distinction is that
the Inuit languages manifest a pure ergative pattern and the Georgian perfective a split
one, with the split conditioned by verb type.

One may wonder whether intransitivity Splits in other languages can be accounted
for in the same way as in Georgian. Though more investigation is required on this
point, it is not implausible that in most (or perhaps all) cases the split is between D-
structure subjects and D-structure objects and that it is a consequence of inherent Case-
assignment.10) The introduction of the notion of inherent Case, however. opens up the
possibility that certain Case-systems involve an inherent Case assigned by the verb. In
languages that have this Case, direct object and (S-structure) subjects of'unaccusative'
verbs would be Case marked inherently, whereas subjects of transitive and agent-taking
intransitive verbs would be nominative, or also inherently marked. In other words:
the 'absolutive' would be an inherent Case and the 'ergative' either a structural Case,
assigned by INFL or an inherent Case assigned by the VR The specific characteristics of
Basque indicate that in this language the absolutive is an inherent Case. As mentioned
in 1.3., Basque manifests an intransitivity split. The examples in (54) illustrate this split
once more.

(54)a. Ikasle -ek harri-ak bota zituzten
student-erg,pl stone-abs throw aux,3pl3sg
'The students threw stones' B,0:6

b. Exte-ak zutik iraun-go du
house-erg on foot last -fut aux,3sg(3sg)
'The house will last' B,0:42

c.  Ardi -a hil zen
sheep-abs die aux,3sg
'The sheep died' B,0:43

The intransitivity split indicates that inherent Case is involved. At the end of the
preceding section we saw, moreover, that the Basque absolutive could be assigned
in clauses lacking Case assigning INFL and consequently could not be equated to
nominative. If the absolutive is inherently assigned by the verb, its behaviour in the
clauses underconsideration is not problematic. Notice that in 2.2.1.6. we have implicitly
treated the partitive Case in Basque as inherent too. As only NPs which otherwise would
be assigned absolutive can have partitive Case (cf. Levin (1983)) we can now see this
Case as a special realization of the absolutive.

We must mention here that the idea that the Basque absolutive is an inherent Case
was first proposed by Levin (1983). Levin, moreover, states that the Basque ergative
can also be treated as inherent. This would mean that Basque lacks both accusative
Case and nominative Case. 11)
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5. Conclusion
In this chapter we have defended the idea that there is a uniform explanation for the
phenomenon of ergativity. We have tried to show that ergative languages are charac-
terized by the fact that their transitive verbs cannot act as structural Case-assigners.
This gives rise to a Case-problem with respect to direct object NPs, which has to be
solved in some way. The same problem, we argued, also occurs in those constructions
of nominative-accusative languages in which for some reason structural verbal Case-
assignment is impossible.

As for the solution of the Case-problem there are various options. The most well
known of these is that the unaccusativity of transitive verbs occurs together with the
absorption of the thematic role of the subject NP, so that the direct object NP can move
to the empty subject position and be assigned nominative Case. In this case the absorbed
subject theta-role can only be expressed in an oblique way. Burzio (1986) even claims
that the impossibility of accusative Case-assignment necessarily entails the absorption
of the subject role (see Groos (1982) for a critical review of this generalization). If
our approach is correct however, it must be assumed that the generalization proposed
by Burzio does not always hold. The reason for this is that ergative paradigms may
sometimes contain transitive structures. This happens when there is some special Case
available for subjects of transitive verbs, as in Inuit, where the genitive assignment
procedures are extended from NPs to sentences, but also, for instance, in the split
ergative language Georgian, which has an inherent Case for D-structure subjects. In
these cases the nominative becomes available for the direct object. Another possibility
is that there is an inherent Case for the direct object: we have assumed, following
Levin (1983), that this explains the Case pattern of Basque. We have reduced the
difference between so-called mophologically ergative languages, such as Inuit, and so-
called syntactically ergative languages (Dyirbal) to the availability or unavailability of
an extra Case. Our approach, thus, rejects the standard assumption that in languages
such as Dyirbal the rules for theta-assignment are distinct from those in other languages
and that languages such as Inuit have morphological Case rules that are in some
way sensitive to the presence or absence of direct objects. Apart from the possibility
of absorption of the subject theta-role ('passive'), ergative languages often have the
possibility of absorbing the role of the direct object ('antipassive'). The latter type of
absorption has as a consequence that the agent of transitive verbs can act as a normal
unmarked subject.

We are aware that we have considered only a limited number of ergative lan-
guages. Nevertheless we believe that the Unaccusativity Hypothesis presents an in-
sightful perspective for the phenomenon of ergativity.



Chapter II

WORD-CLASSES IN INUIT

1. Introduction
1.1. General Remarks
The nature of the preceding chapter was both typological and theoretical. We de-
scribed the characteristics of a considerable number of languages that do not follow
the nominative-accusative Case pattern and proposed a hypothesis - the Unaccusative

Hypothesis - from which these characteristics could be derived. Though we exempli-
fied the consequences of the hypothesis for certain languages, the global, typological,
character of the chapter did not leave room for a detailed study of any of these. In the
remainder of this work we will again consider one language, or rather one language

group, but in far more detail than we did before. This language group is that of the Inuit
languages. Our study of these languages can be regarded as an extensive test for the

empirical adequacy of the Unaccusativity Hypothesis.
Eskimo languages, or Inuit languages as we are calling them, are spoken in an

area extending from Eastern Siberia to Greenland. Apart from the Siberian branch,
there is a clear division between Alaskan, or Yup'ik, and Eastern Inuit. Eastern Inuit
consists of a continuum of dialects that are in general mutually intelligible with their
neighbours. For a phonology-based classification of these dialects we refer the reader
to Dorais (1986). Canadian Eastern Inuit is usually called Inuktitut. Clear standard-

ization has applied to West Greenlandic, which is the official language of Greenland.
West Greenlandic is also the best described variant of Inuit; some relevant works are
Kleinschmidt (1851), Schultz-Lorentzen (1945), Bergsland (1955), Rischel (1974) and
in particular the detailed study by Fortescue (Fortescue (1984)), from which we have
derived much of our data. Descriptions of other Eastern variants can be found, for
example, in Bourquin (1891) (Labrador) and Schneider (1972,1976) (Ungava Bay di-
alect). Reed et al. (1977) is a learning-grammar of Yup'ik. Many details of (a dialect

of) this branch can also be found in Woodbury (1981). Overviews of aspects of distinct
Inuit dialects are Uhlenbeck (1907) and Thalbitzer (1911). Sociolinguistic details are
presented by various authors in Collis (1990) (see also the references cited there). As
far as we have been able to ascertain, most syntactic data relevant to our study do not

39
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differ crucially in any of the distinct dialects of Inuit Our main focus, however, will be
on West-Greenlandic. 1)

The Inuit languages present a morphologically ergative Case pattern. We have
already discussed this in chapter I. In chapter IV we will extend the relevant argumen-
tation presented there. In chapter V we will review the arguments for the assumption
that the ergative Case pattern of Inuit is characterized by the lack of accusative Case
and supplement these with additional data. Furthermore we will refine our analysis
with respect to the Case assignment procedures in Inuit. Up to that point we will treat
Inuit as completely ergative. In chapter VI, however, we will argue that in addition to
its canonical ergative pattern, Inuit also manifests an accusative pattern. An important
question we will consider is under what conditions this pattern appears.

A detailed study of one aspect of a language or language group presupposes
knowledge of many other aspects of that language (group). It is for this reason that
we will not be concerned solely with matters that revolve around Inuit ergativity. In
the present chapter, for example, we will give an overview of the distinct Inuit word-
classes. We do this on the basis of the idea that a great part of syntactic projection
is in fact projection of words, which implies that to get an insight into Inuit syntax,
necessary for the study of its ergativity, one must first have a basic knowledge of its
words and their properties. This, however, is not enough: not only words project into
syntactic units, there are also certain affixes that have this property. One clear case
is the inflectional ending of verbs, which in the framework we are employing here is
generally assumed to be the syntactic head of the sentence (S). One of the most striking
characteristics of Inuit, in our view, is that it has many affixes that have the ability to
project syntactically. General aspects of these affixes will be treated in chapter III, a
chapter in which we will also present a refined version of our theoretical assumptions
concerning the structures of syntactic projections.

1.2. Lexical Categories
As stated above, the present chapter will be concerned with Inuit words, or lexical cate-
gories. Lexical categories, as we use the term here, are either stems or free morphemes.

Lexical categories are subdivided into major and minor categories. Chomsky
(1981) classifies major categories on the basis of the semantic notions 'substantive' (N)
and 'predicative' (V): a major category is either positively or negatively specified for
these notions. This gives rise to the four classes of major categories listed  in (1).

(1)    [+N,-V] : noun
[-N, +V] : verb
[+N, +V] : adjective
[-N, -V]  : preposition

As we will see, the Inuit languages have only two lexical categories that can be viewed
as major: the categories noun and verb. From a semantic viewpoint, however, Inuit is
able to express in essence the same concepts as languages with four major categories.
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We therefore take as a basis these four categories and consider what equivalent each of
them has in Inuit. Where relevant, we will also consider subdivisions.

After presenting the Inuit equivalents of the four major categories, we will
consider the relation between the classification in (1) and the organization of the lexicon
in Inuit.

We will finish the present chapter by discussing the Inuit equivalents of other
categories.

Before we start, we must mention that in this chapter we will try to be neutral
with respect to the type of ergativity (syntactic or morphological) of Inuit. This implies
that we will use the terms 'agent' and 'theme' to indicate the arguments of dyadic
predicates.  As in chapter I, 'agent' refers to the most active argument of dyadic activity
predicates, and 'theme' to the other argument. Arguments of other dyadic predicates
are classified on the basis of analogy.

2. Verbs

2.1. Introduction
From a semantic viewpoint verbs can be characterized as typically being predicates. We
therefore call them pure predicates. The major syntactic characteristic ofpure predicates
is that they project as VPs. A further property they have is that they can be be inflected
for mood, tense/aspect and agreement.2, A number of words that are not pure predicates
nonetheless share with them either both the property to project as VPs and the ability
to inflect (copular verbs) or just this latter ability (auxiliaries).  It is for this reason that
they are also classified as verbs. Note that the class defined by the infiectional property
is the most extensive one because it contains pure predicates as well as copulas and
auxiliaries.

Pure predicates in Inuit also head VPs. They moreover enter into inflectional
paradigms thatexpress moodand agreement. Theseparadigms are built up bymeans ofa
complex affix that varies according to mood and agreement features. Itcancontaineither
one set of agreement features or two sets: in the former case we speak of intransitive
and in the latter of transitive inflection. We note, incidentally, that agreement in Inuit
is of the type that allows pro-drop, that in the transitive case this holds for both the
elements that agreement refers to and, furthermore, that it expresses person and number.
but not genden As examples we present the intransitive indicative paradigm for West
Greenlandic (2a), a number of forms from the transitive indicative paradigm (2b) and
an overview of distinct mood infiections for intransitive third person singular (the
imperative, which does not have this form, is presented in the second person singular).
Note that the array of moods is rather extensive. Note also that Inuit does not distinguish
between present and past tense.3),4)
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(2)a.    niri-vunga 'I eat/ate'
niri-vutit 'you eat/ate'
niri-vuq 'he/she/it eats/ate'
niri-vugut 'we eat/ate'
niri-vusi    'you (pl) eat/ate'
niri-pput 'they eat/ate'

b.   niri -vara 'I eat/ate it'
niri -vat 'You eat/ate it'
niri -vaa 'He/sheAt eats/ate it'
niri -varput 'We eat/ate it'
niri -varsi 'You (pl) eat/ate it'
niri -vaat 'They eat/ate it'

taku-vakkit   'I see/saw you (sg)'
taku-vassi 'I see/saw you (pl)'

taku-vassinga 'You (pl) see/saw me'
taku-vassigut 'You (pl) see/saw us'

c. indicative: niri-vuq 'he/she/it eats/ate'
interrogative: niri-va 'does/did he/she/it eat?'
participial: niri-suq '(that) he/she/it eats/ate'5)
conditional: niri-ppat 'if he/she/it eats/ate'
causative: niri-mmat 'because he/she/it eats/ate'
optative: niri-li 'let him/her/it eat/ate'
gerundial: niri-lluni '(he/shefit) eating'
imperative: niri-git 'eat!, you (sg)'

Though we have presented the inflectional affixes as simplex here and will also do
this in our examples, we must mention that they actually consist of a mood affix -
e.g. -vu(q) (-pu(q) after consonants) and -va(q) (-pa(q)) for the indicative - and an
agreement morpheme, which in certain transitive cases is itself again morphologically
decomposable. For details we refer the reader to chapter V, section 2. When glossing
transitive infiection we will first reproduce the features referring to the agent and
subsequently those referring to the theme (or the goal, see below). Some pure predicates
are affixal: they necessarily incorporate the nominal or verbal head of their complement.
Categories withcopula orauxiliary functionare also affixal. Affixal forms will be treated
in subsequent chapters: here we restrict ourselves to non-affixal pure predicates, which
we classify as (non-affixal) verbs.
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2.2. Verb Classes

Since Kleinschmidt (1851), Inuit verbs are usually subdivided into three classes: intran-
sitive, transitive and potentially half-transitive. This classification is morphologically
based: intransitive verbs are those verbs that co-occur with intransitive inflection, tran-
sitive verbs co-occur with transitive inflection and potentially half-transitive, or, as we
will call them, 'ambiguous verbs', co-occur with both infiection types. There are a num-
ber of processes that convert basically transitive and ambiguous verbs into intransitive
verbs; some of these are induced by overt morphology, others are not. Transitivization
of intransitive verbs also occurs, though less frequently and always with the aid of
morphology.

We will start with a brief overview of basic verbs, following Kleinsmchidt's
classification. After this we will discuss the processes that convert basic verbs of one
class into verbs of another class.6)

1. Basically Intransitive Verbs

Thematically, most intransitive Inuit verbs are one-place predicates: they co-occur with
and assign a th-role to one obligatory NR As mentioned above, they are character-
ized morphologically as co-occuring with intransitive inflection. In (3) we list some
West Greenlandic examples of basic intransitives, employing the third person singular
indicative form, which is the form used in citation and in dictionary entries.7)

(3)a. sinip-puq 'sleep' (i.e., he/she/it sleeps)
tuqu-vuk 'die'

b.    kamap-puq 'be angry'
angi-vuk    'be big'
mild-vuk 'be small'

It should be noted that there is no one-to-one relation between the concepts expressed
by intransitive English verbs and intransitive Inuit verbs. Inuit intransitives tend to be
stative and/or non-controlled, while English intransitives may also express controlled
actions and processes. These kinds of action are also expressed by verbs in Inuit. but
not by verbs classified as intransitives. In fact the relevant verbs belong to the class of
ambiguous verbs, and can hence co-occur with intransitive or transitive inflection. In
the latter case they have an overt (or pro) theme argument. In (4) and (5) we present
some examples.

(4)a.    Tikip -puq
arrive-ind,3sg
'He has arrived' WG,F:89
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b. Illu tikik -kaa

house arrive at-part,3sg3sg
'When he reached the house...' WG,F:60

(5)a. Senna-voq
work -ind,3sg
'He works' OL,B:102

b. Senna-vaa
work -ind,3sg3sg
'He works on it' OL,B:102

Within the class of intransitive Inuit verbs there are some that express concepts that in
English are typically adjectival; examples are those in (3b). We observe that in Inuit
they are indeed pure verbs, that is, they cannot be used attributively (i.e., as modifiers
within NPs) as such. They can, however, be converted into another category (noun), in
which case they may be used in an attributive way. We will discuss this in 3.2.1. and 4.

As far as we know, there is no syntactic evidence for a bipartition between
'unaccusative' and 'unergative' intransitive verbs in Inuit (cf. also Johns (1987)). This
means that it may well be the case that they are all 'unaccusative' or all 'unergative'.
Their semantics seems to indicate that the 'unaccusative' option is then the most
plausible one.

There is one group of basically intransitive verbs we have not yet mentioned:
we refer to a group of verbs that normally take clausal complements, and that are
obligatorily intransitively infiected. In (6) we list some West Greenlandic examples:

(6) isumaqar-puq 'think' (i.e., he/she thinks s.th.)
uqar -puq 'say'
nalunaar -puq 'report'
allap -puq 'write'

From a semantic viewpoint the (clausal) complement of these verbs is a theme (we
extend this notion to clauses here), and the argument referred to by infiection an agent.
If basic intransitive (i.e., intransitively inflected) verbs in Inuit are 'unaccusatives' this
group of verbs clearly forms an exception.8) We refer the reader to chapter VI for a
further discussion of the status of intransitive verbs.

2. Basically Transitive Verbs

Semantically, most transitive verbs take two arguments. Some of them, however, are
what is usually called 'di-transitive' and may be assumed to take three arguments. All
transitive verbs are inflected transitively: the agreement morphology they occur with
invariably cross-references two arguments. Some (West Greenlandic) transitive verbs
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are listed in (7) - in their citation form, which is indicative, third person singular-third
person singular; (7b) contains di-transitive verbs.

(7)a. aa -vaa 'fetch' (i.e.,he/sherit fetched it)

asap  -paa 'wash'
tuqup -paa'kill'
tuqqur-paa 'hide'
napi -vaa 'break'
matu -aa 'open'

b.    tuni   -vaa 'give'
nassip-paa 'send'

In the case of di-transitives the NP that bears the role usually called 'goal' patterns with
the 'theme' of transitive verbs (it is in the absolutive and it is cross-referenced). The
NP that bears the affected role appears in an oblique Case (modalis):

(8) Niisi aningaasa-nik   tuni -vaa
N.-abs money -mod give-ind,3sg3sg
'He gave Niisi money' WG,F:89

Certain transitive verbs (normally) take a clausal complement. Some of these (from
West Greenlandic) are presented in (9).

(9)a. ilisima  -vaa 'know' (i.e., 'he/she/it knew s.th.)

ilimag -aa 'expect'
iqqaama-vaa 'remember'
taa -vaa 'mention'

b. apir  -aa 'ask'
niriursur-paa 'promise'

The verbs in (9a) are characterized by the fact that their agreement morphology cross-
references the clausal complement (in addition to the agent), the agreement being of the
third person singular type, see (1Oa). Those in (9b) are di-transitive. in the sense that
apart from the clausal complement and the agent, there is an additional goal argument.
The goal argument is absolutive and cross-referenced, and in this case there is no cross-

referencing with respect to the clause (the same kind of lack of cross-referencing with
respect to clauses held with intransitive clause-selecting verbs):

(10)a. Ilisima-vaa urni -ssa-giga

know  -ind,3sg3sg come to-fut-part.lsg3sg
'She knew I would come to him' WG,F:36
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b. Hansi aggir -sinnaa-nir -suq apira-ara
H.-abs come -can       -I wonder-part,3sg ask    -lsg,3sg
'I asked Hansi whether he could come' *WG,F:42

3. Ambiguous Verbs

As was mentioned earlier, the members of the last class of verbs are 'ambiguous'
because they can be used either wansitively or intransitively. In the transitive case they
co-occur with an agent and a theme. When they are used as intransitives, their theme is
either not expressed or it is expressed in an oblique way, usually by means of modalis
morphology. We already mentioned the ambiguous verbs when we were considering
the fact that basic Inuit intransitives are mostly stative and/or non-controlled. There
we gave as examples West Greenlandic tikit ('arrive/arrive at') and Labrador senna
('work/work at'). Some other West Greenlandic examples are listed in (11).

(11)    niri -vuq (intr.) 'eat'
niri -vaa (tr.)

taku-vuq (intr.) 'see'
taku-vaa (tr.)

pisi -vuq (intr.) 'buy'
pisi -vaa (tr.)

The examples with ambiguous verbs in (12) - (16), from Johns (1987), are from the
Qairnirmiut dialect (Baker Lake, Canada). Note, incidentally, that the mood employed
here is the participial, which in this dialect, according to Johns, is at least as frequent
in root sentences as the indicative.

(12)a.  Jaani-up niqi niri-jaa
J.     -erg meat-abs eat -part,3sg3sg
'Jaani eats the meat' Q,J:93-95

b. Jaani niri-juq (niqi-mik)
J.-abs eat -part3sg (meat-mod)
'Jaani eats (meat)'

(13)a.  Jaani-up niqi tamua-jaa
J.     -erg meat-abs chew -part,3sg3sg
'Jaani chews the meat'

b. Jaani tamua-juq (niqi-mik)
J.-abs chew -part,3sg (meat-mod)
'Jaani chews (on meat)'
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(14)a.  Arna  -up japa miqsu-gaa
woman-erg parka-abs sew -part,3sg3sg
'The woman sews the parka'

b. Arnaq miqsuq-tuq (japa -mik)
woman-abs sew -part,3sg (parka-mod)
'the woman sews (a parka)'

(15)a.  Arna -up pisiq imngi-gaa
woman-erg song-abs sing -part,3sg3sg
'The woman sings the song'

b. Arnaq (pisir -mik) imngiq-tuq
woman-abs (song -mod) sing -part,3sg
'The woman sings (a song)'

(16)a. Jaani-up Iqaluit tiki -taa aqauungngurmat
J.      -erg I.-abs arrive (at)-part,3sg,3sg the next day
'Jaani arrived at Iqaluit (Frobisher Bay) the next day'

b. Jaani tikit -tuq (Iqalung-nut)
J.-abs arrive-part,3sg (Iqaluit -dat)
'Jaani arrived (at IqaluiO'

The intransitive form of ambiguous verbs is traditionally called 'half-transitive', a term
that indicates that the theme remains present, at least (when not expressed obliquely)
in the interpretation. It is standard to assume that this form is an instance of antipassive
involving 0-morphology. We will return to this point in 2.3.2.

Ambiguous verbs that select clausal themes are, for instance, West Greenlandic
iqqaa ('remember') and nalunngit ('know, be acquainted with'). When these verbs
occur with transitive infiection, as in (17), the clausal theme is cross-referenced.

(17) Nalunngil-at arvini-pingasut-nut atua -lir -pugut
know -ind,2sg,3sg eight -dat study-begin-ind.1 pl
'You know we started studying at eight o'clock' WG,F:36

2.3. Detransitivization and Transitivization
Inuit has a number of processes that convert transitive and ambiguous verbs to in-
transitives, that is, to verbs that occur obligatorily with intransitive infiection (in finite
clauses). We will treat all these processes here as affecting an argument, in the sense
that the argument under consideration is no longer expressed (directly) as a syntactic
entity. We will make a distinction between 'absorption', 'retention' and 'deletion: The
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terms 'absorption' and 'retention' refer to the cases in which the argument remains
present in the interpretation, and distinguish between argument manipulation induced
by oven morphology (absorption) and cases in which no overt morphology is present
(retention). The term 'deletion' implies disappearance of the argument from the in-
terpretation. Inuit, in addition, has certain morphemes that may be used to convert
intransitive verbs into transitives. We will discuss only the most frequent of these, -uti.

2.3.1. Absorption of Agent: Passivization
Passive morphology in Inuit consists of a participle followed by the affixal verb -u
(-ngu, in Yup'ik) ('be'). The participle is created by means of the addition of an affix to
a transitive or ambiguous verb. In West Greenlandic this affix is -sa (q) (or-ta (q). after
consonants), and converts to -saa (or -taa) when combined with -u. Thus, tuqutaavuq,
in (188), must be analysed as in (18b).

(18)a. Tuqutaavuq
'He was killed' WG

b.     [tuqut-taq ] -u  -vuq
kill -pass -be-ind,3sg
.(killed),

As in English, the passive construction has as a characteristic that the agent argurnent
of the verb is absorbed. Again as in English, this role can be expressed obliquely: it
then bears the ablative (or dative; cf. section 5. of this chapter) Case. We illustrate this
with an example from Central Arctic:

(19) Piita-mit Maali kunik-ta  -u -vuq
Piita-abl Maali-abs kiss  -pass-be-ind.3sg
'Molly was kissed by Peter' CA,Jo:9

In 3.2. we will argue that the status of the passive participle is nominal.
The passivization process we just described can be called the canonical one: it

is mentioned in the literature for all variants of Inuit. However, at least in West Green-
landic, there are two other morphologically induced passive constructions, formed,
respectively, with the affixes -niqar and -tit, which both are added to transitive stems
and followed by intransitive inflection. According to Fortescue, one difference between
the canonical passive and the -niqar passive is that the former is static and the latter
dynamic. An example with a -niqar passive is given in (20a). The passive with -tit.
which is mainly restricted to the spoken language, is comparable to the English 'get'
passive; see (2Ob).

(20)a. Tuqun-niqar-puq
kill -pass -ind,3sg
'He was killed' WG,F:266
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b.    Kii -sip -puq
bite-TIT-ind,3sg
'He got bitten' WG,F:265

Syntactic aspects of the 'get' passive and of the canonical passive will be discussed in
chapter IV (4.5. and 5.3.).

2.3.2. Absorption/Retention of Theme: Antipassivization
All transitive verbs can undergo antipassivization. Morphologically the process consists
of the addition of an affix that detransitivizes the verb, in the sense that it must take
intransitive morphology (in finite clauses). The antipassive affix has various forms,
even within one variant of Inuit. One consequence of antipassivization is that the theme
can no longer be expressed in its canonical way (in the absolutive): it either appears in
the modalis Case, as in Ola), or it does not appear at all, as in (21b).

(21)a.    Inun   - nik tuqut-si -vuq
people-mod kill -antipass-ind,3sg
'He killed people' WG,F:86

b. Tuqut-si -vuq
kill -antipass-ind.3sg
'He killed'

In chapter I we followed the standard analysis of the antipassive, which assumes
that it involves absorption of the theme argument and optional doubling of this argument
by an adjunct. We will challenge this analysis in chapter VI, and present an alternative.
In that chapter we will also present further details of the morphological aspects of the
construction. Up till then we will continue to follow the standard analysis.

It is often remarked that there seems to be a clear relation between the intransitive
variant of ambiguous verbs and the antipassive: both involve optional modalis themes
and intransitive infiection. Traditionally, the term 'half-transitive', which, as we said
above, refers to the intransitive variant, is also used for the antipassive. Moreover,
adherents of the standard antipassive analysis generally analyze the intransitive variant
of ambiguous verbs as involving the same process as the antipassive: they claim that
the theme is not expressed as a (direct) syntactic argument, but lexically saturated and
optionally doubled by an adjunct. We will follow this analysis here (until our revision of
the standard antipassive analysis in chapter VI). As with ambiguous verbs the postulated
antipassivization is not mediated by overt morphology, we will speak of'retention' of
the theme role, instead of of absorption. Retention here does not mean that there is no
morphology involved at all: another standard assumption is that antipassivization in
the case of ambiguous verbs is mediated by a 0-morpheme, the reason for this being
that in this way antipassivization of ambiguous and transitive verbs can be viewed as
almost completely parallel. We will follow this assumption too. It must be mentioned
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here that at least some ambiguous verbs permit oven antipassive affixes: an example
is West Greenlandic taku ('see'), which may combine with the antipassive affix -
nnip. According to the standard analysis. this means that taku can take two types of
antipassive morphemes: the 0-one and overt -nnip. As within the class of transitive
verbs there are also verbs that co-occur with distinct (overt) antipassive morphemes,
the behaviour of the ambiguous verbs under consideration is unexceptional.

Notice that the treatment of the intransitive version of ambiguous verbs as an-
tipassivized in fact eliminates these verbs as a a separate basic class: according to this
treatment they must be considered to be basically transitive.

2.3.3. Retention of Agent or Theme: Reflexivization
Many transitive and some ambiguous verbs can be used in the refiexive construction.
This construction is characterized by the fact that the verb appears with intransitive
infiection; see the examples in (22).

(22)a. Asap-puq
wash-ind,3sg
'He washed himself' WG,F:157

b. Tuqqur-puq
hide -ind,3sg
'He hid himself' WG,F:157

Sometimes a refiexive/reciprocal pronoun in an oblique Case is added, as in the exam-
ples in (23).9) In (modern) West Greenlandic this Case is the dative, in other variants of
Inuit it is often the modalis.

(23)a.    Immi -nut tuqup-puq
himself-dat kill -ind,3sg
'He killed himself' WG,F:156

b. Immitsin -nut nirisip-pugut
each other/ourselves-dat feed   -ind,3sg
'We fed each other/ourselves' WG,F:156

c.    Angut    immi -nut taku-vuq
man-abs himself-dat see -ind,3sg
'The man sees himself' WG,Inf

d.   Uvam -nik passi -vunga
myself-mod accuse-ind,1 sg
'I accuse myself' OL,B:105

It is clear that the reflexive forms of transitive and ambiguous verbs are intran-
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sitive from a morphological point of view. Let us consider now whether they are also
syntactically intransitive.

Suppose we analyze them transitively, as verbs assigning a thematic role both to
the subject and to the object. The object would then be an anaphoric small-pro, which
can be doubled by an oblique NP. This analysis is presented schematically in (24).

(24)   [ NPi [ proi (NP-obli) V] ]

If the Inuit languages are indeed morphologically ergative, as we argued in chapter I
and as we will argue in more detail in chapter IV, the subject NP in (24) is the agent and
the object NP the theme; if they are syntactically ergative this is the other way round.

Note that given the analysis in (24), the intransitive agreement set in inflection
would agree with the subject as well as with the object, making them recoverable,
so that both can be pro. One problem with this is that while the antecedent can be
a pro, the anaphor must be a pro. In other words, we do not find refiexives with
lexical anaphors in the absolutive, the Case we would expect under the morphological
ergativity hypothesis; nor do we find cases with lexical refiexives in the ergative, as
would be in line with the view that the Inuit languages are syntactically ergative. Thus,
neither (25a) nor (25b) is grammatical.

(25)a. *Hansi-up immi asap- puq
H.      -erg himself-abs wash-ind,3sg

b.  *Hansi immi   -up asap -puq
H.abs himself-erg wash-ind,3sg

The ungrammaticality of these sentences can easily be accounted for by means of the
hypothesis that in order for both ergative and absolutive Case to be assigned, verbal
agreement has to be transitive. We have discussed this hypothesis in chapter I, and we
will discuss it in more detail in chapter IV. As the agreement of rellexives is always
intransitive. one of the two NPs in sentences such as those in (25) remains Caseless
and we have a Case-filter violation. But if Case theory is responsible for the absence
of lexical object anaphors, it will also rule out the structure with a small pro that we
are postulating, at least under the standard assumption that small pro needs Case. It is
for this reason that the analysis of refiexives as involving transitive structures must be
rejected.

Notice, incidentally, that the line of reasoning above is based on the observation
that verbs in the refiexive construction are morphologically intl:ansitive. One might
wonder why this is so. Consider, in this respect, the transitive variants of (25) in (26),
which are also ungrammatical.

(26)a. *Hansi-up immi asap -paa
H.      -erg himself-abs wash-ind,3sg3sg
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b. *Hansi immi   -up asap -paa
Hansi-abs himself-erg wash-ind,3sg3sg

According to the morphological ergativity hypothesis the ergative is always a subject so
that we do not expect it to be able to bean anaphor, for the same reasons that we do not
have nominative NPs as anaphors (according to the syntactic ergativity hypothesis this
would hold for the absolutive). But the fact that the absolutive (mutatis mutandis: the
ergative), that is, the object cannot be anaphoric has to be accounted for. We suggest that
it follows from the fact that both the subject and the object are represented by agreement
sets in the inflectional affix. If the object is an anaphor, the Binding Conditions require it
to be bound by the subject NP, and, consequently. to have the same referential index as
this NP. This means that the agreement sets in the inflectional affix would be related to
NPs with the same referential index. We propose that this situation is excluded. Under
the assumption that agreement sets are co-superscripted with the NPs they refer to and
that for NPs with referential indices the superscript is identical to the referential index,
we obtain the required result by means of the filter in (27).10)

(27) Reflexive Agreement Filter:
* [ .   .   .     agr   agr  .   .   .     ]

INFL

An alternative analysis for the refiexive construction is one in which it is treated as
intransitive: that is, an analysis in which the verb is seen as a lexical refiexive. In
chapter I (ch. I 4.2. ) we have discussed Marantz's analysis of lexical reflexives such
as those in Romance, which are formed by means of the clitic se/si (Marantz (1984)).
According to this analysis, the argument that is normally syntactically realized as the
subject is retained or absorbed, but bound by the object which moves to the subject
position. The absorbed/retained argument can be doubled by a non-argument NR In (28)
we reproduce this schematically.

(28) I NPi [ V+se ei (obl) 1 ]
arg

We will adopt this analysis for Inuit where we have retention; we will not assume
a 0-morpheme here. According to the morphological ergativity hypothesis for Inuit,
the retained argument is the agent; according to the syntactic ergativity hypothesis the
theme. As the retained argument needs an antecedent in syntax, an appropriate term
for it would be 'lexical anaphor'.In (29a) we presents the analysis of the Inuit reflexive
according to the morphological ergativity hypothesis. and (29b) the one that holds if
Inuit is syntactically ergative. 11)

(29)a. [Npi [ (obl) ei v] ]
tlieme agent
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b.    [NPi [ (obl) ei V] ]
agent theme

2.3.4. Deletion of Agent: Anticausativization

The pairs in (30) - (34) represent a causative-anticausative alternation:

(30)a.    Napi -vaa
break-ind,3sg3sg
'He broke it' WG,F:85

b.   Napi -vuq
break-ind,3sg
'It is broken' WG,F:85

(31)a.      Matu-aa
'He closed it' WG,F:85

b. Matu-vuq
'It is closed' WG,F:85

(32)a. Tamar-aa
'He loses it' Y,R:63

b. Tamar-tuq
'It is lost' Y,R:63

(33)a. Kuv-aa
'He spills it' Y,R:93

b. Kuv-vuq
'It spills' Y,R:93

04)a. Qamip-paa
'He extinguishes it' OL,B:105

b. Qamip-poq
'It goes out' OL,B:105

We follow the general assumption that causative and anticausative variants are lexically
related by a rule that may be either causativization or anticausativization. Favouring
the latter option iS the fact that in certain languages the anticausative variant requires a
special morpheme. In (35) we illustrate this with an example from Spanish, where the
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morpheme is se.

(35)a. Hundieron el barco
'(They) sank the boat'

b.    El barco se hundi6
'The boat sank'

Let us assume, on the basis of this evidence, that the rule is anticausativization. Follow-
ing Zubizarreta (1987), we may describe it as deleting the cause feature of a transitive
verb expressing a change of state, a deletion that has as a side-effect the deletion of
the agent argument. This implies that we view the alternation as involving a detran-
sitivization process affecting the agent. We assume that this process is not mediated
by morphology in Inuit (that is, we do not assume a 0-morpheme). 12) Some authors
(e.g. Woodbury (1975), Fortescue (1984), Johns (1987)) consider the class of verbs
that show the causative/anticausative alternation as non-overlapping with that of verbs
that are subject to refiexivization.13  Note that the verbs we have used as examples in
(30) - (34) indeed do not undergo refiexivization. This, however, can be explained by
considering the semantic selection restrictions that hold for these verbs. The latter are
verbs that typically select a human agent and an inanimate theme. Suppose we want
to reflexivize such a verb. Take, for example, Yup'ik kuve ('spill'). Reflexivization
of kuve would either result in the reading 'something spills itself' or 'someone spills
himself' (where 'himself/itself' is the retained argument). It is clear that these readings
comprise a violation of selection restrictions, either with respect to the theme, or with
respect to the agent. This means that reflexivization of transitive verbs can be consid-
ered productive, the fact that it hardly occurs with typical anticausativizing verbs being
explained by independent principles.

Verbs that do undergo reflexivization are verbs that also typically have human
agents, but whose theme either has to be, or can be, human, so that in this case there
is no violation of selection restrictions. One might wonder whether these verbs, in as
far as they have a cause feature, can undergo anticausativization: they are not typical
anticausativizing verbs, but there is no a priori reason why their cause feature might
not be deleted. Note that anticausativization, quite generally, has as an effect that the
theme is either characterized as being in a certain state, or as undergoing a certain
process. If we take, for example, the Greenlandic verb tuqut ('kill'), its anticausative
variant would either produce the meaning 'X undergoes a killing process' or 'X is in
a killed state'. Some examples of this kind, with verbs taking human themes, occur in
the literature. We list a few in (36).

(36)a. Tuqut-uq
kill -ind,3sg
'He was killed, he killed himself' Y,Wb:116
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b.    Kunuuk tai -vuq

K.-abs name-ind,3sg
'Kunuuk was named, named himself' G,Bg:34

(37)a. Manigor-paa
console -ind,3sg,3sg
'He consoled him' OL,B:105

b. Manigor-poq
console -ind,3sg
'He is consoled' OL,B:105

(38)a. Ayrurtur-aa
bless -ind,3sg3sg

'He blessed him' Y,Wb:283

b. Ayrurtur-tuq
bless -ind,3sg

'He is blessed' Y,WB:283

We observe that it is not particularly clear that these cases should indeed be analyzed as
anticausatives: they could also be middle-passives, or, as Bourquin (1891) calls them
'hidden passives'. In that case they would involve a retained and lexically saturated
agent. We leave as a question for further research which of the two options should be
chosen. This means that we also leave open the question whether reflexivizing verbs
(i.e., transitive verbs with typical human agents and (possible) human themes) should
be considered as non-overlapping with verbs undergoing anticausativization. 14)

2.3.5. Transitivization: -uti
Greenlandic can derive transitive verbs from intransitives by employing the applicative
affix -ut (i). This affix, or a a phonological variant of it, also occurs in other variants of
Inuit. The examples in (39) illustrate the transitivizing function of -uti.

(39)a. Kamap -puq
be angry-ind,3sg
'He is angry' WG,F:89

b. Kamaap -paa (from: kama(t)-uti-paa)
be angry,UTI-ind,3sg
'He is angry with him' WG,F:89

Aflixation by -uti is not restricted to intransitive verbs. Furthermore it is not very
productive and, though it often adds a benefactive sense, it sometimes produces an
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unpredictable reading. Consider (40) - (41) for examples of derivations with -uti
involving transitive verbs.

(40)a. Nassar -paa

bring along-ind,3sg3sg
'He brings it along' WG,F:90

b. Nassaap -paa (from: nassa(r)-uti-vaa)
bring along,UTI-ind,3sg3sg
'He brings something along for/to him' WG,F:90

(41)a.    Napi -vaa
break-ind.3sg,3sg
'He broke it' WG,F:90

b.    Nappup   -paa (from: nap(i)-uti-vaa)
break,UTI-ind,3sg3sg
'He broke it along with something else' WG,F:90

The effect of -uti with di-transitive verbs is that the affected argument appears in the
absolutive and the goal argument in the dative, as is illustrated in (42b).

(42)a. Niisi aningaasa-nik tuni -vaa
N.-abs money -mod,pl give-ind,3sg3sg
'He gave Niisi money' WG,F:89

b. Aningaasa-t Niisi -mut tunniup  -pai
money -abs,pl N. -dat give,UTI-ind3sg3pl
'He gave the money to Niisi' WGY:88

It may be mentioned here that there in some variants of Inuit the alternation involving
di-transitives is not mediated by -uti or any other morpheme. One example is Central
Arctic, for which the relevant facts are illustrated in (43).

(43)a. Aguti-up titirauti-mik nutaraq    tuni -vaa
man -erg pencil -mod child-abs give-ind,3sg3sg
'The man gave the child the pencil' CA,Jo:16

b.  Anguti-up tidraut nutarar-mut tuni -vaa
man -erg pencil-abs child -dat give-ind,3sg3sg
'The man gave the pencil to the child' CA,Jo:16

As we will see in chapter IV 2.5. the lack of extra morphology in cases like (43b) plays
an important role in the argumentation on the basis of which Marantz (1984) claims
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that Central Arctic is syntactically ergative.

2.4. Overview
With the last section we have concluded our description of Inuit verbs. Before going
on to nominals, we present the classification in (44), which is intended as an overview
of the major points of the preceding sections. The examples are West Greenlandic.
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(44)     Classification of Inuit Verbs

1. basic intransitives: (? most 'unaccusatives')

e.g. kamap-puq 'he is angry'

2. transitives

e.g. a. tuqup-paa 'he kills him'
b. niri-vaa 'he eats it'

3. derived intransitives:
(a) passive: absorption of agent

e.g. a. tuqun-niqar-puq 'he is killed' (dynamic passive)
b. kii-sip-puq 'he got bitten'('get' passive)

a)(b) antipassive: absorption/retention of theme

e.g. a. tuqut-si-vuq 'he kills'
b. niri-vuq 'he eats'

(c) refiexive: retention of agent or theme; co-indexation
agent-themeb)

e.g. tuqup-puq imminut 'he kills himself'

C)(d) anticausative: deletion of cause feature and agent

e.g. napi-vuq 'it is broken'

4. passive participles: absorption of agent, nominalization

e.g. tuqut-taq 'killed'

5. derived transitives d)

e.g. kamaap-paa 'he is angry with him'

(a) choice between retention/absorption lexically determined
(b) only possible if no semantic selection restrictions are vio-

lated
(c) subclass of'cause change of state' verbs
(d) involving applicative affix -uti, which has other functions

as well
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3. Nouns

3.1. Introduction
The major semantic characteristic of nouns is that they are able to head constituents
that can be predicated of (arguments). It is clear that Inuit has a category that fulfils this
definition. Morphologically, however, Inuit nouns are stems that need to be completed
either by an inflectional affix or by some other affix (for instance an affixal verb). We
note that in this they do not differ from verbs, which also need infiectional or other
affixes. The inflectional affix for nouns expresses number, Case and - optionally - a set
of agreement features referring to the posessor of the noun. The possesor NP itself is
recoverable from this latter feature set and needs not be expressed lexically; we assume
that it is a small pro when it is non-overt. The citation form for nouns is the non-
possessed absolutive singular.

To exemplify the inflection of nouns we reproduce (in 45a) the non-possessed
forms of the Greenlandic noun qimmiq ('dog') and (in 45b) its absolutive singular
possessed forms. Note from (45b) that third person possessed forms have an anaphoric

15)variant. This variant is called the 'fourth person' one.

(45)a. sing. plun
absolutive : qimmiq qimmi-t 'the dog/dogs'
genitive : qimmi-p qimmi-t 'of the dog/dogs'
modalis : qimmi-mik qimmi-nik   'with the dog/dogs'
dative : qimmi-mut qimmi-nut   'to the dog/dogs'

locative : qimmi-mi qimmi-ni 'in the dog/dogs'
ablative : qimmi-mit qimmi-nit   'from the dog/dogs'
vialis : qimmi-kkut qimmi-tigut 'over the dog/dogs'
equalis : qimmi-tut qimmi-tut   'like the dog/dogs'

b.    qimmir-a    'my dog'
qimmi -t    'your (sg) dog'
qimmi -a 'his/her/its dog'
qimmi -ni 'his/her/its own dog'
qimmir-put 'our dog'
qimmir-si   'your (pl) dog'
qimmi -at 'their dog'
qimmir-tik 'their own dog'

For further descriptive details of Case morphology we refer the reader to section 5. of
the present chapter. Fourth person affixes will be considered in chapter IV 2.6.2. and
possessive morphology will be discussed more extensively in chapter V, section 2.

3.2. Nominalizations
Inuit has a number of processes that derive nouns from verbs. Of special interest
in this respect, is the process of participle formation. which we will consider in the
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following subsection. This subsection will be followed by one dedicated to some other
nominalization processes. We must mention here that most of the nominalizations to be
discussed involve syntactic complexities that we will ignore at this point. This means
that we will only be considering their morphological and semantic aspects. The syntax
of the relevant nominalizations will be treated in chapter V, section 5.

3.2.1. Participial Nominalization
3.2.1.1. Intransitive Participles
Inuit has a class of affixes that attach to verbs and derive forms that are usually called
'participles', a term that we will also use here. Depending on the choice of the input,
the participle can either be 'intransitive', or 'transitive'. In the present section we
concentrate on intransitive participles. In West Greenlandic the intransitive participle
is formed on the basis of (basic or derived) intransitive verbs by means of -suq (-tuq
after consonants). Some West Greenlandic examples follow in (46).

(46)a. niri-suq
eat -part

b. ipis -suq

be sharp-part

c. tuqut-si -suq
kill -antipass-part

d.      ilitsirsui-suq
guide -part

e. qajatur -tuq
be out in kayak-part

One of the uses of the intransitive participle is nominal.  In this use the examples above
can be glossed as 'the one who eats', 'the thing that is sharp'. 'the one who kills' etc.
The function of -suq with respect to these readings is nominalizing. We may account
for the nominal reading by assuming that in this reading -suq has nominal status and
acts as the morphological head of the 'participle', thus defining it as a noun. See (47)
for a schematic representation.

(47)                  N

V-N
suq

To account for the semantics of -suq nominals, we may say that the the N -suq,
whose semantic content is the unmarked substantive concept 'thing/person', binds the
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argumental th-role of the verb; for some details on this binding see chapter V (5.3. and
note 28).

As is to be expected, nominals derived by means of -suq occur with nominal
infiection. Thus, for example the 'participial' noun in (48) is in the plural absolutive
form.

(48) alla -ninngaanniit nassiun-niqar-tu   -t
other-abl,pl sent -pass -part-abs,pl

'things sent from elsewhere' WG,F:52

Apart from their nominal function, intransitive participles also have a verbal
function: they can be conjugated as intransitive verbs. When this is the case, the clause
they appear in is usually said to be in the 'participial mood'. In West Greenlandic this
mood is mainly restricted to complement and adverbial clauses, but in other variants
it is often employed in root-sentences. According to Johns (1987), in Canadian Inuit
the parucipial mood is even more frequent in root-sentences than the indicative. In
(49) we present some Greenlandic examples of clauses with intransitive participles  in
the participial mood and in (50) some examples from Qaimirmiut, where the affix is
-juq after vowels and, again, -tuq after consonants (the examples in (50) have actually
already been presented, in 2.2. above).

(49)a. (Passi -niqar-puq ) tiki -ssa-sut
(understand-pass -ind,3sg) come-fut-part,3pl
'It was understood that they would come' WG,F:36

b. (Uqaatig-aat ) iqiasut -tutit
(say -ind,3pl3sg) be lazy-part,2sg

'(They say) you are lazy' WG,F:41

c. Tikit -tunga (uqaatigi -lir  -paat     )
arrive-partlsg (talk about-begin-ind,3p13sg)
'When I arrived (they started to talk about iO' WG,F:101

(50)a. Jaani niri-juq
J.-abs eat -part,3sg
'Jaani eats' =12b

b. Jaani tikit -tuq
J.-abs arrive-part,3sg
'Jaani arrives' =16b

The ambiguity between the nominal and the verbal function of participial forms
such as those discussed here has been employed as one of the arguments in favour of
the nominalist position with respect to Inuit. According to this position, the semantic
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head of a clause in Inuit is always a noun, instead of a verb. For a detailed overview
of the history of the nominalist position we refer the reader to Johns (1987). Johns
herself also defends it, and is the first to do so in the LGB framework. She claims that
participles such as tikit-tuq are always nominals, though their stem is predicative. The
difference between the occurrence of participles as head of NPs and as the semantic
head of clauses, according to her, follows from the fact that in the latter function they
are associated with I( = inflection, expressed as agreement morphology), the syntactic
head of the clause. According to this view, a sentence such as that in (5Ob) must be
paraphrased as 'Jaani is the one who arrives'. Johns, moreover, extends her claim to
verbs in other moods, such as the indicative: according to her all mood affixes have
the same function, which is that of nominalizing predicates. She has to say, however,
that for non-participial mood affixes, which do not produce words that can be used as
independent nominals, the association with I is obligatory.

In the present work we will not follow the nominalist tradition and will treat the
participial forms in (49) -(50) as inflected verbs. This means that we must say that -suq
(-juq) has an ambiguous status: on the one hand it acts as a nominalizer and on the other
it defines a certain mood. Such an ambiguity is not exceptional: in several languages
the affix expressing infinitival mood is also used as a nominalizer. In (51) and (52) we
present, respectively. two Dutch and two Spanish examples that illustrate this. 16)

(51)a.    Jan wil zing-en
'Jan wants to sing'

b.    Het zing-en duurde uren
'The singing lasted for hours'

(52)a. Los infelices pueden lamenta-r
'Unhappy people may lament'

b. Este lamenta-r tuyo me irrita
'This lamenting of your's it:ritates me'

One difference between the infinitival affixes in (51,52) and -suq (apart from their
semantics) is that the latter expresses a mood involving agreement. As we will discuss
in chapter IV 5.3., the verbal agreement properties of -suq are also available when it
acts as nominalizer.

3.2.1.2. Transitive Participles
In West Greenlandic, transitive participles with a dual - nominal and verbal - function
do not exist. In this language, the mood-marker for transitive clauses in the participial
mood is -gi (-ki after g and t); -gi changes to -ga (-ka) before vowels. For an example
with -gi see (53).
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(53) (Ilisima-vaa ) urni -ssa-giga

(know  -ind,3sg3sg) come to-fut-part.lsg3sg
'(He knew) I would come to him' WG,F:36

This affix, however, never acts as a nominalizer. The situation is different in other
variants of Inuit. Consider, for example, the dialect studied by Johns (Qairnirmiut).
Here. as in many other Canadian dialects, the transitive participial mood-marker is
-ja(q) (-ta(q), after consonants):

(54)a.  Arna -up titiraut siqumi-taa
woman-erg pencil-abs break -part,3sg3sg
'The woman broke the pencil' Q,J:100

b.  Jaani-up niqi niri-jaa (Q)
J.     -erg meat-abs eat -part,3sg3sg
'Jaani eats the meat' =12a

Unlike West Greenlandic -gi, -jaq does appear as a nominalizer:

(55)  Taku-jar -a (qimak -tuq) (Q,J:161)
see  -part-abs,my (run away-part,3sg)
'The one who I saw (ran away)'

We can assume that -ja(q) has the same ambiguous character as -suq: that is, that it can
either act as a - participial - mood marker or as a nominalizer. Note that in the case
of nominal -suq, which attaches to intransitive verbs, it is simply the sole th- role of
the verb that is bound by the affix. In the case of nominal -ja(q) the role that is bound
is the theme. The agent remains assignable: in (55) it is a small pro, recoverable from
the first person singular possessive agreement set in -a. This pro has genitive Case (the
Case for possessors), so that (55) can be paraphrased as 'my seen one', or 'my see-ee

(ran away)'. The internal semantics of -jaq is identical to that of -suq: just like -suq,
-jaq expresses the unmarked substantive concept 'thing/person'.

Above we said that West-Greenlandic -gi does not have a nominalizing function.
This language, however, does have the equivalent of -ja(q), which is -sa(q) (-ta(q) after
consonants). A characteristic of -sa(q) is that it is always nominal. An example with
-sa(q) is presented in (56). (In this example the -sa(q) nominal functions as modifier
with respect to the noun nanuq ('polar bear'); for details of this modifying function
see section 4. below).

(56) (nanuq) Piita-p tuqu-ta -a
(polar bear) R    -gen kill -part-his
'(a polar bear)Piita's killed one =' WGY:53
'(a polar bear) killed by Piita'
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Thus, while dialects suchas Qairnirmiuthave ambiguousparticiplesboth forintransitive
and for transitive verbs, WestGreenlandic only has them forintransitive verbs, the verbal
function of Qaimirmiut -ja(q) being fulfilled in West-Greenlandic by the mood-marker
-gi. We summarize this in (57).

(57) Greenlandic:

1. inuansitive particle

a.    Vi+ suq           b.                  N
(=mood marker)

Vi                   N
suq

(binds sole arg.of V)
2. transitive particle

a.    Vt + gi             b.                     N
(=mood marker)

Vt                   N
saq

(binds theme arg. of V)
Quairnimiut:

1. intransitive particle

a.      Vi + juq                  b.                             N

(=mood marker)
Vi                 N

juq

(binds sole arg.of V)
2. transitive particle

a.    Vt + jaq             b.                     N
(=mood marker) v,-N

jaq

(binds theme arg. of V)

The properties of West Greenlandic -saq, and especially its formal parallelism to -jaq,
indicate that it is plausible that it is diachronicallly related to a mood marker that has
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been replaced by -gi in the present day language.

3.2.1.3. The Static Passive

The reader may have noticed that the West Greenlandic affix of the nominal transitive
participle (-sa(q)) is the same as the one employed in the (static) passive construction
presented in 2.3.1. The same holds true for Qairnirmiut -ja(q). This is not a coinci-
dence. As is discussed by Johns (1987), there is no reason to distinguish transitive
nominal participles from passive participles in Inuit Compare, in this respect, the West
Greenlandic example in (56), repeated here as (58a), with the one in (58b).

(58)a. (nanuq) Piita-p tuqu-ta   -a (WG)
(polar bear) R     -gen kill -part-3sg
'(a polar bear) Piita's killed one =' =56

'(a polar bear) killed by Piita'

b. (nanuq) Piita-mit tuqu-taq
(polar bear) R     -abl kill  -pass
'(a polar bear) killed by Piita' WG,F:53

The case in (58b) differs from that in (58a) in that the agent is expressed obliquely,
instead of in the genitive, and that it is not cross-referenced by possessive agreement
In fact (58b) relates to  (58a) as does 'the destruction of the city by the enemy'  to the
'the enemy's destruction of the city'. As in English, the agent can also be absent ('the
destruction of the city'). The relation between (58a) and (58b) will be discussed inmore
detail in chapter V 5.3.17, Just like other nominals, participles can be used as predicates.
As is shown in (59), sentential predication by nominals is mediated by the affixal verb
-u (--a) ('be').

(59)a.  Illuqarvi-u -vuq
town -be-ind,3sg
'It is a town' WGY:70

b. Uanga Tuumasi-u -vunga
I-abs T. -be-ind.lsg
'I am Tuumasi' WG,F:70

The static passive construction we have described in 2.3.1. is actually a case of
sentential predication with a predicate nominal in the form of a transitive participle. By
way of illustration we repeat the West Greenlandic example of the static passive we
presented earlier. 18)

(60)a.    Tuqutaavuq from: [tuqut-taq]-u -vuq
kill -part-be-ind,3sg

'He was killed (=He was a killed one'
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3.2.2. Other Nominalizations

Apart from nominalization by means of participle formation, there are a number of
other processes that derive nouns from verbs. These all involve affixation. Here we will
briefly describe three of them: 1) agent-formation 2) -niq nominalization and 3) -vvik
nominalization. We restrict ourselves to West Greenlandic.

1) The affix -si (-(r)ti) (with /i/ changing to /a/ before vowels) has the same function as
English -er. It forms agents from verbs; (61) contains two examples.

(61)a. malit -si

follow-agent
' follower' WG,F:319

b. ataata-mi tuqut-si -sa   -a

father-his kill -antipass-agent-his
'his father's murderer' WG,F:52

Deverbal nouns with -si are. to a certain extent, comparable to nominal participles: -si
can be said to be an N head, which binds a thematic role of the verb it attaches to. This
role has to be agentive. In (62) we reproduce this schematically.

(62)                  N

V-N
Si

(binds agent role)

Note that as is to be expected. semantically there is little difference between -si nouns
and intransitive nominal participles whose sole argument is agentive such as tuqut-si
(antipass) -suq ('the one who kills').

2) According to Fortescue (1984: 44), the affix -niq (-nir) 'can convert a clause of any
degree of complexity to an NP acting as object or subject of a superordinate verb'. This
affix differs from the nominalizing affixes discussed above and from -vikk (see below)
in that it does not bind a thematic role of the verb. In this sense it can be said to be a
'pure nominalizer'. In (63) we present the morphological structure of -niq nouns.

(63)                  N

V-N
niq

(pure nominalizer)

Syntactic details on -niq nominalizations will be discussed in chapter V 5.2., here we
simply present two examples:
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(64)a. anguti-p tuqun-nir -a
man   -gen kill -NIQ-his
'the killing of the man' WG,F:46

b. Ikinngum-minik tuqut-si  -nir -a (tussar-para)
friend -mod,his kill -antip-NIQ-his (hear -ind,lsg3sg)
'(I heard of) his killing his own friend' WG,F:45

3) When -vvik (also -vik) attaches to a verb X it produces a nominal with the meaning:
place/time to X. The examples in (65) are meant to illustrate this.

(65)a. sinni -vvik

sleep-VVIK
'place to sleep (bed)' WG,F:320

b.   singi -vvi   -a
lower-VVIK-its
'its lowering place (=the place where it was lowered)' WG,F:319

c.        (ulluq)  aallar -vi -ssa-t

(day) leave -VVIK-fut-your
'(the day of) your leaving time (departure)' WG,F:54

We assume that -vvik binds the event role of the verb it attaches to. The morphological
structure of -vikk nominals is as in (66).

(66)                  N

V-N
vvik

(binds event role)

4. Adjectives
The semantic properties of adjectives are such that they can either be used as predicates
(that is, as constituents taking NPs as argument) or as attributes (as heading modifying
adjuncts of heads of NPs) and that they cannot be predicated of. The lexicon of the
Inuit languages has no category with these properties. Rather, the notions expressed by
adjectives in English are represented by verbs or by nouns and sometimes by suffixes on
nominals. 'Adjectival' notions expressed by verbs have already been discussed in 2.2.
We therefore restrict ourselves to nominals and suffixes. Because we have little to say
about 'adjectival'. or as we will call them, 'attributive' suffixes, we shall discuss these
first.
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Attributive suffixes are not uncommon: for example, there are many languages
that have diminutive suffixes, which add the meaning 'small' to the noun they attach to.
The class of this kind of suffixes in Inuit is larger than average. As in other languages,

however, they are not always fully productive and may produce lexicalized meanings.
In (67) we present several West Greenlandic examples, from Fortescue (1984:318).

(67) arna -tuqaq
woman-old
'old woman'

miira-nnguaq
child -little/dear
'little child'

qimmi-rujussuaq
dog -enonnous

'enormous dog'

irnir-taaq
son -new
'new-born son'

imi -innaq
water-only
'just water'

qaja -ssa -a
kayak-future-his
'the kayak he is going to have'

As stated above, adjectival notions may also be expressed by nominals. The 'adjectival'
function of nominals may be either attributive or predicative. In principle all nominals
may be used in these functions.

Inuit attributive  NPs are usually called 'appositions'. Semantically, however,
attributive XPs function as restrictive modifiers, and not as (non-restrictive) appositions.
We will therefore use the more neutral term 'modifier' for the the attributive function
in Inuit. (Incidentally: NPs in Inuit can be used as true appositions, but this is irrelevant
here). A modifier always follows the noun it modifies. Consider, in this respect, the
difference in meaning between (68a) and (68b).

(68)a. arnaq kalaaliq
woman Greenlander
'Greenlandic woman' WG,F:51
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b. kalaaliq arnaq
' female Greenlander' WG,F:51

When a noun has more that one modifier, the order is usually determined by scope,
with, as in in English, narrowest scope borne by the modifier closest to the head:

(69) kivvaq arnaq kalaaliq
servant woman Greenlander
'Greenlandic female servant' WG,F:118

Modifiers agree in number and Case with the head they modify. Thus, for example.
in (70) both the head and the modifier are (absolutive) plural.

(70)  kaata -t qisu -it
hammer-pl wood-pl
'wooden hammers' WGY:118

As is to be expected, nominal participles can be used as the head of a modifier. In fact,
modifiers headed by participles occur with great frequency. We present some examples
in (71) (the modifying participle phrases are in boldface).

(71)a.  kaata  -t qisu -it qirni -tu -t

hammer-pl wood-pl be black -part-pl
'black wooden hammers' WG,F:188

b. nanuq Piita-p tuqu-ta  -a (WG)

polar bear R     -gen kill -part-his
'the polar bear killed by Piita' =56

c. nanuq Piita-mit tuqu -taq (WG)

polar bear R -abl kill -part
'a polar bear killed by Piita' =58b

d. piniartuq nannu -mik tuqut-si -suq
hunter polar bear -mod kill -antip -part
'the hunter who killed the polar bear' WG,F:54

e. niqi ani -taq
meat throw out-part
'the thrown out meat Q,J: 162
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f. nutaraq taku-jar  -a
child see  -part -my
'the child who I saw' Q,J:162

As participles retain certain properties of the verbs from which they are derived - such
as the possibility to co-occur with an agent (cf. 7lb,c) and/or a theme (7ld) - the
modifiers they head can be fairly complex, or fairly 'sentential' in their interpretation.
These modifiers often translate as relative clauses. In fact, one frequently encounters
the term 'relatives' when they are described (e.g. in Fortescue (1984)). The use of this
term is somewhat misleading, because they do not actually differ from other modifiers:
they are simply NPs with an attributive function.

Apart from nominal participles, other nominalizations may also appear as the
head of modifiers. In (72) we illustrate this with a nominalization involving -vvik.

(72) ulluq frimaerki-p     atu -lir -vi    -a

day stamp -gen use -begin -VVIK -its
'the day the stamp came into use' WG,F:115

As has been mentioned before, sentential predication by nominals is mediated
by the affixal  verb  -u (--a)('be'). 'Adjectival value'  may be produced  in  this  case.
as with the (West-Greenlandic) noun uttuqqak ('old one'), or qursuk ('green one'),
compare (73).

(73)a. Uttuqqa-a -vuq
old -be-ind,3sg

'He is old' *WG,F:302

b.  Qursu-u -vuq
green -be-ind,3sg
'It is green' *WG,F:302

Note that also participles derived from verbs with 'adjectival value' may be used in
conjunction with -u. Compare, in this respect, (74a) with (74b).

(74)a. Quianar -Puq
be amusing-ind,3sg
'He is amusing' WG.F:302

b.  Quianar  -tu -u -vuq
be amusing-part-be-ind,3sg
'He is amusing' WG,F:302

The difference between (748) and (74b) is that in the first case 'amusing' is viewed as
a certain state of the subject, whereas in the second case it is viewed as a quality of
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the subject. This latter reading accords with the nominal value of the participle, whose
meaning is actually 'an amusing person'. Nominal predication is not necessarily sen-
tential: it may also be secondary, as is the case with the predicating nominal Ajuqimik
in (75).

(75) Ajuqi-mik taasar-paat
A.    -mod call -ind,3p13sg
'They call him Ajuqi' *WG,F:87

A similar example, but now with 'adjectival value', for the predicating NP is the
following:

(76)  Aappalut-tu -mik qalipap-para
be red -part-mod paint -ind, 1 sg3sg
'I painted it red' WG,F:212

We return to the modalis Case used in this kind of construction in chapter VI 4.2. Here
we simply stress, once again, that 'adjectival value' does not imply the existence of the
category adjective. To conclude this section, it is worth mentioning that as observed
by Fortescue (1984), West-Greenlanders cannot incorporate loan-word adjectives from
Danish directly into their language system. This is in line with the fact that the system
does not have this category. What happens to loan-adjectives is that they are converted
to verbs by means of -u ('be'). As verbs they can be nominalized by means of the
(intransitive) participial affix -suq. Once nominalized they can function attributively.
An example Fortescue gives is Danish privat ('private'), converted to Greenlandic
privatiuvuq (verb), with as participle privatiusuq.

5. Prepositions (Case-Morphology)
The functions fulfilled by prepositions in English are expressed in Inuit by oblique Case
morphology. In this section, therefore, we will present a short overview on the major
functions of each of the oblique Cases. As there is some terminological confusion with
respect to the names for certain Cases in the literature, we include the alternative names
for the Cases in the heading of each section, between brackets. We also reproduce (the
underlying form of) the affixes used for the third person singular non-possessed form
of the Cases, which are the same in all variants of eastern Inuit (EI). For the sake of
completeness we include the structural Cases - absolutive and genitive/ergative - with
which we begin.

1. Absolutive (Nominative)
EI: -0 Yup'ik: -0

As was discussed in chapter I 4.3., the absolutive, which is morphologically the most
unmarked Case, is assigned to subjects of intransitive verbs and objects of transitive
verbs. In (77) the NPs with absolutive Case are in bold.
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(77)a. Piita tikip -puq
R arrive-ind,3sg
'Piita has arrived' WG

b. Piita-p mattak niri-vaa
R     -erg mattak eat -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita ate the mattak (=whale skin)' WG

Details of this Case will be discussed in chapter V.

2. Ergative/Genitive (Relative)
EI: -p Yup'ik: -m

In this chapter we have been using the term 'ergative' for the Case of agents of transitive
verbs. Ergative Case morphology is non-distinct from genitive Case morphology, the
Case morphology of possessors in NPs. This was also discussed in chapter I 4.3.. We
present (78) as an illustration of the ergative/genitive Case, which is sometimes also
called 'relative'.

(78)a. Piniartu-p nanuq tulalt-taa
hunter -erg polar bear kill -ind,3sg
'The hunter killed the polar bear' WG

b. piniartu-p irnir-a
hunter   -gen son -3sg
'the hunter's son' WG,F:135

Like in English, nominalizations can contain a genitive agent (79a) Or theme
(79b). Also the sole argument of a nominalized intransitive verb may be in the genitive
(cf. 'I don't like his dancing') (79c).

(79)a. nanuq Piita-p tuqu-ta  -a (WG)

polar bear R     -gen kill -part-his
'a polar bear killed by Piita' =56

b. anguti-p tuqun-nir  -a (WG)
man   -gen kill -NIQ-his
'the killing of the man' =64a

c. ulluq frimeerki-p       atu -lir        -vi          -a (WG)
day stamp -gen use-begin-VVIK-its
'the day the stamp came into use' =72
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The ergative/genitive Case-marked NPs just discussed are cross-referenced in
the agreement morphology of the verbs or nouns they co-occur with. Inuit, in addition.
has a construction involving genitively marked nouns which lacks this type of cross-
reference: we refer to nouns which precede an oblique Case-affix. This instance of
ergative/genitive Case will be discussed in 6.3. below. For details on ergative/genitive
Case-marked agents and possessors see chapter V.

3. Locative
EI: -ni Yup'ik: -ni

The function of locative Case morphology is roughly parallel to the locative use of the
English prepositions 'in/at/on'. For some West Greenlandic examples, see (80).

(80)a.        Iruupa -mi sursut-tuq
Europe -loc,sg fight  -part
'the fighting in Europe' *WG,F:41

b. Jensi-p aqagu issiavik niuirtukkun -ni
J.     -gen tomorrow chair-abs shopkeeper's -loc

pisiari-ssa-vaa
buy -fut-ind,3sg
'Jensi will buy a chair at the shopkeeper's tomorrow' WG,F:100

c. Iniqarvi-nngua-mi najugaqar-pugut
flat -little  -loc live -ind,lpl

'We lived in a little flat' WG,F:100

As illustrated in (81), the locative Case also has a temporal use.

(81)  ukiu -ni sisam-ni
years -loc,pl four -loc,pl
'in/for four years' WG,F:99

4. Dative (Allative, Terminalis)
EI: -nut Yup'ik: -nun

What we are calling the dative Case is sometimes termed 'allative' or 'terminalis'. This
is in line with its directional function, which is (roughly) parallel to that of English
directional 'to', as can be seen from the following examples:

(82)a. Nuum-mut
N. -dat,sg
'to Nuuk' WG,F:227
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b. Qaqqa -nut
mountain-dat,pl
' to the mountains' WG,F:227

c.  kuu -p tunga   -a -nut
river-gen direction -its -dat
'towards the river' WG,F:227

d. Immi-nut angirlar -Puq
self   -dat come home-ind,3sg
'He returned to his own place' WG,F:162

A second type of use of the dative Case is the one in which it expresses a goal or
benefactive sense, as in the examples in (83).

(83)a.    Nulia-mi -nut aningaasa-t tunniup -pai
wife -his -dat money -abs,pl give,UTI-ind,3sg3pl
'He gave money to his wife' WG,F: 160

b. Tunissuti-ssaq niviarsia-mut pisiara-ara
present -fut-abs girl -dat buy  -ind,lsg3sg
'I bought a present for the girl' WG,F:213

Doubled absorbed/retained arguments in the passive and refiexive constructions
discussed in 2.3. also appear in the dative, but certainly not always: there a fair amount
of variation on this point:

In modern West Greenlandic, the Case of the doubling argument of the reflexive
appears always to be the dative, as in (84a); in other Inuit variants, however, we find
the modalis instead (84b,c).

(84)a. Immi-nut tuqup-puq (WG)
self -dat kill  -3sg
'He killed himself' =23a

b. Angut ingmi-nik kapi-vuq
man-abs self -mod stab-ind,3sg
'The man stabbed himself' CA,M:214

c. Tuqut-uq ellmi-neng
kill   -ind,3sg self  -mod
'He killed himself' Y,Wb:116

The agent-phrase of the static passive is usually expressed in the ablative, com-
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pare (854b). However Yup'ik, where the ablative is lacking, uses the dative instead
(85c); sometimes one also finds datives in other variants of Inuit (85d,e). According
to Woodbury (1977), moreover, even the modalis is possible here (in Greenlandic),
cf. (850.

(85)a. Nanuq Piita-mit tuqu-taq (WG)

polar bear R     -abl  kill  -part
'the polar bear killed by Piita' =58b

b. Piita-mit Maali kuni-ta   -u -vuq (CA)
R     -abl  M.-abs kiss -part-be-ind,3sg
'Maali is kissed by Piita' =19

c.  Tegu -ar -u -uq Kuigpagmiu-nun
capture-part-be-ind,3sg Yukoner -dat,pl
'He was captured by the Yukon River people' Y,Wb:118

d.    Qingmi-nut   kee -ja   -u -voq
dog -datpl bite -part-be-ind.3sg
'He was bitten by the dogs' OL,B:332

e. Arnaq uan-nut qairqu-sa  -u -vuq
woman-abs me -dat invite -part-be-ind,3sg
'The woman is invited by me' WG,Pb:108

f. Arnaq anguti-mik taku-ta -u -vuq
woman-abs man   -mod see -part-be-ind,3sg
'The woman was seen by the man' G,Wa:324

In West Greenlandic the agent phrase of the dynamic passive with -niqar has the
ablative Case and that of the 'get' passive the dative, as shown in (86).

(86)a. Arnaq uan-nit qairqu-niqar-puq
woman,abs me -abl invite -pass -ind,3sg
'The woman is invited by me' WG,Pb:108

b.  Qimmi-mut kii -sip-puq
dog -dat,sg bite-get-ind,3sg

'He got bitten by a dog' WG,F:265

5. Ablative (Distantialis)
EI: -nit Yup'ik: -

As is to be expected from its name, the function of the ablative Case is often equivalent
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to that of English distantiating 'from'; see the examples in (87).

(87)a.    Tlittu -mit nassuk
caribou -abl caribou
'horn from a caribou' WG,F:214

b. Illu -nit anip-put
house -abl,pl go -ind,3sg
'They leave the houses' WG,Pa:84

The second main function of this Case, that of expressing the agent phrase of the passive
was discussed above. There it was also mentioned that Yup'ik lacks the ablative. In this
language distantiation is expressed by the modalis.

6. Modalis (Instrumental, Comitative)
EI: -nik Yup'ik: -neng

Modalis Case morphology is used for instrumentals, as illustrated in (88).

(88)a.    Savim-mi -nik kapi-vaa
knife  -his -mod stab-ind.3sg3sg
'He stabbed it with his 1mife' WG,F:162

It also has other functions that are expressed in English by the preposition with:

(89)a. Saving-mik akkiler-paanga
knife    -mod pay -ind,3sglsg
'He paid me with a knife' OL,B:335

c. illu qisum-mik sana -aq
house wood -mod make-part
'a house made with (of) wood' WG,F:217

It must be mentioned that for certain Canadian dialects the modalis is reported not to
have the instrumental function (see, for instance, Johns (1987)).

The use of the modalis in refiexive and passive constructions was discussed
above, as was the distantiation function of the modalis in Yup'ik. In addition the
modalis has several other functions:

In the first place, as has already been mentioned in 2.3.2., it is the Case used for
themes in the antipassive. We repeat a relevant example in (90):

(90) Inun -nik tuqut-Si -vuq (WG)
people -mod kill -antipass-ind,3sg
'He killed people' =2la
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In the second place it appears on NPs that are used as secondary predicators:

(91)    Ajuqi -mik taasar-paat (WG)
A.      -mod call -ind,3p13sg
'They call him Ajuqi' =75

Thirdly, the modalis is the Case of the affected NP in the unmarked di-transitive
construction (the one without applicative -uti, see 2.3.5.):

(92) Niisi aningaasa-nik   tuni -vaa (WG)
N.-abs money -mod give-ind,3sg3sg
'He gave Niisi money'                                                                 =8

Di-transitive verbs that normally take clausal complements may also co-occur with
modalis NPs: this happens when the relevant complement appears as a concealed
proposition or question in the form of an NP, as in (93).

(93)a. Hansi angalanira -nik apir-aat
Hansi journey,his  -mod ask -ind,3p13sg
'They asked Hansi about his journey' *WG,F:92

The fourth case is clearly related to that exemplified in (93): concealed propositions
and questions co-occurring with intransitive verbs or intransitively inflected ambiguous
verbs also appear in the modalis:

(94) Ajuqi kuisikkusulirniqa -nik

catechist-abs wanting to get baptized,his-mod

nalunaar-puq
report -ind,3sg
'The catechist reported that he wanted to get baptized' WG,F:251

The last instance in which we find the modalis is in the noun incorporation
construction, which will be discussed in detail in chapter IV 2.7. When this construction
contains a modalis NP this NP acts as modifier of an incorporated noun, compare (95).

(95) Kissartu-mik kavvi -sur  -put
hot -mod coffee-drink-ind,3pl

'They drank hot coffee' WG,F:83

These last five functions of the modalis will be discussed in chapter VI, where we will
propose a uniform explanation for them.

7. Vialis (Prosecutive)
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EI: -kkut Yup'ik: -kun

The central meaning of vialis Case-morphology is 'over/through'. In this meaning it is
connected to movement, just as are the ablative and the dative in their local functions.
It can, however, also have a more stative function, namely that of indicating the place
where something happens. Both functions are exemplified in (96).

(96)a.  Igalaa -kkut itsuar -puq
window -vial,sg look in-ind,3sg
'He looked through the window' WG,F:234

b. Nuna-kkut aivigi-vaa
land  -vial,sg go -ind,3sg3sg
'He went over land to him' OL,B:330

c. Qiqirta-t ila -a -tigut tammaar-put
island -gen,pl one -its-vial,pl camp -ind,3pl
'They camped on one of the islands' WG,F:226

The example in (97) shows that the vialis also has a temporal use. According to Fortes-
cue, temporal expressions in the vialis have a frequentative aspect in West Greenlandic.

(97) Ullaa -kkut ullaakkursiur-tar -pugut

morning -vial,sg eat breakfast -hab-ind, lpl
'We eat breakfast in the morning' WG,F:240

8. Equalis (Equative, Similaris)
EI: -tut Yup'ik: -tun

The equalis Case-affix translates as 'as', 'like':

(98)a. Ataata-tut ataqqi -vaa
father -eq respect-ind,3sg3sg
'He respected him as a father' WG,F:218

b.     Sianilluanngit-su -tut iliur-puq
be stupid -part-eq act -ind,3sg
'He acted like a fool' WG,F:218

Fortescue (1984:264) mentions that in West Greenlandic this affix is the only one that
can be attached regularly to nouns that are already obliquely inflected, as in (99).

(99) Maniitsu-mi -sut

M.                 -loc -eq
'like in Maniitsuq' WG,F:246
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With this Case we conclude our description of the Inuit Cases and also our presentation
of the equivalents of major lexical categories. The next section will be dedicated to a
number of theoretical considerations that arise on the basis of the foregoing.

6. Major Category Classification in Inuit
6.1. Introduction
The preceding sections have been dedicated to a mostly descriptive account of the
expressions used in Inuit for the equivalents of the four major categories of languages
such as English. We observed that Inuit has verbs and that these could be subdivided
into transitives and intransitives; transitive verbs, we have shown, can be converted
into intransitives by a number of processes: anticausativization, passivization, antipas-
sivization and refiexivization. Some of these processes are mediated by morphology
(passivization, antipassivization with some verbs) and some are not (anticausativiza-
tion, antipassivization with other verbs, refiexivization). We also discussed Inuit nouns,
some of which are derived from verbs by morphologically induced processes such as
nominal participle formation, agent-formation, -vikk nominalization and -niq nomi-
nalization. The three former processes imply the binding of one of the verb's arguments
by the nominalizing affix. While discussing the Inuit equivalents of adjectives, we
claimed that Inuit does not have one specific word-class that can be called adjectival.
Rather, the functions fulfilled by this category in other languages are divided in Inuit
between (certain) verbs, nouns and (certain) affixes: the relevant verbs have predicative
'adjectival' functions, all nouns can have both attributive and predicative functions,
and the relevant affixes are attributive. As we have discussed, Inuit also lacks words
with the status of prepositions: the effect produced by English prepositions is obtained
by means of oblique Case-morphology. As our claims concerning the lack of adjectives
and prepositions in Inuit obviously have consequences for the theory on the relation
between Universal Grammar and the organization of lexicons, they must be considered
carefully. Let us first consider (the lack of) adjectives in some more detail.

6.2. The Lack of Adjectives
Adjectives have the features [+V] and [+N], that is, they are partially 'predicative' and
partially 'substantive'. As we have shown in 3.2., the Inuit languages have 'participles',
which can either be used as verbs or as nouns. Why not classify these as [+V, +N], that
is, as adjectives? The point here is that there is no specific syntactic function restricted
solely to participles, or, to put it differently, there is no slot in the sentence into which
only participles fit: they fit into verb slots and into noun slots, but not into something
like a 'participle   slot'. This means   that  if we isolate participles   as a specific major
category we lose the generalization that categorization of words is meant to achieve in
the first place. We must therefore continue to classify ambiguous participles as verbal
or nominal and not as predicative and substantive.

Anotherpossible approach would be to subdivide the class of words we are calling
'nouns' into two subclasses, on a semantic basis. One subclass could then be called
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nominal, i.e., [+N,-V], and the other adjectival, i.e., [+N,+V]. The latter would contain
those words that are more readily used in attributive or predicative functions and are
less easily predicated of. Examples would be words such as West-Greenlandic qursuk
('green (one)') or nutaaq ('new (one)') and presumably also the nominal participles,
whose use in the intended functions is extremely frequent. However we do not see what
advantage this would have: though it might be less easy to predicate of such words, the
possibility does exist, which implies that one would have to say that their [+V] feature
can always be converted to [+N] (or deleted, if one allows [+N] words in [+N,-V] slots).
The same holds mutatis mutandis for the [-V] feature of words that would classify as
nominals. In other words: the result of the subdivision would be that one would have
to say that Inuit nominals and adjectives both have the exceptional property that they
are always 'convertible'. This seems to us undesirable, and we therefore reject such a
subdivision.

Though we have until now claimed that Inuit'lacks adjectives', this is notentirely
correct. We have defined nominals as words heading phrases that can be predicated of,
that is, phrases that can be used as arguments, and we registered the fact that Inuit
does have this kind of word. Subsequently, we noted that Inuit did not have a specific
class of 'attributive' words, that is, words that head modifiers of nominals. We also
noted that the attributive function was performed by the words we had classified as
nominals (and by certain affixes, which we disregard here). Suppose, however, that we
had first considered those words that are used as heads of phrases that modify heads of
arguments. We would have called these words 'adjectives', because this is what their
equivalents are in languages such as English. We would then have established that the
same words were used as heads of arguments, and we would probably have stated that
Inuit 'lacks nominals'. The point here is, of course, that the Inuit lexicon does not
distinguish between nominals and adjectives: it contains, rather, a type of category that
can be used in both nominal and attributive functions. In other words: the opposition
between nominals and adjectives is neutralized in Inuit.

In Chomsky's feature system presented in 1.2., nouns are classified as  [+N,-V]
and adjectives as [+N,+V]. The neutralization we are discussing here implies that the
opposition provided for by the distinct values of the feature [V] is absent in Inuit.
The noun/adjective category in Inuit, thus, is characterized by one positively specified
feature, [+N]. It may be mentioned here that this is in line with the claim by van Riems-
dijk (1983) that neutralization always involves neutralization to a common positively
specified feature.

Though the words under consideration are thus neither true nominals nor true
adjectives, we will, for practical reasons, go on referring to them by means of the terms
'nominal', 'noun' or 'N'. There is no reason not to assume that they do not project
to normal maximal phrases. We will continue to call these 'NPs'. In the next chapter
we will propose that these NPs are 'topped up' by a so-called 'functional projection',
along the lines of Abney (1987). Ignoring this for the moment. we conclude that Inuit
NPs - that is, maximal projections of the neutralized category [+N] - can function
as arguments, as predicates or as modifiers. Recall. incidentally, that when discussing
participial nominalizations (3.2.1.), we stated that the affixes involved express 'the
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unmarked substantive concept 'thing/person".  This  is not entirely correct because,
actually, the concept is a neutralized substantive/adjectival one. On this point we will
also continue to use the 'nominal' terminology.

One consequence of the lack of distinction between nouns and adjectives is that
Inuit allows for sequences of the type N - NP, where languages without neutralization
have sequences of the type N - AP (or AP - N). Any simple case of attribution serves
to illustrate this. We reproduce our examples from (68a,b) here:

(100)a. arnaq kalaaliq 'Greenlandic woman' (WG)
woman Greenlander AP               N
N          NP

b. kalaaliq arnaq 'female Greenlander' (WG)
N  NP AP N

At least atfirst sight, the existence ofN-NP sequences seems to be incontradiction with
the theory that claims that constituents with the same syntactic feature configuration
repel each other. We refer to the line of research initiated by Stowell (his Case Resistance

Principle (Stowell (1981)) and Kayne (1982). However, as Kayne and others note,
surface word order probably plays a crucial role in the theory of repulsion. This is
expressed clearly in the version presented by Hoekstra (1984), for which he employs
the term Unlike Category Condition (UCC). We reproduce the UCC in (101).

(101) At S-structure, no element of the type [alpha N, beta V]o
may canonically govern a projection of [alpha N, beta V]

(Hoekstra,1984:85)

'Canonical government' means: government in the direction in
which thematic roles are assigned.

Though nouns in Inuit are only specified for one feature instead of two, it is clear that
it goes against the spirit of the UCC to allow them to appear in N - NP sequences if,
in these. N canonically governs NP. If there is no canonical government relation there
is no problem with respect to this qualified version of repulsion. We will return to this
point in section 5. of Chapter III, but we may already mention that we will argue there
that the modifying NP is extraposed to a position outside the canonical government
domain of the nominal head.

6.3. Oblique Case-Morphology and Prepositions
With respect to prepositions, the situation is different from that involving adjectives.
The reason for this is that there is a specific type ofmaximal projection that typically fits
into slots that can be characterized as 'prepositional'. The maximal projection we are
referring to is the oblique NR It is not implausible to view the oblique Case-affix as a
pre- or postposition with additional affixal properties. This view on oblique Inuit Case-
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affixes is presented in Baker and Hale (1990), who choose the postpositional option 19)
Disregarding the affixal properties, the West Greenlandic dative qimmi-nut ('to the
dogs') has the structure in (1028) if a postposition is involved and the one in (102b) for
a preposition.

(102)a. PP b. PP

NP                                        -NP

N                                            P                      N
qimmi nut nut qimmi

Given this analysis, it must be assumed that the affixal properties of the adposition
force it to be an affix on the noun in (at least) the phonological component. At the
moment we are not concerned with the mechanisms by which this result is obtained
nor with the choice between the two alternatives exemplified in (103) (see, however,
chapter  III  6.3.).

One potential counterargument to the view that oblique Case-affixes are adpo-
sitions might be that the expression of the number (singular/Dlural) of the oblique NP
seems to form part of the Case affix (except for the equalis). We repeat here the West
Greenlandic non-possessed Case paradigm of qimmiq we presented in 3.1.

(103) sinF plur.

absolutive : qimmiq qimmi-t 'the dog/dogs'
genitive : qimmi-p qimmi-t       'of the dog/dogs'
modalis : qimmi-mik qimmi-nik  'with the dog/dogs'
dative : qimmi-mut qimmi-nut   'to the dog/dogs'

locative : qimmi-mi qimmi-ni     'in the dog/dogs'
ablative : qimmi-mit qimmi-nit   'from the dog/dogs'
vialis : qimmi-kkut qimmi-tigut 'over the dog/dogs'
equalis : qimmi-tut qimmi-tut   'like the dog/dogs'

If the oblique Case affixes do indeed contain information about the number of the
NP, they would be exceptional kinds of adposition. However, if we adopt Woodbury's
(1981) analysis (presented by him for Yup'ik), the problem vanishes for the modalis,
dative, locative and ablative - for which the m- (sing.)/n- (plural) distinction holds in all
variants of Inuit. According to this analysis, the relevant Case affixes have themselves an
initial neutral nasal. They attach to the genitive form of nouns, and the nasal regressively
assimilates to the final consonant of the noun, after which this consonant deletes. As
the final consonant of singular genitive nouns is a bilabial (-m in Yup'ik, -p in other
variants of Inuit) and that of plural genitive nouns always a -t, the nasal of the affix will
become m- for singular and n- for plural. We exemplify the processes involved for the
dative forms of West Greenlandic qimmik. 20)
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(104)a. singular: qimmip+Nut = qimmip+mut -+ qimmi-mut
plural : qimmit+Nut = qimmit+nut -4 qimmi-nut

It must be mentioned here that one does find singular NPs in the modalis etc. with
an n- instead of an m- affix. This is the case, for example. with (West Greenlandic)
anaphoric immi ('self'), which is defective for genitive morphology, or with nouns
with a possessive suffix, whose genitive form either ends in a vowel or in a geminating
consonant. The occurrence of these cases merely confirms the analysis proposed by

Woodbury, at least if it is assumed that the surface form of the neutral nasal is /-n/. As
the assimilation/deletion process illustrated in (104) is a phonological process it will
not be 'visible' to the interpretative component of grammar, so that in this component
the information referring to number forms part of the nominal itself, instead of of the
affix. This means that in this respect there is no bar to the adpositional analysis. Under
this analysis the genitive form of the nominal can be explained by the assumption that
the adposition assigns genitive Case to its complement NP and that this Case is checked
on the head noun.

With respect to the vialis, for which the affixes are claimed to be -kkut (sing.)
and -tigut (plur.) in Greenlandic and Canadian Inuit and -kun/-teggun for Yup'ik, it is
not implausible to assume that the initial -t of the plural forms is part of the (absolutive)
nominal and that the vowel that follows it is epenthetic. The Case affix itself can then be
characterized as 'velar stop -u- t/n'. What remains to be explained is the alternation
in voicing of the velar stop, and its doubling in the cases where it applies. Though
this obviously requires further analysis, we are confident that the rules involved again

belong to the phonological part of the grammar,  and that as earlier, no problem arises
for the adpositional analysis. 21)

Apart from being affixal, the category we are considering has another character-
istic which is uncommon for adpositions. Recall from section 4. above that modifiers
agree in number and Case with the noun they modify. This agreement also obtains when
the Case involved is oblique, as is illustrated in (105).

(105)a. ukiu-ni sisama-ni
year-loc,pl four -loc,pl
'in/for four years' WG,F:99

b. angum-mut ataatsi-mut immiaqqa-t pingasu-t
man    -dat,sg one    -dat,sg beer -abs,pl three -abs,pl
'three beers per man' WG,F:223

c. nunaqarvim-mi savaatiqarviusu -mi

settlement -loc,sg sheep-herding place-loc,sg
'in a sheep-herding settlement' WG,F:44

The agreement exemplified here is not necessarily a counterargument to the adpositional
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analysis. Rather, it can be considered a consequence of the additional affixal properties
of the adposition. Under the assumption that these properties force it to appear as an
affix on the head noun of its complement, the appearance of the same affix on the
modifier can viewed as the result of a rule which copies certain affixal features of nouns
onto the head of their modifiers.

The adpositional view on oblique Case affixes implies that one has to assume that
UG permits the existence of bound morphemes that act as syntactic entities in the sense
that they project independently to XPs and take XP complements. This is in conflict
with the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis, which claims that rules and principles of syntax
may not refer to parts of words. Recent work within GB theory, however, shows that
there are strong reasons to suppose that this hypothesis should be rejected. Ideas on this
topic are presented in Baker (1988), Chomsky (1986), Pollock (1989) and have since
been developed by many others (see also chapter III of the present work). Given this,
there is little reason to invoke the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis as an argument against
the adpositional view.

We conclude that the assumption that the the oblique Case affix is an adposition
gives a correct account of the distribution of oblique NPs and that potential counter-
arguments to this assumption can be eliminated. From now on we will treat this affix
as an - affixal - adposition. This means that although Inuit does not have words (i.e.,
free morphemes) of the category classified as 'preposition' in English, it does have ele-
ments with the same categorial and syntactic properties, that is, elements characterized
as [-V,-N].

6.4. Conclusion
We have now arrived at the following conclusions with respect to the major lexical
categories in Inuit: Inuit has the category verb and a neutralized category that fulfils
nominal and adjectival functions. It does not have prepositions as words, but it does
have affixes with the same properties as prepositions: the oblique Case-affixes. By
including the latter in the class of major categories, where from a purely syntactic
viewpoint they belong, we arrive at the classification in (106).

(106)                                     N

il.F1
nouns \V

+

verbs oblique
Case-affixes (adpositions)

There are two remarks we want to make about (106). The first concerns the affixal status
of the [-N,-V] category. As we will see in the course of this work. there are also affixal
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verbs and affixal noun/adjectives that have the status of syntactic entities. This implies
that the [-N,-V] class in Inuit is only exceptional in the sense that all its members are
affixal.

In the second place we remark on the fact that the Inuit major category system
appears to imply that there is a certain hierarchy in the classification ofmajor categories.
In particular, the distinction between 'substantive' ([+N]) and 'non-substantive' ([-N])
categories appears to be more basic than the one between 'predicative' ([+V]) and 'non-
predicative' ([-V]) categories. One might hypothesize that this holds for all languages,
that is, that the language-learning child first decides which items in its language are
substantive major categories and which are non-substantive and that it only afterwards
decides for each of these whether they are split up into predicative or non-predicative.
We are not sure that this hypothesis is correct. Note that it would imply that there may
be languages that lack adjective-noun distinctions and/or verb-preposition distinctions,
but not, for instance, languages that lack adjective-verb distinctions. We have shown
that lack of the adjective-noun distinction occurs, but we do not know of any language
with a neutralized category for verbs and prepositions (a [-N] category). Furthermore,
it is claimed in work by Aoun (1981) and van Riemsdijk (1983) that it is possible for
a language to have a complete neutralization to [+V], that is, a lack of adjective-verb
distinction, but (according to van Riemsdijk) not a lack of verb-preposition distinction,
which would involve aneutralization to anegatively specified value ([-V]). Weconclude
that though the hierarchic classification in (106) rightly accounts for the facts in Inuit,
it is open to question whether general conclusions can be drawn from it.

7. Other Categories
Now that we have finished our discussion of the equivalents of major lexical categories
in Inuit, it remains to consider the equivalents of other category types. We will do this
briefly; for further details we refer the reader to the studies mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter. We will start with those categories that can be used in NP slots; after
these we will discuss the remaining categories. We will restrict ourselves mainly to
West Greenlandic.

1. Personal Pronouns

With respect to personal pronouns, the reader has undoubtedly noticed that the Inuit
languages make little use of their absolutive, ergative and genitive forms. The reason
for this is that these forms are always cross-referenced by an agreement marker so that
they can 'drop' freely. We are assuming that 'pro-drop' always involves the presence
of a small pro, whose content is recoverable from the relevant agreement set. As is
generally the case with languages that allow for pro-drop, the oven variants of pro, in
as far as they exist, are used for special emphasis. Oven personal pronominals, in fact,
only exist for first and second person in Inuit. They have singular and plural forms and,
furthermore, are conjugated for the distinct Cases. The first person personal pronoun
in West-Greenlandic is uanga, and the second person pronoun is illit. Due to their
semantics the function of personal pronominals will generally be thematic. It is not
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impossible, however, to find them as modifiers: this is the case in (107), where uagut
follows kalaallit (recall that modifiers typically follow head nouns).

(107) kalaalli 4 uagut
Greenlander-pl we
'We Greenlanders' WG,F:110

The two functions of personal pronominals are in fact the same as those we have
encountered for nominals. As we will see below, other pronominals also manifest
the same dual character (except when this is excluded for independent reasons, cf. 2.
below). We may therefore safely assume that Inuit pronominals are pro-forms of the
(neutralized) [+N] type.

2. Anaphors

In 2.3.3. we already mentioned the (West Greenlandic) refiexive/reciprocal anaphor
immi, which has no absolutive and ergative/genitive forms. As far as we know, immi
is not used as a modifier. This can be explained by the assumtion that immi is a
true anaphor, which has to be bound. As modifiers are not referential and therefore lack
referential indices, modifying immi cannot be bound, because binding involves identity
of referential indices. Using immi as a modifier would therefore lead to a violation of
the Binding Conditions.

The (West Greenlandic) refiexive adverbial nammininiq sometimes has NP
status. For nammininiq binding is optional, so that as an NP it can have both the
thematic and the modifying function. The example in (108a) illustrates the, uninflected,
adverbial use of namminiq, that in (108b) its thematic use and that in (108c) its use as
modifier.

(108)a. Hansi-p namminiq taku-aa
H.    -erg self see -ind,3sg3sg
'Hansi saw it himself' *WG,F:155

b.    Namminir-mi -nut angirlar -Puq
self -his -dat come home-ind,3sg
'He returned to his own place' WG,F:162

c. palasi-mut namminir-mut
priest -dat himself     -dat
'to the priest himself' WG,F:114

In all variants of Inuit, anaphoricity is also expressed in the nominal and verbal agree-
ment system. We mentioned this in 3.1. for nominals, where we spoke of the third person
anaphoric variant - or ' fourth person' - of the possessive agreement set. Third person
agreement sets of verbs in subordinate moods also have anaphoric (=fourth person)
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variants, which require the NP they cross-reference to be bound by an NP in a higher
clause. For further details about anaphoricity we refer the reader to chapter IV 2.6.

3. Demonstratives

As illustrated in (109), Inuit has demonstratives, which may either be the head of a
thematic or of a modifier NR22, Thus, for example, una ('that') in (109a) functions as
a head that is modified by arnaq. In (109b), on the other hand, una is the modifier.

(109)a. una arnaq
that woman
'that female person (=that one who is female)' WG,F:110

b.  arnaq  una
woman that
'that woman' WG,F:110

Like personal pronominals and anaphors, demonstratives are conjugated for Case and
number. In West Greenlandic their absolutive forms are: manna ('this one here'), una
('that/this one') and innga ('that one there').23) Una is often used in situations where
other languages use emphatic third personal pronouns. On the use of demonstratives in
cleft-like constructions see below.

Difficult to classify is the uninflected word tassa (West Greenlandic), which
Fortescue (1984) calls 'copular particle' and which he glosses as 'that is':

(110)a. Tassa inuuniq
tassa live
'That is life' WG,F:72

b. Hansi tassa pisurtaq
H. tassa leader
'Hansi is the leader' WG,F:72

4. wh-pronouns

Interrogative pronouns in Inuit again have both thematic and modifier functions: this is
illustrated in (11 la) and (1 llb), respectively.

(111)a. Kikku-ni najugaqar-pit
who   -loc,pl live -inter,2sg
'Who are you staying with' WG,F:11

b. arnaq kina
woman who
*what woman ' WG,F:15
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Pronominal interrogative words in West Greenlandic, which are inflected for number
and Case, are: kina ('who'), suna ('what'), surliq ('which') and qassit ('how many').
Though, strictly, they do not belong to this section, we also mention here the adverbial
interrogatives. These are: qanuq ('how'), qanga ('when') suuq  ('why') and naak
('where').An adverbialinterpretationmay also be obtainedby theusage ofapronominal
interrogative in an oblique Case. Thus, for example, sumi, the locative form of suna
('what') may betranslated as 'where' (cf. also the dative of qassit ('how many') in (113)
below).

Note that the words under consideration may also be used in non-interrogative
sentences, in which case they act as indefinite quantifiers:

(112)a. Suut tama-asa isumag -ai

what-pl all -pl think of-ind,3sg3pl
'He thought of everything' WG,F:255

b. Kia -tuq aapa -ri -linga
who erg-I wish companion-have as-opt,3sglsg
'I wish someone would come with me' WGY:25

We mention here that Inuit has no overt wh-movement: the distribution of interrogative
words at S-structure does not differ from that of other NPs. We illustrate this in (113).

(113) Umiarsuaq qassi -nut aalla-ssa-va
ship,abs how many-dat leave-fut-inter,3sg
'When (i.e. what hour) will the ship leave' WG,F:11

Another matter that must be noted at this point is that Inuit has no relative pronouns
or relative adverbs. In fact it does not have relative clauses at all. An effect that is to
some extent comparable to relativization may be obtained by the usage of modifying
NPs headed by nominal participles; we have discussed this in section 4.

5. Q-words

Numerals and other Q-words have the same properties as demonstratives and inter-
rogative pronouns: they are conjugated for number and Case and can either be the-
matic (1148. b) or act as modifier (114c, d).

(114)a. juuni-p femteni-an -ni
June-gen fifteen -its -loc,pl
'on the fifteenth of June (on June's fifteen)' WG,F:239

b. nukappiaqqa-t  ila -at
boy -gen,pl some-their

'some of the boys' WG,F:220
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c. Inu-it marluk taku-ai
man-abs,pl two -abs see -ind,3sg3sg
*He saw two men' WG,F:250

d. nukappiaqqa-t arlalli -t
boy -pl several-pl

'several boys' WG,F:221

Some of the West Greenlandic quantifiers presented in Fortescue (1984) are:
qassiit 'several' , ariallit 'several/a fair number', ilaat 'some', alla 'other/another'
tamar- 'all' and kisi- 'only'.

6. Articles

Inuit has no articles. This means that the effect obtained by the choice of definite
vs. indefinite articles in a language such as English is absent, in other words: Inuit
NPs whose definite/mdefinite status is not established by some other means (such as
the presence of a possessor, a demonstrative modifier, a Q-word etc.) are unspecified
with respect to definiteness. In this case either a definite or an indefinite interpretation
is available, in principle. There is, however, one exception involving the antipassive
construction, which shows a clear 'definiteness effect'.  This  will be considered  in
chapter VI 4.6.

7. Adverbials

Inuit has several means of expressing concepts that can be classified as 'adverbial'. We
mention the three most important of these. In the first place there are a considerable
number of affixes that translate as adverbs. Some of these are presented (in boldface)
in the West Greenlandic examples in (115).

(115)a.       Sana-lluar-paa
make-well -ind,3sg3sg
'He made it well' WG,F:326-327

b. Tuqu-ngajap-puq
die    -almost-ind,3sg
'He almost died'

c. Ani  -gasuar -put
come out-hurriedly -ind,3pl
'They came out in a hurry'
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d.  Uqa -riataar -puq
speak-suddenly -ind,3sg
'He spoke suddenly'

e.    Api  -qqip -puq
snow-again-ind,3sg
'It snowed again' WG,F:284

For considerations about the status of these affixes see chapter V 4.3. An adverbial
effect can also be produced by the use of the modalis Case with (nominal) intransitive
participles, as in the example in (116).

(116)         kigaat    -su     -mik
be slow-part-mod
'slowly' WG,F:98

Inuit, however, also has a specific class of words that can be called adverbs. Eski-
mologists usually call these words 'particles' and stress the fact that unlike verbs and
nominals, they are uninfiected. Like adverbs in other languages they express a variety

24)of semantic concepts, compare the West Greenlandic examples in (117).

(117)a. Jensi-p aqagu issiavik pisiari-ssa-vaa
J.    -erg tomorrow chair buy -fut-ind,3sg3sg
'Jensi will buy a chair tomorrow' WG,F:100

b.     Imaallaat filmi taanna Nuum-mi taku-ara
luckily film that Nuuk -loc see -ind,1 sg3sg
'Luckily I saw that film in Nuuk' WG,F:101

c. Immaqa uqaluvvik taku-at (WG,F:182)
perhaps church see -ind,2sg3sg
'Perhaps you saw the church'

d. asuli tikit -tuq
in vain come -part
'having come in vain' WG,F:103

e. Ilaa -ssa-guit aatsaat aalla-ssa-anga (WG.F:67)
come along-fut-cond.2sg only then leave-fut-ind, lsg
'I shall only leave if you come along'
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f. assut kusanar -tuq
very be pretty-part
'very pretty' WG,F:103

Interrogative adverbs were mentioned above.

8. Conjunctions

Inuit has no overt subordinating conjunctions. Coordinating conjunctions have the
form of clitics, which attach to the right of the first phonological constituent of the
last conjunct (cf. (118a-d)) and are sometimes doubled on the first constituent of other
conjuncts (118e, f).

(118)a. Ippasaq tikip -put aqagu -lu ikinnguta-at
yesterday arrive-ind,3pt tomorrow-and friend -their,pl

tiki -ssa-pput
arrive-fut-ind,3pl
'They arrived yesterday and their friends' WG,F:120
'will arrive tomorrow'

b. Isir -Puq ingil -luni -lu

come in-ind,3sg sit down-ger,4sg-and
'She came in and sat down' WG,F:120

c. Qimmiq taana nakuarsuu-vuq saamasuu -lluni   -Ii
dog that be strong -ind,3sg be gentle -ger,4sg-but

'That dog is strong but (it is) gentle' WG,F:123

d. tuluit qallunaat kalaallil -lu

Englishmen Danes Greenlanders-and
'Englishmen, Danes and Greenlanders' WG,F: 127

e.     ini     igavvil -lu   qalia-ni -lu sinittarvi -it marluk
room kitchen-and loft -loc-and bedroom -pl two
'a room, a kitchen and two bedrooms in the loft' WG,F:127

f. palasi-luunniit niuirtur -luunniit
priest -or shopkeeper-or
'either the priest or the shopkeeper' WG,F:127

Note that in the case of sentence coordination the conjuncts do not necessarily have to
be in the same mood: one frequently encounters coordinations of the type in (118b, c),
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with one conjunct in the indicative and the other in the gerundial mood. It must be
mentioned here that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the coordinating
function and the status of (first constituent) clitic: on the one hand coordination may
also be obtained by means of what Fortescue (1984) calls 'conjunctional particles'
and, on the other, the clitic class is not restricted to conjunctions. Some 'conjunctional
particles' are presented  in  (119).

(119)a. Mattak marna -nngill-aq aammalu immiaq
mattak taste good -not -ind,3sg also home made beer

imi -ruminaap -puq
drink-not good to-ind,3sg
'The mattak doesn't taste good,' WG,F:124
'nor is the home-made beer drinkable'

b. Maalia Piitaq kiisalu Tuumasi
M. R       and finally T.

'Maalia, Piitaq and Tuumasi' WG,F:127

As this type ofwordhas the same (syntactic, morphological and phonological) properties
as the adverbs discussed earlier, it must be assumed to belong to the same class.

Non-conjunctional clitics are used for emphasis, or for presuppositional or illo-
cutionary purposes. Some West Greenlandic examples of these clitics are mi ('what
about') in (12Oa), tuq ('I wish/wonder') in (12Ob) and (n)guuq (used to indicate
quotation) in (120c).

(120)a. Aqagu pivvissaqa-ssa-nngil-anga
tomorrow have time -fut-not -ind, lsg

aqaguagu -mi

day after tomorrow-what about
'I won't have the time tomorrow,' WG,F:10
'what about the day after?'

b. Aallar-niar -li -tuq
leave -going to -opt,3sg-I wish
'I wish he'd leave' WG,F:28

c. Tuumasin-nguuq qilalugaq pisar -aa
T.-erg -quote beluga catch-ind,3sg3sg

'They say Tuumasi caught a beluga' WG.F:2

A special case here consists of the clitical use of demonstrative pronouns: this produces
an effect comparable to clefting, as illustrated in (121).
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(121)     Maalia-m -una mattak tama    -at niri -sima-gaa

M.           -erg -that mattak all -3sg eat -perf-part,3sg3sg
'is Maalia who ate all the mattak' WG,F:74

The example in (122) shows more than one clitic may occur at the same time.

(122) Qanur-tur -mi -una naatsumik nalunaar-langa

How  -I wonder-what about-that shortly inform    -opt,1 sg
'How should I express it shortly' WG,F:25

This concludes our overview of Inuit word-classes. In the present section we have seen
that Inuit has several classes of pro-forms that share the neutralized [+N] feature set of
nominals. With respect to these pro-forms it was mentioned that Inuit lacks the equiv-
alent of relative pronouns. It was mentioned also that demonstratives have a clitical
variant, used in cleft-like constructions. Inuit, furthermore, lacks articles and subor-

dinating conjunctions. Though the function of adverbs is often performed by affixes,
Inuit does have a class of adverbial words, which, unlike verbs and nominals,  are unin-
fiected. Some members of this class have a conjunctional function. Pure coordinating
conjunctions are phonological clitics. Words such as tassa ('that is'), and clitical mi,
tuq, (n)guuq etc. are 'exotic' in the sense that they do not fit into lexical schemata

developed on the basis of better-known languages.
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Chapter III

X'-AFFIXES AND CO-GOVERNMENT

1. Introduction
The goal of the next chapters will be to arrive at a description of the Case-assignment
procedures that account for the Inuit ergative system. In order to attain this goal we
must first know in some detail how Inuit clauses are structured syntactically. For this
we set out from the assumption that clauses are built up as projections of Xo categories.
In chapter II we described a considerable set of these categories for Inuit. There we
restricted ourselves mainly to words, but, especially when considering the equivalents
of prepositions, we also claimed that Inuit has affixes with syntactic X  status.

The Inuit languages are prototypes of agglutinating languages. Many items that
in more analytic languages are expressed by words are represented in Inuit by affixes.
This becomes evident when one considers Inuit dictionaries or word-lists, which always
contain extensive sets of affixes. In our view many of these affixes, which are invariably
suffixes, are of the same type as oblique Case morphemes: they are syntactic Xo

categories and, consequently, project syntactically, as members of the X'-system. We
will henceforth call these affixes X'-affixes and assume that they are lexically specified
as [+X'.+affix].1) Normal affixes, such as English -ize, are specified as [-X',+affix]. X'-
affixes raise interesting questions about the relation between syntax and morphology.
Diagrams such the one in (1) represent the syntactic structure that is a corollary of the
[+X'] property of the affix (we assume the postpositional view here). However. they do
no justice to its morpho-phonological properties, which arise from its [+affix] status:
for those qimmi-nut is simply one word.

(1)                  PPl
NP

NP
qimmi nut
dogs                 to

95
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As mentioned in chapter II (6.3.), the existence of bound morphemes with syntactic
projections (X'-affixes) is in conflict with the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis , which
claims that the rules and principles of syntax may not refer to parts of words. This
hypothesis implies that each of the elements of a syntactic terminal string has the status
of a morpho-phonological unit, a word. On the assumption that all terminal elements
in syntax are of the X -type, the mapping of syntactic strings to word-strings under
the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis can be represented as in (2) (we choose, arbitrarily, a
string of five Xos).

(2) Xo Xo Xo Xo Xo

lilli
Suppose, however, that we have a syntactic terminal string of, say, five Xis of which,
for example, the fourth is an X'-affix and the third the root of this affix: the mapping
that then holds is represented in (3).

(3) Xo Xo Xo Xo Xo
11 \/ 1
WW W W

Sadock (1985), who studies Greenlandic object-incorporating affixal verbs, which also
have the status of what we are calling X'-affixes, notes that situations like those in (3)
are comparable to the disjunctions in mapping between CV-strings and phonological
properties that motivated the introduction of autosegmental phonology: it is for this
reason that he coins the - we think challenging-term 'autolexical syntax'. Note that the
representation in (3) also holds for phonological cliticization or contraction. Thus, for
example. the string John can't come consists of four syntactic terminal elements (John
can notcome) and three phonological words. X'-affixes, however, are not phonological
clitics. The fact that they are part of a word has consequences for levels ofrepresentation
other than the phonetic one. We already discussed one aspect of this is chapter II (6.3.),
where we referred to the agreement properties of oblique affixal adpositions. Another
remarkable property of X'-affixes is that they cause their complement to be transparent
with respect to certain syntactic processes.  In our view this transparency is of the  same
type as the one found in better known 'reanalysis constructions', which do not involve
affixes. Rather than illustrating the transparency effects caused by X'-affixes here, we
will first expound our ideas on reanalysis constructions. This will then enable uS to
isolate what it is that X'-affixes and traditional reanalysis triggers have in common, and
why both cause the same type of transparency effects.

Reanalysis constructions have many interesting aspects, but are also quite com-
plicated. It is for this reason that we will give a great deal of space to them in the
present chapter, whose structure will be as follows: in section 2. we discuss the so-
called 'co-analysis' view on reanalysis constructions and show that it is in conflict with
standard assumptions about control constructions. In section 3. we introduce the notion
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'co-government' as central to the transparency of the constructions. In section 4. we
investigate the often mentioned adjacency requirement for reanalysis, which follows
automatically from co-analysis, but not necessarily from co-government. We will show
that the requirement must be maintained. In section 5. we propose that reanalysis clus-
ters are interpreted as words at the LF-level of representation and we derive their co-
government properties from this; in this section we also pay attention to the 'reanalysis
character' of the relation between verbs and the inflectional head of sentences. In sec-
tion 6. we return to cases involving X'-affixes and discuss their relation to reanalysis
constructions; and we illustrate the behaviour of two Inuit X'-affixes (nominal inflection
and adpositional oblique Case-morphology) and concomitantly present a description of
Inuit NPs and PPs.

2. Reanalysis Structures and Co-Analysis
2.1. Introduction
Consider the English pseudo-passive in (4).

(4)     This bed has not been slept in for many years

One problem with (4) is that the NP this bed, which is apparently a complement of
in, has been extracted out of a PP, a constituent that normally functions as barrier
for NP-extraction. Complements of verbs encounter no barriers for NP extraction
(raising, normal passive, unaccusatives) and in fact this bed in (4) acts as if it were a
complement of the verb. Therefore it is assumed (by Chomsky (1974) and since then
by many others) that the preposition is 'reanalyzed' with the verb into one constituent
and that a consequence of this is that the complement of the preposition can indeed
act as a complement of the verb. One view on reanalysis is that it is produced by
analyzing the string of elements involved in two ways, a possibility provided by the
formalism proposed in Lasnik and Kupin (1977). On this view, the analysis for a VP
with a 'reanalyzed' preposition is the following:

(5)                          VP;.. pp

V                     P                    NP
-
v<I -VP

This type ofreanalysis, which is in factco-analysis, has been proposed for several other
constructions in which complements (and adjuncts) of a given head act as complements
(and adjuncts) of a higher head. We mention, in particular, the work of Williams
(1980) on French causatives, that of Manzini (1983) On the Italian Clitic Climbing
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construction, and that of Huybregts on Verb Raising structures in Dutch. Huybregt's
work is unpublished, but reported on extensively in Haegeman and van Riemsdijk
(1986). In the next section we will show that co-analysis raises problems when the
empty category PRO is involved. We will base ourselves on the article by Haegeman
and van Riemsdijk.

2.2. Co-Analysis and PRO
One consequence of the Projection Principle (Chomsky, 1981) is that infinitival com-
plements must have subjects. In control structures, where there is no visible NP with
subject properties, the subject is assumed to be an empty pronominal anaphor, that is, a
PRO. In chapter I we adopted this standard view on control structures, and we will go
on doing so in the remainder of this work.

Dutch Verb Raising is often triggered by control verbs. One pointofdebate within
the co-analysis approach is whether a PRO-subject of a Verb Raising complement
belongs to the reanalyzed phrase marker. Consider, in this respect, the structure in (6b),
which reproduces the co-analysis presented in Haegeman and van Riemsdijk (1986)
for the type of sentence in (6a).

(6)a. . . .dat  hij het zien wil

that he it see wants
' . .  . that he wants  to  see  it'

b.            S'

Np-t»vp
s--1INP VP

NP V
dat Nj PRO het zien wil

NP

lvF - V

C

.s./
We must mention here that the order of the two verbs is often inverted, and that this
inversion is obligatory if more verbs are involved. An insight of Huybregts we regard
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as important is that this inversion can be seen as merely phonological, that is, as not
interacting with the syntactic aspects of co-analysis. Haegeman and van Riemsdijk
follow Huybregts here, and in the sections below we will do the same.

Returning to PRO, notice that it is unassociated in the lower dimension of (6a).
If PRO would be associated there, this would give rise to one of the following two
situations: either the node dominating PRO (and VP) would be the S, in which case the
result would be a a clause with two subjects (hij and PRO), or the node would be the VP
and PRO would be an object. It is generally assumed that the phrase marker associated
with reanalysis, (the lower dimension in (6b)), must conform to the principles of X'-
theory. This means thatreanalysis cannot give rise to aclause with two subjects. Another
plausible restriction on reanalyzed structures is that it is interpretable: in particular, that
it conforms to theta-theory and to the principles that account for the recoverability of
the content of empty categories. As noted by Haegeman and van Riemsdijk, if PRO
were a secondary object it would not be possible to interpret it (unless one adapts
control theory in such a way that it can involve control of objerts). Haegeman and van
Riemsdijk circumvent these problems by leaving PRO unlinked.

If one permits certain constituents not to be linked to the reanalyzed tree, this
requires a theory that enables one to decide which of the terminal constituents are linked
and which are not. We will briefly discuss Haegeman and van Riemsdijk's proposal

with respect to this point They suggest that the required theory is the one developed by
Lieber (1980) for derivational morphology. They treat the complex begrijpen+willen
as a morphological unit and on the basis of this they propose that the thematic structure
of this complex contains the external role of the matrix verb (willen), but not that of the
complement verb (begriipen). The matrix verb, in their view, is the head of the complex
and, in line with Lieber's theory, features of heads take precedence over features of
non-heads. As there is no theta-role available for PRO, it is left unlinked.

Haegeman and van Riemsdijk's approach is adequate for those cases in which
the the subject of the complement is a simplex chain. Consider, however, the following
examples.

(7)a.     ...dat  Jan [ PROi ei geholpen worden ] wil
that J. helped be wants

'. . .that Jan wants to be helped'

b.     . . .dat Jan [ PROi ei emigreren ] wil
that J. emigrate wants

'. .  .that Jan wants to emigrate'

c.     ...dat  Jan [ de bladereni ei vallen] ziet
that J. the leaves fall sees

'. .  .that Jan sees the leaves  fall'
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d.    ...dat de machinei [ ei werken ] blijft
that the machine work continues

'...that the machine continues to work'

All these examples involve Verb Raising. Those in (7a,b) are triggered by subject
control verbs. In (7c) the matrix verb is an exceptional Case marking (ECM) verb,
and in (7d) it is a subject raising verb. In (78»(7c) the complement's subject is not an
external argument: it is generated as a direct object NP at D-structure. Consider now
what happens when the strings in (7) are associated with areanalyzed structure. There is
nothing that prevents the direct object role (in (78»(7c)) from being assigned. Therefore
it must be assumed that the direct object traces are associated. Whether the antecedents
of these traces are also associated, depends on whether chain transmission is 'visible'
in the dimension under consideration. Suppose it is not. The PROs in (7a,b) would then
be unassociated, as required by the recoverability condition. The lexical complement's
subject in (7c), however, would also be unassociated and the matrix subject in (7d).
which is the antecedent of the complement subject, would likewise be absent from the
reanalyzed structure (notice that the matrix verb in (7d) has no external argument role of
its own to assign, so that the external argument role of the complement verb is assigned
to the trace). The consequence is that in these structures the traces have no antecedents,
and are uninterpretable. If, On the other hand, chain transmission is visible, the PROs
of (7a,b) are associated, but this is specifically what was not required.2)

An alternative for Haegeman and van Riemsdijk's approach is one in which the
conditions on interpretability are relaxed. According to this alternative, PRO would
be associated to the VP node of the reanalyzed structure. Observe that control applies
without problems in the non-reanalyzed dimension, and that one might assume that this
is sufficient. However, the pronominal-anaphoric character of PRO poses a problem
now. Consider, in this respect, the examples in (8).

(8)a. ...dat Mariei [ de kinderenj zichzelf.vj wassen ] liet
that M. the children self wash let

:  .  .that Marie let the children wash *herself/themselves'

b.     ...dat  Mariei [ het meisjej voor haari/*j werken ] liet
that M. the girl for her work let

'. .  .that Marie let the girl work for her'

These examples, involving ECM Verb Raising verbs, show that the Binding Conditions
(Chomsky 1981) for anaphors and pronominals apply in the complex non-reanalyzed
dimension.31 According to these conditions, anaphors must be bound and pronominals
must be free in their governing category. Governing category is defined as follows:
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(9)      'beta is a governing category for alpha if and only if b is
the minimal category containing alpha, a governor of alpha,
and a SUBJECT accessible to alpha

(Chomky 1981:211)

If one only takes into consideration the non-reanalyzed, complex, dimension of Verb
Raising structures, it is clear that the governing category for governed non-subject
NPs in the complement is the complement itself (the complement's subject being the
'accessible SUBJECT'). And if one only inspects the simplex reanalyzed structure, the
governing category for the same NPs is the (matrix) S. This apparently contradictory
result can be circumvented if the decision on what is a governing category for NPs
in co-analysis structures, is established by inspecting both dimensions and deciding in
which of these a potential governing category is minimal. This correctly predicts that
the smallest subject domain - that of the complement - is the relevant one.

For PRO the situation is more complex. PRO must be ungoverned. This is
accounted for by the so-called PRO theorem: as PRO is both a pronominal and an
anaphor, the Binding Conditions require it to be bound and free in its governing

category. This contradiction can only be resolved if it is assumed that PRO has no
governing category and is therefore ungoverned. Suppose now that we have a co-
analysis structure with a PRO associated to the VP, in the reanalyzed dimension. Such
a PRO will be ungoverned in the complex non-reanalyzed dimension, as it is in control
structures without reanalysis. But in the reanalyzed dimension it is governed by the
verbal complex. Inspection of both dimensions will establish that the matrix S is the
governing category for PRO. Reanalyzed structures with associated PROs are therefore
in conflict with the PRO theorem.

It is difficult to see how the problems discussed here can be solved without
rejecting co-analysis (or the standard ideas about subjects of control complements).

3. Co-Government
3.1. Government and Co-Government
According to uS, the problem discussed in the preceding subsection arises from the
fact that co-analysis does not take the central grammatical notion of government into
consideration. The alternative we will now present makes crucial use of this notion.
The central idea is that reanalysis implies the extension of the government domain
of a head to that of another head, but does not affect ungovemed categories. This
alternative follows the line set out by Rouveret and Vergnaud in a proposal concerning
French causatives (Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980)). These authors introduce the notion
'thematic rewriting rule'. In essence, this type ofrule equates the government properties
of a reanalyzed complement head to those of the selecting (causative) head. IfRouveret
and Vergnaud's proposal is characterized by the term 're-government', the analysis
below can be called 'co-government'.
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Co-government as a solution for reanalysis structures is proposed by Koster
(1987), who speaks of 'government by a dynasty'. It is also chosen by Baker (1988),
according to whom (V+V) reanalysis structures are formed by the Logical Form coun-
terpart of the process he proposes for the phenomenon of verb incorporation. We must
mention that the approaches of these authors differ with respect to the conditions under
which co-government can apply. As will be discussed in the next sections, our own
ideas on these conditions cannot be equated in their totality to either ofthe ones exposed
by them: certainly not to those of Koster, who denies that a morphological relation is
involved, something that we do not, but also not to those of Baker, who claims that re-
analysis complexes are created by head-adjunction. In this sense, the alternative below
can be seen as presenting a distinct perspective. Its core, however, is the same as that
of the proposals of Koster and Baker: the special effects of reanalysis constructions
follow from co-government.

There are certain restrictions as to the structural configuration in which co-
government can apply. Below we will sketch these restrictions within the theoretical
model we will be employing henceforth. This model is essentially the 'Barriers' model
of Chomsky (1986), although we deviate from it at some points. We must mention here
that a number of our deviations are not really relevant for the discussion in this chapter,
but will play a crucial role later.4)

In order to be able to be explicit about co-government we need to have a clear
definition of government. The latter presupposes a decision about the way in which
phrases are built up. We adopt the following X'-schema:

(10) a.    X" = Y" X"W'
b.    X' = Y" X'/X

The head of XP, X, is a lexical category, or a functional category such as INFL (I) or
COMP (C). X' is an intermediate projection. A Y" immediately dominated by X' is
a complement of X if it is selected and an adjunct otherwise. We follow Muysken
(1983) in considering X' recursive, so that when there is more than one complement/
adjunct, the Binary Branching Constraint of Kayne (1974) is respected. The maximal
projection X" (or XP) is also recursive. This is motivated by existence of small clauses,
which we assume to have the structure in (11).

(11) [ N P[ . . . ] ]
XP   XP

We will use the term specifier of X" for an Y" under X", as a technical term (in
practice, a specifier may be, for instance, a small clause subject or an adjunct). The
schema in (10) is intended to be neutral with respect to order: constituent order is not
determined by X'-theory, but by other modules of grammar such as theta and Case
theory (cf. Stowell (1981), Koopman (1984) and Travis (1984)). The definition of
government we use is the one in (12):
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(12)        X  governs Y  i f X  1 -commands  Y and there  is no Z, Z a barrier for Y.

This definition comprises two notions which require further specification: these are '1-
command' and 'barrier'. For 1-command we use the definition in (13):

(13)     X 1-commands Y iff X does not dominate Y and every Z that
dominates X dominates Y; where Z is an intermediary projection
immediately dominated by a maximal projection.

Chomsky's definition of government is based on m-command, instead of on 1-com-
mand. As such, it allows for the government of specifiers of an X" by the head of this
X". Relations between specifiers and heads, in the system proposed here, are established

by agreement (spec-head agreement), not by government (cf. Koopman and Sportiche
(1988)). We assume that only maximal projections can act as barriers. In principle,
maximal projections are barriers, but (apart from cases of reanalysis, see below) we
allow for two exceptions: 1) recursive maximal projections, such as the inner XP in
(11), are never barriers and 2) maximal projections with complement status do not act
as a barrier for their specifiers and heads. In (14) we present our basic definition of
barrier.

(14) Barrier: version  1.

Z, a maximal projection, is a barrier for Y if Z dominates Y,

a.   Z is immediately dominated by a maximal projection non-
unless(a) and/or (b):

distinct from Z, and/or
b.  Z is a complement and Y is not 1-commanded by X, the

head of Z

In essence, our definition is a reformulation of Chomsky's Minimality Condition, which
states, roughly, that complements (within complements) are 'protected' from 'double'
government, by their heads. With (14) we in most cases obtain the same results as the

Minimality Condition, though we permit, (antecedent) government of complements
(and adjuncts) by specifiers of XP. In 3.4. and 5.4. we will slightly revise our basic
barrier definition.

As explained earlier, reanalysis, in our view, entails co-government by heads.
Given the definition of government in (12), a head can only govern a certain category
if  it  1 -commands this category  and no barrier 'protects' the category against  it.  We
assume that this definition also holds in the case of co-government. According to the
definition of barrier in (14) co-government by heads is impossible because the maximal
projection of a head will always act as barrier for any category within the government
domain of this head. This implies that we have to allow for an exception to (14), to
accommodate reanalysis. In other words: we have to eliminate the offending barrier(s)
that prevent a higher head from reaching the government domain of a lower head, in
cases of reanalysis. Schematically, the situation we are considering is the following:
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(15) [Y[ [ZPX]]
Y'   XP X'

XP is the barrier that has to eliminated for Y to be able to co-govern ZP together
with X. A central question now is: under what conditions can XP be voided of its
barrierhood? The answer to this question can only be given on the basis of a careful
consideration of the empirical facts involved in reanalysis. One of these facts is that
reanalysis never applies over an XP with adjunct or specifier status, and, moreover, that
in  principle, it involves  two  or more heads of which the first minimally   1 -commands
the maximal projection of the second (and the second the maximal projection of the
third etc.). In other words: the first head has to govern the second (or if more items are
involved: the fiRst has to govern the second, the second the third, and so on). Another
condition - implicit in all theories on reanalysis - is that there has to be some special
relationship between the heads (Y and X in (15)) that are involved. For this moment we
will be deliberately vague with respect to this 'special relationship'. We simply stipulate
that the higher head(s) must be strong with respect to the lower one(s). leaving open
the exact meaning of the term strong. If we reserve the term strong for the intended
relation between heads, we can formulate the exception to (14), which holds in the case
of reanalysis, as in  16).

(16)     Barrierhood - as defined in (14) - is voided iff:
a.   Y  is  1 -commanded  by X,  Z is no barrier for X,  and Z is

1-commanded by W, Wis strong with respect to X, and
b. there is no U, such that U is a head that 1-commands Y,

but not X; and X is not strong with respect to U

The qualification in (16b) is added to prevent co-government into the domain of a
head that is c-commanded by reanalysis heads. but does not itself participate in the
reanalysis. See subsection 5.4. for a revision of (16).

In the next three subsections we will consider how the system above, and in
particular the exception to the barrier definition (16), accounts for some standard cases
of reanalysis. We will discuss, in turn, English pseudo-passives. French causatives and
Dutch Verb Raising constructions.

3.2. English Pseudo-Passives

Following, for instance, Burzio (1986) and Koster (1987), we assume that passive
auxiliaries select participle clauses with an empty subject position, and that the object
of these clauses moves through this position. to spec IR In (17) we illustrate this analysis
for a normal passive (we ignore the fact that the auxiliary moves to I).

(17) [John I[was[e2[ [hit el]]]]
IP           VP PartP PartP ParIP'
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The Empty Category Principle (ECP) requires traces such as those in (17) to be governed
by their antecedent (Chomsky (1986)). According to the definitions of the preceding
subsection, the trace elis adequately (antecedent-) governed by e2. For e2, (the outer)
PartP is not a barrier because it is a complement and e2 is a specifier. However, VP
is a barrier for e2. For this moment we simply circumvent this by stipulating that I is
always strong with respect to the head of a VP it selects, so that the barrierhood of VP
for constituents governed by V is always voided (but see section 5). Consider now the
pseudo-passive in (18a), and its structure in (18b).

(18)a.    This bed was slept in

b.   [  [this bed I[ was[e2 slept[inel]]]]
CP IP VP ParIP PP

The relation between this bed and e2 in (18b) is the same as in a normal passive, but
PP is a maximal projection, so that according to the basic definition of barrier in (14)
it acts as a barrier for ei. However, the relation between slept and in is a reanalysis
relation: slept is strong with respect to in. This means that (24) holds and e2 adequately
(antecedent-) governs ei, as required.5)

3.3. French Causatives
French (and other Romance) causative verbs have a number of special characteristics.
Apart from the fact that they allow for 'clitic climbing' as other Romance reanalysis
verbs do, their complements show a specific constituent order and an exceptional,
'ergative' Case pattern (cf. chapter I 3.2.1.). Consider the examples in (19).

(19)a. Marie fera chanter Jean
M.    will+make sing    J.
'Marie will make Jean sing'

b.    Marie fera chanter cette chanson A  Jean
M.    will+make sing this song to J.
'Marie will make Jean sing this song'

c.   Marie le fera chanter

M. him(acc) will+make sing
'Marie will make him sing'

d.    Marie le      lui fera chanter
M. it(acc) him(dat) will+make sing
'Marie will make him sing it'

Examples (19a,b) show that the complement subject follows the verb (+ direct object),
instead of preceding it as in normal French sentences. Examples (19c,d) show that the
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Case of the complement subject is accusative when the verb is intransitive and dative
when it is transitive. These examples also illustrate the 'clitic climbing' nature of the
construction. The dative character of the transitive subject can also be induced from the
presence of the 'dative' preposition A in (19b).

In order to account for these facts, we will make some assumptions. The first
is that subjects are always generated within the VP at D-structure. This assumption is
almost standard nowadays and it is in line with the idea that D-structures are projected
from the lexicon. We follow Sportiche (1988) in assuming that the subject position is a
sister to a VP node and that VPs are actually small clauses. Furthermore, we propose
that in French this position is, or may be. to the right of the inner VR6) For the French
causative construction this implies that the complement subject occurs in its D-structure
position.

The last assumption we make is construction-specific: we treat the complements
of French causative verbs as IPs without a specifier.n This has as an immediate con-
sequence that the complement subject has to stay in its base position. In (20a,b) we
present the relevant details of the structures of examples (19a,b), as we see them.

(20)a.    Marie fera [I[ [ chanter] Jean ] ]
IP  VP V

b.    Marie fera [I[ [ chanter cette chanson] A Jean] ]
IP  VP V'

How can we account for the ergative Case pattern? Notice, in the first place, that
the (accusative or dative) Case of the complement subject (Jean, h Jean) cannot be
provided by the complement verb: this verb does not govern the position in which the
subject occurs. I does govern this position, but (tenseless) I is not a Case-assigner. The
subject's Case, then, has to be provided by the matrix verb (fera). We will argue that
this also holds for the case of the complement object (cette chanson in (19b,20b)). For
this we base ourselves on a proposal made by Hulk (Hulk, 1988).

Hulk shows that the generalization that accusative Case can only be assigned (in
accusative languages) if there is an external argument in spec,IP (Burzio 1986), can be
made to follow from the assumption that for a verb to act as an accusative assigner it
has to be fully identified. In particular, it has to be related to an I which is itself related
to a subject in spec, IP with at least a set of pronominal features. According to what we
are proposing, causative complements lack the spec, IP position and can hence never
contain the required subject. Their I, consequently, cannot fully identify the verb, and
accusative assignment by this verb is impossible. The Case of the object. then. also has
to be provided by the matrix verb.8)

At this moment reanalysis comes into play. For the matrix verb, which we will
henceforth call faire, to assign Case to the complement's subject and object it has to
govern these constituents. We obtain this by assuming that faire is strong with respect
to the I of its complement. This implies that IP does not act as a barrier for the required
government relation. The VP is not a barrier for the complement subject in its specifier
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position. But it is also not a barrier for the complement object because I governs V
and is strong with respect to it (cf. the discussion on (pseudo-) passives above). Thus,
faire (co-)governs the complement subject, and it also (co-co-)governs the complement
object if the latter is present. We reproduce this schematically in (21), using indices to
express the government relations.

(21)    fairek I p.k I  [ Vi,j.k Npi.j,k] NPj·  1 ]
W     VPV'

1 T'    7- strong
stmng

The 'ergative' Case pattern can now be made to follow by any rule that insures
that  1) when a Case assigning verb has one NP as governee it assigns it accusative and
2) when it has two NPs as governees it assigns accusative to the one that is linearly
most close (or structurally most embedded) and dative to the other.

'Clitic climbing' is obligatory for clitics referring to subjects and direct objects
of French causative complements. That is, the examples in (19c.d), repeated here as
(22a,b) are grammatical, but the examples in (22c,d,e,f) are ungrammatical.

(22)a. Marie let fera chanter eci
M.    him will+make sing
'Marie will make him sing'

b.    Marie lei luij fera chanter eci ecj
M.     it him will+make sing
'Marie will make him sing it'

c.   *Marie fera le chanter
d.   *Marie fera le lui chanter
e.   *Marie lui fera le chanter
f.   *Marie le fera lui chanter

According to Rizzi (1986), the empty category to which a clitic is related is a small pro.
The clitic itself has the function of making recoverable the content of the pro. But, says
Rizzi, for a pro to be fully licensed not only the recovery of its content is necessary, but
it also needs a 'formal licenser'. Formal licensers are Case-assigning heads to which the
clitics are attached. If we apply this theory to the faire-construction the aforementioned
obligatoriness of clitic climbing follows immediately: the complement verb does not
govern the position of the dative subject so it will be unable to act as formal licenser
for a pro in this position. It does govern the direct object position, but assigns no Case
to it, which means that it is also excluded as formal licenser for a direct object pro.
The correct formal licenser for both a complement subject pro and a complement direct
object pro is their Case-assigner and (co-) governor faire. to which. then. the relevant
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clitics must be attached.
One might wonder why we are assuming that causative complements are IPs

7)(although without a specifier). An alternative option would be to treat them as VPs.
There are various reasons why we think the IP option is to be preferred. The first
is that it makes the complements under consideration only minimally different from
complements in what could be called the laisser-construction. As is well known, the
verb laisser ('let') and perception verbs such as voir ('see') and entendre ('hear') can
act as matrix verbs in the causative construction. However, they can also take infinitival
complements with an accusative subject preceding the verb. Thus, for example, besides
the causative constructions with laisser in (238,b) we have the alternatives in (23b,c).

(23)a. On laissera manger cette pomme A  Jean
we will+let eat this  apple    to J.
'We will let Jean eat this apple'

b.    On la lui laissera manger
we it him will+let eat
'We will  let him eat it'

c.    On laissera Jean manger cette pomme
we will+let J. eat this apple
'We will  let Jean eat this apple'

d.     On le laissera la manger
we him will+let it eat
'We will  let him eat it'

We suggest that in the laisser-construction (23c,d) the matrix verb is an ECM verb.
Within the barriers model the complement of ECM verbs is an IP. with. of course. a
specifier. Laisser, voir etc., then, can be said to occur with an IP complement, whose
specifier is optional. If the latter is lacking we have a causative construction and if it
is present we have the laisser-construction.m In 4.3. and 5.2. we will argue that in the
latter case the matrix verb cannot be strong with respect to the complement's I. This is
in line with the fact that the laisser-construction lacks the typical transparency of the
faire-construction with respect to clitic climbing:

(24)   *On la laissera Jean manger
we it will+let Jean eat

The second reason for the assumption that causative complements are IPs has to
do with the fact that certain clitics can occur between faire and the complement verb.
The examples in (25) (from Kayne, 1975) illustrate this.
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(25)a. La crainte du scandale a fait se tuer

the fear of+the scandal  has made himself (cl) kill

le frare du  juge
the brother of+the judge
'Fear of scandal made the brother of the judge kill himself'          cf. 23c,d

b.   Le choc a fait s'dvanouir la jeune femme
the shock has made herself (cl) faint the young woman
'The shock made the young woman faint'

c.   ?On leur laissera en manger trois
we them (dat) will+let of+them (cl) eat three
'We will let them eat three of them'

d.    Elle a    fait s'y asseoir
she has made themselves (cl) there (cl) sit

ses beaux-parents
her parents in law
'She has her in-laws sit there'

It is not implausible to assume that clitics occur in I. If this is so, I must be present in
the complement in cases like the ones in (25) to accommodate the clitics: by assuming
that causative complements are IPs this result is obtained automatically. In (26) we
reproduce, by way of illustration, the S-structure of (25d), with the clitics in I.

(26)    Elle a fait [  [ s'y ] [ [ asseoir ec ] ses beaux parents ]
IP I VP V"

Note, incidentally, that we must assume that in as far as the clitics in (25) are linked to an

empty category, i.e., in the cases ofy and en (25b,c) no Case-assigning formal licenser
is needed. This seems quite plausible because the empty categories under consideration
have PP status, and hence do not require case.

There is still a third reason for us to confer IP status on the complement: the

complement verb is not a stem but has infinitival inflection. If causative complements
were mere VPs one would have to assume that unlike what happens in other infinitival
clauses, the inflectional morpheme is syntactically inert. We see no reason to introduce
such an exception. Our choice of the IP option has forced us to say that faire is strong
with respect to (the complement's) I: it is I which governs the subject in spec,VP and
faire can only reach this position by becoming a co-governor of I. As I itself is strong
with respect to V and hence (co-) governs the government domain of V, faire, by
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transitivity. also becomes a (co-co-) governor of this domain. Thus, 'reanalysis' applies
between faire +I+V, and not simply between faire and V.

3.4. Dutch Verb Raising
As was observed in 2.2., Dutch Verb Raising Verbs select control, ECM and subject-
raising complements. In the Barriers model control complements are CPs and ECM
and subject-raising complements are IPs.

Let us first consider the IP cases, for which the relevant structure is the one
in (27).

(27) ...[NP[Vt]I]V2
P VP

Under the normal definition ofgovernment V , the matrix verb, governs the complement
subject NP, which occurs in spec, IP position: this makes it possible for the NP to raise
to the matrix sentence or to be assigned case by V2 On this point, the Dutch construction
is completely identical to its counterpart in English, and also to the laisser-construction
in French. However, in Dutch, V2 is strong with respect to I. As I itself is strong with
respect Vi no barriers occur between V  and constituents governed by Vl• In other
words: V2 is a co-governor of the domain of I and a co-co-governor of that of V2. This
causes the typical transparency of the constructions under consideration, which allows,
for example a complement PP of Vl to be extraposed out of the IP:

(28)a.      ...dat  hij [ het publiek op het antwoord wachten ] liet
that he the public   for the answer wait         let

'.. -that he let the public wait for the answer'

b.     . . .dat hij [het publiek wachten ] lietop het antwoord

c.    ...dat Pieti [ ei altijd met anderen in discussie   te
that R always with others in discussion to

gaan] lijkt
go   seenns
'.  .  .that Piet always seems to enter into discussion with others'

d.     . . .dat Pieti [ ei altijd in discussie te gaan ] lijkt met anderen

Other effects of reanalysis in Verb Raising constructions are that it is possible to
extrapose CPs and adjunct PPs and CPs, to have 'climbing' of the clitics er and 't
and to scramble object NPs over matrix adverbials (see Evers (1975), den Besten and
Rutten (1989)). We illustrate each of them with an example.
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(29)      extraposition of complement CP

a.   *...dat ze [ Marie dat ze kwam zeggen ] hoorden
that they M. that she came say heard

'...that they heard Marie  say she would come'

b.     ...dat ze [ Marie zeggen ] hoorden dat ze kwam

(30)     extraposition of adjunct

a.     . . .dat  ik [ het kind  in de tuin spelen ] zag
that I the child in the garden play saw

'. . .that I saw the child play in the garden'

b.     . . .dat ik [het kind spelen] zag in de tuin

(31)      climbing of er

a.    . . .dat ik soms [ de kinderen ermee spelen] laat
that I  sometimes the children there+with play     let

'. . .that I sometimes let the children play with it'

b.     . . .dat ik er soms [ de kinderen mee spelen] laat

(32)     climbing of't

a.     ...dat  ik [ the kinderen 't kopen ] laat
that I the children it buy      let

'.  . .that I let the children buy it'

b.     . . .dat ik 't [ de kinderen kopen ] laat

(33)      scrambling of object' 

a.     ...dat je waarschijnlijk [ Marie het boek lezen ] liet
that you probably M.     the book read    let

'. . .that you probably let Marie read the book'

c.        ...dat je Marie het boek waarschijnlijk [ lezen]  liet

These cases are all unproblematic if one assumes that the syntactic movement involved
must lead to antecedent government and that this is made possible by the fact that the
matrix verb is strong with respect to I, and that I is strong with respect to V. We take
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it that this assumption is correct. Note that the Case-bearing clitic 't ('it') cannot be
treated along the lines proposed by Rizzi (1986) for Romance (Case-bearing) clitics: it
is not attached to a Case-assigning verb. This, however, is independent of reanalysis,
as it also holds true in simplex clauses.

Recall, from section 2.2., that in Verb Raising constructions the governing cat-
egory for pronominals and anaphors in the domain of the complement verb is the
complement itself. This is in line with the present analysis. which does not affect the
structure of this complement, whose subject continues to be the first 'accessible subject'
for the pronominals and anaphors under consideration. Before discussing Verb Raising
constructions involving CPs, we must first pay some attention to non-finite CPs in
general. These present a problem for the definition of government we are employing.
The, infinitival, complement of these verbs is characterized by the presence of a PRO
subject, that is, they have the structure represented in (34).

(34) [   [C [-tense] [ PRO [ I[-tense] VP ] ] ] ]
CP C' IP           I'

According to our definitions, I is a governor, but, as it does not 1-command PRO, it is not
a governor for PRO. On the other hand, C is also a governor and C 1-commands PRO.
This means that if we want to maintain the PRO-theorem - which accounts well for the
distributional properties of PRO, but which requires PRO to be ungoverned - we must
assume that tenseless C is not visible as governor to the Binding Conditions. Though
admittedly stipulative, we make this assumption (notice that the standard assumption
that non-finite I is not a governor is likewise stipulative).

Dutch Verb Raising verbs with CP complements show the same type of trans-
parency as the ones with IPcomplements-as faras this can be tested-thus, forexample,they allow for extraposition of PP as in (35b) and for object scrambling (35d).10)

(35)a.     ...dat het meisje [PRO met iemand praten ] wil
that the girl with someone to+talk wants

'. . .that the girl wants to talk to someone'

b.     . . .dat meisje [PRO praten ] wil met iemand

c.     . . .dat Jan waarschijnlijk [PRO Marie een boek geven]  wil
dat J.    probably                    M.       a book to+give wants

'. .  .that Jan probably wants  to give Mary a book'

d.     . . .dat Jan Marie waarschijnlijk [PRO een boek geven] wit

In the case of Verb Raising IP complements, we proposed that the matrix verb was
strong with respect to the complement I and that their transparency followed from this.
We propose the same account for Verb Raising complements with CP status. However,
in these I is protected from government by the matrix verb by the CP barrier. Evers
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(1975) observes that the complementizer of Verb Raising complements is necessarily
empty, in contrast to that of other infinitival complements, which may (optionally)
contain the lexical complementizer om. We illustrate this with the examples in (36),
where (36a,b) contain a Verb Raising complement and (36b,c) an, extraposed, normal
infinitival complement.

(36)a. ...dat  Jan [ Marie een boek geven ] wil
that Jan Marie a     book give wants

'. .  .that Jan wants  to give Marie a book'

b.    *. . .dat Jan [om Marie een boek geven] wil

c.     ...dat Jan probeert [ Marie een boek te geven]
that J. tries M. a    book to give

'.  . .that Jan tries  to give Marie a book'

d.      . . .dat Jan probeert [om Marie een boek te geven]

As a CP which acts as Verb Raising complement always lacks a lexical complementizer
it invariably uniquely contains (U-contains) its IP (i.e., there are no lexical elements
that belong to CP, but not to IP). It is this property, we assume, that makes it possible

for the CP barrier to be ignored in the relation between I and the matrix (Verb Raising)
verb. Technically we say that 'head of Z' in our definition of barrier (14), which we
repeat here as (37a), may either be interpreted as the real head of Z or as the head of a
category U-cont,ined by Z (37b).

(37) Barrier: version 2.

Z, a maximal projection, is a barrier for Y if Z dominates Y, unless

(a) and/or (b):
a.   Z is immediately dominated by a maximal projection non-

distinct from Z
b. Z is a complement, Y is not 1-commanded by X; X is

the head of Z or the head of a maximal projection U-
contained in Z

In Verb Raising structures with CP complements the situation that obtains is that the
matrix verb governs both the head of the CP and the head of IR Parallel to what happens
in Verb-raising structures with IP complements the matrix verb is strong with respect to
I. As I is strong with respect to the complement verb, the matrix verb becomes a (co-)co-
governor of the complement verb. We represent this schematically - with indices - in
(38), where XP and YP are arbitrary constituents in the primary government domain of
I and V, respectively.
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(38)     [ Ck[-tense] [ PRO [ XPjk I   I ypij.k vij.k 11 p.k l ] vk
CP

'         SUPI' VP
V.

,          t--1

  _     strong
strong

The constituents YP and XP in (38) can freely move out of CP, because they are (co-)
governed by Vk. PRO, on the other hand, is left unaffected: although it is governed by C
(a government-relation that is invisible to the binding conditions, as stipulated above)
and C is governed by Vk, Vk does not become a (co-)governor of C, because it is not
strong with respect to C. In a sense, we leave PRO (and C) 'dangling: as was also done
in the co-analysis approach. However, we do not create a secondary phrase marker to
achieve this and therefore we do not have the problems discussed in 2.2.

4. Co-government and Adjacency
4.1. Introduction
In the preceding sections we argued that reanalysis structures must be seen as structures

permitting co-government. that is, as exceptional structures in which a certain head
is allowed to govern into the domain of another head, thereby voiding any barriers
between the two heads. We left open the question about the conditions under which co-
government can apply, merely indicating that there must be ' some special relationship'
between the two heads, a relationship we characterized by saying that the co-governing
head must be 'strong' with respect to the original governor. The present section and
the next will be dedicated to the nature of this 'special relationship', in other words:
the purpose of these sections is to make explicit the conditions that allow a head to be
strong with respect to another head.

The co-analysis view of reanalysis contains the idea that in the reanalyzed phrase-
marker the heads involved in reanalysis form a unit. This unit is generally seen as a
morphological complex, that is subject to the rules and principles of morphology.
Morphologicalcomplexes have the property that theycannotbe discontinuous in syntax:
the morphemes that compose them must be linearly adjacent. This implies that if
reanalysis heads do indeed form a morphological complex, reanalysis can only apply
to linearly adjacent heads.

With respect to co-government one can, in principle, very well imagine that a
head can be a co-governor of another head without being its immediate neighbour. For
example. Koster (1987) explicitly claims that adjacency is irrelevant. According to him.
the condition that applies to co-government is that the heads must govern in the same
direcuon.

When one considers constructions involving reanalysis one finds facts that seem
to argue in favour of an adjacency requirement as well as facts that seem to contradict
it. At first sight, the situation, in this respect, looks quite paradoxical. It can be shown,
however, that the facts that are in conflict with the adjacency requirement all belong
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to one and the same set and, moreover, only slightly affect a general constraint on
intervening elements. We will discuss this below, after which we will arrive at the
conclusion that the hypothesis that reanalysis implies the presence of a morphological

complex is fairly plausible, even within a theory of co-government.
Before going into details, we must first consider the role of syntax with respect to

adjacency ofheads. Syntax is characterized by'move alpha'. Heads, which are syntactic
elements, can, in principle undergo this rule. This implies that ahead that is not adjacent
to another head at D-structure can become its neighbour after movement. In this light
it is relevant to dedicate a few words to the incorporation theory proposed in Baker
(1988). According to Baker, movement of a headl can lead to adjunction of headi to
a higher head2. He calls this process 'incorporation'. In his theory incorporation leads

to transparency of the government domain of headi. In other words: Baker achieves

co-government by means of movement + adjunction and at the same time creates a

complex of the type in (39), which is typically a morphological complex.

(39)               Xo

xo-yo
Some empirical cases of lack of adjacency between reanalysis heads at S-structure (to
be discussed below) withhold Baker from claiming that his theory holds for reanalysis
(though he speculates that reanalysis may be explained as LF-incorporation). Suppose,

however, that those cases are irrelevant. Then there is no bar against assuming that

reanalysis follows from adjunction, providing that it can be shown that the adjacency
can be created by this adjunction. We will argue below that this is not possible. 10)

4.2. Obligatory Adjacency
Consider the examples in (40).

(40)a. Elles la feront sans aucune doute pleurer

they her will+make without any doubt cry
'They will no doubt make her cry'

b.   *She was provided exclusively for quite adequately

c.   *Mariei werd naar ei gekeken
Marie was at looked

'Marie was looked at'

The example in (4Oa), which is from Kayne (1975), involves a faire-construction.

where faire is separated from the complement verb by an intervening adverbial. As

reanalysis is obligatory for faire, we have to assume that the presence of the adverbial

does not block it. The example in (40b) is from van Riemsdijk (1978), who presents
it to show that pseudo-passivization in English requires adjacency of the participle
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and the preposition: in this case the intervening adverbial does seem to block the
reanalysis process. In (40c), from Koster (1987), we see that Dutch lacks pseudo-
passivization. According to Koster, this follows from the fact that prepositions and
verbs in Dutch govern in distinct directions (prepositions to the right and verbs to the
left). An alternative explanation is that the intervening NP (trace) blocks reanalysis.

The examples presented here are intended to be representative for three sets of
data, which we will now proceed to consider more carefully.

4.2.1. Verb Preposing
Consider the examples in (41), from Kayne (1975).

(41)a. Elles la feront sans aucune doute pleurer
they her will+make without any doubt cry
'They will no doubt make her cry' =4Oa

b.     Ils   ne    font   surement pas tous boire du vin A leurs enfants
they neg. make surely neg. all drink wine to their children
'They surely don't all have their children drink wine'

c. Elles feront toutes les trois soigneusement contr61er leurs
they have all the three carefully check their

voitures
cars

'They will all three have their cars checked carefully'

d.    Il faisait, parait-il,  rire   tous les talaspectateurs
he made appears-it laugh all the viewers
'He made, it appears, all the viewers laugh'

These examples show that not only adverbials but also pas, QPs and parentheticals
can occur between faire and the complement verb. In Pollock (1989) it is argued that
French finite verbs move out of the VP to I, the head of IR When this happens, they
can cross elements that are generated in positions between them. What is relevant here
is that these element are precisely those that can occur between faire and the verbal
head of its complement. This is illustrated clearly in (42). which are identical to those
in (41), except that we have replaced faire + infinitive by avoir + participle.

(42)a. Elle a sans aucun doute pleurd
she has without any doubt cried
'She has undoubtedly cried'
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b. Ils n'ont surement pas  tous bu du vin
they neg. have surely neg. all drunk wine
'They have surely not all drunk wine'

c.     Elles ont toutes les trois soigneusement contr616 leurs
they have all the three carefully checked their

voitures
cars

'They have all three carefully checked their cars'

d.    Il  a,   parait   il, fait   rire   tous les ttlaspectateurs
he has, appears it, made laugh all the viewers
'He has, it appears, made all the viewers laugh'

On the basis Of these facts we assume that in the examples above faire has moved to I.
This means that if there is an adjacency requirement for the faire consuuction, it may
be violated by V-to-I movement. However, this does not mean that such a requirement
is really absent. Notice that before faire moves to I it is adjacent to the complement.
If we ignore the presence of the complement I, which we will do for the moment.  it is
also adjacent to the complement verb. The movement of faire to I therefore leaves a
trace that is adjacent to the complement verb.11, Thus, the faire construction does not
show that reanalysis does not involve adjacency: it merely shows that at a certain level
reanalysis clusters may be headed by traces. 12)

In fact the same point can be illustrated on the basis of the Dutch Verb Raising
construction. It is customary to present Dutch examples that generalize about main
clauses and embedded clauses as embedded clauses. This is done to circumvent the
effect of the rule of 'verb second' or 'V-to-C' (den Besten (1977)), which occurs

(obligatorily) in root clauses. Up till now we have done the same. But consider the
examples in (43), which are main clauses containing Verb Raising verbs (wil, liet,
durft).

(43)a.     Morgen    wil Jan boeken kopen in Amsterdam
tomorrow wants J. books   buy in Amsterdam
'Tomorrow Jan wants to buy books in Amsterdam'

b.   Vroeger liet ik 't de  kinderen doen
formerly had I  i«cl) the children do
'Formerly I had the children do it'

c.   Wie durft er aan Marie te vragen of ze   komt?
who dares there to   Mary  to ask if she comes

'Who dares ask Mary if she'll come?'
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It is quite clear that here there is no adjacency between the verb triggering reanalysis
and the complement verb: all kinds of constituents intervene between them. In essence,
however, we have the same situation as the one that occurs in the faire construction:
before verb preposing the matrix verb and the complement verb are adjacent, and after
verb preposing the reanalysis cluster contains an adjacent trace. (Here we are ignoring
both the I of the complement and the I of the matrix clause, for the moment).

4.2.2. Absence of Reanalysis Configuration
Let us now return to the second example in (40), which we repeat here as (44).

(44)   *She was provided exclusively for quite adequately

Similar examples, also from van Riemsdijk (1978), are:

(45)a. *This matter must be looked very carefully into

b.    *That bed was slept fitfully in by Napoleon

These cases would be grammatical if the intervening adverbials were left out. Although
this at first sight seems to point at an adjacency requirement, we think that something
else may be involved. Recall that we are assuming that reanalysis applies to heads
governed by reanalysis triggers.  or, in other words, that these heads must be heads of a
complement of the trigger. Suppose now that (44.45) representcases where complement
PPs are moved to the right over adverbials. We represent this schematically in (46).

(46)     V ei Adv [ P NP ]
Ppi

It is plausible that the movement involved here is adjunction. This means that the
PP does not have complement status, and that its head is not governed by the verb.
Reanalysis is impossible, and extraction of the NP by passivization is blocked by the
PP barrier. If the analysis presented here is correct, the facts in (44,45) merely show
that adjacency at the D-structure level is not sufficient for reanalysis.

In the literature on the adjacency of Dutch Verb Raising (van Nieuwenhuisen
(1976), van Riemsdijk (1976), Bok-Bennema and Groos (1988)) one also finds examples
where the head to be reanalyzed is not in the domain of the reanalysis trigger. We refer
to cases such as those in (47).

(47)a.   *...dat  ik [ de zon opkomen ] altijd samen met Marie zie
that I the sun rise always together with M. see

'. . .that I always see the sun rise together with Marie' =4Ob

b.   *. . .dat  Jan [ PRO zijn moeder te helpen] leuk vindt
that J. his  mother to help nice finds

'. . .that Jan likes to help his mother'
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c.   *. . .dat  Jan [ PRO fout  te zijn] inziet
that J. error to be in+sees

'. . .that Jan realizes that he is wrong'

In (47a) the infinitival complement has scrambled into the matrix clause (altijd and
met Marie) are matrix constituents. It therefore occurs in an adjunct position and its
head becomes unavailable for reanalysis. Notice from (48) that as is to be expected,
movement of the verb out of the scrambled complement and adjunction to the matrix
verb does not save the construction:

(48)     *...dat ik de zon ei altijd samen met Marie zie opkomeni

In (47b) the 'complement' is presumably the subject of a secondary predicate (leuk),
that is, a small clause subject. As such, itis governedby the matrix verb, according to our
definitions. However, it is not a complement of this verb and therefore its verbal head
is not governed by the latter. It follows that reanalysis is impossible. Again movement
of the verb is excluded here:

(49)    *...dat Jan zijn moeder ei leuk vindt te helpen

We should mention that Dutch has actually no Verb Raising constructions involving
secondary predicates. Infinitival clauses co-occurring with secondary predicates un-
dergo extraposition instead. In other words, verbs such as vindt are never reanalysis
triggers. However, this is in line with the point we are making here: such verbs would
not be able to trigger reanalysis, because they do not govern the verbal head of the
infinitival clause, which is the subject of the secondary predicate.

In (47c) the preposition in is a particle. It is quite plausible that in has a projection
of its own and that the infinitival clause is the complement of in. Particles are not
reanalysis triggers (though they may themselves be reanalyzed). This means that ziet
cannot (co-)govern te zijn, even though te zijn is governed by in and in is governed by
ziet. Reanalysis between te zijn and ziet is therefore excluded. Again Verb Raising is
impossible here:

(50)     *...dat Jan fout inziet te  zijn

Notice that in Dutch particle+verb combinations never involve Verb Raising, as is to
be expected (they require extraposition of infinitival complements instead).

4.2.3. Blocking Elements
Up to this point we showed  1) that certain cases that seem to contradict the adjacency
requirement for reanalysis can be eliminated as such if one allows traces to form part of
the reanalyzed constituent and 2) that a number of the cases that have been presented

as arguments in favour of an adjacency requirement must probably be rejected as such,
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because they do not involve a configuration in which one expects reanalysis to apply.
Let us now consider the third and last set of data. This set involves cases in which,
according to us, the right configuration is met. As we will see they support the adjacency
requirement. We repeat example (40c) in (5 la) and present the relevant aspects of its
D-structure in (5lb):

(51)a.   *Mariei werd naar ei gekeken
Marie was at looked

'Marie was looked at'

b. [[ [ naar Marie ] gegeken ] werd ]
PartP' PP

The PP naar Marie is a complement of the participle gegeken, but its head naar
is obviously not reanalyzed with gekeken: if it were the PP would not be a barrier
for the NP Marie and pseudo-passivization would be possible, as it is in analogous
cases in English. As we mentioned earlier, a reason for the absence of reanalysis here
may be that the preposition is not adjacent to the participle. Observe that prepositions
can be subject to reanalysis in Dutch: this holds for prepositional particles and for
directional postpositions, which optionally participate in the reordering of reanalysis
clusters (recall that we are assuming that this reordering applies in the phonological
component (see 2.2. above). 13)

(52)a.     ...dat  ik hem op wil bellen/ wit opbellen
that I   him up want call    / want up+call

'.  .  .that I  want to phone him'

b.     ...dat  hij de  auto de garage in wilde rijden/ wilde inrijden
that he the car the garage in wanted drive / wanted in+drive

'. . .that he wanted to drive the car into the garage'

Particles and postpositions are adjacent to the the verb in Dutch, so that if reanalysis
requires adjacency, this requirement is not violated in constructions involving them.
One final observation with respect to (51) is that it cannot be 'saved' by moving the
preposition over its complement and adjoining it to the verb. For (51) this wouldproduce
the same ungrammatical surface string. The example in (53) shows that this type of
movement is also excluded in active structures.

(53)   *...dat Jan ei Marie naari keek

According to the adjacency hypothesis for reanalysis. the verb final character of Dutch
predicts that elements blocking reanalysis triggered by verbs occur to the left of these
verbs. In English such elements are predicted to occur to their right. Consider in this
respect the ungrammatical English examples of pseudo-passivization in (54).
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(54)a. *This matter must be looked right into

b.   *Mary was said something to

c.   *Mary was said ei to [that she was beautiful ]i

In these cases there is no reason not to assume that the PPs headed by into and to are
complements of the participle. In (54a) the PP has a specifier that intervenes between
the participle and into. In (54b) the intervening element is the direct object NR One
might argue that pseudo-passivization is impossible here because no Case is available
for this NR However, if one replaces it by a CP - that does not need Case - the result
remains the same (the CP must extrapose, but then the intervening element is a trace),
see (54c). Notice that adjunction of the preposition to the participle again does not lead
to grammaticality here:

(55)a. *This matter must be looked into right

b.   *Mary was said to something

Of course say to is not a reanalysis unit, unlike look into. But this is precisely the point
we are making: it cannot be such a unit because the say requires an adjacent direct
object.

We conclude that facts about Dutch and English involving pseudo-passivization
are in line with the adjacency hypothesis. Let us now turn to French causatives. While
in the laisser-construction it is marginally possible to have a negation (ne rien, ne pas)
preceding the complement verb  (56a,b), thisis totally excludedinthefaire-construction
(56c,d)(the examples are from Kayne (1975)). In other words, the intervening negation
seems to block the reanalysis. We add (56e) to show this cannot be circumvented by
movement over the blocking element.

(56) a.  ?Tu as laisst tes enfants  ne rien manger
you have let your children neg. nothing eat
'You let your children not eat anything'

b.   ?Il  a    laisst ses enfants  ne pas aller A  1'6cole
he has let his children neg. not go to the+school
'He let his children not go to school'

c. *Jean laissera ne pas aller ses enfants A 1'6cole

J.     will+let neg. not go his children to the+school
'Jean will let his children not go to school'
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d. *On a fait   ne pas boire Jean
they have made neg. not drink J.
'They made Jean not drink'

e.   *On a fait boire ne pas Jean

The laisser-construction itself also confirms the adjacency requirement. Recall that
this construction does not manifest the transparency of the faire-construction. It must
therefore be assumed not to involve reanalysis. In this construction the complement
subject - in spec,IP - intervenes between the matrix and the complement verb (we
ignore the I of the complement). As verbs like laisser can trigger reanalysis (i.e., occur
in the faire-construction) when spec,W is lacking, it must be the case that the intervening
subject of the laisser-construction blocks this process. Notice, in this respect, that the
Dutch equivalent of the laisser-construction does trigger reanalysis: due to the verb-
final character of Dutch, the complement subject in spec, IP does not intervene between
the complement V and the matrix V, SO that it does not interfere with adjacency. Notice
also that the laisser-construction cannot be 'saved' as a reanalysis construction by
movement (adjunction) of the complement verb to a position adjacent to (the trace Of)
laisser. In fact the laisser-construction does not permit this kind of movement at all,
compare (57).

(57)a. Je laisserai le gar on apporter un autre plat
I  will+let the waiter bring another plate

b.   *Je laisserai apporter le gar on un autre plat

Above we discussed a number of facts from the literature on the adjacency
of Dutch Verb Raising that according to our present day insights, are irrelevant to
the adjacency hypothesis. There is another well known fact that is relevant: adjoined
constituents that occur between the complement verb and the matrix verb block Verb
Raising. In 3.4. we showed that (complement and adjunct) CPs and (adjunct) PPs can
be extraposed out of reanalysis complements. CP and PP extraposition is general in
Dutch and also applies in non-finite clauses, compare (58); for CPs extraposition is
obligatory.

(58)a. ...om ei te praten [ met Jan ]i
COMP to speak   with Jan

b.     ...om ei te zeggen [ dat  Jan komt ]i
COMP to say that Jan comes
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c. ...om de kinderen ei te vragen [ om het te zeggen ]i
COMP the children to ask COMP it   to say

'.  .  .to ask the children to  say it'

Consider now the examples in (59)-(61), which contain Verb Raising matrix verbs:

(59)a.   *...dat  ik [ei mijn haar kort knippen [voor het feest]i]liet
that I my hair short cut for the party  let

: . ..that I had my hair cut short for the party'

b.   *. . .dat ik mijn haar kort [voor het feest] liet knippen

(60)a.   *...dat  Jan [ Marie ei zeggen [ dat hij komt]i] laat
that J. M. say that he comes  let

'.  . .that Jan has  Mary say that he comes'

b.    *. . .dat Jan Marie [dat hij komt] laat zeggen

(61)a.   *...dat  Jan [ ei naar huis    gaan [ om te werken]i] Wil
that J. to    house go COMP to work wants

'. . ..that Jan wants to gohome to work'

b.    *. . .dat Jan naar huis [om te werken] wil gaan

The ungrammaticality of these sentences shows that extraposition within a Verb Raising
complement is impossible. Obviously the extraposed constituent, which adjoins some-
where above I, blocks the reanalysis process that is obligatory in these constructions.
The (b) examples show that it also blocks movement and adjunction of the complement
verb.

4.3. Conclusion
The evidence presented in the preceding subsection strongly suggests that the hypothesis
that reanalysis requires adjacency is correct. We know of no evidence that contradicts
this hypothesis: the cases that seem to contradict it are those discussed in 4.2.1., about
which we concluded earlier that the trace of the reanalysis trigger was adjacent to the
reanalyzed head. We will therefore adopt the adjacency hypothesis.

Above we have also shown that the adjacency under consideration cannot be
achieved by moving the head to be reanalyzed over a blocking element and adjoining
it to the higher head.
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5. Reanalysis Units as Thematic Complexes
5.1. Introduction
In this section we will work out the idea, presented in Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980),
that reanalysis units are thematic complexes. We will argue, in particular, that as the-
matic complexes are words, they must conform to the rules of the morphological
component at a relevant level of representation. We will propose that this level is LE
As words require their constituent parts to be adjacent, the adjacency requirement on
reanalysis clusters follows from their status as thematic complexes (words). Further-
more we will  show how this status accounts for the transparency of reanalysis clusters.
Another point we will pay attention to is the relation between V and I: this, actually,
is also a reanalysis relation, but one that has features that clearly differ from normal
'compositional' reanalysis relations.

We will present ourelaboration ofRouveret and Vergnaud's idea, in first instance,
on the basis of the French causative construction. However, before returning to this
constructing, we will first dedicate a few words to the status of I in English and French.

5.2. I and V in English and French
In section 3, we claimed that reanalysis heads are 'strong' with respect to the head of
their complement. In 3.2. we stated, without discussion, that I is also 'strong'. In fact, in
our view, I can also be considered to be a reanalysis head, although it has some special
characteristics.

It is obvious that there is a close relation between the morphological shape of
verbs and the semantic interpretation of I. In the current theory (e.g. Chomsky (1986))
this relation is accounted for in the following way: I is seen as a set of features referring
to tense, mood, person etc. This set is considered to be an affix. When V moves to I
it adjoins to the affix after which the phonological component spells out the created
V+affix clusten Notice that V-to-I creates adjacency between V and I and that in this
special case the adjacency is created by a movement and adjunction rule that may cross
intervening categories (cf. the French cases in 4.2.1.). In certain cases V appears to stay
'in situ', albeit infiected in the normal way. For those cases it is assumed that the 'affix'
hops over to V and attaches to it. Affix-hopping also leads to adjacency of V and I and
may also cross intervening categories. Again the rules of phonology account for the
correct surface shape. In (62) we schematically represent the structures that arise after
V-to-I and after Affix-hopping.

(62)a. V-to-I:[...[Vi I]...[ei...]]
2                                 VP

b. Affix-hopping:[...[ei]...[ [VIi]...]]
I                VP V

rp

The rule of Affix-hopping creates a strange situation. in which a trace c-commands its
antecedent. For this reason, Chomsky (1989) proposes that in Affix-hopping cases the
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complex V+I moves to I in LF and eliminates the trace. Below we will follow this
analysis.

5.3. Thematic Complexes
Let us now return to the reanalysis in the faire-construction. Reanalysis is often intu-
itively felt to create some kind of semantic unit. Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980), speak,
in this respect, of a 'thematic complex', formed by faire and the complement verb.
We adopt this term here. The adjacency requirement can then be seen as a condition
on thematic complexes. We assume that the level where this condition holds is LR In
order to arrive at a precise formulation, we will consider the concrete example in (63).

(63) Elles feront toutes les trois contr61er leurs voitures
they will+make all the three control their cars
'They will all three have their cars checked'

The relevant details of the D-structure of (63) are those in (64a). At S-structure feront
has moved to the empty matrix I position. In French infinitivals main verbs do not
move  to  I (see Pollock  1989),  so that  contraler has stayed  in  situ  and the complement
I has attached to it by Affix-hopping (64b). At LF controler+I move to the empty I
position (64c).

(64)a.     NP [I]Q P feront [ [I] contr61er NP ]
I        IPI

b.     NP [ feronti+I] QP ei [  [ ej ] [ contr61er+Ij] NP ]
I        VI W

c.     NP [ feronti+I] QP ei [ [ contr61er+I]j ej NP]
I          WI

The thematic complex here is faire-contrdler.14) Suppose that a unit such as faire-
contrdler, meaning 'have checked'. were formed in the lexicon. It would then be
analyzed by the rules of morphology as in (65).

(65)              Voiill
faire

V02            aff
contr61         er
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Here, faire governs and is adjacent to contrOIer (we assume that morphological heads
govern their sisters) and the stem contr01- governs and is adjacent to the affix -er. What
we would like to propose now is that thematic complexes must satisfy the conditions
on word-formation, at the LF level. As at this level of representation phonology is
irrelevant, there is no bar to assuming that the complexes may contain traces, if these
are fully identified by their antecedent. In (66) we present the conditions on thematic
complexes.

(66)      if X and Y form a thematic complex the following conditions hold
at LF:

a.  X and Y are 0-level categories
b.  X governs Y or Y governs X
c.  X and Y are adjacent

In (64b) these conditions are satisfied: the trace of faire governs and is adjacent to
contrdler and faire and contrOler are both 0-level categories. Observe that feront
and contraler are in fact also 'thematic complexes', involving the verb and inflection.
According to this approach, thematic complexes are words, but words that have as a
special characteristic that their constituent parts act as independent entities in syntax.
Rouveret and Vergnaud speak about 'discontinuous words', in this respect. We have
intended to show here that the discontinuity is not total. Although syntactic proper-
ties of their constituent parts may force thematic complexes to violate morphological
requirements in syntax, syntax itself also contains the means to 'restore' their lexical
integrity. We leave it to the reader to check that the conditions in (66) are satisfied in
the case of English pseudo-passivization. In the next section we will reconsider Dutch
Verb Raising in the light of the ideas above.

In (67) we repeat the exception to our definition of barrier.

(67) Barrierhood is voided iff:

a.   Y is  1 -commanded  by  X,  Z  is no barrier  for X,  and Z  is
1-commanded by W, W is strong with respect to X, and

b. there is no U, such that U is a head that 1-commands Y.
but not X; and X is not strong with respect to U

Recall that this exception was explicitly designed to account for the transparency of
reanalysis structures, and that as such it permits a reanalysis trigger to become a co-
governor of the head it is reanalyzed with. Recall  also that we have not defined the term
'strong: We are now in a position to do this: 'being strong with respect to X' is simply
belonging to the same thematic complex as X.

5.4. Governing Heads
One question that arises here is what types of heads can participate in thematic com-
plexes, i.e.,form words whose constituent parts have independent syntactic properties.
It is clear that not every string of heads that fulfils the conditions on government and
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adjacency qualifies as such a complex. In fact, as was first observed by van Riems-
dijk (1987), traditional reanalysis triggers are always verbs (we have added the non-
traditional I). But even so we cannot say that every verb can form a thematic com-

plex with an adjacent complement head. For instance, in the Romance languages verbs

precede complement PPs, as they do in English, but these languages have no pseudo-
passivization. Likewise, nouns and adjectives do not normally reanalyze with verbs. 15)

It is not our intention to provide a full explanation for the 'exceptions' to reanal-
ysis. But let us concentrate on the fact that classical reanalysis is typically triggered
by verbs. One reason for this may be that the government properties of verbs are in
some sense stronger than those of the other lexical categories, the verbal category being
typically the category that assigns argument roles. Recall that the definition of barrier
we gave in 3.1. (and 3.4.) was such that it allowed the head (and the specifiers) of a
maximal projection with complement status to be governed from outside the maximal

projection, and that it was by virtue of this that a higher head which was 'strong' with
respect to it could become its co-governon Suppose now that we adapt the definition
of barrier in such a way that it allows verbs, but not other lexical categories, to govern
the heads of their complements. The rationale behind this is the stronger government
character of verbs. Before we present the intended reformulation of our barrier def-
inition (68), we must mention that the non-lexical categories C and I must have the
same government status as verbs, that is, they must be able to govern the head of their
complement: if this were not the case, movement of V-to-I and of (V+)I-to--C (as in
the case of verb-second in Dutch) would be excluded.

(68) Barrier: final version
Z, a maximal projection, is a barrier for Y if Z dominates Y,
unless (a) and/or (b):

a.   Z is immediately dominated by a maximal projection non-
distinct from Z

b.  Z is a complement of C,I,V;Y is not 1-commanded by X;
X is the head of Z or the head of a maximal projection U-
contained in Z

As the possibility of one category becoming a co-governor of another crucially
depends on the former being able to govern the latter, and as, given (68), this possibility
does not exist for lexical categories other than verbs, co-government by these categories
is excluded.

The inclusion of I in the class of head-governors correctly accounts for its ability
to act as co-governor of V, so that (68) is also adequate for the 'new' case of reanalysis
we have been introducing. We must mention here that in section 6. of the present chapter
empirical facts about Inuit will force us to extend slightly the class of possible head-
governors. and to introduce some parametric variation in it. 16)

Note that we now actually have three classes of governing heads:

(1) governing heads that govern their complement and the specifier of their com-
plement, but nothing else; these are N, A and R
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(2) governing heads that govern their complement. the specifier of their comple-
ment and the head of their complement, but nothing else; these are C and non-
reanalysis verbs.

(3) governing heads that govern their complement, the specifier of their comple-
ment,  the head of their complement and the constituents governed by the head
of their complement; these are I and reanalysis verbs, whose ability to pene-
trate the governing domain of another head, and thus become its co-governor,
is mediated by the fact that they form a thematic complex with this head.

With respect to (3) we may say that individual words, including thematic complexes,
have a special 'unity' index and that this index is present on the syntactic terminal
elements belonging to the word. The sharing of such an index can be seen as an
essential condition for co-government.

Before going on to the next section there is one technical detail we want to discuss.
Up till now we have not given a definition of co-government. What we have done in
3.1. is to formulate an exception to the barrier definition which, given our definition
of government, made co-government possible. Suppose, however, that we restrict the
definition of government to primary government, as in (69), where 'p-governs' stands
for 'primarily governs'.

(69) Primary Government:

X p-governs Y if X 1-commands Y and there is no Z, a barrier for
Y.

On the basis of (69) we can now define co-government. We do this in (70), where col.
government refers to the case in which a given head has only one co-governor, co2-
government to that where it has a co-governor and a co-co-governor etc.

(70) Co-government:
X is a col-governor of Y iff X p-governs Y, and X and Y form a
thematic complex
X is a con-governor of Y iff X p-governs Z. a con-1  governor of Y,
and X and Z form a thematic complex; n>1

The reanalysis exception to the barrier definition can now be formulated as in (71).

(71)      Voidance of Barrierhood for Reanalysis:
Barrierhood of Z for Y is voided iff (a) and (b):

a.    Zis  l-commanded by  W,  Y is  l-commanded by X and W
is a con-governor of X

b. there is no U, a zero level category, such that U 1-com-
mands Y and U does not 1-command X, X does not con-
govern U.
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5.5. I and V in Dutch
In Dutch, a verb final language, the relation between I and V is strictly local. It is of
course possible to stipulate that V-to-I and/or Affix-hopping in Dutch is a local rule.
However, there is no need for this if it is assumed that Dutch infiected verbs (in non-root
sentences) are generated as such and have a dual projection, in the sense that the verbal
stem projects as VP and the inflectional affix as IR This implies that the word formed
by Affx-hopping or V-to-I in English and French is already present in Dutch at D-
structure. In (72) we reproduce the structure of a simplex sentence that arises under this
assumption.

(72) [ [ [V]I]]
CPIPVP" 1

V
V(infiected verb = word)

No V-to-I movement takes place here. The complex 'infiected verb' acts as two com-
pletely independent entities with respect to syntax. These entities are, thus, automati-
cally adjacent at all levels of representation.

Verb Raising clusters in non-root sentences can now be seen as complexes of two
inflected verbs. In (73) we reproduce the Verb Raising schema, representing both the
relevant syntactic structure and the morphological structure which is inherently present
because the cluster is a well-formed thematic complex.

(73)    [  [  ([) [  [ Vl] Il] (]) V2] I ]
W VPCP W vp\\/            1       1

Vi  1    Vi=word

V1
V2.   V2 = root

V2      V2 = word

In (73) Il is a col-governor of Vi and I2 a col-governor of V2. In addition, however,
there is a link between V2 and It: V2 (syntactically) governs Il and belong to the same
thematic complex as Ii, SO that V2 is a col-governor of Ii. As Il is a col-governor of Vi,
V2 is a (02-governor of Vi. I2, being a col-governor of V2, is a co2-governor of It and
a co3-governor of VI· This means that any XP governed by Vi can freely move to the
matrix IP, because no barriers intervene to block antecedent-government.

The morphological structure in (73) is intended to represent the semantic aspects
of the thematic complex (word) of the cluster. However, recall that Verb Raising
clusters show the phenomenon of reordering, which we assume, following Huybregts,
is phonological in nature. In (74) we illustrate this reordering.
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(74)a. . . .dat  ik het niet weten wil
that I  it   not know  want

'. . .that I don't want to know it' no reordering

b.     . . .dat ik het niet wil weten

Obviously, in PF the interpretation of the string is distinct from the one in (73): in
particular, I  is interpreted as an affix on V  and not as the infiection of the whole
complex. We suggest that in this component the cluster is analyzed as in (75). 17)

(75) I  I  (I) I  I vi]Il](]) v2]I2]

IPVPCP IPVP    
Vl           V2 Vl, V2 = words

  V=word
The mismatch between the 'morphological' interpretations in the LF and the PF com-
ponent follows from the fact that for LF the semantic character, but not the affixal
character of I, is relevant and that for PF this is the other way round.

In Dutch root sentences. the matrix inflected verb moves to C: we can see this as
an instance of I-movement, where I obligatorily pied-pipes V. In this case the traces of
V and I are relevant to the lexical integrity of the cluster. These are invisible in PF, so
that no reordering applies. 18)

Let us, at this point, dedicate a few words to the differences between French/
English and Dutch with respect to the relation between I and V. In both cases I acts
as an affix on V. In Dutch sentences it does so at every level of representation, but
in English and French it does so only after V-to-I or Affix-hopping, but not at D-
structure. Suppose now that the Projection Principle of Chomsky (1981), which states
that selectional properties of lexical items must be met at LF, S and D-structure. holds
for affixes, in principle. The I affix has the morphological property that it selects an Vo
to its left. In Dutch non-root sentences this selectional requirement is indeed met at all
levels, but in English and French it is not. These languages, then, are marked in the
sense that they allow for a violation of the Projection Principle at D-structure.

We tentatively propose that an explanation for this markedness may be found
if one takes into consideration that there is a strong tendency in languages to have
inflected verbs occur in what may very roughly be called 'second position' (or 'post-
subject position'). If 1) the morphological realization of I is a suffix on the verb, which
it appears to be quite often and 2) I is the head of S, the only possible option for W
to be a direct projection of morphological I (the suffix on the verb) is the one that
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arises in SOVI languages like Dutch. This kind of language does not conform to the
'second-position' tendency, unless it has an additional rule that fronts the inflected
verb. Such an additional rule is the 'verb second' or V+I-to-C rule in Dutch, which,
however, applies only in root sentences. Note, incidentally, that these sentences always
contain a constituent in pre-C position, so that it is truly a 'second-position' effect
that is obtained there. In SIVO languages such as English and French, and also in
SIOV languages such as Vata (Koopman, 1984), IP cannot be a direct projection of I's
morphological realization as a suffix on the verb. These languages generate I in 'second
position', providing the possibility for the verb to be adjoined to it, by V-to-I (unless
this is excluded for some reason and Affix-hopping must apply). Though, obviously,
further investigation is needed here, it may well be that the relaxation of the principle
that syntactic projections are direct projections of lexical items in SIVO and SIOV
languages serves as a trade-off to obtain the configuration required by the 'second
position' tendency.

Earlier we observed that the relation between I and V in English and French
is exceptional in another respect as well: it is the only case, in the languages we
are considering, in which a morphological unit is obviously created by means of an
adjunction rule. Constructions such as pseudo-passives, French causatives and the
Dutch Verb Raising construction do only involve affixes in as far as they contain
elements that are roots. For the rest, the thematic complexes that characterize them are
compositional, rather then affixal.

One might wonder whether the Projection Principle also holds for compositional
complexes, in the sense that they must be units throughout the derivation. TheProjection
Principle would then force adjacency between the elements involved (or their traces)
at all levels, which would explain why no adjunction rule can be invoked to 'create'
this adjacency (notice that this view raises obvious questions about the role of the
complement's I in French causatives, which we ignore here). Contrary to what we,
together with Anneke Groos, argued elsewhere (Bok-Bennema and Groos (1988)), we
think now that there are reasons to assume that the Projection Principle does not hold
for compositional complexes. These reasons involve 1) adverbials and QPs in French
and 2) Romance Clitic Climbing verbs. Consider the examples in (76).

(76)a. On lui faisait tout manger
one him made  all   eat
'We made him eat everything' reordering

b.     On lui faisait manger tout

c.  On lui fait souvent rdpater  a
one him makes often repeat  this
'We make him repeat it often'

d.     On lui fait rapater  a souvent
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Here tout and souvent are generated as constituents of the complement at D-structure.
Pollock (1989) argues that the order between the verb and the QP or adverbial in cases
such as (76b,d) is brought about by 'short verb-movement'. To have a target position
for this movement he introduces an intervening projection between IP and VP, which he
calls AgrP (agreement phrase). Agr, the head of AgrP, is an affix to which V adjoins or
which undergoes Affix-hopping. Adverbials and QPs can either be generated between
Agr and V or between I and Agri negative pas which may not follow non-finite verbs
can only occur in the latter position. In (77) we illustrate how short verb-movement
brings about the inversion between the verb and tout/souvent in (76b,d).

(77)     [I[ Vi+Agr] tout/souvent ei ]
Agr

In (76a,c) Agrundergoes Affix-hopping, and we assume, V+Agr move to the empty Agr
position in LF, eliminating the trace in this position. Note, incidentally, that short verb-
movement is the same type of 'marked' rule as V-to-I and can be seen as motivated by
the tendency to have verbs nearer to the 'second position' discussed earlier.

What is relevant about Pollock's analysis is that it claims that adverbials and QPs
always occur pre-verbally at D-structure. If this is correct, we must say that the mor-
phological unit in the faire-construction need not be present at D-structure: a narrow-
scope Adv/QP will always block the adjacency between faire and the complement verb
at this level. At a later level the adjacency is created by V-to-Agr: in (76b) this happens
in syntax, in (76a) in LE19)

Romance Clitic Climbing constructions involve reanalysis. They are parallel to
Dutch Verb Raising constructions with CP complements, except for the fact that the
word-order in Romance is SIVO, instead of SOVI. This implies that at D-structure the
complement V is certainly not adjacent to the matrix verb, even if one ignores the role
of the complement's I (and Agr, if Clitic Climbing languages contain such an element);
see the schematic representation in (78).

(78) V[e[PROI[V]]]
CP IP  VP

We know that the Romance languages with Clitic Climbing allow for movement of V,
via I, to C, in non-finite sentences (cf. Rizzi (1982), for Italian and Raposo (1987) for
Portuguese). We assume, on the basis of this, that the required adjacency between the
(trace of) the matrix verb and the complement V(+I) is obtained by this rule. If this is
correct, there is again no adjacency at D-structure.

We conclude. then, that the Projection Principle does not hold for compositional
reanalysis units. A conclusion that is not strange if one takes into account that the
items involved have no morphological selectional properties. A second, more indirect,
conclusion here is that apparently, compositional adjunction rules are excluded on
independent grounds. while those involving affixes (V-to-I, V-to-Agr, Affix-hopping)
are not.
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6. The Analysis of Inuit NPs
6.1. X'-Affixes and Reanalysis
Above we have made a distinction between compositional and affixal complexes.
Compositional complexes were of the type V+X or X+V, where X is a lexical category,
whereas affixal ones involved the unit V+I (or V+Agr). In both cases, the fact that
the complexes were morphological units was ultimately responsible for certain trans-
parency effects. At the beginning of this chapter we said that X'-affixes, as they occur
in the Inuit languages, cause the same kind of transparency as traditional reanalysis
triggers. We can now be more explicit about this. In fact Inuit X'-affixes are of the
same type as the I (and Agr) of the preceding section. Like this I, they have a syntactic
projection and trigger transparency with respect to their complement, and. also like I,
they act as an affix on the head of their complement. To reverse this observation: I in
English/French/Dutch etc. is an X'-affix, of the same type as they occur, much more
extensively, in Inuit. We mention here that Inuit X'-affixes need never be considered
to be marked, as was the case for the I in English and French: in other words, that
they conform to the Projection Principle. In the next chapters X'-affixes will play an
important role. We will finish the present chapter by showing what our approach with
respect to these affixes means for a specific Inuit phrase-type, namely the type 'NP',
Before doing so, we will briefly summarize the properties of X'-affixes in general:

(79)       Properties of X'-affixes:
1) X'-affixes are [+Xo, +affix]
2) as [+Xo] categories they have an independent syntactic

projection, and can select complement XPs
3)  as [+affix] they select an X° (their stem)
4)  the syntactic and morphological selectional properties of

X'-affixes are satisfied at every level of representation
(with the exception of marked X'-amxes, such as those
involved in verb-preposing)

5)  X'-affixes are col-governors of the head of their comple-
ment. which is at the same time their stem

5.2. Non-Oblique NPs (NIPs)
In chapter II we defended theposition that Inuitoblique NPsconsisted ofan NP followed
by an X'-affix with the pre/postpositional features [-N, -V] (cf. also the beginning of
the present chapter). In order to illustrate how the properties of this affix manifest
themselves, we must first dedicate some attention to the structure of the NP that acts
as its complement. In chapter I we argued that the parallelism between transitive finite
clauses in Inuit and NPs with a (genitive) subject could be captured by the assumption
that Inuit NPs have an 'infiectional head.' According to this assumption, Inuit NPs have
a structure parallel to (clausal) IPs, though their inflection is 'nominal' and selects an
NP rather than a VP as its complement; furthermore the specifier of these NPs (their
'subject') is optional. As the inflection of nominals is affixal, this inflection must be
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treated as an X'-affix. We will call it NI. Like clausal I, NI governs the head of its
complement. There is no evidence that Inuit needs a N-to-NI rule comparable to the,
marked, V-to-I rule that produces the 'verb-second' effect in languages like English
and French, nor that it needs Affix-hopping. We therefore assume that the nominal
stem is left-adjacent to NI at D-structure, in other words, that NI is an unmarked X'-
affix which does not violate the requirements of the Projection Principle. The syntactic
structure of Inuit NPs, or rather, NIPs, is represented in (80).

(80)  

„,        " «Nr»"i-„
The NI relevant in syntax is equivalent to the morphological nominal infiectional affix,
and as such itexpresses number and Case and, optionally, genitive agreemnt. We assume
that a specific Case assigned to the NIP is checked on its head.

The analysis presented here implies that all Inuit NPs are necessarily head final.
Recall from chapter II that Inuit modifiers always occur to the right of the noun they
modify. This is not so for oblique complements of nominals: these occur to their left
as is illustrated in (81).

(81) Nuum-mut pajuttu-ugaluaq
Nuuk -dat ship -previous
'a previous supply ship to Nuuk' WG,F:112

We have to assume that the position of modifiers is not their base-position, but that they
are generated to the left of N and extrapose to the right over N+NI. Note that there is
nothing that bars this extraposition. because. due to the X'-affix status of NI the latter
is a co-governor of N and hence NP does not count as a bwrier. In (82) we show how
the order of constituents in NIPs is obtained (we assume that genitive *subjects' are
generated as spec,NP in the base and that complement XPs are 'closer' to the head
noun than modifiers).
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(82) NIP

- NI'

   N,    NI

MOD                  Na

1 NXP- A

One question that arises here is what is the target position of extraposed modifiers. It is
clear that they must be adjoined somewhere. Chomsky (1986) restricts adjunction rules
to'adjunction to heads' and'adjunction to maximal projection'. According to Chomsky,
the latter type of adjunction can only have non-theta marked maximal projections as
a target because otherwise it would make maximal projections 'invisible' to theta-

marking. It is clear that Inuit modifier extraposition is not an ajunction-to-head rule.
If we want to maintain Chomsky's 'invisibility' point of view, adjunction to the NIP
node is excluded. We must choose, then, to introduce X' (NI' in this case) as a possible
adjunction site.

The fact that NI is an affix, and hencepartofthe morphological unit N+NI, allows
it to be a co-governor of the government domain of N, something which provides for
the possibility of modifiers being extracted out of the maximal projection of N. This
does not explain, however, why modifiers must extrapose. A possible explanation here
might be that this follows from the fact that head-nouns and modifiers obligatorily

agree in number and Case: if it is assumed that the relevant agreement rule applies
from left to right modifiers must follow the head-noun. Another explanation might be
'repulsion'. as made explicit by the Unlike Category Constraint (UCC), which prohibits
canonical government of an Xmax by an Xo with identical categorial status. In chapter II

(6.2.) we stated that modifiers are categorially non-distinct from the noun they modify
and mentioned that this might be a problem for the UCC, if modifiers occur in the
canonical government domain of the head they modify. This domain is the highest N'
of (82). Though modifying phrases are actually NIPs (see the next subsection), they
are presumably sufficiently nominal to be interpreted as such by the UCC. and it is
therefore not implausible that this constraint forces their extraposition. We mention,
in this respect, that in general theories involving repulsion interpret (tensed) CPs as
verbal, thereby explaining their obligatory extraposition out the canonical government
domains of verbs. The parallelism between a verbal interpretation of CPs and a nominal

interpretation of NIPs is obvious: in both cases non-lexical heads are ignored and the
status of the phrase is determined by the lexical head. Notice that thematic NPs (which
occupy the XP, N' position of (82)) differ from modifiers in that they do not extrapose.
Such NPs are invariably oblique, which implies that they are in fact PPs, rather than
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NPs. As such they cause no violation of the UCC.

6-3. Oblique NPs (PPs)
Now that we have discussed the general structure of NPs in Inuit we can go on to that of
oblique NPs. Oblique Case-suffixes are (unmarked) X'-affixes with adpositional status.
Syntactically, they select an NIP and morphologically they act as a suffix on inflected
nouns. As NIPs are necessarily head-final, it is the unit 'nominal head+ infiectional
head of NIP' that will satisfy the morphological selectional requirement of the suffix.
Diagram (83) presents a schematic representation.

(83)a. Syntactic Structure of Oblique NPs:

PP

---4,
/.N

b. Morphological Structure of Oblique Nouns:

N

N/NI

N -NI            Paffix affix

Recall from chapter II that most oblique Case-suffixes attach to genitive NPs, which
indicates that the Case assigned to NIP by P is genitive. This Case is assigned struc-
turally, and checked on the I-head of the NIR The vialis and equalis suffixes, which
attach to nominals without overt Case morphology may be taken to assign absolutive
(which is non-overt).

A modifier ofN in (83a) extraposes to the right ofR This indicates that neither NP
nor NIP acts as barrier for the modifier. Apparently, P is a col-governor of NI and a c02-
governor of N. N, NI and P in (83a) form a word (thematic complex) (83b), SO in this
respect P can indeed be act as co-governor. Recall, however. that for col-government
to apply the potential col-governor of a given head it must primary-govern (p-govern)
this head. which is NI in this case. In 5.4. we have restricted primary-government of
heads by higher heads to the case in which the higher head is a verb or a functional
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category. We are now forced to assume that Inuit P is also included here. We do this
with the statement in (84).

(84)     In Inuit P is a p-head governor

To be somewhat more concrete about the behaviour of modifiers in oblique NPs, we
will discuss the example in (85).

(85) nunaqarvim-mi savaatiqarviusu -mi
settlement -loc,sg sheep-herding place -loc,sg
'in a sheep-herding settlement' WG,F:44

The surface form of this example is not very transparent morphologically because
the genitive singular infiectional suffixes of the nominals have geminated/deleted after
having producedlabialization of the oblique case suffix (cf. chapter II (6.3. andnote 20)).
Before the application of these phonological processes we have the more transparent
form in (86).

(86) nunaqarvik-p -ni savaatiqarviusu-p  -ni
settlement -gen,sg-loc sheep-herding -gen,sg-loc

The diagram in (87a) represents the D-structure that our analysis assigns to this 'oblique
NP', and that in (87b) its S-structure.

(87)a. PP

P,

savaa nuna p ni
tiqar qarvik

viusi-I
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b.                                                      PP

NIP

-9k-   I

NIP   N I          P        NIP
ei   nuna   p ni [savaatiqar

qarvik viusi-I]i

Note that we have left the inflectional ending of the modifier savaatiqarviusi unspeci-
fied. The genitive singular -p and the locative -ni morphemes that end up on the modifier
are not relevant in syntax and LE We assume that they are accounted for by agreement
rules. We leave the exact details of these rules for further study, but remark that it is
plausible to assume that they apply from left to right.

One may raise the question whether modifiers should not be treated as an (agree-
ing) NPs instead of as an NIPs. We think this is not desirable. The reason for this is
that modifiers do, sometimes, have syntactically relevant overt infiectional properties
of their own. We refer to the fact that the head of a modifier may be followed by a pos-
sessive suffix which cross-references a genitive NIP within the modifier. We illustrate
this with the example in (88), where the head of the modifier is a nominal participle.

(88)    nanuq [ Piita-p tuqu-ta   -a ]
polar-bear R    -gen kill -part-3sg
'a polar bear Piita's killed one =' WG,F:53
'a polar bear killed by Piita'

Our assumption that genitive assignment to 'subjects' is a case of spec-head agree-
ment between infiection and its specifier, forces us to assume that the modifier Piitap
tuqutaa has an inflectional head, whose morpho-phonological expression is the third
person singular agreement sumx -a. Iii cases like (88) the NI of the modifier has some
syntactically relevant lexical content. We may assume that this also holds true when no
possessive suffix is present. The relevant content then will simply be [-possessive], a
feature which has no phonological expression.

To conclude we summarize the main points of this and the preceding section:
Inuit NPs are either non-oblique or oblique. Neither of the two are true NPs. Non-

oblique NPs are projections of the nominal infiectional category NI, which takes a'true'
NP as its complement and has an optional specifier to which it may assign genitive by
spec-head agreement. From the point of view of morphology,  NI is a suffix on the head
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noun of its complement NP. The head noun and NI thus form a morphological complex,
so that NI acts as a co-governor of the head noun. This makes the extraposition of
modifiers possible. The latter occur obligatorily to the right of N+NI, perhaps as a
consequence of the UCC. They, moreover, agree with the head noun. Oblique NPs are
projections  of R which takes NIP as its complement and assign genitive or nominative
Case to it. P in Inuit is a p-governor. Morphologically, moreover, it acts as a suffix on
the N+NI of its complement. N+NI+P thus form a morphological complex. It follows
that P is a col-governor of NI and a co2-governor of N, enabling modifiers in the domain
of N to extrapose out of NP and NIR
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Chapter IV

THE MORPHOLOGICAL ERGATIVITY OF INUIT

1. Introduction
1.1. Introductory Remarks
Both the present chapter and the next will be dedicated to the ergative Case system of
Inuit. As such, they will repeat arguments and analyses that have already been presented
in chapter I, in the section on Inuit languages (4.3.). We will, however, be much more
detailed here than we were there. Given this, the section in chapter I can be seen as a
global introduction to the Inuit Case system, and the present chapter and the next as an
elaboration. In the present chapter we will revise and extend the argumentation that has
lead us to classify the Inuit languages as morphologically ergative.

Before we start, some remarks concerning the structure of XPs in Inuit are in
order. At the end of chapter III we discussed the structure of non-oblique and oblique
NPs (NIPs and PPs, respectively). A number of other maximal projections remain to be
discussed. In the next section we will pay attention to the category CP, which plays only
a minor role in the present work. As for VPs and IPs, we will present a first approach
to their structures at the end of the present chapten In chapter V we will work these out
in more detail.

1.2. CP in Inuit
In chapter II (7.) we mentioned the fact that Inuit does not have subordinating conjunc-
tions. What wemeant there is that there arenoequivalents to 'that', 'if' etc. In languages
such as English, CPs are often projections of this kind of conjunction (complementizer).
The fact that Inuit lacks them might, therefore, be seen as an indication that Inuit has no
CPs. Other facts we mentioned in chapter II were that wh-interrogatives are not formed
by overt wh-movement and that there are no relatives (and hence no relativization by
means of an overt wh-movement strategy).1  The target of overt wh-movement is the
specifier of CP, so that when this rule applies it demonstrates that this specifier is present
and that there must be a CR This kind of positive evidence is lacking in Inuit, which
again might be considered to indicate the absence of CPs.

141
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There are, however, a number of reasons why we prefer to assume that despite
the observations above, Inuit does have CPs.

1) It is not evident that a language needs to have lexical complementizers and/
or overt wh-movement in order to have CPs. This would only be the case if Universal
Grammar were to contain a [+/- CP] parameter which required lexical complementizers
and/or overt wh-movement as positive evidence for the choice of the [+CP] option. An
alternative is that there is no such parameter, but that Universal Grammar automatically
classifies clauses as CPs, which it then also does for Inuit.

2) If Inuit clauses are CPs they are projections of empty complementizers. We
know that this type of complementizer exists, in root clauses and in control clauses in
many languages. Inuit is then only exceptional in as far as all its CPs contain an empty
head.

3) Languages where the presence of CPs is well-attested have instances of ex-
ceptional complement clauses selected by specific verbs, such as 'believe' or 'seem'
in English. These clauses are assumed to be IPs, instead of CPs. There are reasons to
assume that Inuit also has verbs that select exceptional complement clauses (cf. 2.8.).
The assumption that Inuit normally has CPs makes it possible to describe their being
exceptional as due to the lack of C-projection, along the same lines as is done for other
languages.

4) The Inuit languages lack overt wh-movement butdo have a fronting rule, which
Fortescue calls 'thematization' (for West-Greenlandic) and Woodbury 'focusing' (for
Yup'ik). Thus, in the examples in (1) - (3), the (a) versions present the neutral order,
and the (b) versions the order produced by fronting (in (3b) fronting takes place in a
subordinate clause).

(1)a. Piniartu-p puisi pisar -aa
hunter -erg seal-abs catch-ind,3sg3sg
'The hunter caught the seal' WG,F: 181

b. Puisi piniartup pisaraa

(2)a. Ataata-ata kingumut pi -lir -paa
father -erg,3sg again say to -begin- ind,3sg3sg
'His father spoke again to him' WG,F:187

b. Kingumut ataataata pilirpaa

(3)a. Taku-lir -paa sarva -p qajaq
see -begin-ind,3sg3sg current-erg kayak-abs

ingirlak -kaa

move along-part3sg3sg
'He saw the current moving the kayak along' WG,F:189
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b. Takulirpaa qajaq sarvap ingirlakkaa

A detailed analysis of this fronting rule exceeds our purposes here. It is, however,
plausible that it has the same properties as topicalization rules in other languages,

which involve the spec, CR If this is so, CP must be present in Inuit.2). 3)

1.3. The Argument Status of the Absolutive and the Ergative NP

Ergative and absolutive NPs in Inuit finite clauses are both cross-referenced by the
agreement morphology on the verb. Moreover, both can be 'demoted' to adjuncts,

by passivization and antipassivization, respectively. This indicates that both are direct

arguments. Inuit clauses containing an ergative and an absolutive NP, then, are transitive
and either a) the ergative is the subject and the absolutive the direct object, or b)
the absolutive is the subject and the ergative the direct object. If (a) holds Inuit is
morphologically ergative and if (b) holds it is syntactically ergative. In chapter I
we claimed that syntactically ergative languages did not exist and we defended the
position that the Inuit languages were morphologically ergative. This position will be
substantiated further here.

As in chapter I and II, we will use the term 'agent' for the most active direct
argument of transitive verbs (the one which bears the ergative Case), the term 'theme'
for the other direct argument of these verbs and 'sole argument' for the direct argument
of intransitive verbs.

2. Arguments for Morphological Ergativity
2.1. Introduction
As stated above, the aim of the present chapter is to further substantiate the claim that the
Inuit languages are morphologically ergative. We will investigate several constructions
and consider for each of them with which type ofergativity they are compatible. We will
start with some considerations about Inuit word order, in 2.2. In 2.3. we will reconsider
a number of processes that have already been discussed in chapter II (2.3.): we refer to

processes involving productive manipulation of the arguments of transitive verbs. Sub-
sections 2.4. and 2.5. will also be dedicated to alternating argument structures, but now
in the light ofthe claim made in Marantz (1984) that at least one variant of Inuit (Central
Arctic) is syntactically ergative. In 2.6. we will discuss certain anaphoric processes in
Inuit, in particular those involving so-called 'fourth person' affixes. Subsections 2.7.
and 2.8. will be dedicated to the remarkable Inuit phenomena of, respectively, noun and
verb incorporation. In 2.9. we will consider the status of Inuit PRO. We will add a final
section (section 3.), in which we will summarize our findings and consider what these

tell us about the structure of Inuit clauses.

2.2. Word Order
Though it is sometimes claimed that the order ofconstituents in Inuit is free (for example
in Johnson (1980) and Bittner 1988)), most authors use the order 'absolutive-verb'
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for intransitive clauses and 'ergative-absolutive-verb' for transitive clauses in neutral
examples.4  Word order is considered explicitly in, for instance, Fortescue (1984) and
Woodbury (1981). According to Fortescue the neutral order of constituents in West-
Greenlandic is the one given in (4), where advi stands for sentence adverbials and adv2
for predicate adverbials (Fortescue mentions that one sometimes also finds adverbials
between the ergative and the absolutive).

(4)    advi erg abs obl adv2 verb

Woodbury (1981) presents essentially the same order for Yup'ik, though he does not
distinguish between obl and adv2. We will hypothesize here that the order in (4) holds
in all variants of Inuit. This implies that we assume Inuit to be typically verb-final.
Deviations from (4) must then follow from movement rules, of which we mention the
fronting rule discussed at the end of the preceding section and an extraposition rule,
which applies to ergative, absolutive (both in intransitive and in transitive clauses) and
oblique NPs.* The latter is exemplified in (5).

(5)a. Puisi pisar -aa piniartu-p
hunter-abs catch-ind3sg3sg hunter   -erg
'The hunter caught the seal' WG,F:181

b. Piniartu-p pisar -aa puisi
hunter -erg catch-ind,3sg3sg seal-abs
'The hunter caught the seal' WG,F:181

c. Kinguninngua takkup -put angut-it marluk
a while later show up-ind,3pl men -abs,pl two
'A while later two men showed up' WG,F:182

d. Aallaan-ni -li tunniup-paa Aggu-mut
gun -3sg,abs-but give -ind,3sg3sg A.     -dat
'But he gave his gun to Aggu' WG,F:183

Extraposition seems to have the effect of focusing the extraposed constituent, at least
in Greenlandic (cf. Fortescue pp. 181 ff.).

Complement clauses generally appear to the right of V. See (6) for some examples
ofthis. Note, incidentally, the extendeduse ofthe gerundial (6a) and causative mood (60
for complement clauses.

(6)a. Isumaqar-puq kinguraar-tariaq-ssa-llugu
think -ind,3sg replace -must -fut -ger,3sg
'He thought he would have to replace him' WG,F:35
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b. Uqarvigi-ssa-vakka friir -tutit

say -fut -ind,1 sg3pl  be free -part,2sg

'I shall tell them that you are free from school' WG,F:41

c. Paasi -niqar-puq tiki -ssa-sut
understand-pass -ind,3sg come -fut -part,3pl
'It was understood that they would come' WG,F:36

d. Ilisima-vaa urni -ssa-giga
know  -ind,3sg3sg come to -fut-part,lsglsg
'He knew that I would come to him' WG,F:36

e. Uqaatig-aat iqiasut -tutit
say -ind,3p13sg be lazy -part,2sg

'They say you are lazy' WG,F:41

f.     Noa tussar-poq iglu -minut Joase itter -mat
N. hear -ind,3sg house -dat,4sg J. enter-caus,3sg
'Noah hears that Joseph enters his house' OL,B:342

6)Light complement clauses may, however, also precede the verb, cf. (7).

(7)  Aa -gaanga taku-isiuk

fetch -part,lsg3sg see  -interr.2pl,3sg
'Did you see him fetch me?' WG,F:38

We assume that the base position for complement clauses is pre-verbal and that in the
majority of cases  they are extraposed to the right.

In chapter I (2.2.1.1.) we observed that when the word order of a given ergative
language is such that the ergative and absolutive NP are adjacent it is not possible
to draw conclusions as to the type of ergativity (morphological or syntactic) of the
language: in intransitive clauses the absolutive must be the subject, but it is not certain
whether the ergative or the absolutive fills the same slot in transitive clauses. The order
in (4) above shows that the ergative and the absolutive are adjacent in Inuit, which
implies that word order cannot be used as an evident test for the classification of their
ergativity. Notice, however, that if the ergative agent is the direct object, as it is under
the syntactic ergativity hypothesis, Inuit would have to be classified as OSV. Though it
is not a priori excluded that this type of language exists, it must be said that if it does, it
would certainly be exceptional. In particular, OSV languages conflict with Greenberg's
Universal I, cited in (8).
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(8)  Universal I. In declarative sentences with nominal subject and
object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the
subject precedes the object.

(Greenberg, 1963:77)

The morphological ergativity hypothesis, on the other hand, classifies the Inuit lan-
guages as SOV. a fairly common type (Dutch, German. Vata Basque, Japanese, Que-
chua etc.).

This typological consideration cannot be decisive as to our choice between the
two hypotheses, but it does indicate that statistically there is a big chance that Inuit is
SOV and hence morphologically ergative.

2.3. Manipulation of Arguments
There are certain productive grammatical processes that involve the manipulation of
direct arguments of verbs. These processes can, but do not necessarily have to, be
mediated by morphology. In chapter II we discussed a number of them for Inuit. Here
we repeat the overview we gave there under the heading 'derived intransitives'.

(9)      1. passive: absorption of agent
e.g. a. tuqun-niqar-puq 'he is killed' (dynamic passive)

b. kki-sip-puq 'he got bitten' ('get' passive)

2. antipassive: absorption/retention of theme
e.g. a. tuqut-si-vuq 'he kills'

b. niri-vuq 'he eats'

3. refiexive: retention of agent or theme; coindexation agent-theme
e.g. tuqup-puq imminut 'he kills himself'

4. anticausative: deletion of cause feature and agent
e.g. napi-vuq 'it is broken'

5. passive participle: absorption of agent nominalization
e.g. tuqut-taq 'killed'

All these processes have as a consequence that one of the direct arguments of the verb
can no longer be expressed as such in syntax. With the exception of the antipassive,
this argument is the agent, or may be the agent (in the case of the refiexive). Suppose
we adhere to a restrictive theory of grammar that states that subject arguments, but not
direct object arguments, may undergo productive argument manipulation. Such a theory
is advocated in Zubizarreta (1985). According to her, direct object arguments are linked
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to a subcategorization feature, which would no longer be satisfied after manipulation.
Note. by the way, that Zubizarreta's approach is highly modular in that it considers
satisfaction of subcategorization to be independent of saturation of argument structure.
Given Zubizarreta's thesis, we may want to say that in the Inuit languages agents are

subjects, or, in other words, that these languages are morphologically ergative. We
are, however, immediately confronted with a problem: the antipassive. The antipassive
involves manipulation of the theme, and under the morphological ergativity hypothesis
the theme is the direct object. There are at least two ways to solve this problem: one
is to reject Zubizarreta's thesis and allow for manipulation of both subjects and direct
objects. The consequence of this is that the manipulative processes we are considering
cannot be used to determine what kind of ergativity holds in Inuit: the manipulated
agent could either be the subject or the direct object, and the same holds true for the
theme (cf. chapter I (2.2.1.4.)). Another solution is to look for an alternative analysis

for the antipassive. At least for the Inuit languages there is a certain amount of evidence
that such an alternative Analysis may be correct. We will discuss this extensively in
chapter VI. The conclusion we arrive at here is that the Inuit processes in (9) may
indicate  that the Inuit languages are morphologically ergative,  if 1) it is indeed the
case that direct object manipulation in the intended sense is excluded by the theory of

grammar and 2) the antipassive can be shown not to involve manipulation of the theme.

2.4. The Interaction of Reflexives, Passives and Antipassives
According to Marantz (1984), there is no uniformity with respect to ergativity type
within the Inuit languages. He contrasts two variants of Inuit, Central Arctic and
Greenlandic, and claims that the first is syntactically and the second morphologically

ergative. Let us consider his argumentation.
Marantz's theory predicts a homophony between refiexivized and passive forms

of verbs. We discussed this briefly in chapter I (4.2.). There we gave the Spanish
example in (10), in which the indexes indicate that the absorbing morpheme se can
either function as a lexical anaphor or as a lexically saturated argument with a generic
interpretation.

(10) Las estatuasi no se(i) besan ei
'Statues don't kiss each other/ One doesn't kiss statues'

The morpheme se in (10) has absorbed the subject argument role. Now, in a syntactically
ergative language the subject argument is the theme. This implies that in this kind of
language the syntactically expressed argument in the construction under consideration
will be the agent and not, as it is in the example in (10), the theme. Schematically, the
situation that would arise there is the one in (11).

(11) Npi... V+X i)...ei
agent theme

Marantz presents the following pair of Central Arctic examples, which, according to
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him, illustrate its syntactically ergative character:

(12)a. Angut ingmi -nik taku-vuq
man-abs himself-mod see -ind,3sg
'The man sees himself' CA,M:214

b. Angut arnar -mik taku-vuq
man-abs woman-mod see -ind,3sg
*The man sees a woman' ibid.

The modalis NPs in these examples can be considered to be an adjuncts doubling the
absorbed, or, in our terms, (because no morphology is involved) retained role. Apart
from these NPs, the examples are indeed homophonousand in (12b) the agent is realized
as direct argument and the theme absorbed. On the basis of these facts Marantz claims
that (12a,b) form instances of (11), with coindexing of the retained role in (12a) and
no coindexing in (12b). His conclusion is that Central Arctic must be syntactically
ergative. In Greenlandic, according to Marantz. the facts are distinct from those of
Central Arctic. The example he gives to illustrate this is the one in (13); the paraphrase
is his.

(13) Piniartuq tuqup-puq
hunter-abs kill -ind,3sg
'The hunter was killed, or' G.M:216
'The hunter killed himself'

According to Marantz, the ambiguity expressed in the paraphrase in (13) follows if
Greenlandic is morphologically ergative: the retained subject argument is the agent
which is uncoindexed in the passive interpretation and coindexed in the reflexive one
(in essence, thus, the example in (13) has the same properties as the Spanish one in (10)).

Anotherdifference between Central Arctic andGreenlandic discussedby Marantz
concerns the shape of the doubling adjunct in the constructions under consideration.
He compares the Central Arctic example in (14a) (=12a) to the Greenlandic example
in (14b) (=13), with an added reflexive adjunct).

(14)a. Angut ingmi -nik taku-vuq (G)
man-abs himself-mod see -ind,3sg
'The man sees himself' =12a

b.    Piniartuq  immi -nut tuqup-puq
the hunter himself-dat kill -ind,3sg
'The hunter killed himself' G,M:216

In the Central Arctic examples the reflexive adjunct appears as a modalis phrase and in
Greenlandic it appears as a dative. Marantz uses this morphological distinction between
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the refiexive adjuncts as a subsidiary argument for his analysis. Note that the the doubled
adjunct theme in Central Arctic (12b), repeated here as (15), also appears as a modalis
phrase. Thus, Marantz is able to claim that in Central Arctic the modalis is typically the
oblique Case for adjunct themes, which substantiates his claim that it is the theme that
is absorbed in (12a/14a).

(15) Angut arnar -mik taku-vuq (CA)
man-abs woman-mod see -ind,3sg
'The man sees a woman' =12b

The logic of his argumentation requires Marantz to say that the dative adjunct reflexive
in Greenlandic is a doubled agent. He presents the following example to show that
doubled agents indeed appear in the dative in this language:

(16) Arnaq anguti-mut taku-tau -vuq
woman man   -dat see -pass-ind,3sg
'The woman was seen by the man' G,Wa:324/M:217

There are several reasons to be sceptical about Marantz's argumentation. As
discussed, it relies  1) on the verbal homophony between refiexives and constructions
with retained themes in Central Arctic and the verbal homophony between reflexives
and constructions with retained agents in Greenlandic, and 2) on the Case identity
between reflexive adjuncts and doubling theme adjuncts in Central Arctic and between
refiexive adjuncts and doubling agent adjuncts in Greenlandic.

Let us concentrate first on the verbal homophony. The constructions Marantz
considers are all cases of detransitivization without additional morphology. In chap-
ter II (2.3.) we saw that the Inuit languages have several cases of this type of detransi-
tivization. These are:

1.  Anticausativization with a subclass of verbs indicating 'cause change of state'
and a non-human theme.

2. Anticausativization or middle-formation with a (small) subclass of verbs indi-
cating 'cause change of state' with a theme that can be human (we were unable
to decide between anticausativization and middle-formation here).

3.  Refiexivization with all transitive verbs that allow for human agents and themes.
4. Antipassivization with some kansitive verbs (the 'ambiguous' verbs, which are

able to retain their themes without the addition of antipassive morphology).

What Marantz actually does is to equate refiexivization in Central Arctic to what we
are calling antipassivization with retention (group 4) and refiexivization in Greenlandic
to anticausativization/middle formation (group 2).

A first problem that arises here is that the group ofverbs that allow for reflexiviza-
tion is clearly bigger than the group of verbs that allow for anticausativization/middle-
formation and also than the group that allows for antipassivization with retention.
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Refiexivization is productive for verbs that meet the required selectional restrictions,
while both anticausativization/middle-formation and antipassivization with retention
meet severe lexical restrictions. This means that Marantz would have to explain why
the coindexing ofthe retained argument-leading to refiexivity- is obligatory withmany
verbs. Another problem is that it is implicit in Marantz's approach that Central Arctic
has no anticausativization/middle-formation and Greenlandic no antipassivization with
retention. We regretfully have no data proving the existence of anticausativization/-
middle-formation (for verbs that allow for human themes and hence for refiexivization)
in Central Arctic.  But note that such data are scarce for all variants of Inuit anyway, due
to the restrictedness of the construction. What we do have is data on antipassivization
with retention in Greenlandic. An example is the one in (17).

(17 Angut tuttu -mik taku-vuq
man   caribou-mod see -ind,3sg
'The man saw a caribou' *WG,F:86

As is to be expected, the verbal form takuvuq also appears in the refiexive construction,
cf. (18).

(18)     Angut immi -nut taku-vuq
man  himself-dat see -ind,3sg
'The man sees himself' WG,Inf

What is more, this verb is the same as the one Marantz uses to illustrate the homophony
between the Central Arctic antipassive (which for Marantz is actually a 'passive' in
this language) and the reflexive. The only difference between Greenlandic and Central
Arctic is the Case of the reflexive adjunct, which is modalis in Central Arctic and dative
in Greenlandic. We return to this Case difference below. Here we remark that it is
difficult to see how, given the existence of pairs like (17/18) in Greenlandic, Marantz
can maintain his claim about its typological distinction from Central Arctic.

Greenlandic is even more similar to Central Arctic if we take into consideration
that the example Marantz uses to illustrate the homophony between reflexives and
anticausatives/middles in this language (13) is presumably not grammatical in the anti-
causative/middle reading, contrary to what he claims. Johns (1987) cites it as rejected
by her informant, and we had the same experience when we checked an analogous
example with the same verb. The data, if analyzed in Marantz's way, seem to point in
the direction of syntactic ergativity, both for Central Arctic  and for Greenlandic.  But of
course this analysis is not the only possible one: there is no inherent necessity to treat
the antipassive with retention as 'rellexivization without coindexing'.

A further point against Marantz's approach is that anticausativization/middle-
formation and passivization with retention are not mutually exclusive. This can be
seen, for instance, in the Old Labrador example in (19) (the refiexive interpretation is
presumably excluded here because of selectional restrictions).
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(19) Attor-poq

use -3sg

'It is used/He uses (something)' OL,Bo:105

To obtain the anticausative/middle reading for (19) Marantz would have to say that the
agent was retained (his approach is a 'middle' one), and to obtain the antipassive one
he would have to say the same for the theme. In other words, he would have to concede
that there can be two distinct processes within one and the same variant of Inuit that
can both give rise to exactly the same form.

With respect to the distinction in Case-morphology of the refiexive adjunct
- modalis in Central Arctic and dative in Greenlandic - it is dubious whether any
conclusions can be drawn from it. It is true that there is variation as to the expression
of the doubling reflexive: in modern West-Greenlandic its standard Case is indeed the

dative, while in the other variants it is the modalis. The modalis. quite invariably. is also
the Case of the theme NP in the antipassive construction, so that Marantz's claim that
the modalis is typically the Case of oblique themes does not seem unreasonable at first
sight. Note, however, that one also finds the refiexive modalis as an adjunct referring
to overt NPs that are quite undeniable agents, as in (20).

(20)       Piita-up Ann ingmi -nik tautuk -paa
R    -erg A.-abs himself-mod watch -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita saw Ann by himself' CA,Jo:7

This example is from Central Arctic, precisely the language for which Marantz argues
that the modalis reflexive is a theme adjunct.

The Greenlandic passive example Marantz presents to illustrate the agent char-
acter of the dative in this language is atypical: normally canonical passives have their

agents in the ablative, as they do in most other variants of Inuit. We find examples with
a dative agent - for example in Yup'ik, which has no ablative, and also sporadically
in Greenlandic - and we even find them with a modalis agent (again sporadically in
Greenlandic), cf. chapter II (5.).7) Given these differences between agent phrases and
the preference for the ablative in Greenlandic, it seems to us rather far fetched to con-
clude that the dative shape of the refiexive adjunct in Greenlandic indicates that it is an

agent.

Though Marantz's attempt to catalogue types of ergativity on the basis of ar-
gument manipulation processes is interesting, we have to conclude that for the Inuit
languages, its results are unsuccesful. For further criticism of Marantz's approach, see
Johns (1987).

2.5. The Dative-Shift Construction in Central Arctic
Marantz claims to have another type of evidence for his thesis that Central Arctic is
syntactically ergative. This evidence involves the double object construction and its
interaction with the antipassive.He presents the two following examples.8)
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(21)a. Anguti-up titiraut nutarar-mut tuni -vaa
man -erg pencil child -dat give-ind,3sg3sg
'The man gave a pencil to the child' CA,M:203

b. Anguti-up titirauti-mik nutaraq tuni -vaa
man -erg pencil -mod child give-ind,3sg3sg
'The man gave the child a pencil' CA,M:203

Recall that in other variants of Inuit the construction in (2la) requires the applicative
suffix -uti (chapter II. 2.3.5.); obviously this is not the case in Central Arctic. For
Central Arctic, thus, it is possible to sustain that the construction exemplified in (2la) is
basic, and that the one exemplified in (21b) is derived from it by 'dative shift'. This is
precisely what Marantz does. His hypothesis that Central Arctic is syntactically ergative
implies that he analyzes the absolutive as surface subject and the ergative as surface
direct object. In (22) we reproduce the grammatical functions Marantz assigns to the
NPs  of the examples  in  (21).

(22)a. Anguti-up titiraut nutarar-mut tuni-vaa ( basic form)
d.object subject oblique

b. Anguti-up titirauti-mik nutaraq tuni-vaa (form derived by
d.object oblique subject dative shift)

It seems undeniable that the thematic  role of the goal nutararmut in (2la/22a)  is
assigned by the verb within the VR Marantz claims that dative shift does not affect the
thematic relation between the goal and the verb. As in the shifted construction (2lb/
22b) the goal nutaraq is realized as a surface subject, it must have acquired this status
in syntax. In other words (2lb) must be considered to be a di-transitive 'unaccusative'
construction, without an external argument (or 'logical subject' in Marantz's terms)
and with nutaraq as secondary object (the primary object is angutiup, which is not
affected). The original external argument (titiraut) of the non-shifted construction then
must have undergone the same type ofprocess as it does in passives, that is, it must have
been retained so thatitcan only show up as anadjunct. In other words: dative shift would
imply 1) retention  of the external argument (titiraut)  and 2) syntactic conversion  of
the goal-object argument (nutaraq) to subject. In (23) we reproduce Marantz analysis
of (2lb), adapted to our framework.

(23)    Anguti-up ei titirauti-mik nutaraqi tuni-vaa
d.object secondary doubling subject v+retained

object adjunct external arg

Marantz observes that the sentence in (24) is ungrammatical.
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(24) *Angut titirauti-mik nutarar-mik  tuni -si -vuq
man-abs pencil -mod child -mod give-antipass-ind,3sg
'The man gave a pencil to the child' CA,M:211

When we compare (24) to the dative shifted (21b) we see that the ergative NP of the
latter (angutiup) has been converted to an absolutive, that its absolutive NP (nutaraq)
appears in the modalis and that the verb has the antipassive suffix -si. Example (24)
is, thus, actually the antipassivized form of (2lb). Obviously the shifted construction
does not allow for this antipassivization. Marantz claims that his hypothesis that Central
Arctic is syntactically ergative can account forthis, and that the morphological ergativity
hypothesis predicts (24) to be correct.

What we are calling 'antipassive' is in fact 'passive' under the syntactic ergativity
hypothesis. That is to say, it involves absorption of the external argument role. and
syntactic conversion of the internal argument to subject (cf. chapter I 2.2.1.4.). The
dative shifted construction, under Marantz's syntactically ergative analysis, already
contains an absorbed (retained) external argument (cf. (23)). The effect of attachment
of -si would therefore be vacuous, which is prohibited in Marantz's theory; moreover
there would be two NPs to compete for subject status: the goal NP (nutaraq) and
the agent NP (angut) (the latter is the one which normally becomes the subject in the
presence of -si, in this analysis). The prediction is therefore that (24) cannot arise.

Suppose now, says Marantz, that Central Arctic were syntactically ergative. On
this assumption the dative shift construction would be analyzed as in English: the
ergative agent would be the external argument, and both the absolutive goal and the
(modalis) theme objects. Moreover, the antipassive would be a true antipassive and
absorb the direct object role. According to Marantz, there is no reason why a dative-
shift construction cannot undergo antipassivization. In other words: Marantz claims that
the morphological ergativity hypothesis cannot explain the ungrammaticality of (24).

We do not agree with Marantz:  in our opinion it is very probable that the ungram-
maticality of (24) can be accounted for within the morphological ergativity hypothesis.
Notice that (24) contains two instances of the modalis Case. There are at least two
reasons we can think of why this may have to be excluded. One of these, mentioned
in Johnson (1980), is that the modalis is available for themes, but not for goals. Note,
in this respect, that (25) is given by Marantz as grammatical. He claims that this is the
antipassive version of the non-shifted construction, but if oblique goals must always be
datives it could also be analyzed as the antipassive of the shifted construction, under
the morphological ergativity hypothesis.

(25) Angut titirauti-mik nutarar-mut tuni -si -vuq
man   pencil -mod child -dat give-antipass-ind,3sg
'The man gave a pencil to the child' CA,M:210

The second possible reason for the ungrammaticality of (24) is that the modalis can
occur only once with a given predicate.9)
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We must conclude here that the dative-shift construction provides no evidence
for the choice of one type ofergativity over another and hence cannot prove that Central
Arctic is syntactically ergative.

2.6. Anaphoric Binding
2.6.1. Introduction

In chapter II (2.3.3.) and in 2.3. and 2.4. of the present chapter we discussed the
refiexivization of transitive verbs. This process is compatible both with the syntactic
and with the morphological ergativity hypothesis, and as such cannot be used to decide
between the two. Inuit, however, has other anaphoric constructions that clearly support
the morphological ergativity hypothesis. We will proceed to discuss these now.

2.6.2. Fourth Person Affixes
One of the anaphoric constructions of Inuit involves 'fourth person' suffixes. Such
suffixes occur with nominals and with verbs in subordinate moods. Generally they act
as local determiners for the content of a small pro, though, sporadically, one also finds
them agreeing with lexical NPs. The pro or lexical NP is a possessive with nominals
and a direct argument with verbs. cf. the examples in (26).

(26)a.    proi qetunra-nii
son -4sg

'his son' Y,R:106

b. proi apuuk-ku   -ni'
arrive -cond-4sg

'when he arrives' WG,F:56

C.    angutem prot tangell-rani'
man-erg see -SM,3sg4sg (SM=subordinate mood)
'when the man saw it' Y,R:288

d. Jaani-up' Miuri taku-gami'-uk
J.     -erg M. see -SM,4sg3sg
'when John saw Mary' Q,J:183

Fourth person suffixes have the property that they require the pro or lexical NP they
refer to to be coreferential to some higher NR

In (27) we list the fourth person suffixes that occur with nominals in West
Greenlandic.

(27) absolutive singular N: -ni/i (singular); -(r)tik (plural)
absolutive plural N   : -ni (singular); -tik (plural)
other nominals : -mi (singular); -mik (plural)
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Of the verbal moods in West Greenlandic, the participial, the conditional, the causative
and the gerundial allow for fourth person suffixes. Thus, for example, the fourth person
suffix of an intransitive verb in the conditional is -guni (singular) or -gunik (plural),
that of a transitive verb with a third person singular theme and a fourth person agent
in the same mood is -guniuk (singular) or -gunniku (plural) and that of first person

(singular or plural) agent and fourth person plural theme is -guninga.
In (28) we present some examples of sentences with fourth person suffixes on

nominals. We reproduce the suffixes in bold and gloss them as third person pronouns.
Note the obligatory co-reference, indicated in the paraphrases.

(28)a. Hansi-p nulia-mi -nut aningaasat tunniup-pai
H.     -erg wife -his -dat money-abs,pl give -ind,3sg3pl
'Hansii gave the money to hisi wife' *WG,F:160

b. Hansi nulia-mi -nit unatar-niqar-puq
H.-abs wife -his -abl beat -pass -ind,3sg
'Hansii was beaten by hisi wife' *WG,F:161

c. Angutem pairtaa qetunra-ni
man-erg meet,ind.3sg3sg son -his,abs
'The mani meets hisi son' Y,R:106

d. Arnaq iglu   -mi -nut tikit  -tuq
woman-abs house-her -dat arrive-part,3sg
'The womani arrived at heri house' Q,J:179

e. Jaani kuni-ga -u -juq nuliar-mi -nit
J.-abs kiss -pass-be-part,3sg wife  -his-abl
'Jaanii was kissed by hisi wife' Q,J:180

f. Ataata-mi ikinnguta-ata imir-a taku-aa
father -his,gen friend -his,gen son -his,gen see -ind,3sg3sg
'Hei saw hisi father's friend's son' WG,F:144

In (29) we present West Greenlandic examples with fourth person suffixes on verbs.

For convenience we put the relevant subordinate clauses between square brackets. 10)

(29)a. Hansi nalunaar -puq [ ilaa -sinnaa-nngin-nami
H.-abs announce-ind,3sg come along-can -not -caus,4sg
'Hansii announced that hei couldn't come along' *WG,F:41
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b.     [Apuuk -kuni ] niri-uma -ssa-aq
arrive -cond,4sg eat -want-fut -ind,3sg
'When hei arrives hei will want to eat' WG,F:56

c.    Kuunu-p [ qatanngum-mi -nit angajulli-u -gami]
K.      -erg sibling -his -abl,pl eldest -be-caus,4sg

uqarvig -ai
speak to-ind,3sg3pl
'Because hei was the eldest of his siblings' WG,F:152
'Kunuuki spoke to them'

In (30) there are some additional examples, from other variants of Inuit (SM in (b, c, f)
stands for 'subordinate mood').

(30)a.    [Kai -joma -gamik ] oqar-put
come-want -caus,3pl say -ind,3pl
'Theyi said theyi wanted to come' OL,B:349

b. [Tangller-miniu tuntuvak ] angun ayallruuq
see -SM,4sg3sg mouse-abs man-abs go away-ind,3sg

'When hei saw the mouse, the mani went away' Y,R:288

c. [Angutem tangell-rani ] tuntuvaq ayallruuq
man-erg see -SM,3sg4sg mouse-abs go away-ind,3sg
'When the man saw iti, the mousei went away' ibid.

d. Jaani quviasuk-tuq [ Miuri-up kuni-ngmani ]
J.-abs be happy-part,3sg M.    -erg kiss -cause,3sg4sg
'Jaanii was happy because Miuri kissed himi' Q,J:178

e. Jaani-up Miuri kuni-gaa [ ikajur-mani ]
J.     -erg M.-abs kiss -part,3sg3sg help -caus,3sg4sg
'Jaanii kissed Miuri because she helped himi' ibid.

It is clear that constructions with fourth person suffixes involve some kind of anaphoric
process. In the literature there is some discussion as to which elements this process
holds between. In Bok-Bennema (1985) we claimed that fourth person affixes add the
feature [+anaphoric] to the (pronominal) pro they refer to and that it is the pro that has
to be bound. We were unaware then of the possibility of fourth person affixes referring
to lexical NPs, which are of course referential. Johns (1987) criticizes us on this point.
Finer (1984) proposes that the bindee is the fourth person affix itself and Johns follows
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him. They disagree on the binder: according to Finer it is another agreement affix, but
according to Johns it is an NR We also chose this latter option.

Our ideas in Bok-Bennema (1985) were motivated by the fact that we consider
anaphoric binding as being in essence a process involving referential NPs (or self-
adverbials. cf. 2.6.3. below). If we want to maintain this view, which we do, we have to
allow for fourth person affixes assigning the feature [+anaphoric] to lexical NPs. just as
they can assign it (within our analysis) to pronominal NPs (pros). We tentatively assume
that this is possible and continue to consider the binding to apply between NPs. 11)

One special feature of the anaphoric process is that it is not restricted to a local
domain. This can be deduced from the fact that it can involve binding of possessors
contained in other possessors (as in (28f)) and binding into embedded clauses. The non-
locality of the process is also indicated by the fact that in (31) the antecedent can either
be Hansi or (the pro bound by) Piitaq.

(31) Hansi-p uqaatig -aa Piitaq nuna   -mi -nut
H.     -erg say about-ind,3sg3sg R-abs country-his -dat

aallar -tuq
leave -part,3sg
'Hansii said about Piitaqi that hej was leaving' *WG,F:147
'for hisvj country'

In Bok-Bennema (1985) we suggested that the binding domain is the domain of indica-
tive infiection. It is clear that some amendment is needed for those variants of Inuit
which employ the participial mood for root clauses (cf. (28d, e) and (3Od, e)). A possible
alternative is that it is the root domain (but see note  11).

Before discussing the relevance of fourth person affixes for the morphological
ergativity hypothesis, we will consider the case of the [+anaphoric] lexical NP, because
it presents some interesting features. Consider the examples in (32).

(32)a. Kuunuk ilaga -lugit aallar -puq
K.-abs accompany-ger,4sg3pl leave -ind,3sg

b. Ilaga -lugit Kuunuk aalar -puq
accompany-ger,4sg3pl K.-abs leave-ind,3sg

c. Kuunu-p ilaga -lugit aallar -puq
K.        -erg accompany-ger,4sg3pl leave -ind,3sg

The paraphrase for all three examples is: 'Kuunuk left accompanying them'.
In these examples the matrix verb aallarpuq is intransitive and the verb of the

gerundial clause ilagalugit is transitive. The inflectional ending lugit indicates fourth
person interpretation for the agent of this verb.12) In (32a, b) the lexical NP Kuunuk
is in the absolutive. and must be the subject of the matrix clause. In this case the agent
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of the gerundial must be a pro. This pro receives the feature [+anaphoric] from the
fourth person suffix, and is necessarily bound by the matrix subject. In (33) we add the
relevant details of the analysis to (32a); we also add the pro object of the gerundial,
which is present in all versions of (32) and is translated as 'them'.13)

(33) Kuunuki [pro[+an]i' pro ilaga-lugit' ] aallar-puq

Example (32b) differs from (32a) (=33) in that the the gerundial clause is topicalized.
Topicalization presumably places the gerundial clause in spec, CR or in any case in
a position higher than the matrix subject This implies that in as far as the anaphoric
binding requires the anaphor to be in the domain of its antecedent, it must abstract
from topicalization. As abstraction from topicalization  is a regular feature of anaphoric
binding in many languages, no problem arises here.

In (32c) lexical Kuunup has ergative Case and must be the subject of the
gerundial. As the infiection of the gerundial contains fourth person agent agreement,
Kuunup must be marked [+anaphoric]. What we have here, then, is a case of a lexical
[+anaphoric] NR The matrix subject, in this instance, is non-lexical and must be a pro.
Consider now the following analysis for (32c), which is calqued on the one in (33):

(34) proi [Kuunup[+an]f pro ilaga-lugitJ ] aallar-puq

We are assuming that the anaphoric feature is added to the r-expression Kuunup.
This implies that Kuunup does not lose its characteristics as an r-expression. Kuunup
is bound by the matrix pro subject. This is unproblematic in as far as Kuunup is
anaphoric, but it is a problem for Kuunup as an r-expression: by Condition C of the
Binding Conditions of LGB r-expressions must be free. The only way out is to assume
that (34) is not the correct analysis for (32c) with respect to Condition C, but that it
should be replaced by the one in (35), with the gerundial clause topicalized.

(35)     [Kuunup[+an]2 pro ilaga-lugitJ] k proA aallar-puq

Topicalization can now be assumed to save the construction from containing a Condition
C violation, as it also does in sentences of the type 'When Mary sees a snake, she starts
to shout' (see Reinhart (1976)).

As anaphoric binding abstracts away from topicalization, (35) presents no prob-
lem for it: the analysis that holds for the condition on anaphoric binding is the one
in (34).

If the above is correct, Inuit fourth person constructions with lexical anaphoric
NPs present clear evidence for the necessity of a level-distinction between conditions
on anaphors and conditions on r-expressions.

Let us now consider what the affixes under consideration can tell us about
the nature of the ergativity of Inuit. There are, actually, three aspects to take into
consideration here. As we will see they all point at the desirability of a morphologically
ergative analysis. When we take into consideration the antecedent of the anaphorically
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marked pro or lexical NP, we see that this antecedent is invariably either the agent of
a transitive verb or the sole argument of an intransitive verb. A theme argument of a
transitive verb may never serve as antecedent. The latter point is illustrated by the fact
that in the examples in (36) the - optional - coreference reading is not obtained via
fourth person affixes.

(36)a. Hansi angalanir-a -nik apir-aat (-a= 3sg)
H.-abs journey   -his -mod ask -3plsg
'They asked Hansii about his vj journey' *WG,F:92

b. Miuri-up Jaani kunik-paa qia-ngamat
m.     -erg J.-abs kiss -ind,3sg3sg cry-caus,3sg
'Miuri kissed Jaanii because hevj was crying' Q,J:179

The status of the antecendent is not thematically determined: it can, for instance, be the
theme argument of a passivized verb (cf. (28b) and (28e)). A - non-thematically moti-
vated - generalization involving agent arguments of transitive verbs and sole arguments
of intransitive verb is typically a generalization that holds for morphologically ergative
languages, in which both are subjects.14) We observe here that the 'nominative-accusa-
tive' (i.e., morphologically ergative) patterning of the antecedent in constructions with
fourth person affixes has often been remarked upon in the literature (for example in
Bergsland (1962) and in Woodbury (1975)).

The factthat agents, butnotthemes, of transitive verbs actas antecedents provides
us with two other arguments. Consider, for the first, the pair of examples in (37). 15)

(37)a.     Aalu-p[ prol nulia-ni' 1 taku-aa
A. -erg wife -his,abs see -ind,3sg3sg

'Aaluti saw hisi wife' *WG,F:144

b.   *[pro' nulia-mil ] Aalut taku-aa
wife -his,erg A.-abs see -ind,3sg3sg

'Hisi wife saw Aaluti'

Anaphoric binding requires the anaphor to be in the domain of the antecedent. Objects
are in the domain of subjects, but the reverse does not hold true. According to the mor-
phological ergativity hypothesis, Aalup in (37b) is the subject, and the [+anaphoric]
pro is in the specifier position of the object. The configuration is as required for the pro
to be bound. According to the same hypothesis, the pro in (37b) is not in the right con-
figuration:  it is the specifier of the subject and Aalut is the object; the ungrammaticality
of (37b) is therefore correctly explained. Given the syntactic ergativity hypothesis we
would expect the grammaticality judgments to be reversed (we ignore the fact that the
- unmarked - word order in (37) does not permit a syntactically ergative analysis in
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which the agent is in the domain of the theme and the theme not in the domain of the
agenO.

Our last argument involves a typological observation about non-local or 'long-
distance' binding: across languages, antecedents with this type of binding are subjects.
The fact that in the long distance constructions we are considering, agents, rather than
themes, act as antecedents indicates, therefore. that the former and not the latter are
subjects.

Summarizing: the fact that the antecedent generalizes over sole arguments and
agents, the fact that agents can be antecedents for anaphors contained in themes but
that themes cannot be antecedents for anaphors contained in agents, as well as the fact
that long-distance anaphoric binding usually involves subjects and does so here under
a morphological ergativity analysis, all point to the correcmess of the morphological
ergativity hypothesis for Inuit.

2.6.3. Immi and Namminiq
For doubling with refiexivized verbs, West Greenlandic uses the independent refiexive
/reciprocal anaphor immi. For other eastern Inuit variants its analogue is generally
given as ingmi. The Yup'ik variant is ellmi. The use of immi etc. is not restricted to
constructions with refiexivized verbs: it can appear - in an oblique Case - in other
instances as well.16) In (38) we present some examples.

(38)a. Titiraut ingmi-nik katak -puq
pencil-abs self   -mod fall off-ind,3sg
'The pencil fell off by itself' CA,Jo:7

b.      Piita-up Ann ingmi-nik tautuk -vaa (CA)
R    -erg A.-abs self -mod watch -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita is watching Ann by himself' =20

c. Immi-nut tikik -kami ajuqi isir -puq
self -dat arrive-caus,4sg priest-abs enter-ind,3sg
'When hei came to hisi place the priesti went in' WG,F:146

d.    Aja -mi immi-nik naapit-si -ni  -ssa-a

aunt-his,gen self    -mod meet -antipass-NIQ-fut -her

qilanaar -aa
look forward-ind.3sg3sg
'Hei looked forward to hisi aunt meeting himi' WG,F:164

The examples in (38a, b) are presented in Johnson (1980) as data favouring the claim
that CenWal Arctic is morphologically ergative: they are intended to show that ingmi
can take the subject of an intransitive verb as an antecedent and that with a transitive
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verb its antecedent is the agent. Fortescue (1984) is also quite explicit on this point
for West Greenlandic: according to him, the antecedent must be a 'subject', by which
he means a subject under the morphological ergativity hypothesis (which is the one
he employs). This subject can either be the sole argument of an intransitive verb. as
in (38c), where it is the pro-subject of tikik-kami, or the agent of a transitive verb, as
in (38d), where it is the the matrix (pro) ergative. We see that immi shows the same
kind of generalization with respect to antecedenthood as the one we met with fourth
person affixes; a generalization that points to morphological ergativity.

Note, moreover, that in (38(1) immi-nik is contained in a (-niq) nominalized
phrase with a genitive subject; the fact that it is bound outside this phrase indioates that
it can act as a long-distance anaphor, in which case a subject antecedent is expected.

To finish this section we note that according to Fortescue, the antecedent of the
West Greenlandic anaphoric adverbial namminiq is also always a 'subject' (i.e., an
intransitive subject or a transitive agent), which is again in line with the morphological
ergativity hypothesis. Note thAt the reqi,irpmpnt ths, the Anterprient he g •subject' forces
one to assume thatin the (a) reading of (39) the matrix subject, rather than the embedded
(pro) theme is the antecedent. It follos that namminiq is a long-distance anaphor, like
the fourth person suffixes and immi.

(39) Maalia uqar-puq [Hansi-p namminiq
M.-abs say -ind,3sg H. -erg self

ikiur-tariaqa-raani]
help -must -part,3sg4sg
'a. Malia said that Hansi must help her(self)' WG,F:156
'b. Malia said that Hansi himself must help her'

We conclude that anaphoric processes involving immi and namminiq share two
relevant features with those mediated by fourth person affixes: 1) patterning of agents
and sole arguments as antecedents and 2) their availability for long-distance binding
with agent, but not with theme antecedents. As discussed, these features are in line with
the morphological ergativity hypothesis, butnot with the syntactic ergativity hypothesis.

2.7. Noun Incorporation
2.7.1. Introduction

In chapter I we presented the existence of noun incorporation in Inuit as an argument in
favour of the morphological ergativity hypothesis. Here we will discuss this argument
more extensively, hoping, at the same time, to give the reader some insight into Inuit
noun incorporation in general.

A good number of Inuit equivalents of transitive verbs are affixal. In (40) we
present some examples from West Greenlandic and Yup'ik. The former are from a list
of about fifty items in Fortescue (1984); the latter come from Woodbury (1981), who
provides a detailed description and analysis of the topic.
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(40)a. WG b.Y

-qar -ngqerr 'have'

-ssaaliqi -ng(ite) 'lack'
-g(/0  -te 'catch'
-si                        -ci        'get', 'buy', 'come across'
-tar -tar 'fetch'
-Ssit -(r)kite 'give'

-liur                     -li         'make'
-niar -ssur 'hunt'

-tur -tur 'eat'' 'drink', 'use'

The affixes are verbal in character: apart from having 'verbal' meaning, they are
followed by verbal inflection. One sometimes finds them attached to a semantically
empty stem (pi-), whose function is that of providing a host for affixation, cf. the
examples in (41).

(41)a. Tuttu pi-niar -paa
caribou PI-hunt-ind,3sg
'He is hunting a/the caribou' G,Wb:400

b.    Niqi -miki    -si   -vuq
meat-mod PI-buy-ind,3sg
'He bought some meat' WG,F:133

The use of pi- is exceptional: normally the affixes attach to a noun that bears the role
of their theme, as in the examples in (42).

(42)a. Tuttu -p -Puq
caribou-catch-ind,3sg
'He caught a caribou' WG,F:322

b.      Atisa -ssip -parma
clothes-give-ind,2sgl sg
'You gave me clothes' WG,F:323

c. Angyar-ci -uq
boat -buy-ind,3sg
'He is buying a boat' Y,Wb:389

2.7.2. The Independent Projection Hypothesis
In the lexicon, the affixes presented above must have the status of verbs with a complete
argument structure, otherwise the fact that they occur with a theme and an agent
would not be explained. A point of discussion in the literature is whether they are also
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independent verbs with respect to syntax. We will argue that they do indeed have this
status and we will relate this to an analysis of Inuit as morphologically ergative. A
salient feature of the noun incorporation construction is that it allows the incorporated
noun to be modified, as in the examples in (43).

(43)a. Kissartu-mik kavvi -sur  -put
hot -mod coffee-drink-ind,3pl

'They drank hot coffee' WG,F:83

b. Nutaa-mik piili-siur -punga
new   -mod car -look for-ind,3sg
'I am looking for a new car' ibid.

c. Hansi ataatsi-nik gamut -qar-puq
H.-abs one -mod sledge -has-ind,3sg
'Hansi has one sledge' WG,Sb:402

d. Qayar-kit -aa nutara-meng
kayak-give-ind,3sg3sg new-mod
'He gave him a new kayak' Y,Wb:396

e. Amller-neng aki -ng-uq
lots -mod,pl money-get-ind,3sg

'He gets lots of money' Y,Wb:384

Modification of stems of derived words is not normally possible. Consider, in this
respect the English affix -ize, which, like the Inuit affixes under consideration, is verbal
and can attach to a noun, but does not allow such a noun to be modified. Thus we
have, for example, 'cliticize' for 'to turn into a clitic' but not 'postverbal cliticize' for
'to turn into a postverbal clitic'. However, if the incorporated noun of the Inuit affixes
is considered to be the head of a syntactic projection, we expect modification to be
possible.

It has been precisely this possibility of modification that has led several linguists
to assume an independent syntactic status for the noun and hence also for the verb. We
will use the term 'independent projection hypothesis' for this assumption. Proponents
of this hypothesis are, among others, Sadock (1980. 1985) and Baker (1988). In Bok-
Bennema and Groos (1988), we likewise assume it. On the other hand, the independent
projection hypothesis is challenged by Broekman and den Dikken (1988). DiSciullo
and Williams (1987) argue in favour of an 'atomicity thesis', which does not allow the
minglingof syntax and morphology and as such doesnotpermit independentprojections
in cases involving incorporation. They do not consider the Inuit facts, but they discuss
data from Mohawk which are quite similar.

If one does not adhere to the independent projection hypothesis it is difficult to
maintain the idea that the modalis NPs in (43) are modifiers. In fact Broekman and den
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Dikken do not do this. nor do diSciullo and William's for similar NPs in Mohawk. They
claim that the 'modifier' is an independent adjunct NP, which in some sense specifies
the incorporated noun. Their interpretation of, for instance, the example in (43b) is
something like 'I am looking for acar, anew one'. We have to grant them that NPs such
as kissartuq ('hot'), (43a), nutaaq ('new') (43b) etc. can act as independent nominals.
This was discussed extensively in chapter II. But ofcourse this does not mean that they
must be treated as such.

One argument which favours the independent projection hypothesis concerns the
fact that some of the object incorporating affixes have the property that they may attach
to verbs as well as to nouns. An example is Yupik -nge ('get'), illustrated in (44).

(44)a. ui -nge
husband-get
'get a husband' Y,Wb:387

b.  garute -nge
implore-get
'begin to implore' ibid.

Below we will argue in detail that productive verbal affixes 'incorporating' verbs have
independent projections. If we are right there, affixes such as -nge must be assumed to
have the ability to project independently. Ifwe do not want to make use of the stipulation
that this property only holds when the incorporated element is a verb, we must assume
that at least one subset ofobject-incorporating affixes allows for independentprojection.
Once this assumption is made, there is no bar to extending it to all object incorporating
ailixes.17)

Sadock (1980) demonstrates with the Greenlandic examples in (45) that the
incorporated noun is an independent discourse referent and presents this as an argument
in favour of the independent projection hypothesis.

(45) Suulut biili-liur -sima-vuq
S.-abs car -make-perf -ind,3sg
'Suulut has made a cari' G,Saa

Sikaa-t karsikuan-nik sana -sima-vaa
cigar -gen, pl old box -mod,pl make-perf -ind,3sg3sg
'He made iti with old cigar boxes'

According to Sadock, referential independence entails syntactic independence. Con-
sider again the English affix -ize, which unlike Inuit affixal verbs does not permit the
introduction of discourse referents by its stem, cf. (46).

(46)a.     You must tum it into a clitic, and preferably a preverbal one.
b.   *You must cliticize it, and preferably a preverbal one.
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Another difference between Inuit noun-incorporating affixes and affixes such as -ize is
thatderivations involving the former are fully productive and non-idiosyncratic. Though
this does not necessarily imply that the independent projection hypothesis is correct
(pure morphology does not exclude productive and regular derivation), it indicates at
least that a distinct treatment of the two types of affixes is not implausible.

To sum up: the fact that affixes that incorporate nouns may sometimes also
incorporate verbs, combined with the fact that there are strong reasons to treat verb
incorporating affixes as independent verbs, the fact that the incorporated noun may
introduce discourse referents and the productivity of the process argue in favour of the
independent projection hypothesis. Moreover, this hypothesis is perfectly in line with
the fact that incorporated nouns allow for modification.

2.7.3. Syntactic Properties of Incorporated Nouns

We assume, on the basis of the foregoing, that the independent projection hypothesis
is correct. As this hypothesis claims that the incorporated noun is a syntactic head

it predicts that it heads a full-fledged syntactic NR Let us, therefore, compare the
properties of normal nouns with those of incorporated nouns.

As we have seen above, incorporated nouns can be modified, just like normal
nouns. They also share with the latter the ability to take oblique arguments, cf. the
examples in (47).18)

(47)a. Nutaa-mik umiarsuar-nut talittarvi-qar  -puq
new  -mod ship -dat harbour -have-ind,3sg
'There is a new harbour for ships' WG,F:83

b.     Qilalukka-mut ali -irsir -puq
beluga -dat harpoon line-lose -ind,3sg
'He lost a harpoon line for a beluga' WG,F:83

c. Allaga-qar -punga angajuqqaa-ssin -nut
note    -have-ind, lsg parents -your-dat,pl
'I have a note for your parents' WG,F:96

Another property shared by normal and incorporated nouns is that they can act as heads

of predicates. This happens, for example, with West Greenlandic -gi (--ga, -r) ('have
as'). cf. (48).

(48)a. Hansi-p Maalia anaana-ga       -aa
H.erg M.abs mother-have as-ind,3sg3sg
'Hansi has Maalia as a mother= Maalia is Hansi's mother' *WG,F:71
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b.    Piniartu-p amiq qimmi-mut anu    -r        -aa
hunter-erg skin  dog -dat trace- have as-ind,3sg3sg
'The hunter had the skin as a trace for dog=' WG,F:172
'The hunter used the skin as a dog-trace'

Another example here is copular -u (-ngu) discussed in chapter II 3.2.1.3.. We repeat a
sentence with -u in (49).

(49) Uanga Tuumasi-u -vunga
I T. -be-ind,lsg
'I am Tuumasi' WG,F:70

Once the independent projection hypothesis is accepted, there is no reason not to
consider incorporated nouns with -gi and -u as heads of predicating NPs in syntax,
that is, as having the same function as the heads of normal predicate nouns such as
Ajuqimik in (50).

(50)a.    Ajuqi-mik taa -sar  -paat
A.     -mod call-habit-ind,3p13sg
'They call him Ajuqi' *WG,F:87

Thus, incorporated nouns share with non-incorporated nouns the ability to be modified,
to take oblique arguments and to head a predicate. There are also some differences,
which we will now proceed to discuss. Non-incorporated nouns can be accompanied by
a genitive (possessor) NP. The only case in which such a genitive NP is permitted with
noun incorporation (in Greenlandic, at leasO is when its relation with the incorporated
noun is more or less lexicalized, as in (51).

(51)      Kunni-p pani -qar -puq
king-erg daughter-have-ind,3sg
'There is a king's daughter (i.e., a princess)' G,Sab:408

Another difference from normal non-incorporated nouns is the lack of infiection on the
head noun: the noun is incorporated as a pure stem.

A third distinction concerns the position and shape of modifiers: normally mod-
ifiers occur to the right of the noun and agree with it in Case and number. Because
incorporated nouns lack inflection, agreement with them is impossible. The position of
modifiers of incorporated nouns is either to the left of the noun or to the right of the
N+V complex, as in (52) (=43d). These modifiers, moreover, bear modalis Case - when
incorporation involves themes - or absolutive - when it involves predication. 19)

(52) Qayar-kit-aa nutara-meng
kayak-give-ind,3sg3sg new-mod
'He gave him a new kayak' Y,W:396
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In the next section we will explain how the idea that incorporated nouns head full-
fledged NP projections can be maintained in the light of the differences we have just
observed.

2.7.4. Towards an Analysis
In chapter IH we discussed the structure of Inuit NPs. In (53) we reproduce the diagram
we presented there. Recall that NPs are actually projections of nominal infiection (NI).

(53) NIP

NIP NI'

NP

NIP          N;

MOD                 M
1 /\ A
1 Xp N  NI i
- - - -- - - - - -  - - - - - - -

The NIP position under NP is the base-position for genitive NPs. From this position
they move to the higher specifier position NIP,NIR Though the exact details remain to
be worked out (see chapter V 3.3.), we assume that this movement is forced by a Case-
requirement. The movement of modifiers can also be seen as following from a Case-
requirement: modifiers must agree with the head noun and, if this agreement applies
only from left-to-right. modifiers must extrapose to the right (cf. chapter III 6.2.).
Let us now return to incorporation. Incorporated nouns are stems. This implies that
at least from a morphological point of view, NI is lacking. We assume that this also
holds for syntax. The consequence is that incorporated nouns head NPs, but not NIPs.
(54) presents the D-structure of NPs in incorporation cases (we leave open the exact
relationship with the verb).20)

(54)          NP

MOD                 NA

XP                N                 ....

The absence of (normal) genitive NIPs in incorporation contexts now follows: the NIP
will be generated as NIP,NP but there is no position it can move to in order to acquire
Case. (For exceptions such as (51) we must assume that the genitive NIP receives its
Case by some inherent Case rule).21)
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As to the exceptional surface position of modifiers in incorporation constructions,
what we assume happens is that these either remain in their base position or are
extraposed out of the NP, to the right of V. As observed, they cannot agree with the
noun, because the latter lacks inflection. Nevertheless they manifest Case-morphology,
at least with theme incorporation, where this morphology is always modalis. We assume
that modifiers of incorporated themes are assigned modalis Case by a syntactic rule, in
their D-structure position. We will leave the details of this rule until chapter VI, where
we will present an extensive discussion of the modalis Case. Another assumption we
must make is that the NP headed by the incorporated noun does not act as a barrier, so
that modifiers can be extraposed out of it. We return to this in 2.7.6. below.

2.7.5. Morphological Ergativity
In all theories on word-formation in the syntactic component (Sadock (1985), Baker
(1988), Bok-Bennema and Groos (1988) and chapter III of the present work) the head
of the word to be formed must govern the maximal projection of the non-head. This
implies that an NP whose head is incorporated must be a complement of V. This,
together with the fact that the NP has a theme or predicative role and not an agent role,
implies that Inuit cannot be syntactically ergative.

2.7.6. Noun Incorporators as X'-affixes

Although we have now shown what we set out to show, there are certain details
concerning the analysis of noun incorporation that warrant some discussion. These
concern the treatment of noun-incorporating affixal verbs within the theory on X'-
affixes. Consider. in this respect. the list of properties of X'-affixes we presented in
chapter III:

(55)
1. X'-affixes are [+3#, +affix]
2. as fcategories they have an independent syntactic pro-

jection, and can select complement XPs
3.  as [+affix] they select anf (their stem)
4.  the syntactic and morphological selectional properties of

X'-affixes are satisfied at every level of representation
(with the exception of marked X'-affixes. such as those
involved in verb-preposing)

5.   X'-affixes are col-governors of the head of their comple-
ment. which is at the same time their stem

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it is evident that properties in (1-3) are
satisfied, if noun-incorporating verbs are considered to be X'-affixes. With respect to
the property in (4), note that direct object and predicative NPs are semantically very
closely connected to verbs and generally assumed to be adjacent to them at D-structure.
We assume that this also holds true in Inuit. As - within our analysis - Inuit NPs are
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head final, the incorporated noun and the incorporating affixal verb are adjacent at
D-structure and they obviously remain so during the derivation. This means that the
morphological selectional properties of the affix can be satisfied at every level. In (56)
we add the morphological dimension to (54).

(56) [(NIP)[MOD[XP[N]]]]V

V

The syntactic selectional properties of V, of course pose no problems, so that the
property in (4) of (55) is satisfied.

As for the property in (5), col-government can only apply if the potential col.
governor of a head p-governs (primary governs) this head. The condition for p-govern-
ment is that the potential p-governor is of a certain category (C,I,V, and in Inuit also
NI and P) and that the maximal projection of the head is its complement. Both these
conditions are fulfilled. The consequence of col-government is that the government do-
main of the col-governee is extended to that of the col-governor. This implies, among
other things, that complements or adjuncts of the col-governee can be extracted from
its domain. That this is indeed so in noun incorporation constructions can be deduced
from the fact that not only modifiers, but also oblique arguments of the incorporated
noun, can be extraposed to the right of the verb (cf. 47c). The status of col-governor of
the affixal verb will also be argued to play a role in the explanation of the modalis Case
on modifiers of incorporated themes that we will present in chapter VI.

We conclude here that Inuit noun incorporation is entirely compatible with the
X'-affix approach and we will henceforth treat noun-incorporating verbs as X'-affixes.

2.8. Verb Incorporation
2.8.1. Introduction
Inuit has no independent verbs that select infinitival complements. Instead, it has a
considerable number of affixes which have properties comparable to those of infinitival-
selecting verbs in other languages. In (57) we list some of these affixes for West
Greenlandic.

(57)a. (subject control)

-juma 'want'
-niar Euy.

-ssamaar 'plan', 'intend'
-sariaqar 'must' (obligation)

b. (object control)22)

-qqu 'ask', 'order', 'tell', 'want'
-t(s)aali(ur) 'prevent from'
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c. (raising)

-lir 'begin'

-ssaar 'stop'
-sima 'must' (epistemic)
-gunar 'seem'

d.    (causative, ECM)

-ti(t) (-si(t)) 'cause', 'let'
-gi 'think', 'consider (too)'
-suri 4 think'
-nirar 'say'

Like the noun-incorporating affixes of the preceding section, the affixes we are consid-
ering here are verbal, in the sense that they have a 'verbal' meaning and take verbal
inflection. They also have in common with noun-incorporating affixes that they may
attach to the empty stem pi-, cf. the Labrador example in (58).

(58) Pi-guma-jaga
PI-want -part,l sg3sg
'I want it' L,Sb:166

Normally, however, the affixes attach to a verbal stem: this is why they are called verb-
incorporating. In (59) we present some examples.

(59)a. Timmi-sinnaa-vuq
fly -can -ind,3sg
'It can fly' WG,F:293

b. Angutik-p annak taku-guma-vaa
man -erg woman-abs see -want -ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to see the woman' L,Sb:168

c. Anguti-p arnaq niri-qqu-vaa
man -erg woman-abs eat -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The man tells the woman to eat' WG,Inf

d. Angutem nere-sq -aa kemek

man-erg  eat  -want (for s.0.)-ind,3sg3sg meat-abs
'The man wants someone to eat the meat' Y.R:234
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e. Qimmi-nut niri-tsaali -vaa

dog     -datpl eat -prevent from-ind,3sg3sg
'He stopped the dogs from eating it' WGY:269

f. Siallir-sima-vuq
rain -must-ind,3sg
'It must have rained' WG,F:294

g.    Uqaluqatigii -lir    -put
talk together -begin-ind,3pl
'They began to talk together' WG,F:282

h. Nutara-up arnaq ani -ti -taa
child -erg woman-abs go out-cause-part,3sg3g
'The child made the woman go out' Q,J&J:3

i. Anaana-ata sims -sur  -aa
mother -his,erg sleep-think-ind,3sg3sg
'His mother thought he was asleep' WG,F:37

j. Pitsaa -nirar-paat
be good-say -ind,3p13sg
'They say that it is good' WG,F:3

Note from the examples below that the affixation is recursive (6Oa) and that the affix
may also attach to a verb that contains an incorporated noun (6Ob).

(60)a. Inuullua -qqu-tip-paa
say hallo-ask -let-ind,3sg3sg
'He let ask to say hello to her =' WG,F:270
'He sent his greetings to her (through another)'

b.     Uuma una qulingilua-nik ukiu-qa   -lir     -suq
my!     that nine -mod year-have-begin-part

angi -ngaa-rami
be big-very -caus,4sg
'My, she is big for a child of nine!' WG<F:50
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2.8.2. Independent Projection
The data involving verb-incorporating affixes present us with another argument for
morphological ergativity. This argument which, incidentally, was not discussed in
chapter I, runs exactly parallel to the one based on noun incorporation:

As we will discuss, there are good reasons to assume that verb-incorporating
affixes have independent syntactic projections. Given these reasons and the restriction
on syntactic incorporation tocomplementheads itmustbe assumed thatthe incorporated
verb is a complement head. This is predicted by the morphological ergativity hypothesis,
but not by the syntactic ergativity hypothesis.

The idea that verb incorporating affixes project syntactically has been defended
by a number of linguists working on Inuit. We mention, among others: Johnson (1980),
Smith (1982), Woodbury and Sadock (1986), Bok-Bennema and Groos (1988) and
Broekman and den Dikken (1988). It has, however, been challenged by Grimshaw and
Mester (1985) and by Jensen and Johns (to appear).

Note that if the affixes have an independent projection they must be assumed
to take a full-fledged syntactic complement, with the incorporated verb as semantic
head, so that a complex structure is involved. If they do not project independently the
structure in which they appear must be monoclausal. Two major arguments have been
put forward against independent projection of verb-incorporating affixes. One is of a
theoretical nature and the other is empirical. We will proceed to discuss these now.

The theoretical argument against independent projection can be labelled as the
lexical integrity argument: it is obvious that independent projection of affixes is in
conflict with lexical integrity, that is, with the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis. However,
it must be clear by now that we believe lexical integrity to be too strict a condition to
impose on Universal Grammar. The most important empirical argument against inde-
pendent projection concerns the behaviour of the theme-NP of transitive incorporated
verbs. Consider, in this respect, the examples in (61).

(61)a. Anguti-p qajaq amr -uma -vaa

man -erg kayak-abs borrow-want-ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to borrow the kayak' WG,Inf

b. Anguti-p qimmiq taku-lir   -paa
man -erg dog-abs see -begin-ind,3sg3sg
'The man begins to see the dog' WG,Inf

c. *Anguti-p arnaq niqi niri-qqu-vaa
man -erg woman-abs meat-abs eat -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The man tells the woman to eat the meat' WG,Inf

In (6la) and (6lb) we see that the theme-NP of the incorporated verb is related to the
agreement morphology on the verbal complex. This is in line with the idea that we
are dealing with monoclausal structures: the agreement pattern is identical to that of
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normal transitive structures. In (61c) there are two theme-NPs: arnaq, the theme of
the affix -qqu, and niqi the theme of the incorporated verb niri-. Both bear the typical
theme Case: the absolutive. It is quite plausible to assume that monoclausal structures
do not permit a repetition of one and the same Case. Once this assumption is made,
the ungrammaticality of (61c) follows straightforwardly, if (61c) is considered to be
monoclausal.

Though at first sight the argumentation just discussed seems to favour the
monoclausal analysis. we think that there are reasons to be sceptical about it, because
it completely ignores the fact that the Case and agreement system of Inuit is not
standard. It should not a priori be excluded that the explanation of the (im)possible
Case/agreement-patterns in (61) follows from specific features of the Inuit Case and
agreement system. In other words: the argument involves claims about Inuit clausal
structures based on Case and agreement patterns, without giving an account of how
such patterns generally arise in Inuit. In chapter I we have already shown how it is
possible to account for facts such as those in (61) by treating the structures involved
as bi-clausal and there we have made use of a specific approach to Case-assignment
in Inuit. In chapter V we will work this out in more detail. Here we merely dispute
the validity of the argumentation against the independent projection hypothesis for
verb-incorporating affixes. This argumentation becomes even weaker if one takes into
consideration that apart from not permitting two absolutive NPs, verb incorporation
constructions manifest reduplications that never occur with simplex verbs. Thus, for
example, it is perfectly possible to antipassivize the incorporated as well as the matrix
verb (when both are transitive) and, in addition, to express the theme of each in the
modalis Case, cf. the example in (62).23)

(62)
Angutik anna -mik taku-0 -kqu-ji -juk siitsi   -mik
man-abs woman-mod see -antip-ask -antip-3sg squirrel-mod
'The man wants the woman to see the squirrel' L,Sb:173

Having rejected the arguments against the idea that verb-incorporating affixes have
an independent projection, let us now see which ones favour it. The first of these
is  comparable  to the argument we presented  in the case of noun-incorporating affixes.
Recall that the incorporated noun of the latter could be modified independently, a feature
that did not hold for nouns incorporated by non-projecting affixes such as -ize. As is
mentioned explicitly in Johnson (1980), incorporated verbs also allow for independent
modification. We reproduce the example she presents in (63): the modifier is the adverb
arqugu, which modifies incorporated niri-.

(63) Piita-up arqagu iqaluk niri-juma-vaa
R     gen tomorrow fish-abs eat -want-ind,3sg3sg
'Piita wants to eat the fish tomorrow' CA,Jo:8

The second argument favouring the idea that verb-incorporating affixes project inde-
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pendently concerns the extreme productivity and predictability of verb incorporation.
We also presented this type of argument when we were discussing noun incorporation.
We said there that productivity does not necessarily imply independent projection, but
does at least make it plausible.  This, of course, also holds true for verb incorporation.

The third, more extensive, argument is theoretical. It has, in essence, already
been presented by Smith (1982), but we reproduce it here in our own terms. In the pre-
ceding subsection we classified verb-incorporating affixes as 'subject control', 'object
control'. 'raising' and 'causative/ECM'. We did this because most of them translate
as subject control verbs, object control verbs etc. in other languages. As far as we can
see, there is no reason not to assume that the structures in which they appear have the
same thematic and referential properties as their equivalents in e.g. English.24, Given
this, the idea that these structures are monoclausal requires a reproduction of the ef-
fects of control and NP-movement in the lexicon. We will explain this on the basis of
some examples. For the purposes of this explanation we will assume the morphological
ergativity hypothesis. Consider, first, the 'subject control' case in (64).

(64) Piita-up iqaluk niri-juma-vaa
R     gen fish-abs eat -want-ind,3sg3sg
'Piita wants to eat the fish' *CA,Jo:8

If both niri- and -juma in (64) have independent projections, the structure involved
may be assumed to be equivalent to subject control structures in other languages. We
reproduce this structure in (65a), where we omit irrelevant details. If, on the other hand,
niri- and -juma project together, the structure must be the one in (65b). (In these and
the following diagrams, 'C' stands for 'clause'.)

(65)a.

NPi VP
Piitaup ./PROi VP

NP                  V                   V
iqaluk niri juma

b.                     C

NP VP

Piitaup -
NP                    V

iqaluk nirijuma
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The structure of (65a) is unproblematic with respect to the thematic and refer-
ential properties of (64); in particular, the controlled PRO prevents (64) from containing
a Them Criterion violation. Such a PRO is absent in (65b). As the Theta Criterion does
not permit Plitaup to bear two theta-roles, one must assume that either the agent role of
niri- or that of -juma is saturated in the lexicon; moreover, the lexically saturated role
must be referentially bound or'controlled' by Piitaup.25) In other words: (65b) requires
the assumption that control may be handled in the lexicon.

Consider now the raising example in (66).

(66) Anguti -p qimmiq taku -lir -puq (WG)
man -erg dog-abs see -begin-ind,3sg
'The man begins to see the dog' =6lb

This sentence can be assumed to involve a normal case of syntactic raising under
the independent projection hypothesis, cf. (67a). Under the monoclausal hypothesis,
however, the structure must be as in (67b). The structure in (67a) accounts correctly for
the fact that angutip is thematically the external argument of taku-: it is generated as
such in D-structure, and at S-structure it forms a chain with the trace in its D-structure
position. To do justice to thematic properties in the case of (67b), one has to assume
that the external argument role of taku- acquires the status of external argument role of
the complex verb takulir in the lexicon. What this implies, in essence, is that there is a
lexical variant of raising.

(67)a.            C

NPi VP

5.Fsjp- C 

ei                    VP

NP                    V                     V
qimmiq taku                 h

b.                  C

NP
angutip

NP                    V
qimmiq takulir

If one rejects the idea of independent projection, the NP-movement involved in
passivization must also be replaced by a lexical rule. As shown in (68), where the affix
is of the 'object control' variety, an incorporated verb may be passivized.
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(68) Anguti-p arnaq miirqa-nit naalan-niqar-qqu -vaa

man -erg woman-abs child -abl,pl obey -pass -tell/want-ind.3sg
'The man wants the woman to be obeyed by the children' WG,Inf

If this sentence is biclausal it can be analyzed in the standard way as in (69a). If it is
monoclausal the analysis must be as in (69b) (we omit the adjunct and other irrelevant
details).

(69)a.                 C

NP VP
angutip

NPi                 V'

-==,» R-1
PROi VP

NP-V         V
ei naalan qqu

-niqar

b.                     C

NP VP
angutip

NP  V
qimmiq naalan

-niqarqqu

The structure in (69a) does justice to the fact that passivization involves the conversion
of the internal argument to subject and that it does so by means of NP-movement. The
structure in (69b), on the other hand. is identical to that in (7Oa), which represents the
monoclausal analysis of the example in (7Ob).

(70)a.                 C

NP VP
angutip

NP                    V
arnaq niriqqu
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b. Anguti-p amaq niri-qqu -vaa (WG)
man -erg woman-abs eat -tell/want-ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants the woman to eat' =59c

One difference between (68) and (7Oa) is that in (68) the absolutive NP (arnaq) is
the internal argument of the incorporated verb, whereas in (7Oa) it is its subject. The
difference is triggered by the presence or absence of passive morphology. This means
that if (69b) is the correct analysis for (68), the conversion of internal argument to
subject in the case of the passive must be handled in the lexicon.

The above mentioned implications of the monoclausal hypothesis have not been
ignored in the literature: Grimshaw and Mester (1985) treat them extensively. The
framework they employ is that of Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG). A crucial differ-
ence between LFG and the LGB framework we are using, is that LFG allows functional
notions such as 'subject' and 'object' to be manipulated, in a productive way, in the
lexicon. It is not surprising, therefore, that Grimshaw and Mester present Inuit verb
incorporation, together with the monoclausal hypothesis, as evidence in favour of LFG.
This is not the place to discuss the merits of one theoretical framework over another.
We merely observe that if one adheres to LGB, as we do, the independent projection
view is to be preferred, because it does not require rules that are standardly post-lexical
to be handled in the lexicon.

In the case we have classified as ECM an additional problem for the monoclausal
hypothesis arises. We will illustrate this with the example in (71).

(71) Piniartu-t qimmi-tik niri-sip-pait

hunter -erg,pl dog -their, abs eat -let -ind,3p13pl
'The hunters let their dogs eat' G,Pb:44

In (72a) we present the biclausal analysis for this example, and in (72b) the monoclausal
one.

(72)a.                  C

NP VP
Piniar

-tut        C

NP VP
qimmi .
-tik                               V                     V

niri                sit
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b.                    C

NP VP
Piniar

-tut NP  V
nirisit

The NP qimmitik ('their dogs') is quite clearly the external argument of the simplex
verb niri (eat). In (72a) it can receive its thematic role in the standard way. In order to
account for its thematic role in (72b), however, one has to assume that complex verb
formation with affixes such as -tit (-sit) ('let') allows for the conversion of the external
argument of the stem to internal argument of the complex verb. It is, in our view,
disputable whether such an instance of lexical 'raising to object' should be permitted
in the grammar. Notice that qimmitik has object-like properties - it bears absolutive
Case and agrees with matrix I - but that this is precisely what we expect under an ECM
analysis, where the matrix verb governs the subject of its complement.

To summarize the argument we have been presenting: if one rejects the inde-
pendent projection hypothesis for verb incorporation, but wants to do justice to the
thematic properties of the verbal elements involved, one needs to introduce the replicas
of control, passive and raising to subject in the lexicon and, moreover, one needs to
introduce a lexical  rule of 'raising to object'.  This  is not necessary under the indepen-
dent projection hypothesis, which makes use of syntactic processes provided for by
Universal Grammar.26)

A final argument in favour of the independent projection hypothesis involves the
behaviourofanaphoric fourth person affixes (cf. section 6.2. ofthischapter) with 'object
control' verbal affixes. This argument is also presented in Woodbury and Sadock (1986).
Recall that the antecedent of the pro (or lexical NP) bound by such an affix is either the
sole argument of an intransitive verb or the agent argument of a transitive verb - i.e.,
a subject according to the morphological ergativity hypothesis - and consider now the
examples in (73).

(73)

a. Aalu-p Pavia-mut Suulut savim-mi -nik kapi-qqu  -aa
A.    -erg R -dat S.-abs knife  -his -mod stab -order-ind,3sg3sg
'Aaluti told Paviaj to stab Suulut with hisvj knife' WG,F:144

b.    Isuma-mi -nik oqalor-qu   -vaa
mind  -his -mod speak -order-ind,3sg3sg
'He ordered himi to speak hisi mind' OG,K:163

In these examples the pro related to anaphoric -mi is, or can be, coreferential with
an NP which is not the subject (under the morphological ergativity hypothesis), cf.
the paraphrases. If one treats sentences such as these as monoclausal, there is no way
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around claiming that an object can act as an antecedent here. It is difficult to see what the
reason for such an exception might be. On the other hand, the independent projection
hypothesis does not meet with any problem: it assumes the presence of a complement
clause with a PRO subject controlled by a matrix object. The antecedent then is this
PRO subject.27)

Summing up: facts about modification, productivity and anaphoric binding all
point to the desirability of the assumption that verb-incorporating affixes project in-
dependently. Moreover, this assumption does not require the introduction of lexical
control, lexical raising to subject, lexical passive and lexical raising to object rules.
The impossibility of incorporation constructions having more than one absolutive NP
presumably follows from specific details of the Case and agreement system of Inuit.

2.8.3. Morphological Ergativity
The idea, defended in the preceding section, that incorporated verbs and the affixes
that incorporate them both have an independent projection, automatically leads to the
assumption that the incorporation is syntactic. As mentioned when we considered noun
incorporation, syntactic incorporation requires the incorporated head to be the head of
the complement of the incorporator. Thus, the incorporated verb must be a complement
head. This implies  1)  that it must be possible to interpret  this  verb  as head  of the
embedded clause and 2) that this clause must have the status of complement,  or  object,
of the matrix affix. We return to the first requirement in chapter V, section 4; here we
merely assume that it can be met. The second requirement gives us another argument for
the morphological ergativity hypothesis, one which is parallel to the argument presented
on the basis of noun incorporation. We will present it using the example in (74) (=59b,
with added clausal brackets).

(74)    Angutik-p [ annak taku ]-guma-vaa
man -erg woman-abs see -want -ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to see the woman' L,Sb:168

The syntactic ergativity hypothesis claims that ergative agent NPs are direct objects
and absolutive theme NPs subjects. The theme of affixal -guma in (74) is not an NR
but a clause. It is quite clear, however, that under the syntactic ergativity hypothesis,
which involves an 'inversion' of the syntactic projection of agent and theme roles, this
clause must be treated as subject, all the more so because the direct object function must
be assumed to be 'used up' by the ergative NR The analysis required by the syntactic
ergativity hypothesis is thus in conflict with the syntactic incorporation analysis, which
requires the clause tobe acomplementof -guma. Ofcourse themorphological ergativity
hypothesis. which assigns the clause the same function as it does its counterparts in
nominative-accusative languages - the function of complement, does not meet with
any conflict. It follows that once one accepts the independent projection hypothesis for
verb incorporation, with as its corollary the requirement that the incorporated verb be
a complement head. one must reject the syntactic ergativity hypothesis. Though the
reader now perhaps expects a detailed analysis of the structure of verb incorporation
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constructions, we must ask her/him to be patient: we will present this analysis in
chapter VI, where we will relate it to the analysis of Inuit clausal structure in general.
We may mention here, however, that as is to be expected, we will treat the affixes
involved as X'-affixes.

2.9. PRO
Above we presented an analysis of control constructions in Inuit that is parallel to the
standard analysis for these constructions in languages such as English. This analysis,
which we claimed to be the correct one, involves the presence of a PRO in the comple-
ment. The idea that this PRO is present is corroborated by the fact that it appears to be
able to act as an antecedent for anaphoric NPs (see, however, note (27)). In chapter I
we claimed that Inuit PRO - whose existence we merely assumed there - provided an
argument for morphological ergativity. We will repeat this argument briefly here.

Within the LGB framework the only position available for PRO is the subject
position of non-finite clauses. This is so because the Binding Conditions require PRO
to be ungoverned and the subject position under consideration is the only ungoverned
position. Inuit PRO, then, must be a subject Now, the morphological ergativity hypoth-
esis predicts that subjects of transitive clauses are agents, while the syntactic ergativity
hypothesis predicts that they are themes. From examples such as those in (75), it is
clear that the lexically missing, i.e., PRO, arguments are agents, and hence that the
morphological ergativity hypothesis must be the correct one.

(75)a. Anguti-p qajaq atur    -uma -vaa (WG)
man -erg kajak-abs borrow-want-ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to borrow the kajak' =6la

b. Aalu-p Pavia-mut Suulut kapi-qqu  -aa
A.    -erg R -dat S.-abs stab-order-ind,3sg3sg
'Aalut told Pavia to stab Suulut' WG,F:144

With this argument about PRO we conclude our overview of arguments in favour
of the morphologically ergative status of Inuit.

3. The Morphological Ergativity of Inuit
3.1. Summary of the Arguments for Morphological Ergativity
The argumentation we have been presenting leads us to conclude that the idea that the
Inuit languages are morphologically and not syntactically ergative can substantially be
supported. Let us give a summary of this argumentation.

1)In 2.2. we showed that Inuit must be assumed to have SOV word order under
the morphological ergativity hypothesis and OSV order under the syntactic ergativity
hypothesis. As OSV languages are extremely rare (or non-existent) and SOV languages
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occur frequently, it is plausible that the morphological ergativity hypothesis is the
correct one.

2) In 2.3. we discussed the fact that most productive processes involving ma-
nipulation of arguments of transitive Inuit verbs concerned the manipulation of the
agent. A clear exception formed the antipassive, where the manipulated argument is
the theme. We discussed the theory put forward by Zubizarreta, which claims that
productive argument manipulation may involve external arguments (i.e., subjects), but
not internal ones (objects). If this theory is correct, the Inuit agent can be considered
to be the external argument provided that some alternative analysis can be found for
the antipassive (see chapter VI for such an alternative). The assumption that the agent
is the external argument. is in line with the morphological ergativity hypothesis.

3) In 2.4. and 2.5. we have shown that there is no reason to assume that Marantz's
claim that Central Arctic is syntactically ergative is correct.

4) In 2.6. we discussed some types of anaphoric binding in Inuit. Agents of
transitive verbs and the sole direct arguments of intransitive verbs were shown to group
togetheras antecedents of the anaphors involved, as is expected under the morphological
ergativity hypothesis, but not under the syntactic one. The morphological ergativity
hypothesis was also shown to explain the fact agents could bind into theme NPs, but
that themes could not bind into agent NPs. Moreover, the fact that the binding could
take place in a non-local domain, linked to the fact that long-distance binding quite
generally requires subjects as antecedents, indicates that the agent must be the subject,
which is again in line with the morphological ergativity hypothesis and not with the
syntactic one.

5) 2.7. and 2.8. were dedicated to, respectively, noun and verb incorporation.
We argued that this incorporation is of the 'syntactic' type, which implies that the
incorporated nouns and verbs must head phrases with the status of object. As these
phrases are themes, the equation of themes to objects, which only obtains under the
morphological ergativity hypothesis, appears to be necessary.

6) Finally we showed, in 2.9., that the PRO subject of transitive non-finite clauses
(whose verbal head is always of the incorporated kind) is the agent. This is again in
line with the morphological ergativity hypothesis.

Notice that so far in this chapter, we have been using the notions 'subject' and
'object' in a more or less intuitive, pre-theoretical way. We have been comparing the
syntactic behaviour of Inuit agents and themes with the syntactic entities of nominative-
accusative languages that are commonly assumed to have subject and object status.
Though we think that our manner of argumentation suffices to establish that the Inuit
languages are morphologically ergative, it may be desirable to be somewhat more
explicit now. We will do so in the next subsection.

3.2. Structural Properties of Subjects and Objects
In the framework we are using the terms 'subjects' and 'objects' are not primitives:
they are used for the description of certain structurally defined notions.

In chapter I we used the notion NP,S for surface subjects and D-subjects of
'unergative' verbs, and the notion NP,VP for objects and D-structure subjects of'unac-
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cusative' verbs. In chapter III we replaced the sentential structure we were using by the
more refined structure that has been developed since the appearance ofChomsky (1981)
(LGB).

One of the innovations in this respect,  is the, by now almost standard, assumption
that 'subjects are generated in the VP'. On the basis of work by Sportiche (1988) and
others, VPs of transitive and 'unergative' verbs are considered to be small clauses, with
the subject generated under the small clause node (see also chapter III, subsections 3.1.
and 3.3.). With respect to objects (and D-subjects of'unaccusative' verbs), on the other
hand, it is uncontroversial that they are generated as complements of V, as they were
in LGB. Complements are now defined as XP, X' (chapter III, 3.1.), so that objects are
XP, V'. Abstracting away from potential other elements, the D-structure of transitive
VPs for verb-final languages such as Inuit is the one in (76), where X is the 'object
position' and Y the gubject position'.

(76) VP

Y        VP

V'
I

x-v
S-Structures are derived from D-structures by chain-formation. The position of the foot
of a'subject-chain' will always be Y and that of the foot of an 'object-chain' X. On this
point there has been no change since LGB. There is, however, a growing insight that
'subjects' do not always end up in the highest sentential position and that'objects' may
often be found in other than their base-positions. To be more precise: the positions of
the head of subject and object chains depends on whether the contents of X and Y have
undergone movement and, if they have, on where they have moved to (an immediately
higher A-position, a A-position further away, an immediately higher A'-position etc.).
This implies that it is impossible to define unique S-structure positions for these heads:
the only hard-core restriction that exists is that these positions may not be lower than
the corresponding base-positions (this restriction follows from conditions on traces).
Consider, however, the extension of (76) in (77), which comes from Chomsky (1986)
and is also more refined than the sentential structure in LGB. Note that present IP
as head-final, nothing hinges on this here. Z (spec, W) in (77) is what is normally
called the 'surface subject position'. It is unclear whether Z is necessarily present (cf.
Koopman and Sportiche (1988), who claim it is not, in some languages and cf. also
chapter III 3.3., where we proposed that it is lacking in Fench causatives). However, it
appears uncontroversial that it can be present. If Z is present, the content of Y is able
to move to it, but the content of X is not (in the transitive case). The reason for this
restriction on movement of the content of X is that X, VP acts as a 'Specified Subject',
which implies that the result of such a movement will be excluded by the Binding
Conditions (cf. Koopman and Sportiche (1988)).
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(77)                  IP

Z /      0 I'
vp., .#.

Y        VP       

..
X        V         I
»

The foregoing allows us to present some structural properties of the NPs or
clauses bearing agent and theme roles in transitive sentences in morphological and
syntactically ergative SOV-type languages:

(78) I. morphologically ergative:
(a)     X is the D-structure position of the theme
(b)     If the theme is in an A-position at S-structure it must

be in X or in some A-position between X and Y
(providing there is such an additional A-position)

(c)     Y is the D-structure position of the agent
(d)     If the agent is in an A-position at S-structure it must

be either in Y, in Z, or in some A-position between Y
and Z (providing the latter exists)

II. syntactically ergative:
(a)     X is the D-structure position of the agent
(b)      If the agent is in an A-position at S-structure it must

be in X or in some A-position between X and Y
(providing there is such an additional A-position)

(c)     Y is the D-structure position of the theme
(d) Ifthe theme is in an A-position at S-structure itmust

be either in Y, in Z, or in some A-position between Y
and Z (providing the latter exists)

X, Y and Z refer to the positions indicated by these sym-
bols in (77) above.

3.3. On the Structure of Inuit Clauses

Letus see now to whatextent the arguments we have presented in favour ofthe morpho-
logical ergativity hypothesis for Inuit are in line with the properties of morphologically
ergative SOV languages in (78I).

1) The normal surface word order of Inuit transitive clauses is agent - theme
- verb. This order is consistent with the properties in (78I). Note, however, that (78)
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abstracts away from A'-positions and that for this reason we cannot be really sure at this
moment that word order is a watertight argument for morphological ergativity. Suppose,
for example, that in Inuit an NP generated in X for some reason obligatorily adjoins to
a position higher than Y and that the NP generated in Y remains in situ (Z will then
have to be occupied by some expletive, if it is present). In this case the agent could
be generated in X and the theme in Y - that is, we could have a syntactically ergative
pattern - while obtaining the observed surface order, see (79) (the expletive in Z, if
present,  will have to be empty of course).

(79)                 IP

Z                     I'

theme

/-»»
X        V        I

agent

Actually, the situation that obtains in (79) is that of an OSV-language. We have as yet
no reasons to exclude this type of language on theoretical grounds, but their scarcity
(or non-existence), observed by Greenberg, indicates that there may be principles of
grammar that prevent the situation in (79) from arising, in all or most languages. The
chance that these putative principles also apply in Inuit is great.

2) The argument about manipulation of agents, which favoured the idea that they
have external argument status, poses no problems. External arguments receive their the-
matic role from the internal VP (by predication (Williams (1980),or by 'compositional
theta-assignment' (Marantz (1984)), and hence must be generated outside this VR It
follows that their base position must be Y. In other words, if the argument is in itself
correct (cf. the provisos made earlier) the Inuit agent must be the external argument.

3) Ourargumentation againstMarantz'sanalysis ofCentral Arctic as syntactically
ergative was presented with a bare minimum of structural assumptions. We will not
repeat it here in the light of (78): this would not do justice to Marantz's framework. But
even if we 'translated' it into the structural analysis we are using now, the argumentation
would remain essentially the same.

4) Anaphoric binding grouped together the agent of transitive verbs and the sole
argument of intransitive verbs, as antecedents. This indicates that at the relevant level of
representation, they must be in the same position. Moreover, as anaphoric binding is A-
binding, this must be an A-position. It is quite implausible that the syntactic ergativity
hypothesis can account for this. The only A-positions available for the agent according
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to this hypothesis. are X and putative additional A-positions within the internal VP
(recall that A-movement over Y is excluded by the Specified Subject Condition). For
the sole argument of intransitive verbs to occupy one of these positions it must be
generated in X. This would imply that this argument must always be an underlying
object. In other words, the projection from the lexicon in Inuit would have to proceed in
such a way that agents and all sole arguments of intransitives were projected to the same
- object- position. If we consider the classification ofInuit verbs in chapter II 2.2., there
is no reason to believe that this is correct: in the first place because basic intransitive
verbs in Inuit verbs usually do not express controlled actions, and as such are much more
likely to project their sole argument in the same way as themes. and in the second place
because there are two groups of derived intransitives (anticausatives and passives)
whose sole argument is a theme. The morphological ergativity hypothesis poses no
problem here: agents of transitive verbs, sole arguments of intransitives generated in X
and sole arguments of intransitives generated in Y can all end up in, for instance, Z.

Our second argument involving anaphoric binding - based on the fact that the
agent can bind an anaphoric element in the theme-phrase, but that the reverse does not
hold - can be made somewhat more explicit. Bindees must be in the domain of their
binder. The latter must be in an A-position.  If the agent is generated in X and the theme
in Y. there is no possibility for the agent to reach an A-position that commands the
anaphoric element in the theme. This implies that the syntactic ergativity hypothesis
does not give the required result. As for the morphological ergativity hypothesis there is
no problem: the theme is generated in the domain of the agent, and stays in this domain
if the agent moves to Z (we are disregarding the case in which the theme is topicalized).

With respect to our argument concerning the fact that the anaphoric relation can
be of the long-distance kind and that across languages, long-distance binding involves
'subjects', we cannot, regretfully, be more explicit than we were earlien The reason
for this is that we would have to have a clear definition of the 'subject' involved. It
may even be that on closer inspection, the argument is itself not as clear-cut as it looks.
There are accounts of long-distance binding (for example van Riemsdijk (1985), van
Steenbergen (1987)), which rely on the fact that the antecedent agrees with INFL(agr).
This means that in these accounts 'subject' is defined as 'the NP agreeing with I'. Now,
as both the agent and the theme are agreeing NPs in Inuit, this type of definition does not
explain the Inuit long-distance facts. The argument under consideration is based on a
admittedly superficial generalization. Only further research into long-distance binding
in Inuit and long-distance binding in general will show whether it can be maintained.

5) The argument concerning incorporation remains the same: theories about
syntactic incorporation require phrases whose head is incorporated to be objects. or,
to be more precise, XPs governed by V. XPs generated in X qualify as such - as long
as they do not move out of the government domain of the verb. of course - but XPs
generated in Y never do (at least under the definition ofgovernment we are using, which
restricts the government domain of a given head to its complements and the specifier of
its complements cf. chapter IH, 3.1.). The XPs are themes, so themes must be generated
in X, in line with the morphological ergativity hypothesis.

Our treatment of noun and verb incorporators as X'-allixes adds extra claims with
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respect to the structure in (77). We left open the possibility of there being additional
nodes in this structure. However, in the light of the properties of X'-affixes we must say
that the D-position of the object (X) must be adjacent to the verb. X'-affixes require the
head they incorporate to be adjacent to them at all levels of representation. Inuit NP and
VP projections are left-branching, in our analysis, so their heads can be adjacent to X'-
affixes, but only if no other category intervenes between the complement they head (X)
and the X'-affix (V). The desirability of a uniform treatment of the structural properties
of the thematic relation between verbs and their complements leads us to extrapolate

28)the X-V adjacency to those cases in which V is not an X'-affix.
The reader may recall that in surface structures non-incorporated themes (=ob-

jects) are separated from the verb by oblique NPs and adverbials (cf. section 2.2. of
this chapter), so that their surface position is obviously not X. We will not discuss this
matter further at this moment, but leave it for the next chapter, in which it will play an
important role.

6) At the basis of our argument about PRO lay the observation that when the
verb is transitive its PRO subject is an agent. Of the positions X, Y and Z, Y and Z
qualify as surface position for PRO in non-finite clauses, given the assumptions about
government in chapter III (3.1. and 3.4.).29  X does not qualify as surface position for
PRO. because it is governed by V. PRO, moreover, appears to be possible only in A-
positions. Theoretically it is possible that there is an ungoverned A-position between X
and Y. This would allow  for the generation of PRO in X, with subsequent movement
to this A-position, i.e., for a syntactically ergative analysis, cf. the illustration in (80).

(80)                 IP

Z                     I'

Vp, .
Y        VP

theme          \ 
V'

Fi    x V        I
agent
PRO

Note that in this situation the rule of control must be assumed to cross a theme-subject
generated in Y. Furthermore, when one takes into consideration that sole arguments of
intransitive verbs are PROs in the same contexts as agents of transitive verbs, one has
to assume either that all sole arguments are generated in the agent-position X and move
to the putative A-position, or that there are two distinct surface positions for PRO: one
being the putative A-position and the other a higher ungoverned A-position for sole
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arguments generated in the theme-position Y. Above, we have already discussed the
implausibility of the generation of all sole arguments in the agent position. As for the
option with two surface PRO positions, once it is chosen, there is - as far as we can see -
little reason to exclude the themes of transitive verbs from the second PRO position.
Themes of transitive verbs, however. are lexicalized and not PROs. The above shows
that the facts concerning PRO are in conflict with the syntactic ergativity hypothesis.
The morphological ergativity hypothesis, on the other hand, allows for PRO to be in Y,
in Z or in any putative ungoverned A-position between them; sole arguments generated
in X can reach this position because of the absence of (lexical material in) Y.

We conclude that the presented structural approach with respect to the notions
'subject' and 'object' does not really change the argumentation we presented: at some
points it even makes it more explicit.

To end this chapter, we present - by way of an overview - the diagrams in (81).
The structure in (8la) represents our conclusions about Inuittransitive IPs and the struc-
tures in (Blb) and (Blc) the insights on, respectively, 'unergative' and 'unaccusative'
IPs that follow from them. As before, the structures abstract from potential additional
nodes. 'D' and 'S' refer to D- and S-structure position, respectively and, as discussed
earlier, X is adjacent to V. In the next chapter these structures will be worked out in
more detail, and we will try to eliminate the question marks they contain.

(81)a. transitive

IP

Z?                     I'

S:agent? vp 
Y-- VP

D:agent
S:agent?                     V'

X-V ID:theme
S:inc. theme
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b.   'unergative'

IP

Z?                     I'
S:agent? vp /
Y        VP

D:agent               \
S:agent?                     V'li

V         I

C. 'unaccusative'

IP

Z?                       I'
S:theme?

VP

y,-vp
S:theme?

V'

X        V        I
D:theme

S:inc. theme



Chapter V

THE INUIT CASE SYSTEM

1. Introduction
In the preceding chapter we concluded that the Inuit languages were morphologically
ergative. that is, that agents in these languages were generated as 'subjects'. or external
arguments. and themes as 'direct objects', or internal arguments. The ergative Case-
pattern of Inuit, therefore, cannot be accounted for by the projection hypothesis. the
hypothesis that claims that ergative Case-patterns arise as a consequence of a special
type of linking between thematic and syntactic functions.

Another traditional hypothesis on ergativity is the Morphological Case Hypoth-
esis. According to this hypothesis, ergativity is a purely morphological phenomenon,
which arises as aconsequence ofmorpho-phonological expression rules thatmark direct
objects and subjects of intransitive verbs with one type of Case-morphology (absolu-
tive) and subjects of transitive verbs with another (ergative). From the point of view
of syntax, ergative systems are identical to nominative-accusative systems, according
to this hypothesis. In the LGB framework we are employing, chains of argument NPs
must have abstract Case at S-structure, before the application of morpho-phonological
nlles. In nominative-accusative languages the abstract Case assigned to subjects of fi-
nite clauses is nominative and that of direct objects accusative. If one wants to account
for ergative Case-patterns with the Morphological Case Hypothesis, within the same
framework. one has to assume that languages that manifest these patterns also have
subjects with abstract nominative and direct objects with abstract accusative Case. The
expression rules that account for ergativity can then be formulated as in (1).

(1) abstract accusative -+ morphological absolutive
abstract nominative = a. morphological ergative/

[+abstract accusative]
b. morphological absolutive/

[-abstract accusative]

In chapter I we discussed the Morphological Case Hypothesis and rejected it. We gave
as theoretical arguments for this: the implausibility of the assumption that morpho-

189
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logical Case does not reflect abstract Case and the context-dependent character of the
conversion rules. We also presented an empirical argument, which involved the ex-
pression of direct objects in (morphologically) ergative languages. We will repeat this
argument here and present some additional data from Inuit.

As stated above, the Morphological Case Hypothesis predicts that nominative-
accusative and (morphologically) ergative languages are identical as far as syntax is
concerned. It can be shown, however, that there is syntactic variation between the two
language types. In particular, (morphologically) ergative languages regularly cannot
express S-structure direct objects in the absolutive in non-finite contexts. In chap-
ter I (2.4.) we mentioned in this respect the Mayan languages, Northern Basque and
also the Inuit languages. We repeat the relevant object control examples we presented for
the latter in (2a.b) and also add two other object control (2c,d) and one causative/ECM
example (2e).

(2)a.   *Arna -up nutararq [PRO titirauti nani]-rqu -vaa
woman -gen child-abs pencil-abs find -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' *CA,Jo:24

b. *Piita-up Maali [PRO Jaani kuni]-rqu -vaa
R    -erg M.-abs J.-abs kiss -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita tells Maali to kiss Jaani' *CA,Jo:25

c. *Anguti-p arnaq [PRO niqi niri]-qqu -vaa
man -erg woman-abs meat-abs eat -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The man tells the woman to eat the meat' WG,Inf

d. *Anguti-up sugusik [PRO annak taku]-kqu -vaa
man -erg child-abs woman-abs see -want-ind,3sg3sg
'The man tells the child to see the woman' *L,Sb:174

e.  *Anaana-ata [ Hansi matu ammar]-tip -paa
mother -his,erg Hansi-abs door-abs open -cause-ind,3sg3sg
'His mother got Hansi to open the door' *WG,F:84

The ungrammaticality of these examples cannot be accounted for if ergative Case-
patterns are purely morphologically induced. Given the theory of abstract Case, the
directobjects of the complements would beassigned accusative Case bythecomplement
verb, just as this happens in nominative-accusative languages. There is then no reason
to assume that this Case cannot be converted to absolutive by expressions rules, so that
the examples are predicted to be grammatical.

In chapter II 3.2.2. we briefly discussed Inuit nominalizations produced by -niq.
These nominalizations also reject (absolutive) direct objects, a fact that, as we will see.
is again unexpected given the Morphological Case Hypothesis. The suffix -niq attaches
to verbs and can convert 'a clause of any degree of complexity' (Fortescue,  1984) into
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an NR This indicates that -niq does not simply nominalize verbs, but that it nominalizes
- at least - VPs, something that is in line with the fact that -niq nominalizations may
contain adverbials, cf. (3).1)

(3) (Nalu -aa) qinnuta-ata qanuq
(not know-ind,3sg3sg) request-his,gen how

naammassi-niqar-ni -ssa-a
implement -pass -NIQ-fut-its,abs
'(She did not know) how his request would be implemented' WG,F:45

The example in (3) also illustrates that the subject of the nominalization has genitive
Case. Nominalizations involving -niq are remarkably similar to gerundial VP nomi-
nalizations in English. Now, as we said above, -niq nominalizations do not allow for
direct objects: the example in (4), for instance, is ungrammatical.

(4) *Anguti-p Hansi tugun-nir -a
man    -gen H.-abs kill -NIQ-his,abs
'The man's killing Hansi' *WG,F:45,46

Notice that the English paraphrase of (4) is grammatical, as it should be, because in
English abstract accusative Case is available. In Inuit, on the other hand, this appears
not to be so, a fact that is not explained under the Morphological Case Hypothesis.

The syntactic structure of -niq nominalizations will be considered in more detail
in section 5. of the present chapter. There we will also consider -vvik nominalizations,
which, we will argue also involve (at least) VPs. Nominalizations derived by -vvik do
not allow for absolutive direct objects either (5). This again present a problem for the
Morphological Case Hypothesis.

(5) *Mikaalli naapit-vvi    -a
M.-abs meet -VVIK-his
'the place/time of his meeting Mikaalli' *WG,F:79

Given the argumentation above, it is clear we do not want to explain the Inuit Case-
system by means of the Morphological Case Hypothesis. In chapter I we developed
an analysis for ergativity in general that was based on the observation that ergative
systems do not manifest overt accusative Case. By the 0-hypothesis on the relation
between abstract and morphological Case, we took this to imply that ergative systems
also lack abstract accusative Case, in other words, that verbs in these systems do not act
as abstract Case-assigners. We called this the 'Unaccusativity Hypothesis'. We claimed.
furthermore, that overall unaccusativity did not necessarily mean that direct objects
could not be expressed as  such. We showed that the majority of ergative languages  (the
morphologically ergative ones) possess alternative Case-assignment procedures, which
allow them to have transitive clauses. We exemplified this in chapter I (4.3.) for Inuit.
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The account we gave there was merely a rough sketch, which, however. we consider to
be basically correct. In the present chapter we shall work out this sketch. We will argue,
in essence, that the ergative Case pattern of Inuit follows from specific properties of
its clausal infiection (I). This inflection itself presents certain morphological clues that
help us to get insight into these properties, and for this reason we will first dedicate a
section to the morphological aspects of I (section 2.). This section will be followed by
one in which we present our proposal for the actual Case-assignment procedures. An
important question there will be what is the surface position of direct objects. In that
section we will restrict ourselves to simplex clauses. Section 4. will be dedicated to
Case-assignment in structures involving infinitival complements and in section 5., the
final one, we will discuss Case-assignment in nominalizations.

2. Morphological Aspects of Inflection
2.1. Introduction
The hypothesis we will defend in this chapter is that both ergative and absolute Case
in Inuit are assigned by Inflection (I), the head of IR Before doing so, we will first pay
some attention to the morphological aspects of I.

Inuit infiectional morphology is extremely complex and there is a great deal
of literature on the topic. Part of this literature is language or dialect specific. Some
examples are the relevant sections of Kleinschmidt (1851) and Thalbitzer (1911) for
Greenlandic, Bourquin (1891) for Labrador, Schneider (1972, 1976) for the Canadian
Ungava dialect, Woodbury (1981) for Chevak, a dialectof Yup'ik, and Vaxtin (1979) for
Siberian Inuit. Important comparative studies are Uhlenbeck (1907), Hammerich (1936)
and Bergsland (1955). It is not our intention to present a complete overview. We
merely want to give the reader an impression. We will be restricting ourselves to West
Greenlandic data.

2.2. Mood Morphology
Generally, verbal inflection can be split up easily into a mood and an agreement part.
In (6) we present the distinct mood morphemes. Numbers refer to the person of the
subject. We give the forms as they occur after vowels, but indicate when changes occur
after consonants.
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(6) Mood Morphemes

intransitive transitive
indicative : vuq vaq (V-+P/C-)

interrogative: 1 : vuq vaq (V-'p/C-)
2: vi            vi         (v-*p/C-)
3: va vaq (v-4plc-')

participial : suq gig (s=t/C-)
(g-+W{g,t}-)

conditional : gu gu (gl.k/{g,t}-)
causative : ga  ga (g=k/{g, t}-)
optative : 1: la              laq

3: li

gerundial : 11u  -  (11-1/C-)

Some remarks are in order here:
1) We have left out irregularities, of which the most remarkable is the appearance of a
geminated pp or mm in certain third person forms. These are presented in (7).

(7)    indicative : 3 plural : vuq -+ ppuq
conditional: 3 sing.Bpl.: gu  -+ ppa
causative  : 3 sing.Bpl. : ga  -+ mma

Gemination of consonants preceding final vowels is a recurring feature in West Green-
landic phonology, so that the forms presented here are not as idiosyncratic as they may
seem to be at first sight.
2) When a mood morpheme ends in a consonant the latter is often deleted: in these
cases the agreement element that follows it is classified as 'truncating'.
3) The imperative, which only has forms for first person plural and second person
(singular and plural), is very irregular, and we have not included it. In (8) we list the
mood+agreement forms for the imperative:

(8)    1 plural: ta
2 sing.  : git
2 plural: gitsi

4) When a mood morpheme is preceded by the negative affix nngit it changes shape.
Thus, for instance, in the indicative we get (nngi +)la(q) instead of vu(q)/va(q).

2)5) Gerundial Ilu has no transitive counterpart; we will return to this in 3.4.
Mood morphemes are always followed directly by agreement morphology. Mood

and agreement together form the inflection on verbs. Tense and aspect are no expressed
by inflection, but by affixes such as -ssa (future) and -sima (perfect). These affixes will
be discussed later (in 4.4.3.), but for the moment they are irrelevant.
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2.3. Third Person Agreement
Although mood morphology is relatively easy to describe, this is not the case for (verbal)
agreement morphology. All kinds of irregularities occur, especially when agreement is
transitive. One remarkable feature of Inuit is the partial overlap between verbal and
nominal agreement. This overlap has often lead to speculation that Inuit verbs are
actually nouns, we refer here to the 'nominalist tradition' (cf. chapter II, 3.2.1.). In
discussing agreement morphology we restrict ourselves to that of the indicative. We
will first consider third person agreement. In (9) we present the distinct third person
markers.

(9) Third Person Agreement (indicative)

a. Intransitive:
singular (he)   : 0
plural   (they) : t

b. Transitive:
singular object, singular subject (him -he   ) : a-0
plural object singular subject (them-he  ) : i-0
singular object, plural subject (him -they) : a-t
plural object, plural subject (them-they) : i-t3)

The markers employed here are also found in nominal infiection. We illustrate this
in (10).

(10)a.   mother  (abs) : anaana-0
mothers (abs) : anaana-t

b.    his mother     (abs) : anaana-a-0
his mothers   (abs) : anaana-i-0
their mother  (abs) : anaana-a-t
their mothers (abs) : anaana-i-t

Above, we referred to the the nominalist tradition, which draws heavily On the paral-
lelism between nominal and verbal agreement. In essence, within this tradition, verbs
are considered to be predicating nouns, marked for number and, in the transitive case.
for an additional possessor. Thus, for instance, the example in (lla) is interpreted as
in (llb) and that in (1 lc) as in (lld).

(11)a. Piita tikip -puq-0
P-abs arrive-ind -3sg
'Piita has arrived'

b.    'Piita (is) arrived-one'
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c. Piita-p mattak niri-va -a  -0
R    -erg mattak-abs eat -ind-3sg-3sg
'Piita ate the mattak'

d.     'The mattak (is) Piita's eaten-thing'

Though the nominalist's view accounts for the parallelism in the paradigms in (9)
and (10), it does not explain why these are as they are. Notice, in this respect, that
in (1Oa) -0/-t refer to the number of the noun, but that in (1Ob) they refer to the number
of the genitive possesson The number of the (possessed) noun is expressed by -a/-i
there. We would like to suggest that some kind of functional dissimilation is involved
in the formation of the paradigms in (9b) and (1Ob). We hypothesize that the underlying
singular/plural markers on nouns and verbs are all-0/-t. These -0/-t markers then change
in shape (to -a/-i) when they are followed by another instance of a -0 /-t marker. In (12)
we formulate the relevant rule.4)

(12) Third Person Dissimilation in Nominal and Verbal Inflection

-0 [+sing] = -a/-[+3person]
-t [+pl 1    -+ -i/-[+3person]

In this way we not only can account for the internal variation in the verbal and nominal
paradigms, but also for their parallelism, without having to claim that Inuit verbs are
nouns.

Notice that the rule in (12) predicts that where third person markers are followed
by first or second person markers, they do not change to -W-i. Below we will see that
this is correct.

One remaining question here is why the third person agreement markers referring
to absolutive, ergative and genitive NPs have the same shape as the number markers
on (absolutive) nouns. We do not have a clear answer to this question, but it is not
implausible to assume that the agreement markers are diachronically related to pro-
nouns. In the case of first and second person agreement there is (still) an evident formal
parallelism with first and second person personal pronouns (see below). Third person
personal pronouns do not exist in (modern) Inuit, but it may well be that they did exist
at some time. Like the present-day first and second person pronouns, they would then
probably have had the same shape for absolutive, ergative and genitive. If we suppose
that they were infiected for number in the same way as nominals (i.e., with basic -0/-t
endings), we may see the present-day third person agreement markers as remnants,
which in some way have completely lost their stem.

2.4. First and Second Person Agreement
We now turn to first and second person agreement. In (13) we present the agreement
forms for subjects of intransitive IPs.
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(13)    First and Second Person Intransitive Subject-Agreement
(indicative)

1 s     :  nga

2s  : tit
1pl: gut
2pl: si

These forms are remarkably similar to the first and second person pronominals presented
in (14).

(14) personal pronouns (absolutive, ergative and genitive forms):

1 s   :  uanga
2s : illit
lp: uagut
2p : ilisi

First and second person subjects of transitive IPs are referred to by the suffixes in (15)
below; notice again the formal parallelism with the pronominals in (14). The forms
between brackets in (15) consist ofthe transitive indicative moodmorpheme (-vaq) plus
the suffixes under consideration: they are actually the inflectional indicative endings
for the combination first or second person subject and third person singular object. The
latter, as the reader will recall, is marked by -0 (no dissimilation applies in this case).
The combinations of mood+inflection are presented in their surface form.

(15)    First and Second Person Transitive Subject-Agreement
(indicative)

1 s     :  ga    (vara)

2s  : t    (vat)
1pl: vut (varput)
2pl: si (varsi)

As can be seen in (16) below, these suffixes are identical to those referring to genitive
possessors of absolutive NIPs: they even have identical phonetic effects when they are
attached to the same stem types (qimmiq in (16b) ends in -q as does -vaq in (15)). The
nominalist tradition. of course, uses this again as evidence. We, however. merely note
at this point that all agreement morphology referring to ergative NPs is the same as the
one referring to genitive NPs (at least when recognisable as such, see below).
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(16) a. panik 'daughter' (abs) b. qimmiq 'dog'(abs)
pani -ga 'my daughter' qimmir-a    'my dog'
panii-t 'your(sing) daughter' qimmi -t 'your(sing) dog'
panig-put 'our daughter' qimmir-put 'our dog'
panig-si 'your(plur) daughter' qimmir-si 'your(plur) dog'

Let us now consider in more detail what happens when first and second person
agreement co-occurs with third person agreement. In (17) we list the combinations
for first and second person subjects and third person objects. We add the complete
inflectional forms between brackets (those in (17a) were already presented in (15)).

(17) 'Itansitive Agreement with V2 Subjects and 3 Objects
(indicative)

a.    him I : 0-ga (vara)
him you(sing) : 0-t    (vat)
him we : 0-vut (varput)
him you(plur) : 0-si (varsi)

b.    them I : t-ga (vakka)
them you(sing) : t-t (vatit)
them we : vut (vavut)
them you(plur) : si    (vasi)

Here we have, for the moment followed Pedersen (1977a) in not assuming a plural
marker for the object in the last two forms. However, note that when one compares
the last two forms between brackets in (b) with their counterparts in (a), the former
lack the 'r' which is present in in the latter. The graph 'r' represents an uvular
continuant (/r/), which is derived from the stem-final uvular stop /q/. If one assumes
that the plural marker -t is underlyingly present in the forms under consideration, the
absence of 'r' follows naturally because this 'truncating' marker always causes the
deletion of stem final /q/. It will then also have to be assumed that the marker deletes
afterward by some rule or another. We return to this below. Here we merely observe
that with plural nouns the marker -t is also absent in the context of the first and second
plural forms -si and -vut and that truncation is nevertheless also induced, cf. (18).

(18) qimmi(q)+t 'dogs' (abs)
qimmiq-t-ga (qimmikka) 'my dogs'
qimmiq-t-t (qimmitit) 'your(sing) dogs'
qimmiq -vut (qimmivut)  'our dogs'
qimmiq -si (qimmisi) 'your(pl) dogs'

The agreement forms for first and second person objects are presented in (19).
They are identical to first and second person intransitive subject forms (see (13) above),
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with the exception of the first person plural form, which is -tigut instead of -gut. We
propose that -gut is derived from -tigut by the apocope rule in (20). This, together with
the idea presented earlier that agreement referring to third person objects is -0/-t at the
underlying level, has as a consequence that all agreement forms referring to absolutive
NPs are underlyingly the same (at least in those cases in which they are identifiable,
see below).

(19)   First and Second Person Object-Agreement (indicative)

1 s     :  nga
2s  : tit
1 pl : tigut
2pl: si

(20)     Apocope of First Person Plural Absolutive Agreement -tigut

-tigut -0 -gut / [-transitive] -

The combination of first and second person object agreement with third person sub-
ject agreement is presented in (21). As before, the forms in brackets are the surface
mood+agreement forms.

(21) Transitive Agreement with 3 Subjects and 1/2 Objects

he Ine : a-0-nga (vaanga)

he   you(sing) : a-0-tit (vaatit)
he us : a-0-tigut (vaatigut)
he   you(pl)   : a-0-si (vaasi)

they me : a-t -nga (vaannga)
they you(sing) : a-t -tit (vaatsit)
they us : a -tigut (vaatigut)
they you(pl)    : a -si (vaasi)

One remarkable feature here is the appearance ofthe vowel -a-, whichcannotbe equated
to the surface form of the third person singular marker we discussed earlier: it must be
some kind of linking vowel. Another point is that the order of the agreement elements
is  1)  the form referring  to the subject  2)  the form referring  to the object.  In  the  case
of first and second person subjects and third person objects (17) and in that of third
person subjects/third person objects (8b) this order was the other way around. A third
observation is that like in (17b) and in (18), the plural marker for the subject is absent
in the last two forms. What seems to be the case is that the plural marker -t cannot be
followed by a plural first or second person form. whether it refers to subjects or objects
or is a plural marker on nouns. If we assume that -t is present at the underlying level
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(cf. the truncation evidence above), the morpho-phonological rule that deletes it can be
stated as in (22).

(22) Deletion of Third Person Plural Marker

-t [+pl] -+ 0/ - [+plural,-3person]

Although the transitive paradigms involving the combination of third and first/second
person are reasonably transparent those combining first and/or second person with each
other are far less so. According to Fortescue (1984), they consist of transitive subject
markers followed by object markers: this implies that the order is the same as for the
combination of third person subject markers and first or second person object markers.

The first row in (23) presents the actual forms. The second row gives the com-
bination of these forms with the indicative mood morpheme. The third row reproduces
the full forms of the markers, as they were presented above. When one compares the
latter with the first row, one sees that most of the actual forms cannot be considered
to  be  simply a combination of juxtaposed markers, because too many idiosyncrasies
are involved, in particular with respect to the subject markers. Grammarians generally
stress the fact that these forms have to be learned as such by foreigners, and it seems
probable that Inuit children also acquire them as units.

(23) Transitive Agreement with V2 Subjects and 1/2 Objects

I             - you(sing): kkit (vakkit   ) (ga -tit  )
I             - you(pl)   : ssi (vassi     ) (ga -si   )

you(singh me : ma (varma   ) (t -nga   )
you(sing» us : tsigut (vatsigut ) (t -tigut )

we -
you(sing): tsigit (vatsigit ) (vut-tit  )

we -
YOU(Pl) : Ssi (vassi ) (Vut-Si  )

you(pl)   - me : ssinga (vassinga) (si -nga )
you(pl)   - US : ssigut (vassigut ) (si -tigut)

With (23) we conclude our overview of the indicative agreement paradigms.

2.5. Summary of Indicative Agreement-Morphology
By way of a general summary we can say that (indicative) agreement basically involves
three classes of items, cf. (24).
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(24) Agreement Markers Indicative (Summary)

1) general singular/plural markers for the third person:

sing: 0
pl :t

Observations: These markers are also employed to indicate the
number ofabsolutive nouns and the numberofgenitive markers on
possessed absolutive nouns. They are subject to the dissimilation
rule in (12). Moreover, the plural marker is subject to the deletion
rule in (22).

2) absolutive 1/2 markers for 1/2 person subjects of intransitive verbs
and for 1/2 direct objects of transitive verbs:

1 sing:  nga
2sing: tit
1pl     :  tigut
2pl  : si

Observation: -tigut is subject to the apocope rule in (20).

3) ergative 1/2 markers for 1/2 person subjects of transitive verbs:

lsing:  ga
2sing: t
1pl  : vut
2pl   : si

Observation: These markers are the same as the corresponding
genitive agreement markers on absolutive nouns.

When two of these markers co-occur the order is as in the diagram in (25). This schema
also mentions the rules and irregularities discussed above.
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(25) Transitive Agreement (indicative) (Summary)

abs 3   gen 3  gen 1/2  abs 1/2
+ +    1)

+                  +                  2)

+  + 3),4)

+ + 5)

1) abs dissemilates to a/i by rule (12)
2)  abs plural deletes if gen is plural, by rule (22)
3) agreement morphology preceded by linking morpheme -a-
4)  gen plural deletes if abs is plural, by rule 22)
5) idiosynchatic realization  of most forms

Among the facts about Inuit inflection we have been discussing there are at least two
that are relevant to the ideas about Case-assignment that will be presented in the next
sections. One of these is the identity between the ergative markers on (transparent)
verbal inflection and the genitive markers on nominal infiection. Recall that ergative
and genitive Case-morphology on NPs is also identical (chapter II 5.). From the mor-
phological point of view, therefore, there is no reason to distinguish two types of Case
here. We will propose that the ergative and the genitive can in essence also be equated
in syntax, even though for us (as non-nominalists) the context of assignment is distinct.
The other relevant fact is the identity between the markers for subjects of intransitive
verbs and those for direct objects, that is, the markers that we have called 'absolutive',
because they refer to absolutive NIPs. This identity is not total (in the transparent
cases) because of the opposition between full and apocopated -tigut/-gut for the first
person plural marker. We have, however, delegated this slight difference to the morpho-
phonological component and will not be concerned with it anymore.

2.6. I and the Modules of Grammar
Before finishing this section, it is worthwhile paying some attention to the status Inuit
I(nflection) and its subparts have in the various modules of grammar. Semantically I
consists of two (mood and subject agreement) or three (mood and subject and object
agreement) feature sets. From the morphological viewpoint it seems reasonable to treat
MOOD and AGR(eement) as separate units. A subdivision of transitive AGR into
subject and object agreement is plausible for those cases in which at least one of the
feature sets is a third person set. In the case of first and second person combinations
there is, as we saw, a lot of idiosyncrasy: presumably these combinations must be
treated as monomorphemic. With respect to syntax the situation is less clear. It is often
assumed nowadays that the distinct feature sets building up inflectional morphology
have independent syntactic projections, even if they are amalgamated into one unit.
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For Inuit we have no evidence at this moment that there are 'functional projections'
(i.e., projections of non-lexical categories) other than I and NI (and perhaps C). For this
reason we prefer to be conservative and treat I as one sole syntactic unit.5)

Wepropose that this unittakesits (VP) complement to its left thatit 'incorporates'
the head of this complement and, moreover, that it does so at all levels ofrepresentation.
This means that we treat Inuit I as an X'-affix and that we explain the head-final character
of the Inuit VP by means of properties of I.

3. Case-Assignment in Simplex Clauses

3.1. Introduction
In this section we will discuss the absolutive and ergative Case-assignment procedures,
as they apply in simplex clauses. We will start by considering the absolutive Case of
subjects of intransitive verbs and we will argue that itmustbe equated to the nominative
Case of nominative-accusative languages. The next instance of Case we will discuss
is the ergative assigned to subjects of transitive verbs. This ergative Case. we will
propose, is in fact genitive. Thus, a special feature of Inuit is that it extends the genitive-
assignmentprocedure that applies in NPs (NIPs) to (transitive) IPs. We will also dedicate
a subsection to genitive-assignment in the gerundial construction, a characteristic of
which is that it manifests no ergative (=genitive) agreement-morphology. After this,
we will discuss the absolutive Case of the direct object. Here, again, absolutive must
be equated to nominative. Nominative is available for direct objects as a consequence
of the extension of the genitive-assignment procedure to IPs. In order to develop an
explicit account of the application of nominative assignment to direct objects, we will
consider what position direct objects occupy at S-structure. Facts about scope, presented
in Bittner (1988), indicate that this position is outside the VP. We will argue that Inuit
makes use of a rule of 'adjunct-head agreement', which accounts for the nominative
Case on direct objects. At the end of the section we will present an overview of the
details which play a role in the realization of the ergative Case-pattern of Inuit.

3.2. Absolutive in Intransitive IPs
There is no reason to assume that Case-assignment to subjects of Inuit intransitive
clauses proceeds in a way distinct from nominative assignment in nominative-accusa-
tive languages. Subject NPs of intransitive clauses may be marked for plural and/or
for a genitive possessor, but they have no visible Case-morphology. Morphological
unmarkedness with respect to Case is also a common feature of nominative NPs in
nominative-accusative languages with overt Case-morphology, so that in this respect
there is no difference. Also, Inuit intransitive subjects are cross-referenced by AGR
in I, as is generally the case with nominatives. Though until now we have been calling
the Case of intransitive subject NPs in Inuit 'absolutive'. we will henceforth speak of
nominative instead.6)

The standard surface position for nominative NPs is spec,IR On the assumption
that these NPs are base-generated in the VP their appearance in spec,IP is motivated by
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Case-theoretic requirements: they must move to spec,IP because they are assigned Case
in this position. Case-assignment to NPs in spec,IP, according to standard assumptions,
is a consequence of spec(ifier)-head agreement (cf. Koopman and Sportiche (1988)).
For Inuit, where we are assuming that I is a syntactic unit formed by MOOD and
AGR, we may say that MOOD has as a property that it is inflected nominatively, with
as a consequence that [+nominative] is realized as one of the grammatical, or 'phi-
features' on AGR. spec-head agreement between I and the NP in its specifier position
then consists of the equation of the phi-features present in I with those of the NP.

In (26) we represent the S-structure of Inuit intransitive clauses and the Case-
assignment to their subject.

(26) a.     'unergative':
IP

---9 Npi            I'

VP

ei                    VP

- I(intr.)
nominadve
by SPEC-head agr.

b.     'unaccusative':7
IP

NPi                  I'

A "VP

/Ki
ei                 V               I(intr.)

nominaGve
by SPEC-head agr.

3.3. Ergative
The identity between ergative and genitive, both with respect to the NPs that bear
these Cases and with respect to the agreement morphemes that cross-reference them
(in the transparent cases), suggests that one and the same rule is involved. Let us
begin, therefore, by considering genitive assignment in NP (NIPs). As discussed in
chapter III (6.2.), the structure of NPs is the one in (27). NI in (27) contains features
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referring to number and Case and, optionally, a genitive marker. The XP in the specifier
position of the NIP is the genitive surface position of'subject' NPs, which move there
from their base-position in NR These NPs are mostly possessors, but see section 5. of
this chapter for cases involving other functions. Genitive NPs are cross-referenced by
the genitive marker in NI. Genitive assignment, we assume. proceeds in essentially the
same way as nominative assignment: NI is inflected genitively, the feature [+genitive]
is realized on AGR (the genitive marker) and spec-head agreement equates the phi-
features of AGR in NI with those of the NP in the specifier position.

(27) NIP

(XP) NI'

» NI
We now turn to the ergative in IPs. If subjects of intransitive clauses must move

out of VP in order to be assigned Case, the same must hold true of subjects of transitive
clauses. Facts about anaphoric binding indicate that these move to an A-position (they
can be A-binders) (cf. chapter IV 2.6.). As I projects as a unit, the only A-position
available in IP is spec.IP - the same position subjects of intransitive clauses move to.
We assume now that transitive MOOD has a special characteristic: apart from being
inflected nominatively (we ignore this for the moment), it is also inflected genitively.
This has as a consequence that the subject NP in spec,IP becomes genitive, by spec-
head agreement.8)

Ergative and genitive Case are now treated as essentially the same, that is, both
are assigned by spec-head agreement and the head in both cases is a syntactically
projecting inflectional category. As there is no longer any reason for a terminological
distinction between ergative and genitive, we will henceforth call the Case of the subject
of transitive IPs genitive.

The diagram in (28) represents the Case-assignment to subjects of transitive
clauses.
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(28) a.   transitive:
IP

v Npi                  r

V.»\«ei                      VP
\

I(trans.)
genitive
by SPEC-head agr.

The proponents of the nominalist approach to Inuit capture the parallelism between
clauses and NPs by equating verbs to nouns.9)

For us, on the other hand, the parallelism consists in a partial equation of the
properties of the inflectional heads of the two types of constituents: transitive clausal
inflection - whose shape in the majority of cases differs from its intransitive counter-
part - shares with nominal infiection the property that it can be genitively infiected, and
hence that it can act as 'genitive assigner'.

Notice that the extension of the genitive-assignment procedure in NPs to other
categories occurs in other languages as well. In Finnish, for instance, one finds genitive
in NPs, PPs, APs, and VPs, with, in addition, an agreement morpheme relating to the
genitive NP on the head of each of these categories. The examples in (29), taken from
Vainikka (1989), are meant as an illustration.

(29)a. minun koira-ni  (NP)
my dog   -lsg

'my dog' Finnish

b. minun nlikoise -ni (AP)
my resembling -lsg

'resembling me'

c. minun ohitse-ni (PP)
my past    -1 sg

'past me'

d. minun lahdettya-ni  (VP)
my leave -lsg
'after I left'

In this case an explanation of the nominalist type would be most implausible: one can
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hardly sustain that all Finnish major categories are nouns. It is much more probable
that the fact that they can be inflected in the same way as nouns is responsible for the
appearance of the genitive Case-morphology.

Finnish illustrates that genitive-assignment properties are not always restricted
to nominal contexts, but in this language they are not extended to clauses, as happens in
Inuit. There are, however, several other languages which do have clausal subjects with
genitive morphology (Chinook, the Mayan languages and Niuan). These languages
were mentioned in chapter I 4.3., where we suggested that it is plausible that their
clausal Case-assignment system is essentially the same as the Inuit system. 10)

3.4. Genitive in Gerundials
Before we proceed to discuss the Case of direct objects, we will pay some attention to
the gerundial mood in Inuit. This mood shows some special characteristics which may
help to sharpen our insights into the Case-relation between I and the subject NP.

The gerundial mood is exceptional in that it allows for genitive subjects to occur
without being cross-referenced by AGR. Gerundial clauses often translate as English
adverbial gerundials (cf. 30a), but can also be used as complements, as shown in (3Ob).

(30)a. Kuunuk [ilaga -lugit ] aallar -puq
K.-abs accompany-ger,4sg3pl leave -ind,3sg
'Kuunuk left accompanying them' WG,F:151

b.    Isumaqar-puq [ kinguraar-tariaqa-ssa-llugu ]
think -ind,3sg replace       -must -fut -ger,4sg3sg
'He thought he would have to replace him' WG,F:35

Though we have glossed -lugit and -llugu here as containing two agreement markers,
only one of these, that referring to the third person direct object, is present in the actual
forms. The mood morpheme -liu is in fact always inflected intransitively, though, as
in these examples, it can occur with transitive verbs. When this happens, the direct
object is cross-referenced, but the subject is not. Another characteristic of -liu is that
the subject of the clause it heads is necessarily anaphoric: it always has to be bound by
a higher subject.

In (31) we present the West Greenlandic inflectional paradigms for -liu.

(31)a. 11u, with intransitive verbs
I            : 11unga
you(sing): 11utit
he          : 11uni
we : 11uta

you(pl) : 11usi

they : tlutik
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b.    11u, with transitive verbs
me : 11unga

you(sing): 11utit

him        : 11ugu
US : 11uta

you(pl) : Ilusi
them : 11ugit

Notice thattheseparadigms arenotcompletely identical: the thirdperson forms referring
to the subject of intransitive verbs are actually anaphoric fourth persons forms (ch.
IV 2.6.), while their counterparts referring to direct objects are normal third person
forms. For first and second person there are no special anaphoric forms and for these
there is no distinction.

The anaphoric character of the subject of gerundial clauses derives from an
inherent feature of -liu itself, but it is reflected as fourth person in its conjugation,
when possible. In most cases subject NPs of gerundial clauses are empty categories.
Under certain conditions, however, they may be lexical. We have discussed these
conditions in chapter IV (2.6.2.), in the more general context of fourth person affixes.
In (32) we repeat one of the examples we gave there.

(32) Kuunu-p ilaga -lugit aallar -puq
K.       -gen accompany-ger,4sg3pl leave -ind,3sg
'Kuunuk left accompanying them' WG,F:151

Here Kuunup has genitive Case and therefore cannot be the subject of the intransitive
matrix verb. It is the subject of the gerundial, but it is not cross-referenced. What this
shows is that being cross-referenced by AGR is not a necessary condition for genitive
assignment. Earlier we claimed that genitive assignment followed from the fact that
transitive MOOD was 'inflected genitively'. This, we said, had as a consequence that
the feature [+genitive] was realized as one of the phi-features of AGR, which in its turn
had as a consequence that genitive was assigned to the subject by spec-head agreement.
Suppose now that the property of 'being infiected genitively' of transitive MOOD
(and NI) is ultimately 'containing the phi-feature [+genitive]'. As spec-head agreement
consists of equation of phi-features present in the (whole of the) head to those of the
NP in its specifier position, this is in itself sufficient to account for genitive assignment
to the subject. In those cases there is a person/number AGR set referring to the genitive
subject we may assume that the feature [+genitive] of the MOOD (or NI) morpheme is
passed on to this set, determining the shape of its realization. The possibility to assign
genitive, thus, is ultimately an inherent property of transitive MOOD, which we assume
to be the morphological head of I. Genitive agreement markers can be seen as reflecting
this property, but. as shown by the gerundial mood, their presence is not necessary for
genitive to be assigned.

At this point we will add a small intermezzo about small pro in Inuit gerundials.
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The lack of subject agreement in transitive gerundials gives us some insight into the
nature of small pro in general. As mentioned above, the subject in this mood is generally
an empty category. We repeat example (30a) as (33), adding the empty category.

(33)a.    Kuunuk [ec ilaga -lugit ] aallar -puq
K.-abs accompany-ger,4sg3pl leave -ind.3sg
'Kuunuk left accompanying them' WG,F:151

As the empty category alternates with lexical NPs (cf. 30) and is not a variable (it is
not operator bound), it must be a small pro. It is standardly assumed that small pro has
to be licensed in some way, that is, that it has to be recoverable. In chapter III 3.3. we
mentioned Rizzi (1986), who suggests that there is a distinction between the formal
licensing of small pro and the licensing of its feature content. Formal licensers are those
Case-assigning heads that by parameter setting are classified as such, and licensers of
feature content are sets of phi-features affixed to these heads. This distinction makes it
possible to describe occurrences of small pro which have a formal licenser but lack a
content-licenser. In this case, Rizzi claims, the interpretation of pro is that of an arbitrary
pronominal.

It is clear that I in Inuit has the status of a formal licenser of a small pro in subject
position. Generally, the feature content of this pro will be licensed by features in AGR.
In the case of transitive gerundials. however. such features are absent. Nevertheless,
their small pro subject does not have an arbitrary reading: it is interpreted as coreferent
with the higher subject that binds it. This, in turn, is a consequence of the fact that it is
assigned the feature [+anaphoric] that is inherently present in -liu. Thus, besides locally
content-licensed and arbitrary small pro, there is a third type of small pro, whose content
is licensed by a higher NP, via an anaphoric feature assigned by its formal licenser. The
occurrence of this anaphoric type of small pro is not restricted to Inuit: Borer (1989),
for example, presents a number of languages (Korean, Chinese, Hebrew, Saramaccan)
that have a 'controlled' pro. She assumes an anaphoric AGR as identifier of this pro.
In most of the cases she discusses (an exception is Hebrew), however, this AGR is
non-overt, so that if recoverability (licensing of feature content) implies phonological
visibility of the relevant features, a higher 'controlling'  NP must still be considered the
ultimate licenser. This finishes our intermezzo about small pro.

Before going on to the next subsection, there is one last point we want to discuss.
Above, we argued that [+genitive], rather than being an inherent feature of AGR, is
a feature of transitive MOOD, but can be passed on to the relevant AGR set, then
playing a role in the realization of the latter. The question now is whether the feature
responsible for nominative Case is also primarily a feature of MOOD. We are assuming
that MOOD is the morphological head of I. which means that the question should
actually be: is 'nominative' an inherent feature of the morphological head of I or
is it an inherent feature of AGR? The assumption that it is inherent in I has as an
advantage no AGR has to be assumed for languages. such as Chinese, which do not
manifest any verbal agreement-morphology: nominative can be assigned simply by I.
One logical consequence of this is that nominative assigners cannot be classified as
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'INFL containing AGR', as in Chomsky (1981). We leave open the question whether
there is some other possible independent characterization for the distinction between
nominative assigning I and non-Case assigning I (the I of non-inflected infinitives).

To consider [+nominative] as an inherent feature of the morphological head of I
has as an advantage that in Inuit it will be treated on a par with [+genitive]. There may
also be another advantage. Inuit has so-called 'nominal clauses', which we illustrate
in (34).

(34)a. Hansi tassa pisurtaq
H.-nom tassa leader-nom
'Hansi is the leader' WG,F:72

b. Jaani ataata-ga
J.-nom father-my,nom
'Jaani is rny father' *Q,J:191

Both examples in (34) involve a predicating NP and a subject NR The example in (34a)
contains the 'copular particle' tassa, but no inflected verb. That in (34b) lacks any link
between the predicate nominal and the subject. The subject NP in this type of clause
must be Case-marked. The question now is how its Case is assigned. One possibility
is to assume that the clauses contain an empty  I node, which itself has the feature
[+nominative] and which provides for nominative assignment by spec-head agreement.
The feature will ofcourse not be realized in AGR. In fact there is little reason to assume
that there is AGR at all: if it were present it would never be realized. It is therefore
simpler to assume a non-complex empty I without AGR, which, if [+nominative] is an
inherent feature of the head of I, can host this feature.

The approach to nominal clauses presented here is of course very sketchy, and
further research must show whether it can be maintained. 11)

3.5. The Case of the Direct Object
3.5.1. Introduction
There is every reason to suppose that the absolutive Case of the direct object in Inuit is in
fact nominative, just like that of the subject of intransitive clauses: intransitive subjects
and directs object have the same Case-morphology and are cross-referenced in the
same way. Moreover, there are instances of constructions that in nominative-accusative
languages do not allow for nominative Case and that in Inuit do not allow for absolutive
direct objects: we refer to the object control and causative/ECM complements and the
nominalizations mentioned in the introduction of this chapter.

In the preceding sections we have proposed that subjects of transitive verbs,
albeit marked with a different Case, occur in the same S-structure position as 'subjects'
(sole arguments) of intransitive verbs (spec,IP). An empirical fact that sustains this
proposal is that both show the same behaviour with respect to anaphoric binding (cf.
chapter IV, 2.6.). If we are correct, the nominative Case of the direct object cannot be
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assigned in the normal way, that is, via spec-head agreement between the direct object
and I, simply because spec,IP is not available for the direct object The consequence is
that some special Case-assignment procedure must be involved here. In the literature
one finds two distinct types of proposal for such a procedure. According to the first,
the nominative assignment property of I is passed on to the verb, which, in its turn,
assigns nominative to the direct object under normal conditions for Case-assignment
by verbs. This proposal is found in Bok-Bennema and Groos (1984), Broekman and
den Dikken (1988), and Koopman (1988). The second type of proposal claims that the
direct object scrambles out of the VP and moves to a position that is reachable for
nominative assignment by I itself. This approach is advocated in Bok-Bennema (1989)
and Bitmer (1988).12) In order to make a choice between these two types of proposal,
we will consider, in the next two subsections, what empirical evidence there exists as
to the position of the direct object at the level at which Case is assigned, that is, at S-
structure.

3.5.2. The S-structure Position of Direct Object NPs I
The first type ofevidence with respect to the S-structure position of direct objects comes
from the canonical word order of Inuit, discussed in 2.2. of the previous chapter. In (35)
we repeat this order:

(35)     advi erg abs obl adv2 verb

What is important here is that'absolutive' direct object NPs precede other VP elements
(oblique NPs (PPs) and VP-adverbials).

On the basis of facts about object incorporation we are assuming that the D-
structure position of direct object NPs is left-adjacent to the verb (chapter IV, 3.3.). It
is clear, thus, that their S-structure position is to the left of their base position.

Another type of evidence for the S-structure position of the direct object comes
from its behaviour with respect to anaphoric binding. Recall that direct objects cannot
act as antecedents for NPs linked to fourth person suffixes nor for immi and namminiq
(chapter IV 2.6.). On the assumption that anaphoric binding involves binding from A-
positions, this can be explained if the position the direct object moves to is of the A'-
type. Note that the trace of the direct object, though it is in an A-position, will not be
a possible binder because it is adjacent to V and hence does not command anything
except V itself. 1* If the foregoing is correct the S-structure of the direct object must
be an A'-position to the left of its D-structure position. This still leaves open several
options: the relevant position could be in the VP, adjoined to the VP or somewhere
outside the VP.

There is a third type of evidence that can help us to be more explicit. This
evidence involves facts concerning scope and comes from Bittner (1988), a dissertation
that discusses the relation between scope and canonical and non-canonical Case, on the
basis of data from several languages, one of which is West Greenlandic. As it requires
some space we will dedicate a separate subsection to it.
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3.5.3. The S-structure Position of direct Object NPs II
Bitmer (1988) shows that direct object NPs in West Greenlandic cannot be interpreted
as quantified expressions within the scope of sentential operators and explains this by
assuming that they occur outside the VP at S-structure. Before discussing her data and
her analysis, we must turn our attention to a potential counterargument.

It is sometimes claimed that Inuit direct object NPs are necessarily definite. If
this were true, it would be nonsense to say that they cannot be interpreted as 'quantified
expressions within the scope of sentential operators', because a quantified interpretation
would notbe available anyway. One of the proponents ofa'definiteness effect' for direct
objects is Fortescue (1984). He himself, however, already notes that this is problematic
with respect to the sentence in (36).

(36) Inu -it marluk taku-ai

man-nom,pl two-nom see -ind,3sg3pl
'He saw two men' WG,F:250

In fact it is not difficult to find other examples with direct objects with an indefinite
interpretation in Fortecue's book. We reproduce some of them in (37). Observe that the
direct objects in these examples lack any determiners so that one can only deduce their
indefeniteness from the paraphrases, which are Fortescue's own.

(37)a. l'unissuti-ssaq niviarsia-mut pisiara-ara
present -fut,nom girl -dat   buy -ind,1 sg3sg
'I bought a present for the girl' WG,F:213

b. Kaagi namminiq sanaa-ni sassar -paa
cake-nom self made -his,nom bring forward-ind,3sg3sg
'He brought forward a cake he'd made himself' WG,F:160

c. Pavaniit -Sil -luni arviq taku-aa

be up there-cause-ger,4sg whale-nom see -ind,3sg3sg
'While he was up there he saw a whale' WG,F:57

d. Puisi pi-nnagu kassuq iqqur-paa
seal-nom PI-neg,ger,3sg chunk of ice hit -ind.3sg3sg
'He hit a chunk of ice, not the seal' WG,F:139

The fact that direct objects can be indefinite is also mentioned explicitly in Bourquin
(1891) and by Bitmer herself. We will henceforth consider it established.

Letusnow considerBittner's data. In (38) we reproduce one ofherexamples. This
example involves the frequentative affix -sar (-tar after consonants), which translates
as  'often'.
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(38) Jaaku-p arnaq franskiq angirlaat -tar -paa
J.      -gen woman-nom French-nom bring home-freq-ind,3sg3sg

Bitmer is very explicit in that her informant does not allow this sentence to be inter-
preted in the sense that different French women are involved on different occasions
(the only possible interpretation is that only one woman is involved). In other words,
the direct object arnaq franskiq cannot be interpreted as an existentially quantified
expression with narrow scope with respect to -sar. Bitmer contrast (38) with its an-
tipassive variant (39), which does allow for arnaq franskiq to be interpreted as being
within the scope of -sar.

(39)    Jaaku  arna -mik franski -mik an*laa -ssi -sar -Puq
J.-nom woman-mod French -mod bring home-antipass-freq -ind,3sg

The same type of restriction on the interpretation of direct objects as with -sar is found
with other operators, such as -nngissaannar ('never'), -sima (perfective), -tariaqar
('must').14) In (40)) we present two other examples of Bittner's, adding to them (in a
somewhat condensed form) the possible and impossible paraphrases she gives.

(40)a. Ilaat ikiur-tariaqar-para
one of them-nom help -must     -ind,lg3sg
'I must help a particular one of them' WG,Bib:10
4I must help one of them. it doesn't matter which one'

b. Jaaku-p kalirrisaarirpaluttuq tusar-sima-vaa
J.       -gen one calling for help-nom hear -perf -ind,3sg3sg
'Somebody is calling for help; Jacob heard this person earlier'WG,Bib:10
, Somebody was calling for help; Jacob heard him calling'

The starred paraphrases, which involve the interpretation of the direct object in the
scope of the relevant operators, can be obtained, as before, by resorting to antipassive
variants.

According to Bitmer, the lack of narrow scope interpretation for direct objects
can be explained  if  it is assumed  that 1) direct objects have (syntactic) scope  over
sentential operators at S-structure and 2) the semantic scope relations at LF are directly
read off the S-structure scope relations.

We must mention here that Bitmer is well aware of the fact that it is not always
the case that there is a direct mapping of scope relations from S-structure to LE
She assumes, however, that such a direct mapping is the default option, which West
Greenlandic chooses for the cases on hand. We will return to this below.

Bittner achieves her goal by moving the direct object NP out of VP into the spec,IP
position, from where it commands everything in the sentence, including sentential
operators. when these are present. It must be observed that in her analysis the genitive
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subject occurs under I', so that the movement of the direct object she proposes is indeed
possible. 15)

We assume that Bitmer's explanation for scope facts concerning direct objects
is essentially correct, that is, that the latter indeed command sentential operators at S-
structure. A point on which we do not agree with her involves her actual S-structure
analysis. For us the spec.IP position is occupied by the genitive subject, and is not
available for the direct object. What we need then is a position higher than sentential
operators, but lower than the subject, which the direct object canonically follows.

Bittner analyzes sentential operators such as -sar, -tariaqar and -sima as part
of I. They are, however, fully productive affixes and there is little reason not to treat
them as having a projection of their own, that is, as X'-affixes. We will, therefore,
assume that they do indeed have X'-affix status. In 4.3. we will discuss this assumption
in more detail and we will also consider the categorial status of the operators. For the
moment we will simply call them 0. The diagram in (41) presents the structure of the
sentence in (39) before movement of the direct object NP.

(41)           IP

NPi                                           I'

Jaakup
(gen) OP
Jaku -l
Ce)        0'  

VP

arnaq angir sar paa

franskiq laat

French woman bring home often ind,3sg3sg

For the direct object arnaq franskiq to be outside the scope of -sar and to follow
Jakup it must move out of the VP to a position between Jakup and 0'. There are
three options: movement to spec,OP, adjunction to OP and adjunction to I'. Note that
given the X'-affix status of both I and 0, there are no barriers that block any of these
movements. We leave the choice between the three options for the next subsection.
Here, we merely conclude that in the presence of a sentential operator the S-structure
position of the direct object is higher than VR We hypothesize that this not only holds
for West Greenlandic, but also for the other variants of Inuit.
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3.5.4. Case-assignment to Direct Objects
In the preceding subsection we showed that when sentential operators are present,
direct objects obligatorily scramble out of the VR There must be a reason for this.
Normally obligatory movement of NPs from their base position is induced by Case
theoretical requirements. It is natural to assume that this is also what happens in this
case.16, The position in which nominative is assigned must therefore be outside the
VP (when sentential operators are present). This means that the proposal that V takes
over the nominative assignment properties of I and then assigns nominative in the same
way it assigns accusative in other languages must be rejected, unless one wants to
assume that this only happens when there are no operators. an idea which we will not
pursue. This leaves us with the other proposal we mentioned in 3.5.1., according to
which I is directly responsible for nominative assignment. Recall that in the case of
sentential operators we had three candidates for the S-structure position of the direct
object: spec,OP, adjunct to OP and adjunct to I'. One of these must be the nominative
position, that is, the position whose relation to I is such that I can assign nominative
to an NP which occupies it. When there is no sentential operator there is no possibility
of adjoining to OP and there is no spec,OR Notice, however, that instead of 'adjunct
to OP' we may speak of 'adjunct to the first maximal projection under I' '. When a
sentential operator is lacking this is 'adjunct to VP'. Similarly we can see spec,OP as
the specifier of the first maximal projection under I', and therefore as spec,VP, when
there is no operator. According to these interpretations we have three possibilities in
clauses with, as well as in clauses without, sentential operators. We represent them
in (42).

(42) a.       IP

- I'

X-I'

OP/VP                I

b.                      IP

I'

OP/VP

/« 1OP/VP                I
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c.                      IP

-.I'

OP/VP

X                0'/V'                 I

Notice that in all three cases I (primarily) governs the relevant position (X). Unless
we adapt our definition of government, then, government cannot be the relation we are
looking fon

There is one fact that indicates that the option we must choose here is that
in (42a). The sentential operators we have considered up to now were affixes preceding
inflection, but at least in one case inflection itself seems to have operator-like properties.
We refer to the inflection of conditional clauses, which are characterized by the MOOD
morpheme -gu. When conditional clauses are embedded in main clauses containing
affixes indicating futurity, the event expressed by the conditional is also a future event.
Bittner, who considers only this case of the conditional, calls -gu a 'future conditional
operator' and treats it on a par with other sentential operators (recall that for Bitmer all
operators form part of I). She shows that direct object NPs must be outside the scope

of -gu. Thus, in (43a) atuarnira ('my study') cannot be a potential study that will take
place in the future. The latter interpretation is obtained, on the other hand, if one resorts
to the antipassive version in (43b).

(43)a. Atuarnir-a naammassi-gukku
studying-my,nom finish -cond,1 sg3sg

(nuannaa -ssa-unga)
(be happy-fut-ind, lsg)
'If I finish the study I am doing (I will be happy)' WG,Bib:14

b.  Atuarni -nnik naammassi-nnig -kuma
studying-my,mod finish -antipass-cond.1 sg

(nuanna -ssa-unga)
(be happy-fut-ind, lsg)
'If I finish the study I hope to be accepted for (I will be happy)'WG,Bib:14

In this case we agree with Bitmer on the point that the operator is in I: in fact we regard
it as the morphological head of I. This implies that we must assume that the S-structure
position of direct object NPs is higher than I, a situation which obtains in (42a), but not
in (42b) or (42c).

The conclusion we have arrived at is that the S-structure position of the direct
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object is the adjunct position NP,I' and that this is the position in which it is assigned

nominative Case by  I. In (44) we reproduce the two nominative-assignment procedures
of Inuit.

(44)a. nominative assignment:
intransitive (normal)

IP

ti «jl I » I
b. nominative assignment:

transitive
I'

r

OP/VP                I

Obviously, I in Inuit is not only able to assign nominative by spec-head agreement, but
also by what we may call 'adjunct-head agreement'. Furthermore nominative-assign-
ment differs from genitive-assignment which only applies via spec-head agreement.

Our analysis involves some theoretical points which need attention. The first of
these concerns the adjunction site of the direct object. Notice that this site is an inter-
mediate projection, I'. Chomsky (1986) explicitly excludes adjunction to intermediate
projections. When we discussed the internal structure of the Inuit NP in chapter III,
however, we argued that this type of adjunction must be allowed. If the analysis above
is correct, it presents an other argument for this view.

Another point involves the A'-status of the adjoined direct object. In 5.2. we
claimed that a possible explanation for the fact that direct objects cannot act as an-
tecedents to fourth person anaphors was that they occurred in an A'-position at S-
structure. Given our analysis this explanation can be maintained. Suppose, however,
that we had arrived at an analysis where the direct object ended up in an A-position.
We would then not only lose an explanation for the facts concerning anaphoric binding,
but we would also run into problems with respect to the Specified Subject Condition
(SSC) or with respect to the account of scope facts we have adopted from Bittner. For
the latter to hold, the direct object must be outside the VP when sentential operators
are present. Movement out of VP crosses the base-position of the subject. This does
not matter if the target is an A'-position, but if it were an A-position the SSC would be
violated. Notice, incidentally, that it is crucial that we assume the validity of SSC here,
because if this constraint did not hold there would be no means of insuring that the
target position of the movement of the direct object is to the right of (i.e., lower than)
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that of the movement of the subject.
The A' nature of the surface position of the direct object has anotherconsequence:

we must assume that in Inuit Case can be assigned to A'-positions. It has been suggested
that Case-assignment to an NP in A'-position (spec,CP) holds in languages such as
Hungarian and French (Kayne (1984)), so that our assumption is not without precedents.
As to the specific device of'Case assignmentby adjunct-head agreement', we will return
to it in the next section.

Our third and last point has to do with Bittner's approach to scope. As we
mentioned earlier, the idea that the rules of the LF-component do not alter the scope
relations between direct objects and sentential operators is crucial to this approach. In
particular, it must not be possible for a sententential operator to move upwards over
the direct object, nor for the direct object NP to be lowered over the operaton It is
possible that LF-movement of sentential operators might be excluded on the basis of
their affixal character. Lowering of NPs has been proposed for cases involving raising
verbs and adjectives in English ( e.g. in May (1985)). This lowering takes place from
an A-position. Perhaps the A'-status of the Inuit direct object can be invoked to prevent
it from applying here. It is clear that more research is needed here, both into scope facts
in Inuit and into the nature of LF-movement rules.

3.5.5. Predicative NPs and Adjunct-Head Agreement
The adjunct-head agreement procedure for nominative assignment we proposed in the
preceding subsection is, as far as we know, not attested for other languages. Within
the Inuit languages themselves there is some evidence that it also applies in another
case. In Inuit clauses involving (non incorporated) predicative NPs, the latter either
have modalis Case or nominative Case. The modalis option, illustrated in (45), is only
available in secondary predication constructions.

(45)    Ajuqi-mik taa -sar   -paat
A.     -mod call-habit-ind,3p13sg
'They call him Ajuqi' *WG,F:87

It is remarkable that when the predicative NP has nominative Case it obligatorily follows
the verb, cf. (46) and (47).

(46)a.    Taa -sar -paat Ajuqi
call -habit-ind,3p13sg A.-nom
'They call him Ajuqi' WGY:87

b. *Ajuqi taa-sar-paat
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(47)a. Ateqar -punga Kaali
named -ind.lsg K.-nom
'I am named Kaali' WG,Sab:393

b. *Kaali ateqar-punga

Extraposition of all kinds of NPs in Inuit is normal, as we saw in chapter IV 2.2. Given
this, we expect predicative NPs to be able to follow the verb. However, we do not
expect that this happens obligatorily (when the predicative NPs are not in the modalis).
In Bok-Bennema and Groos (1988) it is proposed that the facts we are discussing here
follow from Case-theoretical requirements: the NPs under consideration, it is assumed,
need Case; this Case can or must be nominative, but nominative can only be assigned
if the NP moves out of the VR Let us assume that this aspect of the proposal is correct.
The further account in Bok-Bennema and Groos involves an agreement rule between
the predicative NP and its (nominative) subject and it is stipulated that this rule cannot
apply over a major category boundary (VP). An alternative that does not need such a
stipulation is one in which the nominative Case is assigned by adjunct-head agreement.
The NP extraposes, that is, moves over V and I, and adjoins to I'. Once this adjunction
has taken place the NP becomes a possible target for nominative Case-assignment via
adjunct-head agreement with I. In (48) we reproduce this analysis schematically.

(48) nominative assignment to predicative NPs

Ill
I'                  NPi

VP

„- v          \I
Of course there are many questions remaining here. One of these, is, for instance, why
in the case of predicative NPs the adjunction takes place to the right. Another is why we
only find two nominative NPs in one clause when one of these NPs acts as a predicate
of the other (and not, for instance, when one is a subject and the other a direct object).
It is not our intention to provide an answer to these questions here: we have merely
wanted to show that there is some reason to assume that Inuit nominative assignment
by adjunct-head agreement is not restricted to direct object NPs.

3.7. Conclusion
We have now arrived at the following account of the ergative Case-system of Inuit.
1) The infiectional head of the sentence, I, is either intransitive or transitive.
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2) Intransitive I assigns nominative, and does not differ from the I of nominative-
accusative clauses in this respect.
3) Transitive I assigns two Cases: genitive and nominative. Transitive I in Inuit is
distinct from the I in transitive clauses in nominative-accusative languages, which only
assigns nominative.
4) Genitive Case is always assigned by spec-head agreement, to an NP in spec,IP (the
subject). Genitive Case is what is traditionally called 'ergative Case'.
5) Nominative assignment proceeds either by spec-head agreement to an NP in spec,IP
or by adjunct-head agreement to an NP adjoined to I ., 17)

Central to the parametrization that gives rise to the Inuit Case system, in this
account, is the special character of the inflectional head of transitive sentences and
specifically its ability to assign genitive Case (in addition to nominative). As mentioned
earlier, languages vary as to whichcategories can assign genitive. The language-learning
child obviously has to decide which of the heads in its language are genitive-assigners,
in the same way as it has to decide, for instance, which heads, if any, are formal licensers
for pro-drop. Presumably, in both cases, it is often greatly helped in its task by clues
presented by agreement-morphology. In this respect the Inuit child is confronted with
clear evidence for the genitive assigning status of transitive I.18)

The approach we have been presenting involves the crucial assumption that
(abstract) accusative Case is not available in Inuit transitive clauses.  It is the lack of this
Case that causes that direct objects obligatorily to end up in a position where another
- nominative - Case can be assigned to them. In as far as our approach is correct, it
supports the Unaccusativity Hypothesis we defended in chapter I. We may mention
here that in chapter IV we will claim that Inuit is not entirely unaccusative. This claim,
will not however interfere with the analysis of the ergative Case patterns  in the present
chapter, which we will go on to assume follow from lack of accusative Case.

4. Case-assignment in Complex Clauses
4.1. Introduction
In section 2.8. of the preceding chapter we discussed the fact that the counterparts
verbs that select infinitival complements in other languages are always affixal in Inuit.
We argued there that they must nevertheless be regarded as syntactic entities with a
projection of their own and with clausal complements. The present section will be
dedicated to the Case-patterns that arise in structures containing these affixal verbs.
It will be shown that these patterns can be accounted for by exactly the same Case-
assignment procedures as the ones we proposed for simplex clauses. First however, we
will present an explicit analysis infinitival structures. In (49) we repeat some relevant
examples.
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(49)a. subject control:

Angutik-p annak taku-guma-vaa
man -gen woman-nom see -want -ind,3sg3sg
'The man wants to see the woman' L,Sb:168

b. object control:

Anguti-p arnaq nhi-qqu -vaa
man -gen woman-nom eat -tell -ind.3sg3sg
'The man tells the woman to eat' WG,Inf

c. raising:

Siallir-sima-vuq
rain -must-ind,3 sg
'It must have rained' WG,F:294

d. causative/ECM:

Nutara-up arnaq ani  -ti   -taa
child -erg woman goout -cause-part,3sg3sg
'The child made the woman go out' Q,J&.1:3

The affixal matrix verbs, we hypothesize, have the status of X'-affixes. In (50) we repeat
our list of general properties of X'-affixes:

(50)
1.  X'-affixes are [+Xo, +affix]
2. as Xocategories they have an independent syntactic pro-

jection, and can select complement XPs
3.  as [+affix] they select an Xo (their stem)
4.  the syntactic and morphological selectional properties of

X'-affixes are satisfied at every level of representation
(with the exception of marked X'-affixes, such as those
involved in verb-preposing)

5.   X'-affixes are col-governors of the head of their comple-
ment, which is at the same time their stem

It is evident that properties (1-3) hold for the affixes under consideration, once it is as-
sumed that the complement verb projects independently. Before we say something about
properties (4-5), we must consider whether the complements contain any functional
projections.
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It is clear that the complements contain no overt category with infiectional status:
the verb incorporated by the affix is a pure stem. When discussing affixes incorporating
nouns (chapter IV. 2.7.). we argued that their complements lack nominal inflection.
It is plausible that noun-incorporating and verb-incorporating affixes have essentially
the same properties. Let us assume, therefore, that I is also absent in the cases under
consideration. Another question is whether the complements have a COMR Recall
that we are assuming that Inuit does have this category (chapter IV  1.2.), even though
it is never lexically realized. Recall also that we have subclassified Inuit infinitival
complements as (subject and object) control complements, raising complements, and
ECM/causative complements. In the case of control complements, which have a PRO
subject, there must be some element that protects this subject from government by
the matrix (affixal) verb. We suggest that in this case a non-lexical COMP is present.
Recall that we assume that such a COMP is itself not a governor (for the Binding
Conditions)(chapter III 3.4.).

With respect to Raising and ECM/Causative complements we follow the standard
assumption that they have no COMR

We hence have two major types of infinitival complements. one with and one
without COMP, and both without I, see (51). This means that both (affixal) verbs and
complementizers in Inuit are able to select small-clause VP complements.

(51)a. ...[C[PRO[...V]]V
CP VP    VP

b. ... [NP [...V]]V
VP    VP

Notice, incidentally, that in (5la) the complement verb itself does not govern its PRO
subject because government by a given head, as we have defined it, only applies to
constituents dominated by intermediate projections of this head.

As the complement verb is adjacent to the affixal matrix verb, the former can
be analyzed as the stem of the latter at all levels, as required by property  (4)  of (50).
According to property (5), the matrix verb must act as col-governor of the complement
verb. This means that it must itself p(rimarily)-govern the complement verb, that is, the
complement verb must either be the head of the complement or the head of a category
which is uniquely contained by the complement. The p-government condition is indeed
satisfied.

The treatment of infinitival complements as complements of X'-affixes has as a
consequence that constituents governed by the complement verb are also governed by
the matrix verb. This means that the complement forms no barrier for them, and that
they can be extracted freely. This possibility of extraction plays a crucial role in the
explanation of the Case-patterns we will discuss.
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4.2. Subject Control
The I of a clause containing a subject control verb can either be transitive or intransitive,
see (52).

(52)a. Hansi sinik-kuma-vuq
H.-nom sleep-want -ind,3sg
'Hansi wants to sleep' *WG,F:325

b. Hansi-p qajaq atur -uma -vaa
H.     -gen kayak-nom borrow-want-ind,3sg3sg
'Hansi wants to borrow the kayak' WG,Inf

The choice of inflection type is determined by the (in)transitivity of the complement
verb: in (52a) this verb is intransitive sinig, and the matrix verbs -juma is followed by
intransitive -vuq; in (52b) we have the transitive verb atur, and -juma is followed by
transitive -vaa. The phenomenon exemplified in (52) may be called 'infiection shift'.
Notice that it is reminiscent of the 'auxiliary shift' that occurs with Italian restructuring
verbs. This shift is illustrated in (53) (these examples are from Rizzi (1978)).

(53)a.    Piero a voluto venire con  noi
R      is wanted come  with us
'Piero has wanted to come with us' Italian

b.    Piero ha voluto mangiare con  noi
R      has wanted eat with us
'Piero has wanted to eat with us'

The example in (53a) contains the auxiliary essere, which is typically used with 'unac-
cusative' verbs, such as the complement verb venire here. The auxilary avere, in (53b),
on the other hand, is the the auxiliary for 'unergative' (or transitive) verbs such as
mangiare.

Let us now consider the Case-patterns as they occur in (52). In (52a), where
the complement verb and I are intransitive, the only Case available is the nominative.
This Case is assigned to the matrix subject, in spec IR In (52b), where the complement
and I are transitive, I is specified for genitive and nominative, which are both assigned.
The matrix subject moves to spec,IP, but now the Case assigned to it (by spec-head

agreement) is genitive. Nominative Case can then be assigned to an adjunct of I'. The
direct object of the complement verb, which is in the extended government domain of
the X'-affixes matrix V and I, can freely move to this position, without encountering
barriers. Notice that when it does this it crosses both the PRO subject of the complement
and the (trace of) the matrix subject under VP, but that this is irrelevant, as the movement
is of the A'-type. The direct object obviously undergoes the intended movement, and is
assigned nominative Case. The transitive agreement morphology on I reflects its double
Case-assignment function.
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We reproduce the S-structure of (52b) in (54). For reasons of space we will not
represent V' and C' under non-branching VP and CP in this and the following diagrams.
We will mark the complement node, using bold.

(54)                IP

NPi                                           I'

Hansip -
(gen)            NPj                                           I'

qajaq
(nom)     VP 

ei VP

cp-
C        VP-i

PROi VP

5        V        V    I
atur juma vaa

Hansi kajak borrow want ind,3sg3sg

4.3. Raising
With respect to the selection of I, raising constructions have the same properties as
subject control constructions: when the complement verb is intransitive, as in (55a), I
is also intransitive; transitive complement verbs, On the other hand, co-occur with
transitive I, as in (55b).

(55)a. Angut sini -lir -Puq
man-nom sleep-begin-ind,3sg
'The man begins to sleep' WG,Inf

b. Hansi-p qimmiq taku-lir -paa
H.     -gen dog-nom see -begin-ind,3sg3sg
'Hansi begins to see the dog' WG,Inf

The explanation of the Case pattern here is relatively simple: in the intransitive case
(55a) the complement subject raises to spec,IP. In spec,IP it is assigned nominative. In
the transitive case (55b) it raises likewise and is assigned genitive. The complement
direct object also raises - over the (trace of) the complement subject -. to NRI' and is
assigned nominative; (56) presents the S-structure of (55b).
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(56)                 IP

NPi                  I'
Hansip
(gen) NPj

111 1.1111 1111 111.  

VP

e,-vp
ej                 V                 V        I

taku lir vaa
Hansi        dog see begin ind,3sg3sg

Before we proceed to discuss the Case-assignment procedures in object control and
causative/ECM constructions, we will give some attention to the members of the class
of raising verbs in Inuit. In chapter IV we listed as raising verbs the equivalents of
'begin', 'stop', (epistemic) 'must' and 'seem'. Actually, the class of X'-affixes which
have an identical syntactic and morphological behaviour comprises many more items.
In fact many of the productive affixes which can occur between a verbal stem and I
can be considered to be raising verbs. Thus, for instance, there is little reason not to
treat the sentential operators, discussed in 3.5.3.. as raising verbs (except for -sariaqar
in (4Oa) ('must') which is presumably a control verb). In (57) we reproduce some West
Greenlandic examples ofthe affixes underconsideration, from Fortescue (1984). Notice
that many of these translate as adverbials in English.

(57)a. tense/aspect

-jartur progressive aspect, 'more and more'
-junnaar terminative aspect
-lir ingressive aspect 'begin'

-qqamir     near past
-qqig iterative aspect, 'again'
-riikataq distant past
-riir 'already'
-ssa future

-sar habitual aspect, 'often'
-sima perfect tense
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b. modality

-gunar ' seem' (from visible evidence)

-junnarsi 'probably'
-nnguatsiar 'presumably'
-qquu 'undoubtedly'

c. subjective coloration

-kasiq mild disdain
-luinnar 'really'
-qi                    intensity
-riallar surprise

d.    degree and manner

-allag 'suddenly a bit'
-gasuar 'quickly', 'hurriedly'

-innar '
only'

-laar 'a little'

-lluar 'well'
-ngaar 'very'

-ngajaq 'almost'
-nirluq 'badly'
-riataar 'suddenly'

This overview is far from complete. For more details we refer the reader to Fortescue
(1980, 1983 and 1984), who also discusses the (ordering) restrictions on the co-occur-
rence of these affixes. We must assume the latter to follow from selectional properties.

4.4. Object Control

Object control verbs differ from subject control and raising verbs in that they themselves
determine the choice of inflection type. They are inherently transitive, and hence co-
occur with a transitive I, unless they are detransitivized; see the examples in (58), where

in (58b,c) -rqu/ -qqu has been detransitivized by antipassivization.

(58)a. Piita-up Jaani   ani  -rqu -vaa
R    -gen J.-nom leave-tell -ind,3sg3sg
'Piita tells Jaani to leave' CA,Jo:24

b. Arna -up nutarar titirauti-mik   nani -si -rqu -vaa
woman-gen child-nom pencil  -mod find -antip-tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' Ca,Jo:24
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c. Arnaq nutarar-mik titirauti-mik
woman-nom child -mod pencil  -mod

nani-si -rqu -ji -vuq
find -antip-tell -antip-ind,sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' CA,Jo:25

d.    Hansi   qaa  -qqu -si    -vuq
H.-nom come-tell -antip-ind,3sg
'Hansi told (people) to come' *WG,F:87

These examples contain basically intransitive (58a,d) or detransitivized (58b,c) com-
plement verbs, and pose no problems with respect to Case-assignment, which proceeds
as in simplex clauses. Consider now the example in (59).

(59) *Arna -up nutaraq titirauti nani-rqu -vaa
woman -gen child-nom pencil-nom find -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' *CA,Jo:24

Examples such as these were discussed in the introduction to this chapter, where
we stated that the Morphological Case Hypothesis is not able to account for their
ungrammaticality. The Case-assignment procedures we have proposed provide a simple
explanation here. When the complement is transitive it contains a direct object NP in
need of Case (titirauti in (59)). Theoretically, this NP could scramble out of the
complement adjoin to matrix I' and be assigned nominative, just as this happens
with complement direct objects in subject control and raising constructions. But, as I
only assigns nominative once (recall that the case involving predicative NPs discussed
in 3.5.4. is an exception), this would leave the matrix direct object (nutaraq in (59))
Caseless.20)

Interestingly, many speakers allow for a variant of object control where the
controller is either left unexpressed or is expressed in the dative Case.21, In (60) we
present an example.

(60)    (Miiqqa-mut) niqi -mik aa   -lli    -qqu -si     -vuq
(child -dat) meat-mod fetch-antip-tell -antip-ind,3sg
'She ordered (the child) to fetch some meat' WG,F:270

In this example the matrix verb -qqu is detransitivized (by antipassivization) and fol-
lowed by intransitive I. The dative option, however, also occurs with non-detransitivized
matrix verbs, which are followed by transitive I. In this case nominative can be and is
assigned to the direct object NP of the complement, which raises to NP,I'. compare the
examples in (61).
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(61)a. Hansi-p quaq uatsin-nut niri-qqu -aa
H.     -gen frozen meat-nom we    -dat eat -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'Hansi told us to eat the frozen meat' *WG,F:43

b. Aallaat Piita-mut tunniuti-qqu-aa
gun-nom Piita-dat give -qqu-ind,3sg3sg
'He asked Piita to give the gun (to someone)' WG,F:271
'or: He asked (someone) to give the gun to Piita'

c.       Nulia-mi -nut mattak niri-qqu-aa
wife -his-dat mattak-nom eat -ask -ind,3sg3sg
'He asked his wife to eat the mattak' WG,F:84

In (62) we present the S-structure of (618).

(62)           IP

NP1    I'
Hansip i-i
(gen) NPj   I'

quaq
(nom) VP

ei-VP
NPk                V'

uatsin
-nut CP/-1C        VP

PROk VP              I

e j V V I
niri qqu aa

Hansi frozen US eat tell ind,3sg3sg

meat

Notice  that the order  in  (62)  is the correct  one  for (6la). According to Fortescue
(1984) this is the canonical order for the construction we are considering. The non-
canonical order in (61c), where the dative controller precedes the nominative object
can presumably be accounted for as involving topicalization of the controller.22)
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4.5. Causative/ECM
Like object control verbs, causative or ECM verbs are inherently transitive. Compare
the examples in (63a.b) with the one in (63c), where causative -tit is detransitivized by
antipassivization.

(63)a. Anaana-ata Hansi sinis -sur   -aa

mother -his,gen H.-nom sleep-think-ind.3sg3sg
'His mother thought Hansi to sleep = thought Hansi was asleepAWG,F:37

b. Miiqat kalaallisut ilinniar-tip -pai
children-nom Greenlandic learn -caus-ind,3sg3pl
'He is teaching the children Greenlandic' WG,F:270

c.   Miiqqa -nik kalaallisut ilinniar-tit   -si   -vuq
children-mod Greenlandic learn -cause-antip-ind,3sg
'He is teaching children Greenlandic' WG,F:270

The complement verbs, in these examples, are intransitive. Kalaallisut in (63b, c) is
adverbial, and needs no Case. Case-assignment in (63a,b) proceeds in a parallel way to
Case-assignment in object control clauses with intransitive complements, except that
here it is the complement subject that raises to the nominative position, instead of a
controller. With respect to (63c) we observe that the complement subject appears in the
modalis while it is the matrix verb that is antipassivized. This is strange according to
the analysis of antipassivization we have been using so far, which entails absorption
of the thematic direct object of the antipassivized verb. We will return to this point in
the next chapter, but here we disregard it. In (64) we present the S-structure of (638).
which illustrates the Case-pattern for the verbs we are considering.
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(64)           IP

NPi                                           I'

anaana

-ata     NPj               I'

(gen)

Hansi    VP lei -vp     

\

sinis sur     aa
His Hansi sleep think ind.3sg3sg

mother

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Causative/ECM verbs with a
transitive complement do not permit both the complement subject and the complement
direct object to be absolutive (=nominative). Thus, for instance, (65) is ungrammatical.

(65) *Anaana-ata Hansi matu ammar-tip -paa
mother -his-gen H.-nom door-nom open -cause-ind,3sg3sg
'His mother got Hansi to open the door' *WG,F:84

The reason for this ungrammaticality is the same as the one for the parallel case in the
object control construction: there is only one instance of nominative Case available.

It is often claimed that the verbs we are considering here allow for a version with
a transitive complement. This is done on the basis of sentences such as those in (66),
where the agent NP of the complement either has dative Case or is omitted.23)

(66)a. Miiqqat uannut paari -tip -pai
child-nom,pl me-dat look after-cause-ind,1 sg3pl
'He had me look after the children' WG,F:269

b. Assa -kka matu-mut kiggi-sip -pakka
fingers-my,pl-nom door -dat jam -cause-ind,lsg, 1 pl
'I got my fingers jammed in the door' WG,F:84
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c. Amaar-tip -paa
open -cause-ind,3sg3sg
'He got someone to open it' WG,F:84

d. Qerqojat illingnut neksar -niarasugi-vavut
seaweed-nom you-dat take along-believe -ind,lp13sg
'We believe that you will take the seaweed with you' OL,Bo:314

If the complement is indeed transitive in these cases, it must be assumed that the the
matrix verb can assign dative to the transitive complement's subject: this verb would
then have the same properties as, for instance, French faire in the faire-h construction
(chapter III 3.3.). An alternative is that the complement is a kind of 'hidden passive'.
This alternative is chosen in Bourquin (1891) and in Woodbury (1985). Bourquin
contrasts pairs like the following, which, according to him, have identical meanings:

(67)a. Qerqojat illingnut neksar -niarasugiva-vavut (OL)
seaweed-nom you-dat take along-believe -ind,lp13sg

b. Qerqojat illingnut neksar     -ta -u -niarasugiva-vavut
seaweed-nom you-dat take along-pass -be-believe -ind,lp13sg
'We believe that the seewead will be taken along by you' =66d
'(= We believe that you will take the seaweed with you)'

c. Pooq neksar -tip  -paa
thing-nom take along-cause-ind,3sg3sg

d. Pooq neksar -ta  -u -tip  -paa
thing-nom take along-pass -be-cause-ind,3sg3sg
'He has the thing taken along' OL,Bo:315

The sentences in (67a) and (67c) are instances of the construction we are considering and
those in (67b,d) are their counterparts with a passivized complement verb. According to
Bourquin, (67a,c) are also passives but without passive morphology. Thus, in his view
the dative NP has the status of an optional by-phrase. If Bourquin is correct, what we
have here is the equivalent of the faire-par instead of that of the faire-A construction
(Kayne (1975)) and Inuit causative/ECM verbs have essentially the same properties as
French laisser, Dutch laten, or German lassen, which also allow for the alternation
of hidden and oven passive complements; compare, for instance, the following Dutch
examples:
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(68)a.     Hij laat z'n kinderen onderzoeken (door de dokter)
he lets his children examine (by the doctor)

b.    Hij laat z'n kinderen onderzocht worden (door de dokter)
he lets his children examined be (by the doctor)
'He has his children examined by the doctor' Dutch

Both the faire-h and the faire-par approach make it possible for the theme of the
complement to move out of the complement and adjoin to I'. In other words: both
explain the nominative Case of the theme. There is, however, some evidence that the
faire-par approach has to be chosen. Consider the example in (69).

(69) Hansi qimmi-mut kii  -sip    -puq
H.-nom dog -dat bite-cause-ind.3sg
'Hansi got bitten by the dog' *WG,F:265

This sentence forms an instance of the Inuit 'get'-passive (cf. chapter II 2.3.1.). Notice
that causative -tit (-sip) is followed directly by intransitive I, without the addition of
detransitivizing morphology. We assume that this means that it is a lexical refiexive
and it contains a retained agent (cf. chapter III 2.3.3.). This agent needs an antecedent
in syntax. The direct object of the 'hidden passive' complement, Hansi. raises to the
unoccupied - nominative - spec,IP position, from where it can act as this antecedent.
The structure for (69) is, thus, that in (70), and its interpretation is actually 'Hansi got
himself bitten by the dog'.24)

(70)     [ Hansii [ qimmi-mut ei kii- ]sip - puq]
p VP agenti

Under the faire-A option it would be impossible for the complement direct object Hansi
to raise to the A-position spec, IP: the dative would be a subject and induce the SSC.
The NP Hansi, then, would be unable to act as antecedent and, moreover, it would not
be assigned nominative Case.

In (71) we present the analysis of (67c), according to the faire-par option, which
we will from now on adopt (we assume that the complement does not have a subject
position, cf. note 7).25)
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(71)                  IP

NPi                  I'
pro .-1

(gen)            NPj                                           I'

pooq
(nom) VP

\
ei                   VP

neksar  tip paa
thing take along cause ind,3sg3sg

4.6. Conclusions

Causative/ECM verbs were the lastofthe four types ofverbs we setouttodiscuss. In(72)
we summarize our findings concerning the Case-patterns that arise in the constructions
in which each of these four types appear.
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(72)     1. subject control: (in)transitivity of I determined by
complement verb

a. intransitive complement: matrix subject nom in spec,IP
b. transitive complement : matrix subject gen in spec,IP

complement object nom in NP,I'

2. raising: (in) transitivity of I determined by complement verb

a. intransitive complement: complement subject nom in spec,IP
b. transitive complement : complement subject gen in spec,IP
complement object nom in NP,I'

3. object control (with lexical non-dative controller): I is
transitive

a. intransitive complement: matrix subject gen in spec,IP
matrix object nom in NP,I'

b. transitive complement : conflict w.r.t. nom assignment

4. causative/ECM: I is transitive

a. intransitive complement: matrix subject gen in spec,IP
complement subject nom in NP,I'

b. transitive complement : conflict w.r. t. nom assignment

The Case-assignment procedures themselves are exactly the same as those in simplex
clauses. In subject control and raising constructions the direct object of a transitive
complement behaves like a direct object of a simplex clause with respect to Case (and
position). This is possible because the matrix verb is an X'-affix and eliminates the
barrierhood of the complement's projections for those constituents that are governed by
the complement verb. The complement object can thus scramble to spec,I', just as direct
objects of simplex clauses do. In object control and causative/ECM constructions the
matrix verb is likewise an X'-affix. Theoretically the complement direct object might
also raise to the matrix clause. These constructions, however, have another 'direct
object' (the controller, or the complement subject) in need of nominative Case, so that
a conflict arises. In both cases there is a 'dative option' (dative controller, by-phrase)
for this other 'direct object'. When this option is chosen the complement direct object
indeed acts as the direct object of a simplex clause with respect to Case (and position).
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5. Case-Assignment in Syntactic Nominalizations
5.1. Introduction
Inuit has a number of nominalizations that seem to involve - at least - VPs. In the
introduction to the present chapter we mentioned -niq nominalizations and -vvik nom-
inalizations; others are 'participial'  -suq and -saq nominalizations. The purpose of the
present section is to describe the Case-assignment procedures in these nominalizations.
We will treat the nominalizing affixes as X'-affixes, and thus extend the class of primary
governors (cf. chapter III 5.4.) to these (nominal) affixes.

In chapter II 3.2. we discussed the morphological and semantic aspects of the
nominalizations we will be concerned with here, but did not consider the syntax they
involve. There. we also mentioned the agentive nominalizer -si. of which we said that it
has the same function as its English counterpart -er. For -si there is, as far as we know,
no evidence that it nominalizes more than verbs and for this reason it will play no role
here.

As the properties of -niq and -vvik nominalizations are somewhat less complex
than those of'participial' nominalizations, we will start with the former.

5.2.-niq and -vvik nominalizations
In the introduction to this chapter we mentioned that nominalizations involving -niq
could contain adverbials; in (73) we repeat the example we presented there.

(73) (Nalu -aa) qinnuta-ata qanuq
(not know-ind,3sg3sg) request-his,gen how

naammassi-niqar-ni -ssa-a
implement -pass -NIQ-fut-its,abs
'(She did not know) how his request would be implemented' WG,F:45

Examples such as this indicate that -niq nominalizes more that just the verb. In fact
-niq can be considered to be a (nominal) X'-affix that selects a non-finite complement.
Non-finite complements in Inuit, we argued in the preceding section, are inflectionless
clauses of the CP or VP type. When they are CPs they contain a'protected' PRO subject
and when they are VPs they contain a'non-protected' subject, which is lexically realized
in the matrix clause when the complement is selected by a verbal X'-affix. As we will
show, the complement of -niq can be either a CP or a VR Examples involving a CR
and hence a PRO subject, are those in (74) (we leave the - complex - modalis modifier
in (74b) unanalyzed).

(74)a. pisun-nik Naini-mut ippasak
walk -NIQ N. -dat yesterday
'(the) walking to Nain yesterday' L,Sa:73
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b. Allannir-nik uqaasinngukka -nik
letter -mod,pl becoming words-mod,pl

paasi -nnis -sinna-nngin-niq
understand-antip-can -not -NIQ-nom

(qallunaatut taa -niqar-tar -puq ordblindhed)
(in Danish call-pass -habit-ind,3sg ordblindhed-nom)
'Not being able to understand letters forming words' WG,F:47
'(is called 'ordblindhed' in Danish)'

In (75) we present the structure of (74a), abstracting away from the-extraposed -
position of the dative phrase and leaving out the adverbial (moreover, we treat the
complement verb as 'unergative' here, but nothing hinges on this).

(75) NP

CP

C        VP

PRO VP

PP         V                N
Naini pisun nik

-mut
to Nain walk                                  ing

Notice that if the unaccusativity hypothesis is correct for Inuit, there is no way to assign
Case to a direct object within the complement. This does not mean, however, that the
complement verb is necessarily intransitive. Like other NPs. -niq nominalizations can
be 'topped up' by an NI projection. This has as a consequence that a genitive position
(spec,NIP) becomes available in the nominalization. As can be seen in (76), direct object
NPs can move to this position. (Note, incidentally, that in (76a) PRO is controlled by
the matrix subject, while in other cases it recieves an arbitrary interpretation)

(76)a.    Aja -mi naapin-ni -ssa-a (qilanaar -aa)

aunt-his,gen meet -NIQ-fut-her,abs (look forward to-ind,3sg3sg)
'(He looked forward to) meeting his aunt' WG,F:46

b. anguti-p tuqun -nir  -a
man   -gen kill -NIQ-his
'the killing of the man' WG,F:46
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In (77) we present the analysis of the nominalization in (76a).

(77) NIP

NPi NI'
ajami
(gen)    NP  /.

c /'vp
PRO VP              I

ei                   V        N        NI
naapin ni a

his aunt meet         ing          her

Notice that due to the X'-affix character of the nominalizer and NI, there are no barriers
which block the movement of the direct object NR Notice also that this movement
takes place over the PRO subject of the complement. This means that the spec,NIP
position must be an A'-position, because otherwise the SSC would be violated. In this,
spec,NIP obviously differs from spec,IP, which is an A-position and cannot act as a
target position for movement of direct objects of transitive verbs.26)

In the example in (78) the subject of the nominalized verb, instead of having the
status of PRO, is itself realized as a genitive NR This also holds true for the example
in (73) above, where the genitive NP is a small pro.

(78) qimmi-up tusaan-0 -ni -nga sivanim-mik
dog    -gen hear -antip-NIQ-his bell -mod
'the dog's hearing the bell' L,Sa:73

In this case the complement selected by -niq must be assumed to be a (clausal) VP,
instead of a CP: this makes it possible to explain the properties of the subject as being
produced by its 'raising' to spec.NI. In (79) we present the relevant structural aspects.
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(79) NIP

NPi NI'
qimmi
-up NP

Vp                3

ei                    VP

PP- V   N   NI
sivanim -mik tusaan ni nga

dog's     bell (mod) hear        ing         his

Unlike -niq nominalizations with CP complements, their counterparts with VP
complements must be intransitive. The reason for this is that in the latter the subject
of the complement is not 'protected' and cannot be PRO, with as a consequence that it
needs Case. The directobject NP wouldalsoneed Case. The onlypossible Case position,
however, is the genitive position, spec,IP. This means that -niq nominalizations with
transitive VP complements will automatically be ruled out by the Case Filter. As we
have already discussed in the introduction to the present chapter, absolutive Case is
not available in -niq nominalizations; this is in line with the view that this Case is
nominative and assigned by finite sentential I.

In chapter II 3.2.2 we described -vvik nominalizations as involving the binding
of the event role of the verb they nominalize. Apart from this, their properties are
essentially the same as those of -niq nominalizations: the subject of the the nominalized
verb may be non-lexical, in which case there may be a genitively marked direct object;
alternatively the subject of the verb may be genitive and no direct object is allowed.
We illustrate this in (80). The example in (80a), involving object incorporation by
the nominalized verb, contains a non-lexical subject. In (8Ob) the subject is also non-
lexical, but now there is a (pro) direct object with genitive Case, as can be induced
from the presence of the genitive marker -a. In (80c,d), finally, the (pro) subject of the
nominalized verb is genitive.

(80)a.    puisi-niar -vik
seal -hunt-VVIK
'place for hunting seals' WG,F:319

b.   singi -vvi   -a
lower-VVIK-its
'(the) place where they lowered it' WG,F:319
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c.    singit -si -vi    -a

lower -antip-VVIK-his
'the place he lowered (the boat)' WG,F:319

d. Mikaalli-mi naapit-si -vvi -ga
M.         -mod meet -antip-VVIK-my,nom

(tassa Kali-p illu -a)
(that is K. -gen house-his,nom)
'My meeting Mikaalli-place (was Kali's house)' WG,F:79
'My meeting Mikaalli (took place in Kali's house)'

Given the parallelism between the two constructions, we hypothesize that their structure
is essentially the same, i.e., that -vvik, like -niq, is a nominal X'-affix that either select
CP complements with a PRO subject (80a,b), or 'raising' VP complements  (80c,d).
As for the binding of the event role by -vvik, we assume that this role is assigned to an
empty category in the complement which is then obligatorily coindexed by -vvik (see
note 28 below).

In (81) we summarize the distinct options for the nominalizations under consid-
eration.

(81)    -niq and -vvik nominalizations:

a. without gen in spec,IP:[PRO V(intr)]-niq/-vvik
CP

b. with gen in spec.IP: 1. NPi(gen) [  PRO ei V(tr)]-niq/-vvik
CP

2. NPi(gen) [ ei V(intr)]-niq/-vvik
VP

Of special interest here is the first option under (b), which is made possible by the fact
that 1) Inuit transitive verbs are not Case-assigners and 2) the genitive position spec,IP
is an A'-position, and as such available as a target for the movement of the complement
direct object.

5.3.-suq and -saq Nominalizations
As discussed in chapter H 3.2., -suq and -saq (or their dialectal variants -juq/-jaq)
are the mood affixes of the participial mood, although in West Greenlandic -saq has
become obsolete as such. We will ignore this latter fact here. The affixes can also act as
nominalizers and, like -niq and -vvik, they then appear to nominalize clauses.27, Thus,
for instance, -suq and -saqnominalizations may involve adverbials:
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(82)a. (Ikinnguta-a) aqagu tikit -tu -ssaq

(ftiend -his) tomorrow arrive-SUQ-fut

'(his friend) the one who arrives tomorrow =' WG,F:50
'(his friend) who is arriving tomorrow'

b. (Angum-mut) ippasaq naapi-ta -nnut (tunniup-para)
(man -dat) yesterday meet -SAQ-dat,my (give     -ind,1 sg3sg)
'(I gave it to the man) the one I met yesterday =' WG,F:49
'(I gave it to the man) I met yesterday'

We assume here that nominalizing -suq and -saq are X'-affixes involving non-finite
clausal complements. An additional property they have is that they 'bind' an argument
of the verb they attach to.

We will start by discussing the properties of -suq (-juq) inmore detail. When -suq
functions as a mood-morpheme it attaches to intransitive or detransitivized verbs. When
it acts as nominalizer it retains this property. This implies that in -suq nominalizations
there is no need for a 'special' Case for direct objects. Nevertheless, as we will see,
these nominalizations involve a specific Case property, which is worth considering.
In (83) we present some additional examples of -suq nominalizations.

(83)a. ipis -suq
be sharp-SUQ
'the thing which is sharp' *WG,F:53

b. (Nukappiaqqa-p) qimmi-mut kii -sit    -tu -p
(boy -gen) dog -dat bite-cause-SUQ-gen

(uqaluttuar-aa)
(tell about-ind,3sg3sg)
'(The boy) the one who got bitten by the dog (told about it)' WG,F:52

c. (utuqqaq) Maratsi-mik angumiri -nnit -tuq
(old man) M. -mod manage to meet-apass-SUQ
'(an old man) the one who had met Maratsi' WG,F:55

From these examples it can be deduced that the argument 'bound' by -suq is the
subject of the complement. Notice that it is really the grammatical function 'subject'
that is involved, and not a thematic function: in (83a) the 'bound' argument is the sole
argument of the (we assume) 'unaccusative' verb ipis ('be sharp'), in (83b) it is the
theme of a 'get' passive and in (83c) the agent of antipassivized angumiri ('manage
to meet'). The bound arguments in (83a,b) are only subjects, of course, if they have
undergone syntactic movement to subject position. The correct generalization therefore
appears to be that the 'bound' element is an empty category ocurring in the S-structure
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subject position of the complement. The obvious candidate here is PRO. This means
that the complement is of the CP-type. In (84) we present the structure of (84a).

(84) NP

Cp        \\\
C        VP

PRO,VP» »«,
Wis      suqi

be sharp thing

We have coindexed the PRO in (84) with -suq, indicating that -suq, which itself
expresses the unmarked nominal concept 'thing/one', binds PRO.28)

Like other NPs, -suq nominalizations can be 'topped up' by an NI projection. A
special feature here is that when this happens and NI acts as Case-assigner, the Case
involved is nominative, instead of genitive. Thus, for instance, in (85b), we have the
nominative first person plural marker -gut, instead of its genitive counterpart -vut, and,
consequently, a nominative pro in spec,IR

(85) Amerikamiu-u -su -gllt

American -be-SUQ-lpl
'We the ones who are American = We Americans' WG,F:49

When -suq functions as a mood-morpheme it contains the feature [+nominative]. Ap-
parently it maintains this feature when it acts as nominalizer, and. we suggest passes
it on to NI, which then loses its genitive assigning properties and becomes an optional
nominative assigner. An alternative here would be to consider nominalizing -suq itself
as the morphological head of NI. This would have as an advantage that no transmission
of Case-feature would be required. Consider, however, the following example:

(86) Uqar-tu -qa -nngil-aq
say -SUQ-have-neg -3sg,ind
'There was no one who spoke' WG,F:328

Here we see that heads of -suq nominalizations can undergo object incorporation.
This kind of incorporation, we argued in chapter IV (2.7.4.), involves NPs and not
NIPs. If -suq were the head of NIP we would therefore expect incorporation to be
impossible. For this reason the transmission approach is to be preferred.29, Notice that
this approach implies that the nominative feature must be an inherent feature of -suq
(cf. the discussion in 3.3.4. of this chapter).
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When we discussed -niq nominalizations we saw that these could involve a
clausal VP complement, of which the subject raised to spec,NIR A question that arises
here is whether -suq nominalizations allow for the same type of complement. In (87)
we present the structure for this case.

(87) NIP

NPi NI'

(nom) NP  
VP
/r\i

ei                    Vp                  Xi ill\
V  Ni NI
suq

In West Greenlandic this structure does not appear to be allowed, even though nomina-
tive assignment does occur in -suq nominalizations in this language. as in (85) above.
The only nominative NPs that occur there are pronominals such as pro or uagut ('we')
and generic NPs such as inuiaat ('people'). This restriction can be explained if it is
assumed that these NPs have a specifying status, comparable to English 'we' in 'we
Americans', and are generated outside the complement, but not if they have the status
of complement subject. Consider, however. the example in (88), which is from the
Canadian Rankin Inlet dialect, discussed in Creider (1978).

(88) Angut natsir-mik taku-0 -juk niqi niri-vaa

man-nom seal   -mod see -antip-SUQ(gen) meat-nom eat -ind,3sg3sg
'The man who saw the seal ate the meat' RI,C:101

Creider suggests that the nominative NP (angut here) forms part of the participial
phrase, which itself has the function of subject of the transitive verb niri. We think that
this is essentially correct and that in fact the nominative NP occurs in the nominative
position of the participial NIP, whose NI then contains a nominative marker (-0). If
this is so, the distinction between this dialect and the other variants of Inuit can be
accounted for by the assumption that the former does allow for the structure in (87),
that is. for a VP complement.

The details concerning the semantics of the construction remain to be worked
out here, in particular the fact that raising of the subject of the complement does not
seem to interfere with its being bound by -suq. Another question that requires further
investigation is why the VP option does not occur everywhere. Notice, in this respect,
that -suq in its mood function always selects VP complements. It is not implausible
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that the semantics of the nominalization is involved in the lack of the VP option in (at
least) West Greenlandic.

The properties of -suq can now be summarized as follows: -suq is an intransitive
mood-morpheme, characterizing the 'participial mood', but it can also act as a nomi-
nalizer, in which case it is interpreted as the unmarked substantive concept 'thing/one'.
As a nominalizer it retains its intransitive nature, as well as its feature [+nominative],
which passes on to NI, if NI is present. Moreover, it takes a non-finite complement,
whose subject it binds. The complement is a CP, but, at least in the Rankin Inlet dialect,
it may also be a VR

Let us now turn to -saq nominalizations. In as far as -saq (-jaq) functions as a
mood morpheme it typically selects transitive verbs. When it acts as a nominalizer it
retains this property. In (89) we present some examples of -saq nominalizations.

(89)a. (Piita-mit) tuqu-taq
(R   -abl) kill -SAQ
'the one killed (by Piita)' *WG,F:53

b. atua-gaq
read-SAQ
'something that was read' WG,Pb:95

c. taku-jaq
see -SAQ
'the seen one/thing' L,Sa:69

Like -suq, -saq expresses the unmarked substantive concept 'thing/one'. As was men-
tioned in chapter II (3.2.1.2.), it 'binds' the theme of the verb it attaches to. We assume
that this 'binding'  is of the same type as that which occured with -suq.This means that
the theme NP surfaces as a PRO subject in a CP complement. It also means that the
external argument of the verb must be absent as such. What seems to be the case is that
the  complement of -saq  is a 'hidden passive'.  If the complement contains an agent at
all the latter will appear as an adjunct. In (89) we illustrate this proposal, by giving the
structure of (89a) (without the adjunct).
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(89) NP

CP

C- VP /
PRO,«-»». »«ei                                        N

tuqu           taqi
kill one

Notice that we are in fact dealing with passive participles, of which it is normally
assumed that they involve 'absorption' of the external argument role. If this absorption
is seen as assignment of the role under consideration to particial morphology (cf. Baker
et al.(1989)), we have a somewhat strange situation: the participial morpheme -saq
acts as the head of an NP, which itself can appear in a theta-position, and it is at least
counterintuitive to assume that such a head can have an independent thematic role. We
therefore prefer to follow the idea, presented in Zubizarreta (1985), that the morphology
involved in some way blocks the assignment of the external argument role by the verb.

Unlike -suq, -saq allows for a genitive marker in NI and a lexical or pro genitive
NP in spec,IR The interpretation of this NP is that of an agent, or, more precisely, its
role is the one the complement verb would assign to its external argument, if this would
be possible, cf. the examples in (91).

(91)a. Piita-up tuqu-ta -a
R    -gen kill -SAQ-his
'Piita's killed one = The one killed by Piita' *WG,F:53

b. (Angum-mut) ippasaq naapi-ta -nnut (tuniup-para) (WG)
(man -dat) yesterday meet -SAQ-dat,my (give    -ind,lsg3sg)
'(I gave it to the man) I met yesterday' =82b

Apparently, .saq not merely blocks external argument role assignment by the verb.
but it can even take over the role involved and assign it to its own 'subject'. which is
generated in the possessor position NIP,NP and raises from there to spec.NIP, as all
'subjects'  of NPs do.

Above we saw that nominalizing -suq retained its Case properties and passed
these on to NI, when the latter was present. One question that arises here is whether this
is also true for -saq. As -saq in its mood function assigns both genitive and nominative.
one would expect -saq nominalizations involving both these Cases to be possible. The
example in (92a) shows that nominalization with genitive and nominative markers
occurred in Old Labradon Observe that the agreement morphology here is the same as
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the one employed in the (indicative) sentence in (92b).

(92)a. naglik-ta -git
love -SAQ-my,you
'you my loved one' OL,B: 140

b. Naglik-pagit
love    -ind,lsg,2sg
'I love you' OL,B:140

It is plausible that in (92a) there are two instances of small pro: one of these is the
genitive subject of the NP realized in spec,IP and the other is a specifying pronominal.
The latter has nominative Case, and we suggest it is realized as an adjunct of NI'
and acquires its Case by adjunct-head agreement. The Case-assignment procedures
involved here can thus be considered to be identical to those that apply in transitive
finite clauses, except that the Case-assigner is NI (to which the Case properties of -saq
have been transmitted). It is at this moment unclear to us whether modern variants of
Inuit (still) permit nominative specifying pronominals in -saq nominalizations.

The cases discussed so far involve CP complements and seem to be normal for
all variants of Inuit. Consider, however, the example in (93).

(93) Anguti-up natsiq taku -jaa niqi niri -vaa
man -gen seal-nom see -SAQ-his,it(gen) meat eat -ind,3sg3sg
*The seal the man's seen one ate the meat=' RI,C:101
'The seal that the man saw ate the meat'

This example is again from the Rankin Inlet dialect. The nominalization angutiup
natsiq takujaa, which itself acts as the subject of a transitive clause, contains both a
genitive and a nominative NP, cross-referenced by agreement markers. The former has
the external argument role of the verb. and, as before, we assume that it is generated as
the subject of the NP and moves to spec,NIR The nominative NP has the function of
D-structure direct object of the complement. Its Case is accounted for if it is assumed
that it moves out of the complement and adjoins to NI'. where NI assigns it nominative
by adjunct-head agreement. The movement must go via the subject position of the
complement because it is in this position that binding by -saq takes place. It follows
that the structure must involve a VP complement, with an'unprotected' subject position,
cf. (94).
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(94) NIP

NPi NI'
angu .-1
tiup NPj NI'

nat
siq

ej                   VP

ej  V  N NI
taku jaj a

man seal see one he.it

As in the parallel Case with -suq (87,88), the semantic details remain to be worked out
here.

The data in Creider's fairly extensive article on participial constructions in the
Rankin Inlet dialect indicate that when nominative is assigned in -saq nominalizations,
inflection is always transitive. We assume that this means that the Case features of -saq
can only be employed as a set. If this is correct, it follows that instances that contain a
genitive but not a nominative NP are not instances of transmission, but of direct genitive
assignment by NI.30) This direct genitive assignment does not seem to be compatible
with the VP option. Creider reports on cases with only a genitive NP in Rankin Inlet,
but this NP is always the agent and never the theme. Under the VP option we would
expect genitive themes (with absent or adjunct agents).

The properties of -saq can now be summarized as follows:  -saq is an transitive
mood-morpheme, characterizing the 'participial mood', but it can also act as a nomi-
nalizer of transitive verbs, in which case it is interpreted as the unmarked substantive
concept 'thing/one'. It takes a non-finite complement which is necessarily a 'hidden
passive'. and binds the theme subject of this complement. The external argument role
of the verb can be assigned to the 'subject' of the NP headed by -saq. The complement
of -saq is normally a CP, but the VP option also occurs. There are instances in which
the nominalizer -saq retains its dual Case-assigning properties. The retained properties
are transmitted to NI if NI is present, so that NI can act as a dual Case-assigner in the
same way as the I of transitive clauses does.

In (95) we present an overview of the structures involved in -suq and -saq
nominalizations.
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(95)    -suq and -saq nominalizations:

a. no Case-marking by NI:
(1)                           [ PRO V(intr) ] -suq

Cp

(2)                             [ PROi ei V(tr) ] -saq
CP

(external argument assignment is blocked)
b. only gen marking by NI:

(1) (does not occur with -suq)
(2) NP(gen) [ PROi ei(Vtr) ]-saq

CP

(gen has external argument role, assigned by -saq)
c. nom (and gen) marking by NI:

(1) NP(nom) [ PRO V(intr) ]-suq
CP (nom is specifying pronominal)

(2) NPi(nom) [ ei V(intr) ]-suq
VP

(3) NP(gen)NP(nom)  [ PROi eiV(tr) ]-saq
CP

gen has external argument role, assigned by -saq
nom is specifying pronominal

(4) NP(gen)NPi(nom) [ eiei V(tr) ] -saq
VP

gen has external argument role, assigned by -saq

As mentioned above, the VP options (95c2,4) have a restricted occurrence. This may
also hold true for the option in (95c3). What is relevant here, however, is that once
it is assumed that the nominalizers must (-suq), or may (-saq) transmit their inherent
Case properties to NI, the Case patterns here, and especially those in (95c), are entirely
compatible with the approach to Inuit Case we have presented in the rest of this chapter.



Chapter VI

ACCUSATIVE CASE IN INUIT

1. Introduction
Consider the pairs of sentences in (1) and (2):

(1)a. Hansi sinip -puq
H.-nom sleep-ind,3sg
'Hansi sleeps' WG

b. Hansi mattam-mik niri-vuq
H.-nom mattak -MIK eat -ind,3sg
'Hansi eats mattak' WG

(2)a. Jaani tikit -tuq
J.-nom arrive-part,3sg
'Jaani arrived' Q,J:94

b. Arnaq pisir -mik imngiq-tuq
woman-nom song -MIK sing -part,3sg
'The woman sings a song' Q,J:93

For someone without knowledge of Inuit, the obvious conclusion to draw from these
examples is that they involve a nominative-accusative pattern, with -mik as accusative
Case-morphology. If such a person were told Inuit also manifests ergative patterns,
he or she could continue thinking that the patterns above were nominative-accusative:
the idea would then be that both types of pattern are allowed in Inuit. Complications
would arise, however, if transitive verbs other than those in (lb) and (2b) were taken
into consideration. The latter are of the type we have classified in chapter II 2.2. as
'ambiguous': they can co-occur with a theme-NP marked by -mik and with intransitive
I, without the addition of extra morphology. For other transitive verbs to be able to
appear in the same contexts the addition of a special morpheme, such as -si in (3), is

required.

247
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(3) Hansi nannu -mik  tuqut-si -vuq
H.-nom polar bear-MIK kill -SI-ind,3sg
'Hansi killed a polar bear' *WG,F:86

An additional problem for the hypothesis that the NPs marked by -mik are
accusative is that they are optional: they can be left unexpressed, in which case the
theme of the verb is interpreted as a generic or indefinite pronominal. Finally, there is
the fact that -mik morphology is also found on typically oblique NPs, such as those
expressing instrumental functions (chapter II 5.).

The standard, antipassive, analysis of (lb), (2b) and (3) does not meet with these
problems. Within this analysis the verbs under consideration undergo a lexical process
of argument manipulation involving the absorption (or retention) of the theme role, and
as a consequence, this role cannot be assigned to a direct object NP. The absorbed role
is Optionally doubled in syntax by an oblique NP, in the same way as this happens with
the absorbed agent of the passive.

In the preceding chapters we have been following this analysis. In the present one,
however, we will argue that the accusative hypothesis for -mik themes is to be preferred.
It must be observed that this hypothesis sometimes occurs in the literature. Thus, for
instance, Bourquin (1891) states that the modalis can express 'our accusative' (he refers
to German) and, to mention another example, Creider (1978) invariably glosses modalis
theme NPs as accusatives. Bitmer (1987,1988) also proposes an accusative treatment
for modalis themes. This does not mean that the problems that the accusative hypothesis
raise  have all been solved.  One of our intentions, therefore,  is to  try to provide adequate
solutions.

We will start with a discussion of the standard analysis of the construction
involving -mik themes, which. because the term is well-established, we will continue
to call the 'antipassive construction'. We will show that there are at least three reasons
for rejecting the standard analysis. After this. we will pay attention to the alternative
proposed in Baker (1988), which, in our view, must als be rejected. The remainder of
this chapter consists of a defense of the accusative hypothesis.

2. The Standard Analysis of the Antipassive
2.1. Antipassive and Language Typology
The antipassive is typically a construction that occurs in ergative languages. In older
literature it is sometimes claimed that it is actually the passive construction of this type
of language. The literature we are referring to based itself on the idea that ergativity
always had to be accounted for by the Projection Hypothesis. According to this hypoth-
esis, themes are external arguments and passivization involves absorption of themes.
'Antipassive' morphology was seen as inducing this absorption of the external theme
argument. 1  It should be observed that a problematic point for this view was the fact that
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Inuit also has morphologically induced rules that involve agent absorption (the rules
we studied as passive in chapter II 2.3.1.).

In chapter I we discussed the inadequacies of the Projection Hypothesis for
ergative languages in general: though themes in ergative languages have subject-like
properties, the evidence shows that they are generated at D-structure as direct objects.
In chapter IV we argued extensively that this also holds true for Inuit. The idea that the
antipassive is 'the passive of ergative languages' and involves absorption of external
theme arguments can, therefore, not be maintained.

Within the nowadays standard analysis of the antipassive this construction in-
volves an absorbed internal argument. Unlike the antipassive-as-passive approach, the
standard analysis does not explicitly link antipassivization to ergativity. Therefore there
is no reason why themes in nominative-accusative languages could not be absorbed in
the same way. Postal (1977), who - employing the framework of relational grammar -
is, to our knowledge, the first to propose the standard analysis. tries to show that there
are indeed a number of nominative. accusative languages in which the the theme un-
dergoes the same kind of absorption, or, in his terms, 'demotion', as he claims it does
in the antipassive. As we will show below, however, all cases he discusses are open to
objections and/or alternative analyses.

The construction that receives most attention in Postal's article is the French
refiexive. Postal observes that whereas the subject of a transitive complement of French
causative verbs is expressed as a dative (that is, is preceded by h) (4a), this is not the
case when there is a refiexive clitic present: in the context of such a clitic the subject is
expressed as an accusative (is not preceded by A) (4b), just as subjects of intransitive
complement verbs are (4c).

(4)a. J'ai fait    dcrire la chanson A Pierre

I have made write  the song AR
'I had Pierre write the song' French

b.     J'ai     fait se critiquer Pierre/ *A Pierre
I have made refi. criticize R
'I had Pierre criticize himself'

c.    J'ai fait travailler Pierre
I have made work       R
'I had Pierre work'

The conclusion Postal draws from these facts is that refiexive morphology in French
induces 'demotion' of the internal argument. This implies that se critiquer in (4b) is
intransitive and that its external argument is expressed in the same way as subjects of
intransitive verbs are. Se in French would, thus, have the same effect as an antipassive
nnorpherne.

Notice. however. that there is an alternative analysis for the effect produced by se
in (4c). This is the analysis that we, following ideas of Marantz (1984), proposed for the
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Inuit reflexive (chapter II, 2.3.3.). According to this analysis, it is the external argument
- the agent - that is absorbed under reflexivization and se critiquer behaves like an
'unaccusative' verb, of which the internal argument acts as the S-structure subject and
binds a lexical refiexive anaphor (which has the absorbed agent role). Internal arguments
of'unaccusative' verbs in causative complements appear in the accusative (5), which
implies that the Case-pattern in (4b) is the predicted one.

(5) J'ai fait tomber Pierre

I have made fall      R
'I made Pierre fall' French

The 'unaccusative' analysis of French reflexives is also argued for by, among others,
Grimshaw (1982) and Bouchard (1982). It is in line with the fact that these refiexives
take the auxiliary etre, which typically co-occurs with unaccusative verbs; compare (6).
Postal's 'unergative' analysis, on the other hand, would incorrectly predict the auxiliary
to be avoir.

(6)      Jean s' est/ *a critiqud beaucoup
J. himself is/*has criticized a lot
'Jean criticized himself a lot' French

Other non-ergative languages for which Postal proposes an 'antipassive' are
Indonesian, Turkish and Mandarin Chinese. The constructions he discusses for Indone-
sian and Turkish involve 'rigid', non-movable, unspecific direct objects in clauses with
intransitive characteristics. According to Postal, the direct objects under considera-
tion can be seen as incorporated. He states explicitly that object incorporation can be
considered to be a case of antipassivization. It should be observed, however, that the
true antipassive construction involves specific antipassive derivational morphemes (as
incorporees), while incorporation involves free morphemes. A more serious point of
criticism is that Postal's approach here in fact begs the question. What he sets out to
prove is that the antipassive occurs in non-ergative languages and what he does is to
equate noun incorporation and antipassivization. Noun incorporation does indeed occur
in both ergative and non-ergative languages, but this does not explain why true antipas-
sivization is restricted to ergative languages. We may mention here that in the analysis
proposed for the antipassive in Baker (1988), which we will discuss in section 3., this
construction is also treated on a par with noun incorporation. The objection we are
making here also holds for Baker's approach.

The last construction Postal wants to treat as antipassive is the one involving
ba in Mandarin Chinese. In this language direct object NPs normally follow the verb.
However, it is also possible that they precede it. When this happens they co-occur with
the preposition ba. These facts are illustrated in (7).

(7) a. Wo sha ta
I   kill him
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b.     Wo ba  ta    sha
I    BA him kill
'I kill him' ibid.:360

In Postal's analysis ba ta in (7b) is a chOmeur (i.e., an adjunct comparable to the by-
phrase of the passive). Koopman (1984), however, argues that pairs like those in (7)
can be accounted for by means of the setting of the parameters responsible for the
directionality of Case and theta-role assignment. According to her, verbs in Chinese
assign theta-roles to the left and Case to the right. The D-structure position of the direct
object NP, consequently, is to the left of the verb, but it is not accessible to Case-
assignment. To acquire its Case the direct object can move to the right, which it does in
cases like (78). but Chinese also has another option: that of inserting the prepositional
Case-marker ba before the direct object. This is what happens in (7b), according to
Koopman. If she is correct, (ba) ta typically occupies a theta-position there. and cannot
be a ch6meur.

We agree with Postal that the antipassive of ergative languages is a phenomenon
that should be related to facts about direct objects in other types of languages. The
relevance of his article,  in our opinion, is that he is the first to try to do this explicitly.
However, we have shown that his evidence for antipassivization as a demotion rule
for themes in non-ergative languages is not very compelling. One question that arises
here is the following: if there is so little bona fide evidence for the standard antipassive
analysis in non-ergative languages, is it feasible to go on assuming this analysis for
ergative languages? More precisely, one should ask whether Universal Grammar is
structured in such a way as to allow a rule of internal argument absorption at all. In
chapter IV (2.3.) we mentioned the proposal put forward by Zubizarreta (1985), who
claims  that this  type of rule should be excluded. In the next subsection we will discuss
her proposal in some detail.

2.2. Zubizarreta (1985)
According to Zubizarreta, passive morphology blocks the assignment of the agent role
to NPs in the D-structure subject position. She claims that a parallel blockage of theta-
assignment to complement NPs cannot occur. In her approach, theta-role assignment to
subjects involves a rule of predication (cf. Williams, 1980). Complement theta-roles,
on the other hand, are assigned to syntactic categories that are mentioned for each role
in the lexical entries of heads. Because lexical entries do not refer to the categorial
status of the external argument role, the assignment of this role can be manipulated by
morphologically induced productive rules. For complement theta-roles, on the other
hand, this is prevented by the fact that they are explicitly linked to their categorial
expression. Thus the theme role of e.g. hit is linked to the syntactic expression NP or, in
other words, hit is specified as selecting a theme role and at the same as subcategorizing
for an NP to which this role will be assigned in syntax. Manipulation of the theme role
of hit would at the same time involve manipulation of the associated subcategorization
feature and would not be pure theta-manipulation. This - according to Zubizarreta -
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is not allowed. Zubizarreta's proposal is attractive because it restricts the domain of a
given set of morphologically induced rules to one module of grammar (theta-theory).
For this reason it should be taken seriously.

According to the standard analysis, the antipassive is a rule that affects a comple-
ment theta-role, and as such a rule that is predicted not to occur by Zubizarreta's theory.
™s indicates that it is desirable to develop an alternative analysis for the antipassive.

2.3. Causative/ECM Constructions
Consider the example in (8):

(8)   Miiqqa -nik kalaallisut ilinniar-tit -si -vuq
children-mod Greentandic (adv) learn -cause-antip-ind,3sg
'She is teaching children Greenlandic' WG,F:270

This example was presented in the last chapter (chapter V, 4.5.), where we briefly
mentioned that it was problematic for the standard antipassive analysis. The causative
affixal verb -tit is antipassivized. and the standard analysis predicts that its theme is
absorbed. This theme, however, is the complementclause, whichhas its normal syntactic
status. Miiqqa-nik. in the complement. has the modalis Case and hence (according to
the standard analysis) is an adjunct, which doubles an absorbed role. The absorbed
role is the role of the subject of the complement verb, rather than the theme role of
the antipassivized matrix verb and this is in conflict with the analysis. If one wants
to maintain the standard approach here, the only way out is to Say that -tit, instead of

being an ECM verb, is an object control verb. This, however, is not in line with the
semantics of the construction nor with the fact that in other languages the properties of
causatives differ fom those of control constructions.

Examples analogous to the one in (8), but now with other matrix verbs, are
presented in (9). Notice, incidentally, that in (9b) the complement verb itself has also
been antipassivized and, as is to be expected, has its theme expressed as a modalis NR

(9)a. Jaaku siumukkurmiu -mik ajugaa-ssa-nira-a -vuq

J.-nom 'Siumut' member-mod win -fut-say -antip-ind,3sg
'Jaaku said that a member of 'Siumut' will win' WG,Bia:222

b.  Inung -nik aglang  -nik
people -mod scriptures-mod

tukki -si -nasugi -kler -punga
understand-antip-believe -antip-ind,3sg
'I believe the people understand the scriptures' OL,Bo:314

c. Ocho-taili -tsi -vunga oominga
fall    -prevent-antip-ind,1 sg this-modalis
'I prevent it from falling' OL,Bo:313
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Here. again, the standard analysis makes it impossible to understand why the NP
that in the non-antipassassivized version is the subject of the complement appears
in the modalis. Notice that it is once more improbable that the constructions under
consideration are control constructions.2)

We conclude that Inuit causative/ECM constructions present serious problems for
the standard antipassive analysis. This, together with the considerations about language
typology discussed earlier, and the attractiveness of Zubizarreta's restrictive theory
on argument manipulation, shows that an alternative approach to the antipassive is
desirable.

3. Baker's Noun-Incorporation Analysis of the Antipassive
In 2.1. we mentioned that Postal considers object incorporation and antipassive as
instances of one and the same process. It is true that both involve arguments that
are normally expressed as direct objects and both trigger detransitivization effects.
However, as has already been mentioned earlier, object incorporation involves free
morphemes (as incorporees) and antipassive involves suffixes. Baker (1988) also treats
both constructions in essentially the same way, but in doing so, he does justice to the
distinct morphological status of the elements involved. According to him, antipassive
morphemes are syntactically incorporated nouns. As discussed in chapter III (4.1.),
for Baker object incorporation is a syntactic movement process: the head of the direct
object adjoins to the verb and, hence, forms one word with it at S-structure . The Empty
Category Principle (ECP) insures that the process is restricted to heads of complements.
In (1Ob) we present Baker's S-structure analysis for the VP of (10a), to exemplify.

(10)a. Tuttu -p -Puq

caribou-catch-ind,3g
'He caught a caribou' WG,F:322

b.                   VP

71.
N,

  Ni  Vei tuttu  p

Antipassive morphemes, according to Baker, though being suffixes, are nouns that have
the ability to project in syntax. They can undergo incorporation in the same way normal
nouns do, and in effect they must undergo it, because they are bound morphemes.

The structure in (llb) is the S-structure of the VP of the antipassive (lla).
according to Baker's analysis.
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(11)a. Tuqut-si -vuq
kill -antip-ind,3sg
'He killed (someone)' *WG,F:86

b.                   VP

71
N, #..........

V                   Ni
ei tuqut  p

The meaning of the antipassive suffixal noun is unspecific (someone/something), but
it can be 'doubled' by an adjunct with more content. In Inuit this adjunct is the moda-
lis NR3)

Baker's approach is in line with the fact that subjects of causative/ECM com-
plements are affected by antipassivization of the matrix verb, as he himself mentions.
Structurally, such subjects have the status of S-structure direct objects of this verb,
and the ECP permits them to adjoin to it (see below for a remaining problem in-
volving causative/ECM constructions). Baker's approach is also in accordance with
Zubizarreta's view on argument manipulation, because the subcategorization feature of
the verb is satisfied in syntax.

We notice here that our own view of incorporation is presumably not compatible
with an analysis of antipassive-as-incorporation. We would have to base-generate the
NP headed by the antipassive suffix in Inuit to the right of the verb. This is so because
we require the morphological subcategorization features of projecting affixes to be
satisfied at all levels, including D-structure. As all normal complements in Inuit are
base-generated to the left of the head that selects them, this would be highly undesirable.

The order between the verb and the antipassive suffix, however, is also problem-
atic for Baker's account. His incorporation creates words of the type in (12).

(12) verb

verbnoun (=antipassive suffix)

This structure is in fiagrantconflict with the Right Hand Head Rule (RHHR) of Williams
(1981), which requires the categorial status of a derived word to be determined by the
categorial status of its rightmost member. The RHHR is otherwise always observed in
Inuit and it would be strange if antipassivization created the only exception.

Another problem for Baker is that antipassive suffixes appear only on verbs. One
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may wonder, for instance, why they do not 'incorporate' into prepositions (oblique
Case-suffixes). Recall, in this respect, that the heads of normal NPs in Inuit invariably
do this (Chapter III, 6.3.). Baker stipulates that the suffixes have the morphological
subcategorization frame: ]v - . With this he artificially circumvents the problem, but
not totally, because it leaves open the option that they attach to an empty stem which
can 'stand in' for a verb. Such a stem is Inuit pi, whose essential function is that it
serves as a host for affixes with syntactic projections (though it may, in addition, also
be interpreted as a dummy verb or noun). In (13) we present some examples with pi.

(13)a. Pi-guma-jaga
PI-want -part.  1 sg3sg
'I want it' L,Sb: 166

b. Pe-rqo-vaa
PI-tell-ind,3sg3sg
'He orders him' OL,Bo:169

c.      Asuliinnaq pi -nngi-laq
just for fun PI-not -ind,3sg
'He didn't (do/say it) just for fun' WG,F:139

d.      Illit pi -llutit taamaliu-ruma-vunga
you PI-ger,2sg do thus -want-ind, lsg
'I  want  to  do  it  for you' WG,F:213

e. Pi-voq
PI-ind,3sg
'He does' OL,Bo:169

The affixes attached to pi, in these examples all subcategorize for verbs, and this is why
we say that pi can 'stand in' for this category.

Given Baker's analysis, one would expect antipassive suffixes to be able to
attach to pi. so that Inuit would have nominals of the form pi-si, pi-Ilir, pi-0 and
so on. meaning 'something' or 'someone'. This is simply not the case. Observe that
it would not do to say that pi is only compatible with suffixes with verbal or verb-
inflectional status, because it co-occurs with all kinds of suffixes, for example with
those expressing nominal infiection (14a) and coordinating conjunction (14b). with
attributive suffixes (14c) and with the affix -lik ('provided with') (14d).

(14)a. pi-a
PI-a
'his thing' WG,F:259
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b. Boaselu, Jakolo...pi-10...
B.          J.             PI-and
'Boas, Jacob... and... (what's his name again?)' OL,Bo:169

c.  Pi-aalung -mik tai -vaa
PI-insolent-mod call-ind,3sg3sg
'He calls him an insolent, bad person' OL,Bo:169

d.   pi-lik

PI-provided with
'provided with something' OL,Bo:169

Baker's approach implies that the antipassive is exceptional in two other ways.
Recall that incorporated nominals can be accompanied by syntactically independent
modifiers (chapter IV 2.7.). The afffixal noun postulated by Baker for the antipassive
does not allow for modification. Baker tries to motivate this by referring to the 'gen-
eral meaning' of the affixal noun, but the fact is that independent indefinites with the
same meaning generally do allow for modification etc. ('someone with a nice voice',
'something bad'). The other exceptional point concerns causative/ECM verbs. Antipas-
sivization of the latter may affect agent-subjects of their complements. This happens,
for instance, when the complement verb is itself also antipassivized, as in (9b) above. In
this case the optional oblique NP must be assumed to be an agent phrase. As such, one
would expect it to be a dative or an ablative (cf. chapter II 5.), but the Case morphology
employed is invariably the modalis. 5)

We notice that these last two points would be circumvented if Baker were to
treat the modalis NPs as modifiers of the incorporated affixal N, instead of as doubling
adjuncts. However. our criticisms concerning the violation of the RHHR and the lack
of nominals formed by dummy pi and antipassive suffixes would still hold.

Our last objection has already been mentioned in 2.1.: it involves the fact that the
antipassive-as-incorporation approach does no justice  to the typological characteristics
of the construction, that is, it does not explain why the antipassive is restricted to
ergative languages.

We conclude that although Bakers's approach solves some of the questions posed
by the standard analysis. it is still problematic.

4. Modalis as Accusative Case
4.1. Introduction
Having shown the inadequacies of the standard approach to the antipassive. as well as
those of the more recent incorporation approach proposed in Baker (1988), we will use
the remainder of this chapter to defend the accusative hypothesis as an alternative. In
doing so, we will separate two aspects of the antipassive. The first is the the optional
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modalis phrase and the second is the antipassive suffix. The present section will be
dedicated to the modalis phrase. We will first review a number of constructions with
modalis NPs and we will show that there are advantages in assuming that in these the
modalis Case is actually accusative. Once the occurrence of accusative in Inuit is estab-
lished, we will argue, there is no bar against treating the modalis NP of the antipassive
as an accusative direct object NR We will show that this treatment does not pose the
problems raised by the analyses of the antipassive discussed above. We will then discuss
the implications  of the view that modalis is accusative for a number of constructions in
Inuit. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the optionality of the modalis
NP of the antipassive presents a problem for the accusative hypothesis. We will try to
show that this optionality follows from a general optionality strategy employed in Inuit.
We will finish the present section by discussing a certain indefiniteness effect triggered
by the antipassive and by showing how this effect can be accounted for within the view
that the modalis NP is accusative.

In the next section (section 5) we will beconcerned with the role ofthe antipassive
suffixes. We will finish, in a final section (section 6), with a discussion on the relation
between Inuit ergative and antipassive constructions.

4.2. Non-Oblique Modalis NPs
There is one instance of the modalis that is undeniably oblique. We refer to the instance
that translates as 'with' and that serves to express instrumentals and the like (cf.
chapter II 5.). In (15) we repeat an example of this instance.

(15)    Savi -mi -nik kapi-vaa
knife-his -mod stab-ind,3sg3sg
'He stabbed it with his knife' WG,F:162

It has presumably been this use of the modalis which has lead to the idea that the
modalis-phrase of the antipassive is an oblique adjunct. However, as we discussed in
chapter II 5., the modalis is not restricted to with-phrases and antipassives. There are
four other constructions in which it appears: the unmarked di-transitive construction
(i.e., the one without applicative -uti, cf. chapter II, 2.3.5.), the construction involving
concealed propositions or questions and intransitive verbs, the secondary predication
construction and, finally, the noun incorporation construction. In (16) we repeat the
sentences we presented as examples in chapter II.

(16)a. unmarked di-transitives:

Niisi aningaasa-nik tuni -vaa
N.-nom money -mod,pl give-ind3sg3sg
'He gave Niisi money' WG,F:89
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Hansi angalanira -nik apir-aat
H.-nom journey,his-mod ask -ind3pl,3sg
'They asked Hansi about his journey' *WG,F:92

b. concealed proposition with intransitive verb

Ajuqi kuisikkusulirnira -nik

catechist-nom wanting to get baptized-mod

nalunaar -puq
report -ind,3sg
'The catechist reported his wanting to get baptized' WG,F:251

c. secondary predication:6)

Ajuqi-mik taasar-paat
A.     -mod call -ind,3pl3sg
'They call him Ajuqi' *WG,F:87

e. object incorporation:

Kissartu-mik kavvi -sur  -put
hot -mod coffee-drink-ind,3pl

'They drank hot coffee' WG,F:83

The modalis NPs here form a rather miscellaneous group. Those in (16a,b) may arguably
be classified as themes, from a semantic point of view. In (16a) they occur with a goal
NP with direct object status and translate as secondary objects. For the modalis NP
in (16b) there is, on the other hand, no evidence for secondary object status. In (16c)
the modalis NP is predicative and in (16d) it is the modifier of an incorporated noun.
One view on these data is that it is impossible to generalize about them: one might, for
instance, try to argue that the modalis NPs in (168.b) are oblique themes and that it is
simply a coincidence that those in (16b,c) have the same morphology. However, in our
view, a more uniform explanation can and should be given here.

For this explanation we need. first, to assume that all the modalis NPs in (16)
are governed by the verb; this seems fairly uncontroversial. In (16d) the government
is indirect and follows from the fact that the noun modified by the modalis NP is
incorporated by an X'-affix. A crucial extra assumption we need is that the modalis
NPs are generated as NPs - and not as PPs - in the base. The modalis Case morphology
can now simply be seen as an expression of a Case assigned by the verb under structural
conditions. Notice that as this Case can be assigned to NPs that are not thematically
related to the verb (modifiers of incorporated nominals), it is not an inherent.7, We
propose. in fact, that the modalis of the examples in (16) is to be equated to accusative
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Case. As it cannot be denied that the morphology involved is oblique, or as we argued in
chapter II, postpositional, -mik must be considered to act in some sense as an 'accusative
marker', comparable. for instance, to the Spanish accusative marker a, which precedes

specific, human direct objects (cf. Jaeggli (1980)) or with of in English, viewed as a
'genitive marker' (see Chomsky (1985)).

The idea that Inuit has accusative Case immediately raises the question why
this Case is not always assigned to direct objects of transitive verbs. We will postpone
answering this question till section 5.

4.3. The Antipassive as a Nominative-Accusative Construction
Once it is assumed that our explanation for the modalis morphology of the NPs of the
preceding section is correct, it is plausible that it be generalized to the modalis NP of the
antipassive. The idea that this NP is likewise accusative has as an immediate advantage
that the appearance of modalis morphology on the (theme or agent) subject of the
complement of antipassivized causative/ECM verbs simply follows from exceptional
Case-marking. Another consequence is that in contrast to what happens in the standard
analysis, there is no need to assume that the antipassive involves object manipulation:
the 'affected' NP has a Case that is distinct from the one it has in constructions without
antipassivization, but it can be assumed to have the same D-structure status.8)

What this means is that apart from the presence of the antipassive suffix, there
is no distinction between D-structures of ergative and antipassive constructions. Erga-
tive S-structures are produced by movement of direct object NPs out of the VP, as
discussed in the preceding chapter. In the antipassive this movement does not apply,
or, at least, it does not apply obligatorily. This can be deduced from the fact discovered
by Bittner (1987, 1988) that in the antipassive the modalis (direct object) NP can be
interpreted as being in the scope of 'sentential operators' (cf. chapter V 3.5.3.). The
reason for the distinction in S-structures is that in antipassive structures the direct object
NP is assigned accusative Case in the VR whereas in ergative structures it is assigned
nominative in the NP,I' position.

The accusative hypothesis implies that contrary to what we have been assuming
in the preceding chapters, Inuit has a mixed Case-system: on the one hand it manifests
an ergative and on the other a nominative-accusative Case-pattern. We exemplify this
in (17) and (18).

(17) ergative Case-pattern:

a. Hansi sinip-puq 'Hansi steeps'
nom

b. Hansi-p inuit tuqup-paa 'Hansi killed the people'
gen nom
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(18) accusative Case-pattern:

a. Hansi sinip-puq 'Hansi sleeps'
nom

b. Hansi inun-nik tuqut-si-vuq 'Hansi killed people 99)

nom acc

The antipassive can, thus, be considered to be a nominative-accusative construction that
arises, under conditions still to be discussed in more detail, in ergative type languages.
In this sense the accusative hypothesis does justice to the fact that the antipassive does
not occur in nominative-accusative languages. In the latter the nominative-accusative
pattern is the pattern that arises in the unmarked case and it is evident that something
like the antipassive is not required. This means that the typological problem posed by
the analyses discussed earlier does not exist for the accusative hypothesis. However, it
should be mentioned that we have restricted ourselves to the antipassive in Inuit, and that
only a detailed study of other languages with antipassives will reveal if the hypothesis
also holds there. The function of the antipassive suffixes remains to be considered, but
it is certain that the view that the NPs involved in the antipassive are themselves direct
objects, is incompatible with Baker's idea that suffixes are incorporated direct object
heads. It follows that the problems this idea involved with respect to the Right Hand
Head Rule and the lack of pi+antipassive suffix combinations meaning 'something/
someone' do not arise in the approach defended here.

We conclude that the accusative hypothesis does not suffer the inadequacies of
the approaches that treat the antipassive as involving absorption or incorporation of
objects. It is, moreover, in line with the fact that other, not typically oblique, NPs in the
domain of the verb, have the same Case-morphology as the theme of the antipassive.
It is evident that the accusative hypothesis itself raises new questions. These will be
considered in the remainder of this chapten

4.4. Accusative and Burzio's Generalization
In general only verbs that assign a thematic role to an external argument are accusative
assigners. This correlation between external argument role assignment and accusative
assignment is known as (the right to left implication of) 'Burzio's Generalization'
(Burzio (1986)). If we are correct in claiming that the modalis in the antipassive and
in the constructions discussed in 4.2. is accusative, we predict that this Case will
not occur with verbs whose external argument role is not assigned. Below we will
discuss four constructions in the light of this prediction. The first, which involves
incorporated predicate nouns, will be shown to substantiate it. The three others - the
existential construction, the passivized double object construction and a construction
that Bitmer (1988) calls 'impersonal antipassive' - seem to be in conflict with Burzio's
generalization. We will argue, however, that they are not really counterexamples to the
accusative hypothesis.
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1) Incorporated Predicate Nouns with Modifiers

Recall that in chapter IV (2.7.3.) we discussed the fact that certain affixal verbs incor-
porated predicate nouns. The most common of those verbs in -u/.ngu ('be'). Nouns
incorporated by -W-ngu and similar verbs can be modified. When this happens the
modifier does not occur in the modalis. Its Case, rather, is the nominative, see (19).

(19)a. Nuuk  illuqarvi-u -vuq angisuuq
N.-nom town -be-ind,3sg big-nom
'Nuuk is a big town' *WG,F:70

b. Hansi Kalaali -u -vuq akutaq
H.-nom Greenlander-be-ind,3sg mixed descent-nom
'Hansi is a Greenlander of mixed descent' *WG,F:70

As the nominative modifier obligatorily follows the verb. we may assume that it is
assigned its Case in the same way as non-incorporated nominative predicate nouns, that
is. by adjunct head-agreement with I, after extraposition (cf. chapter V 3.5.4.). What
interests us here is the lack of modalis Case.

It is standardly assumed that copular verbs such as 'be' take small clause com-
plements and that subjects of constructions involving them originate as an argument of
these small clauses. In other words, they are 'unaccusative' verbs, which themselves
do not take an external argument and (hence) cannot assign accusative. There is no
reason to believe that this standard analysis does not hold for Inuit. Copular -W-ngu,
then, does not assign an external argument role and is not an accusative assigner. In the
case of incorporated objects with modifiers there always is an external argument (see
the next paragraph for one exception), so that according to Burzio's Generalization,
the (affixal) verb is an accusative assigner. The hypothesis that the modalis Case of
modifiers of incorporated nouns is in fact accusative therefore correctly explains the
lack of this Case on modifiers of incorporated predicate nouns.

2) The Existential Construction

Existentials in Inuit are formed by means of the affixal verb -qar (-ngqerr in Yup'ik).
In (20) we repeat an example from chapter IV.

(20) Nutaa-mik umiarsuar-nut tallittarvi-qar   -puq
new  -mod ship -dat harbour -QAR-ind,3sg
'There is a new harbour for ships' WG,F:83

As can be seen in this example, modifiers of nouns incorporated by -qar appear in the
modalis. If -qar were comparable to English existential 'be'. this would be problematic
for our approach. Existential 'be' is typically a verb that does not assign accusative Case;
-qar. however. is a verb which in other circumstances translates as 'have'. see (21).
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(21) Allaga-qar -punga anagajuqqaa-ssin -nut
note     -have-ind,1 sg parents -your-dat,pl
'I have a note for your parents' WG,F:96

It is well known that have-existentials do sometimes function as accusative-assigners.
Thus, for instance, Spanish haber in (22) occurs with an accusative clitic.

(22)     Hay una solucidn? Sf, la hay

has  a    solution? Yes, it (acc) has
'Is there a solution? Yes, there is' Spanish

The modalis/accusative assignment by existential -qar is therefore not necessarily a

problem for the accusative hypothesis.

3) Passive in Double Object Constructions

Another potential problem arises in the case of the passivization of the double object
construction. Recall that the unmarked version of this construction contains an accu-
sative/modalis NP. As can be seen in (23) this NP remains in the same Case when the
verb is passivized.

(23) Hansi savim -mi -nik tuni -niqar-puq
H.-nom knife   -his -mod give-pass -ind,3sg
'Hansi was given his knife back' *WG,F:150

Passivization entails absorption of the external argument role and one consequently
wouldexpectthe modalis to be impossible if this Case is viewed as accusative. However,
the problem here is not restricted to Inuit. English, for instance, also has an accusative
in the passivized double object construction. Apparently, in English, verbs like give
can assign two instances of accusative Case, and only one of these is affected by
passivization. For Inuit the modalis/accusative Case of the double object construction
can also be seen as an instance of the secondary accusative. Notice that even if we use
the term 'secondary', the Case involved is still accusative, in the sense that it is assigned
by the verb to an NP, under structural conditions (though secondary assignment may
be restricted to themes. and as such be inherent, see Baker (1988) and Larson (1988)
for ideas on this point).

Thus, in as far as the modalis/accusative Case of the theme of the Inuit passivized
double object construction is in conflict with Burzio's Generalization, this also holds
for the analogous construction in English.

There is one remaining problem here. One would expect that it is possible to an-
tipassivize the unmarked double object construction and to obtain two instances of the
modalis/accusative. This is not so for all speakers. Thus, for instance, Johnson (1980),
presents the example in (24) as ungrammatical for Central Arctic. This example was
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already cited in chapter IV 2.5., where we discussed the fact that Marantz (1984) tries to
use its ungrammaticality as an argument for the hypothesis that Central Arctic is mor-

phologically ergative. Johns (1984) reports having checked its Greenlandic counterpart
with an informant who also did not accept it.

(24) *Angut titirauti -mik nutarar-mik tuni -Si -vuq
man-nom pencil -acc child -acc give-antip-ind,3sg
'The man gave the child the pencil' CA,Jo:1980

On the other hand, Smith (1981) mentions that the Labrador example in (25a) is

acceptable, though he remarks that the marked double object version with the goal in the
dative in (25b) is preferred. (Notice that the examples in (25) involve nominalizations,
but that this is irrelevant because, as shown by Smith, the nominalizations are of the
clausal type).

(25)a. anguti-up aittu-i -gia -nga kiinauja-mik anna    -mik
man -gen give-antip-NOM-his money -acc woman-acc
'the man's giving the woman money' L,Sa:76

b. anguti-up aittu -i -gia -nga kiinauja-mik anna    -mut
man  -gen give -antip-NOM-his money -acc woman-dat
'the man's giving money to the woman' L,Sa:76

We do not know for certain what provokes the distinctions in judgments discussed

here, but we suggest that some surface constraint is involved. This constraint can be
compared to that concerning the Spanish sequences of the form a NP - a NP, which
are unacceptable to many speakers if the first a is an accusative marker and the second

a preposition introducing a dative; compare (26).

(26) ?Juana muestra a  su  hijo  a la vecina
J.        shows    A her child A the neighbour
'Juana shows her child to the neighbour' Spanish

4) Intransitive Verbs and Antipassive

It is generally assumed that antipassive suffixes do not co-occur with intransitive verbs.
In the literature, however, one finds one kind of exception. It involves the construc-
tion that Bittner (1988) calls the 'impersonal antipassive'. She presents the folloWing

example:

(27) Qilalukka-nik pui    -si -vuq
Whale -mod.pl come up to surface-antip-ind.3sg
'There appeared whales on the surface (of the sea)' WG,Bib:269
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The verb pui ('come up to surface') is intransitive, and, we assume with Bitmer, 'unac-
cusative' (in the sense of having no external argument). Nevertheless in (27) it appears
to be able to assign accusative/modalis to its theme. Given Burzio's Generalization,
this is problematic for the idea that modalis is accusative, unless 'something special' is
at stake here. In our opinion this is indeed the case. The example in (27) contains the
antipassive morpheme -si (-i). This morpheme normally attaches to transitive verbs,
but there are some intransitive verbs that allow it. The latter are mainly motional. The
attachment of -si to these verbs has a special effect: an additional argument is introduced
(see, for instance, Woodbury (1981) and Bergsland (1955)). The role of this argument
can be described as '(adversatively) affected'. In (28) we present some examples that
illustrate this.

(28)a. Hansi-p natsiq anna -a   -vaa

H.     -gen ringed seal-nom get away-antip-ind.3sg3sg
'The ringed seal got away from Hansi' *WG,F:269

b. Ing -um maklagaq kic 4 -lq -aa
that one-gen bearded seal-nom sink-antip-past-ind.3sg3sg
'The bearded seal sank on that guy' Y,Wb:333

c. Ingna maklagar    -meng kic -i      -llru -uq
than one-nom bearded seal-mod sink-antip-past-ind,3sg
'A bearded seal sank on that guy' Y,Wb:333

The sentence in (28a) contains intransitive annag ('get away') and the antipassive
suffix -i (-i is changed to -a by a phonological rule). Kici in (28b,c) derives from
the combination of intransitive kite ('sink') and again the antipassive -i. The affected
arguments Hansip and ingum in (28a) and (28b) have genitive Case, and must be
assumed to be external arguments. The example in (28c), which contains an intransitive
I, is the (0-)antipassive, or, in our terms, the nominative-accusative version of (28b).

It seems plausible that the example in (27) also contains an extra (affected)
argument. Presumably the role of this argument is fulfilled by a nominative pro-form
referring to 'the sea' (see the paraphrase in (27)). The sentence should then actually
be paraphrased as 'it (=the sea) had whales come up to its surface'. Once the presence
of the external argument is established, the sentence no longer constitutes a problem:
it is identical to the one in (28c). and the equation of the modalis to the accusative is
in accordance with Burzio's Generalization. We will return to the construction under
consideration in 5.2.

We conclude, by way of a summary of this subsection, that the lack of modalis
Case on modifiers of incorporated predicate nouns constitutes evidence for the idea that
the modalis is a structural Case, assigned by verbs which take external arguments, and
can hence be equated to the accusative. Potential counterexamples to this view were
the Inuit existential construction, the passivized double object construction and the (in
our opinion wrongly termed) 'impersonal antipassive'. We have shown, however, that
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they can be eliminated as such.

4.5. The Optionality of the Accusative NP
On the view that the modalis NP in the antipassive is an accusative direct object,
the question arises why it is optional. Let us try to answer this question. Optional
realization of NPs and PPs (oblique NPs) is in fact quite general in Inuit. Thus, for
instance, Fortescue (1984:271) states that'it is always possible for an external argument
(. . .) to be omitted'. The term 'external argument', as Fortescue uses it, is intended to
indicate any argument realized independently from the (infiected) verb (incorporated
nouns and subject and object agreement are 'internal arguments', from his point of
view). The optionality of the accusative/modalis NP can hence be considered to be an
instance of a general strategy. Below follow some considerations about this strategy. 10)
Throughout this work we are treating 'omitted' nominative and genitive subjects and
'omitted' nominative direct objects as small pros, which is quite plausible because their
feature content is recoverable from agreement (or, in the case of the transitive gerundial
construction (chapter V 3.4.), by means of an anaphoric process). For other arguments
a similar recoverability does not exist. There are at least three possible explanations for
their 'omission'. The first is that Inuit has a generalized rule of lexical saturation that
may apply whenever there are no agreement-features that need a syntactic argument
they can agree with. The second possibility is that Inuit freely permits pro-forms to
alternate with lexical arguments, even when their feature content is not recoverable
from agreement (or via anaphoricity). A third, conceptually less attractive, possibility
is that the strategy is a mixed one with lexical saturation for certain argument types and
pro-forms for others.

Properties of the modalis/accusative NP itself seem to suggest that either the pro-
form or the mixed explanation is correct (at least according to the view that the modalis
is indeed accusative). Consider the examples in (29). 11)

(29)a. Piita Jaani-mik ani   -rqu -ji -vuq
R-nom J. -acc leave-tell -antip-ind,3sg
'Piita tells Jaani to leave' CA,Jo:24

b. Piita ani  -rqu -ji -vuq
Piita.-nom leave-tell -antip-ind,3sg
'Piita tells to leave'

The sentence in (29a) contains an accusative/modalis NP, which controls the PRO
subject of the complement. Languages such as English have a constraint, known as
'Bach's Generalization' (Bach (1979)), which can be formulated as 'in object control
structures the object NP must be structurally represented'. The specific formulation
here is due to Rizzi (1986:503). In this article, Rizzi shows that in Italian the constraint
does not seem to be operative, because accusative controllers can be absent, as is
illustrated by the grammaticality of the example in (3Oa), which contrasts with the
ungrammaticality of its English counterpart in (3Ob).
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(30)a. Questo conduce a concludere quanto segue

b. *This leads to conclude what follows

According to Rizzi, the violation of Bach's generalization in Italian is only apparent.
His idea is that this language, contrary to English, allows for 'unrecoverable' or rather,
non-agreeing, pro direct objects, which are assigned the index'arb' and, consequently,
receive an arbitrary interpretation (cf. chapter V 3.4.). Given (29b) (but see note 11),
Inuit must be assumed to pattern with Italian, and not with English and also allow for
non-agreeing pros. Rizzi presents a number of tests that justify his claim. One of these
involves predication in argument small clauses. Italian and English differ in that an
accusative subject of such a predication can be 'absent' in the former, but not in the
latter language. This is explained if it is assumed that the 'absent' subject in Italian is a
pro and that the predication can only apply to NPs that are structurally present. In Inuit,
causative/ECM complements typically consist of a VP predicated of a subject NR If
the matrix verb is antipassivized this subject NP has the accusative/modalis Case. and
its possible 'absence', illustrated in (31), indicates again that Inuit patterns with Italian.

(31) Isiginnaar-tit -si -sar -tuq
wath -cause-antip-habit-SUQ
'someone who causes (people) to watch (actor)' *WG,F:315

Inuit cases such as those in (29b) and (31) can be accounted for along the same lines as
their Italian counterparts, that is, as involving an arbitrary small pro. However, this is
not so for instances of 'omitted' modalis NPs that receive an indefinite interpretation,
see (32).

(32)a. Immi-i -vuq
fill -antip-ind,3sg
'He filled something' WG,F:267

b. Tigu-si -vuq
take -antip-ind,3g
'He took something' WG,F:267

Let us see how this interpretation can be handled. With respect to his arb-assignment
rule, which accounts for the appearance of arbitrary pro, Rizzi proposes that it has the
property that it can apply both in the lexicon and in syntax. In the lexicon it applies to
lexically saturated objects (as in 'this leads (+lexically saturated object) to the following
conclusions') and in syntax, to the non-agreeing pros of languages that have this type of
empty category. Rizzi suggests, furthermore, that there is an analogous rule involving
the assignment of a lexically designated constant that can only apply in the lexicon and
gives rise to 'indefinite object deletion' effects. Obviously this rule is at work in (32).
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However, the fact that it is quite general in Inuit and not, for example, in Italian or
English indicates that in Inuit it may have a syntactic application. In other words, that it
may apply to pro. In 4.6. we will discuss an additional argument which seems to point
in the same direction. If indeed Inuit allows for an indefinite accusative/modalis pro,
Rizzi's rule of 'constant' assignment must be assumed to be parametrized with respect
to its locus of application.

The foregoing says nothing, of course, about the omission of other non-agreeing
arguments in Inuit. Only further research will show ifa pro-form analysis is also feasible
for them.

4.6. Accusative NPs and Indefiniteness
It is sometimes claimed that the lexical Inuit NPs we are treating as accusatives are
necessarily indefinite. Fortescue (1984) also holds this view, but. according to him the
'definiteness effect' only occurs in finite clauses. Thus, for instance, in (33a) the only
possible interpretation for the NP nannumik ('polar bear') is an indefinite one, while
in (33b) both the definite and the indefinite interpretation are possible.

(33)a. Piniartuq nannu -mik tuqut-si    -vuq
hunter -nom polar bear-acc kill -antip-ind,3sg
'The hunter killed a/ *the polar bear' WG

b. Piniartuq nannu -mik tuqut-si    -suq
hunter -nom polar bear-acc kill -antip-part
'The hunter (the one) who killed a/the polar bear' WG,F:54

In Bok-Bennema (1989) we took Fortescue's work on this point for granted and
developed an account for his facts. Since then we have come to realize that Fortescue's
description of the indefiniteness effect is too strong. This is shown clearly in Bittner
(1987)and (1988), but in fact it is already mentioned in Bourquin (1891). In (34) we
cite a few finite antipassive examples from Bittner (1987) and Bourquin (1891) with
accusative/modalis NPs that clearly have a definite interpretation.

(34)a. Jesusi-mik taku-si -vuq
Jesus -acc see -antip-ind,3sg
'He saw Jesus' WG,Bia:196

b.   Jaaku  illi -nik suqutigi -nnip -puq
J.-nom you -acc be interested in-antip-ind,3g
'Jaaku is interested in you' WG,Bia:196

c.      Angu-mi -nik aa     -lir     -puq
man -his-acc fetch-antip-ind.3sg
'He went to fetch his man (father)' WG,Bia:196
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b. Napaarto-mik oominga nakka-tsi -vunga
tree -acc   this,acc    cut      -antip-ind, lsg

'I cut this tree' OL,Bo:104

The obligatorily indefinite interpretation in finite clauses, in fact, only holds for those
accusative NPs whose (visible) semantic feature constitution is such that they are
unspecified with respect to definiteness, and which, when occurring in other contexts,
can be assigned either a definite or an indefinite interpretation. An example of such an
NP is nannumik in (34). Some other examples are presented in (35).

(35)a. Attuakka-nik atuar-0 -puq
book -acc,pl read -antip-ind,3sg

'He read some/*the books' WG,F:249

b.     Niqi -mik niri-0 -vuq
meat-acc eat -antip-ind,3sg
'He ate some/*the meat' WG,F:249

c. Napaarto-mik nakka-tsi -vunga
tree -acc cut -antip-ind,3sg
'I cut a/*the tree' OL,Bo:104

If we suppose thatcases like those in (35) and (33a) are the core-cases of the definiteness
effect and that those in (34) in some way 'tag along' with them, an analysis along the
lines of Bok-Bennema (1989) is still possible. Of course it remains to be explained why
Inuit proper names, pronouns etc. can behave as if they were indefinite.  We will assume
here that such an explanation will indeed be discovered by further investigation.

Having made this proviso, let us see how the intended analysis can be imple-
mented. The central idea in Bok-Bennema (1989) was that finite clauses contain an
extra specifier position. which either contains a trace or an expletive existential pro-
noun (pro) at S-structure. There, we assumed that I was split up into two projecting
units, and that the extra specifier position was the specifier of one of these units. An
alternative we would like to propose here is that the intended position is the specifier
of VR For the analysis to hold, spec,VP has to be obligatorily present in finite clauses,
but not in non-finite ones, where the definiteness effect does not hold. In other words.
(finite) I must obligatorily select VPs with a specifier position, or. as we will call them,
'specified VPs'. We formulate this as a statement in (36).12)

(36)    I selects specified VPs

This requirement has as a result that the D-structure of a transitive finite clause is as
in (37).
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(37)           IP

spec                     I'il
VP

Npi1Mp-ispec                       V'                          t

/1            1
NP V  I

In the ergative (nominative-genitive) construction, where I is transitive, the D-structure
subject NP (NP.VP) moves to spec,IP and the D-structure direct object NP (NP,V')
moves and adjoins to I' (cf. chapter V). There is nothing that prevents the movement
of the direct object NP taking place via spec,VP, so that in this case a trace is available
as a 'filler' for this position. In the antipassive construction, where I is intransitive, the
subject NP also moves to spec,IR The direct object NP, which is assigned accusative
Case in situ does not move, however, and spec,VP remains necessarily empty. We
propose that in this case an expletive existential pro is inserted in it. (38) represents the
relevant aspects of the S-structure of the antipassive, after expletive insertion.

We assume now that there is an interpretative principle that functions at LF
and that either requires expletives to be heads of theta-marked chains, as proposed
in Reuland (1985), or requires expletives to be replaced by theta-marked NPs. as in
Chomsky (1985). The relevant theta-marked NP here is of course the accusative. The
obligatory indefiniteness of this NP follows from Reuland's option, if, as he assumes,
existential pros are inherently indefinite and must remain so at LF, a condition that
will not be satisfied if the NP they are linked to is definite. Chomky's option, on the
other hand, requires addition of the restriction that definite NPs are excluded from LF-
movement. 13)

(38)           IP

Npi                  I'
nom

VP

Avp       i
pro           V'

acc
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The proposal discussed here has various theoretical and empirical consequences.
We will consider a number of them. 14)

If our ideas about accusative in Inuit are correct, this Case is clearly structural
(recall that it is assigned to subjects of ECM/causative complements and to modifiers of
incorporated NPs). This means that the definiteness effect in which Inuit accusative NPs
are involved cannot be explained by analyses that account for definiteness effects on the
basis of'lack of structural Case'. Such analyses are proposed by Safir (1982,1987) and
Belletti (1988) for the existential construction. Of course it might be the case that there
is no relation between Inuit antipassives and existentials, but from the point of view
of the restricted variation space of Universal Grammar it is more desirable to assume
that the definiteness effect of both constructions follows from the same principles.
Notice, in this respect, that Reuland's approach is designed explicitly for the existential
construction and that the one based on Chomsky (1985) can handle this construction
as well. The latter two approaches have in common that LF representations are subject
to a Principle of Full Interpretation (Chomsky (1985)), which requires 'something to
happen' to non-contentive categories and that definiteness effects follow from this
principle.

With respect to the choice between Reuland's approach and that of Chomsky,
we observe that the former fares better in the context of object incorporation. Given
our analysis, object incorporation structures, in which no NP moves through spec,VR
must be assumed to have an expletive pro inserted in this position at S-structure; see
(39), in which we have added the morphological dimension for the string resulting from
incorporation. According to Reuland's approach, the expletive can simply be linked to
the NP whose head is incorporated. The approach based on Chomsky, however, requires
movement of this NP, which would mean that either the morphological complex has to
be deconstructed or that the NP must be able to move without its head.

(39) VP

pro                     V'

Npl..-N V
V

One empirical consequence of our analysis is that Inuit must be assumed to have
no 'unergative' verbs. Such verbs have no D-structure direct object NPs, and hence in
structures containing them there is nothing to move through spec,VR The result is that
this position will remain empty and the expletive pro will be inserted in it. There is,
however, nothing to link it to, so that the resulting structure would be ungrammatical.
Recall that in chapter II 2.2. we discussed the fact that intransitive Inuit verbs are of
the type which in other languages classify as 'unaccusative'. This implies that the idea
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that there are no 'unergatives' among them is not implausible. 15),16)
Another consequence is that in the case of'omitted' accusative/modalis NPs the

pro we have been discussing in the preceding section must always be present. This pro
can serve as the thematic NP to which the expletive can be linked, but if instead we
were dealing with lexical saturation, no linkage would be possible.

We conclude, finally, that the explanation of the definiteness effect of the finite
antipassive crucially requires the modalis NP to be a theta-marked NP and as such is
incompatible with the standard analysis of the antipassive, as well as with the alternative
presented by Baken It is difficult to see how these accounts could provide for an
alternative here. 17)

4.7. Conclusion
In this section we have argued that the modalis NP of the antipassive construction is
a thematic accusative NP. We showed that the 'accusative hypothesis' does not meet
::ith the problems imposed by the analyses ·*·e discussed earlier. Wc also showed that
data involving instances of (not typically oblique) modalis NPs outside the antipassive
construction can be handled well if it is assumed that Inuit has accusative Case. We have
shown that the accusative hypothesis is only in conflict with (the right to left implication
of) Burzio's Generalization in cases that in other languages involve the same conflict.
We argued, furthermore, that the optionality of the modalis NP of the antipassive, which
follows automatically in the other analyses. is also compatible with the idea that this NP
is accusative. Finally, we paid some attention to a definiteness effect involving modalis
NPs in antipassive finite clauses and we showed that on the view that these NPs are
accusatives, this effect can be assumed to follow from essentially the same principles as
those that account for the definiteness effect in the existential construction in languages
such as English.

5. Antipassive Suffixes
5.1. Introduction
This section will be dedicated to the status of antipassive suffixes. We will start with a
few observations concerning their formal and semantic aspects.

In West-Greenlandic the most frequently occurring of the antipassive suffixes is
-sil· Kleinschmidt (1851) spells this suffix as -ssi, indicating an initial apical sibilant
a sound that is disappearing in modern Greenlandic. In other Inuit languages we find
related suffixes. such as -gi in Yupik. -ji in Central Arctic and -ji (-tsi) in modern
Labrador. In all Inuit languages we find -i as an allomorph of the aforementioned
suffixes. Other West-Greenlandic antipassive suffixes are: -ilir, -nnig and a -si2, which
Kleinschmidt spells as -si, indicating a laminar sibilant, and which does not have -i
as an allomorph. Various other morphemes are also found in other variants of Inuit.
Bourquin, for instance, mentions -(ng)nik and -rdler (-kler), in addition to -ji, -i and
-Si (= -Si2) for Old Labrador. Other examples are: -te in Yup'ik and -usuk in Central
Arctic. It is not quite clear at this moment what exactly determines the choice of suffix
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type. There are restrictions as to the co-occurrence of given verbs and suffixes, but it is
not uncommon for one and the the same verb to allow for more than one suffix.

According to Bitmer (1987,1988), antipassive suffixes influence aspectual values
of the verb they attach to. She mentions, for instance, that the perfective verb tuqut
('kill') implies the actual death of the patient whereas its antipassive variants tuqut-si,
tuqu-ssi and tuqun-nnig permit the imperfective reading where the patient is in the
act of dying. Another of her observations is that certain verbs, such as malig ('follow')
or atur ('use'), reject frequentative adverbials in their basic forms, but not in their
antipassive forms.

Above we have ignored the 0-antipassive suffix. The reason for this is that we will
from now on assume that it does not exist. Though the postulation of a 0-suffix makes it
possible to generalize over transitive and ambiguous verbs, it is somewhat artificial and
we know of no empirical evidence that supports it. The result of the elimination of this
suffix is that we now see ambiguous verbs as freely alternating between the ergative
(genitive-nominative) and the nominative-accusative construction, see (40).

(40)a. Hansi-p mattak niri-vaa 'Hansi ate the mattak'
gen nom

b. Hansi matam-mik niri-vuq 'Hansi ate mattak'
nom acc

One additional consequence is that passivization of these verbs, which always leads to
an intransitive construction with a nominative theme, must be assumed to involve two
options: 1) passivization of the ergative construction, which only affects the external
argument, or 2) passivization of the nominative-accusative construction, which affects
both the external argument and accusative Case.

5.2. Antipassive Suffixes as Auxiliaries
In the preceding chapter we argued that the Case properties of transitive constructions
in Inuit derived on the one hand from the availability of an extra (genitive) Case,
assigned by I, and, on the other, from the unavailability of accusative Case for direct
objects. The question rises how this approach is compatible with the idea that in Inuit
verbs can act as accusative assigners. A relatively simple answer is that specifically
the verbs (or instances of verbs) that appear in the ergative pattern lack the accusative
assignment property, and that because of this, they are dependent on transitive (i.e.,
genitive-assigning) I. Consider, in this respect, the ungrammatical examples in (41).

(41)a.   *Arna -up nutaraq [ PRO titirauti nani ]-rqu -vaa
woman -gen child-nom pencil-nom find -tell -ind,3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' *CA,Jo:24
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b.  *Anaana-ata [ Hansi matu ammar ]-tip   -paa
mother -his,erg H.-nom door-nom open -cause-ind,3sg3sg
'His mother got Hansi to open the door' *WG,F:84

c.   *Anguti-Pi[ ei Hansi tugun ]-nir  -a
man   -gen  H.-nom kill -NIQ-his
'The man's killing Hansi' *WG,F:45,46

d.   *proi [ ei Mikaalli naapit ]-vvi    -ga
M.-nom meet -VVIK-my

'the place/time of my meeting Mikaalli' *WF,F:79

These examples played a major role in the preceding chapter, where we argued that
their ungrammaticality was due to the absence of transitive I in the - transitive -
complements they contained. As can be seen in (42) these types of examples remain
ungrammatical if the nominative Case of the object NPs in the complement is replaced
by accusative.

(42)a.  *Arnaa -up nutaraq titirauti-mik nani-rqu -vaa
woman -gen child-nom pencil   -acc  find -tell -ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' *CA,Jo:25

b. *Emi-ne poor -mik ai -tip  -paa

son -his,nom thing-acc fetch -cause-ind,3sg3sg
'He gets his son to fetch the thing' *OL,Bo:314

c.    *Ikunngum-mi -nik tuqut-nir   -a
friend -his-acc kill -NIQ-his
'His killing his friend' *WG,F:45

d. *Mikaalli-mik naapit-vvi    -a
M. -acc meet -VVIK-his

'the place/time of his meeting Mikaalli' *WG,F:79

The dependency on transitive I of the verbs under consideration, can be compared to
the one that holds between perfective/passive participles in English and other languages
and the transitive auxiliary ('have'). Such participles can only occur with S-structure
direct objects if they are accompanied by 'have'; compare (43).

(43)a. John has written the letter
b.   *John is written the letter
c.   *John got Bill written the letter
d.   *the man written the letter
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Facts like those  in  (43)  can be accounted  for  if  it is assumed  that  1) the participle
is not itself a Case-assigner and 2) the - accusative - Case of the direct object in
(43a) is provided by 'have'. Somewhat metaphorically, transitive verbs in Inuit may
be considered to be 'participles' and Inuit transitive I the 'auxiliary' they require in
order to appear with S-structure direct objects. However, apart from not being a verb,
transitive I in Inuit, is distinct from 'have' in that it does not mark the direct object with
accusative, but with nominative Case (which it can do because it also has genitive Case
available, for the subject).

English participles can, of course, appear in other contexts than those involving
'have'. When this happens the only possibility is that they do not assign their external
argument role: the construction that arises then is a passive, in which the D-structure
direct object moves to the subject position in order to acquire Case. Similarly, Inuit
transitive verbs can also appear in contexts without transitive I if they do not assign their
external argument role. This happens in cases involving reflexivization, anticausativiza-
tion and hidden passivization (see chapter H 2.3. and chapters V 4.5. and 5.3.). Notice
that the verbs under consideration do not change in shape in these constructions: they
merely do not assign the external argument role in syntax. 18)

It is clear that the antipassive suffixes. when added to the verbs under con-
sideration, introduce accusative Case and can as such really be compared to English
'have'. Thus the examples in (42) become grammatical if the complement verb is
antipassivized, as can be seen in (44).

(44)a.  Arnaa -up nutaraq titirauti -mik nani-si -rqu-vaa
woman-gen child-nom pencil   -acc find -antip-tell-ind,3sg3sg
'The woman tells the child to find the pencil' CA,Jo:24

b. Erni-ne poor -mik ai    -kler -tip    -paa
son -his,nom thing-acc fetch-antip-cause-ind,3sg3sg
' He gets his son to fetch the thing' OL,Bo:314

c.      Ikunngum-mi -nik tuqut-si      -nir   -a
friend -his-acc kill -antip-NIQ-his
'
His  killing his friend' WG,F:45

d. Mikaalli-mik naapit-si -vvi -a
M. -acc meet -antip-VVIK-his
'the place/time of his meeting Mikaalli' WG,F:79

With respect to the status of antipassive suffixes, there are, as for all affixes,
two Options: they can either be projecting, in which case they are X'-affixes. or non-
projecting. Bitmer (1988) treats them as projecting. She does not assign them an explicit
categorial status. A special feature ofher approach is thatprimary accusative assignment
is not seen as a property of verbs: according to her, in nominative-accusative languages,
accusative is typically provided by I (compare Larson (1988), who makes essentially
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the same claim), and in Inuit it is provided by the projecting antipassive suffix.
However, if our view on modalis/accusative NPs in Inuit is correct, there are

instances of primary accusative assignment in contexts where antipassive suffixes are
lacking. We are not only referring to ambiguous verbs, for which Bittner assumes a
0-antipassive suffix, but also to the cases discussed in 4.2. above (in as far as these
do not involve only a secondary accusative). For the latter Bittner, who does not take
them into consideration, would have to say that they also involve 0-antipassivization.
According to us, accusative assignment is a property of verbs and those verbs that act
as accusative assigners in Inuit are exceptional - when compared with normal transitive
verbs - in that they have the feature [+accusative]. This does not mean that we cannot
treat antipassive suffixes as projecting. In fact, we propose that they are X'-affixes
with the status of (auxiliary) raising verbs. Like Bitmer, we assume that they are
[+accusative] and assign accusative Case to the object of their (VP) complement.

One type ofevidence for the verbal status ofantipassive suffixes is provided by the
fact that the antipassive suffix -si2 is homophonous with the incorporating verbal affix
-si. In (45) we present some examples containing this incorporator. Notice, from (45d),
that it can co-occur with the empty stem pi and is then able to assign accusative to an
independent direct object NP, instead of to a modifier.

(45)a.    Ivig  -si -voq
bread-SI-ind,3sg
'He got bread' OG,K:140

b.    Qimmir-si -vuq
dog -SI-ind,3sg

'He found a dog' WG,Be:204

c.    Tupa -si -ssaa-tit
tobacco-SI-fut -ind.2sg
'You shall buy some tobacco' WG,F:322

d.       Niqi -mik pi -si -vuq
meat-acc PI-SI-ind,3sg
'He bought some meat' WG,F:133

As may be observed from the paraphrases of these examples, the semantic field covered
by -si is rather extensive. Presumably the nearest English term that more or less covers
it is 'get'.

In the examples in (45) -si acts as a noun incorporator. As can be seen in (46), it
may also incorporate verbs.

(46)a.    Qaqor   -si -voq
be white-SI-ind,3sg
'It became white' OG,K:140
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b.    Taar    -si -voq
be dark-SI-ind,3sg
'It became dark' OG,K:140

As a noun incorporator -si assigns an external argument role. As a verb incorporator,
however, it does not: in this case it has a purely auxiliary function and acts as a raising
verb.

Given the homophony between incorporating -si and antipassive -si , it is plausi-
ble that they are instances of one and the same item. On this view, auxiliary -si not only
incorporates intransitive verbs, such as those in (46), but also transitive verbs (in the an-
tipassive construction). Moreover, it retains a property that it has as noun incorporator,
which is its ability to assign accusative Case. When the incorporated verb is transitive,
this Case is assigned to its object which -si 1-governs. When the incorporated verb is
intransitive it is not assigned, see below.

As for the more frequent antipassive suffix -sil (-i), we have at this moment no
evidence that it acts as noun-incorporator.19, Recall. however, from 4.4., that it is able
to occur with certain intransitive verbs and that in that case it introduces an external
argument. In (47) we repeat example (27), with the paraphrase we proposed for it.

(47) Qilalukka-nik pui    -si -vuq
Whale -mod,pl come up to surface-antip-ind,3sg
'It (=the sea) had whales come up to its surface' WG=27

The properties of -sil in this construction can be accounted for if it is assumed that
it acts as an external argument assigning main verb that selects VPs and can assing
accusative to the subject of these VPs (notice that the same type of analysis is feasible
for 'had' in the paraphrase). If this analysis is correct, -sit is verbal.20)

With respect to the other antipassive suffixes, it may be mentioned that Yup'ik
-te is homophonous with a noun incorporator meaning 'catch' and that according to
Bitmer (1987), Greenlandic -lir is related to -ilir ('begin'), which we have classified
as a raising verb in chapter V 4.3. All in all, there seem to be good reasons to treat
the antipassive suffixes as - verb incorporating - auxiliary verbs, which are sometimes
(or perhaps. from a diachronic viewpoint, always) derived from main (affixal) verbs.
In order to distinguish them from normal raising verbs, from which they differ in that
they have the feature [+accusative], we will henceforth call them 'auxiliaries'.

In (48b) we present the relevant aspects of the structure of the antipassive con-
struction in (48a) and the accusative assignment that applies in it, by way of an illus-
tration of the analysis we have presented. This analysis differs from that proposed in
Bittner (1988) in that the antipassive suffix is treated as a verb and is never non-overt,
but the structural aspects of ours and Bitmer's analyses are identical.
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(48)a. Hansi nannu -mik tuqut-si -vuq
H.-nom polar bear-acc kill -SI-vuq
'Hansi killed a polar bear' WG=3

b.                                IP

Npi I'

Hansi     I  
Vp \\

VP \ 1'1.ri

e,»»,..  / \  \NP                  V                   V         I
nannu tuqut  si vuq
-mik aux

4
accusative

Our analysis requires a slight modification of (the right to left implication of) Burzio's
generalization. The auxiliaries have no external argument of their own, but act never-
theless, as Case-assigners. It is obvious that it is the presence of the external argument
of the incorporated verb that licenses this: in the examples in (46), which - if we are
correct - contain the auxiliary -si , but no external argument, no accusative assignment
takes place. We propose that Burzio's generalization be viewed as a statement about S-
structure representations with assigned Cases, rather than as a statement about Case-
assignment; see (49) for a formulation.

(49)      If V minimally V-governs NPacc, V is [+EA]

We have chosen the term 'minimally V-govern', which we intend to refer to the first
governor of NPacc with verbal status, in (49), to cover also the cases of noun incorpo-

' ration with accusative modifiers. The latter are p-governed by the incorporated noun.
but minimally V-governed by the incorporated verb, which needs to be an external ar-
gument assigner (except in the case of existential -qar, discussed in 4.4. above). Given
the formulation in (49), it is irrelevant whether the accusative Case is assigned by the
verb mentioned in it, or by some higher auxiliary.21)

There are obviously many remaining questions here. In particular, the semantics,
as well as the selectional properties. of Inuit antipassive suffixes/auxiliaries require
much more attention than we have been able to give them. One last point we would like to
mention is that the analysis we have proposed is in line with the fact that antipassive and
passive morphologies are mutually exclusive. As antipassive morphemes are auxiliaries
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without an external argument they will never be available for passivization, a process
that typically affects external arguments. Moreover, the auxiliaries - in the use that
is traditionally called 'antipassive' - attach to transitive (external argument assigning)

22)verbs, and not to passivized verbs, nor to 'passive participle' selecting -u ('be').
Notice, however, that it is not impossible that there are other uses of these auxiliaries
in which they may select passive VPs. We do not know at this moment whether this is
actually the case.

6. Conclusion: The Dual Case-Pattern of Inuit
The schema in (50) presents an overview of the distinct Inuit verbs and verbal affixes,
as we have discussed them in this and the preceding chapters.

(50) Inuit Verbs

stems V-inc. aff N-inc. aff  Infi

1. +EA -ACC: a. transitive a. control - vaq

b. ambiguous b. causative/
ECM

2. +EA +ACC: a. ambiguous - normal vuq
b. intransitive noun inc.

v.diciendi

3. -EA -ACC: normal intr. raising copular vuq

4. -EA +ACC: - auxiliary existential vuq

In this schema the terms 'transitive'. 'ambiguous' and 'intransitive' refer to the type of
inflection the verbs under consideration co-occur with (see chapter II 2.2.). A number
of comments are in order here. These concern in the first place the gaps in groups (1),
(2) and (3).

To begin with group (1): it is not evident that [+EA,-ACC] noun incorporating
affixes do not exist: the accusative assigning property of these affixes in general only
becomes visible when there is a modifier to which accusative is assigned. Given this,
it may well be the case that some of them are ambiguous, and, hence, have an [+EA,-
ACC] variant. The way to test this would be to investigate whether there are noun-
incorporators that occur with pi and a nominative direct object and whether these allow
for accusative assigning auxiliaries.

As for the gap in group (2), it remains to be investigated whether there are control
and/or causative/ECM affixes of the ambiguous type, which, on the traditional view,
would mean that these would allow for 0-antipassassivization. Such affixes would then
occur both in group (1) and in group (2).
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With respect to group (4), [-EA,+ACC] verbs are typically auxiliaries (the one
case of existential -qar forming an exception). The gap here thus indicates that Inuit has
no non-affixal auxiliaries. The explanation for this is relatively simple: it follows from
the morphological fact that all Inuit verbs - including those formed by (non-inflectional)
affixes - are roots and need to be followed by an affix. Like affixal auxiliaries, non-
affixal auxiliaries would appear in the structure in (51).

(51) I. . vi* ] V2(aux)- . . .
VP

As V2 here is not an affix, the stem Vi will be left 'dangling'. This is obviously
not allowed.

Observe that the fact that the counterparts of infinitival selecting verbs in Inuit
are invariably affixes, actually follows from the same prohibition on dangling stems: as
Inuit has no infinitival morphology, the only option for the verbal head of 'infinitival'
complements is to incorporate into a higher affix, which, given the properties of X'-
affixes, must be the verb selecting the complement.

The second type of remark here concerns the selection of inflection type. We
have classified control affixal verbs as co-occurring with transitive inflection (-vaq) and
raising verbs as co-occurring with intransitive inflection (-vuq). However, as discussed
in chapter V (4.2. and 4.3.), this is not invariably so: in the case of subject control
and raising verbs the choice of inflection type depends on the (in) transitivity of the
complement verb. We have termed this phenomenon 'inflection shift' and pointed out
the parallelism with the phenomenon of 'auxiliary shift', which occurs, for example,
in Italian. The existence of inflection shift makes it difficult to determine what type of
inflection the verbs under consideration select by themselves. Some evidence that our
classification is correct comes from the examples in (52).

(52)a. Pi-guma-jaga
PI-want -part,  1 sg3sg
' I  want it' L=13a

b.       Asuliinnaq pi -nngi-laq
just for fun PI-not -ind,3sg
'He didn't (do/say) it just for fun' WG=13c

The Labrador example in (52a) contains the subject control verb -guma, followed by
transitive I, and the empty stem pi. It comes from Smith (1982). who presents it to
show that -guma is inherently transitive. The, West Greenlandic, example in (52b)
again involves pi and, in addition the negative element -nngil, which may possibly
be classified as a raising verb (see note 19 of chapter V). In this case I is intransitive.
Further investigation into constructions with pi must show whether the facts illustrated
in (52) are exemplary for all subject control and raising verbs (notice that it is not
excluded that in line with our observations concerning the gap in group (2), such an
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investigation will also isolate some ambiguous subject control verbs).
The remarks above concerned specific details of the schema in (50). From a

more general point of view, this schema embodies the claim that the Inuit languages are
actually split ergative languages. The factor that primarily determines their split is the
choice ofverb type. Recall that in chapter I we also discussed splits conditioned by verbs
(those occurring in Georgian, Basque and Warlpiri). In that case the division occurred
within the class of intransitive verbs. Inuit. on the other hand, manifests a 'transitivity
split': most transitive (i.e., polyadic) verbs are unaccusative and - in accordance with
the Unaccusativity Hypothesis ofchapter I - trigger the appearance of an ergative Case
pattern. A number of them, however, are either completely or optionally accusative and
must or can occur with a nominative-accusative pattern.

Unaccusative transitive verbs (group I) played a major role in chapter V, where
we showed how the problem these verbs posed with respect to the Case Filter is
circumvented by the existence of an extra Case provided by transitive I. In non-finite
clauses such an I is absent and we claimed that there the only solution for the Case Filter
problem is to use these verbs intransitively. In the subsection 4.2. of the present chapter
we discussed accusative transitive verbs (group II), which as such are unproblematic for
the Case Filter. In the preceding section we argued that Inuit has a second solution for
the unaccusativity of the verbs of group (I), which consists of the use of an accusative
assigning auxiliary (group III). In this case the pattern is nominative-accusative, even
though it involves main verbs that otherwise tdgger ergativity. As such, the presence
or absence of the auxiliary conditions an additional split.23)

In standard analyses, the accusative assigning auxiliary is not treated as such: it is
viewed, rather, as an 'antipassive' detransitivizing element that triggers the absorption
of the direct object role. One consequence of the treatment we advocated is that detran-
sitivization in non-finite clauses is only obligatory if those do not contain an auxiliary.
Anouler consequence is that detransitivization itself is restricted to non-assignment of
the external argument role. Detransitivization is also required, of course, in those finite
sentences in which a transitive unaccusative verb co-occurs with intransitive, instead
of with transitive L In (53) we list, by way of summary, the options that exist for
unaccusative transitive verbs. We disregard cases in which subject or objects of non-
finite clauses are assigned Case by Case assigners outside these clauses (Exceptional
Case marking, nominative assignment via scrambling to higher clause); 'IA' (internal
argument) stands for D-structure direct object.
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(53) Case Patterns with Transitive [+EA,-Acc] Verbs

finite clauses:

a. transitive I : EA(gen), IA(nom)
b. auxiliary : EA(nom), IA(acc)
c. detransitivization:-, IA(nom)

non-finite clauses:

a. auxiliary : EA(PRO), IA(acc)
b. detransitivization:-, IA(PRO)

One question that we have not answered in this work is what are the underlying
reasons for the existence of the, obviously marked, Case system of Inuit. We suspect
that diachronic developments are involved, which, due to the lack of historical sources,
will be extremely difficult to bring to light. We will, nevertheless, finish with a short
- and rough - sketch of one possibility.

This possibility is that Inuit originally had accusative clitics doubling direct object
NPs and that at a certain stage these clitics were equated to nominative agreement sets,
but at the same time continued to be related to direct objects. This reanalysis may have
been favoured by formal similarities between the accusative clitics and the nominative
agreement sets, which probably both derived from pronominals (see chapter V, 2.3.
and 2.4.). The extension of genitive assignment to clausal subjects may then have been
a consequence of an ensuing lack of agreement morphology for subjects of transitive
clauses. Another possible consequence of the postulated reanalysis of the accusative
clitics involves the loss of accusative Case morphology on the NPs they related to
(or, alternatively, this morphology may already have been non-overt). According to
this view, it is not implausible that there was a stage in which accusative Case was
completely non-existent in Inuit. The use of the modalis postposition as an accusative
marker would then be indicative of the reintroduction of this Case.24)

We are aware that the ideas about the development sketched here are highly
speculative and that only more insight in the general properties of the evolution of
agreement systems will show whether they are feasible at all.
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Appendix A

Notes

Notes to Chapter 1
1) As pointed out in the introduction. this chapter is a revised English version of the article
'Ergativiteit' writtenby Anneke Groos and the present author. and published in GLOT 7 (1984:  1-
49). The most important revision concerns the fact that it no longer proposes the existence of a
unique parameter underlying the phenomenon of ergativity. For a motivation of this change of
perspective, see subsection 3.4.
2) For the abbreviations used to indicate the sources of the examples. as well as for the abbrevi-
ations used in the glosses, we refer the reader to the lists at the beginning of this book
3) For Dyirbal examples we use the orthography proposed in Levin (1983).
4) Though indeed adjacency between absolutive and ergative NPs prevents unambiguous de-
termination of which of them has subject status, it is not excluded that general statistical facts
concerning constituent order indicate that one of them is a more plausible candidate forthis status
than the other. In chapter IV we will invoke a probability argument based on language statistics
for Inuit.
5) Anderson (1976) claims that Hurrian, an extinct Anatolian language of which there remains
only one single text, is also syntactically ergative. Anderson's claim is criticized in Pullum (1977).
6) The analysis of morphological ergativity we will present is incompatible with the claim that
Burzio's generalization holds universally. We will return to this point in the conclusion of this
chapter.
7) The verbs that select infinitival complements in Inuit are invariably affixal. a fact which we
ignore here (but see chapter IV 2.8. and chapter V 4.).
8) Den Besten defines Case-assignment by chain-government as follows:

'If NPi is governed by a category alpha which cannot or may not assign

Case. NPi will acquire its Case from the first Case-assigner up it is chain-
governed by'

(Den Besten, 1982. (lla))

A chain-governor for alpha is the governor that minimally c-commands the (chain-) governor of
alpha. S' and NP are absolute barriers to chain-government.
9) In chapter V we will argue that it is this option that must be chosen.

283
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10)  Languages with intransitivity splits show a great deal of variation as to the intransitive verbs
that occur with absolutive or ergative subjects. In at least some of them (Georgian. Basque) the
split appears to fall between dynamic imperfective and other verbs (the former occurring with
ergative subjects). In others. such as the Indian languages Mandan and Guaranf. the verbs appear
to classify according to whether they represent notions that involve potential control by the
subject or not. This is discussed in Dixon (1979), where it is also mentioned that it is possible that
grammaticalization processes may lead to a situation in which the classification no longer has a
clear semantic base (Dixon mentions Hidatsa in this respect). Languages with splits conditioned
by 'potential control' are generally called 'active languages' and in most of them the split is
only apparent in their agreement system. The existence of these languages was first attested
by Sapir (1917). In Warlpiri the class of intransitive verbs with subjects in the ergative Case
is extremely small, but seems to overlap completely with that of intransitive verbs expressing
notions restricted to human activities (most intransitive Warlpiri verbs impose no restrictions as
to humanity or even animacy on their argument), cf. Hale (1982).

If the Splits in these distinct languages form a reflection of D-structures functions, it
follows that there is no universal semantic classification that predicts the projection of semantic
role type onto syntactic category.
11) As discussed in Levin (1983), the idea that both the absolutive and the ergative in Basque
are inherent Cases (Levin speaks of D-structure Cases) poses some problems for the analysis
of Basque control clauses. It is commonly assumed that the Case Filter prevents the subject of
these clauses from being lexicalized, and that for this reason it has to be a PRO. Basque also
invariably has PRO subjects in control clauses, something that we do not expect if inherent Case
is available. Levin, for this reason, tries to motivate the distribution of PRO on the basis of
requirements imposed by control theory. An alternative is to assume that inherent Case requires
S-structure licensing by a potential structural Case-assigner, i.e.. a governor which in other
languages acts as structural Case-assigner. l'his latter assumption would also account for the fact
that D-structure objects of'unaccusative' verbs in Basque must move to the subject position (cf.
Ortiz (1989)). It is. however, not directly compatible with the idea, presented in Chomsky (1986).
that the 'of NP' in English nominals is an instance of an inherently Case-marked NP, nor with
Belletti's view that unaccusative verbs act as inherent Case-assigners in existential constructions
in e.g. English (Belletti  1988).

Notes to Chapter 2
1) We will not consider Siberian Inuit in this work.
2) Some languages (e.g. Warlpiri. Basque) have verbs which are themselves uninflected, but
which are associated with inflection.
3) Some variants of Inuit have dualis forms. We disregard these. In embedded clauses, moreover,
so-called 'fourth person' forms occur. On these forms, which occur in all variants of Inuit, see
chapter IV 2.6.2.
4) Throughout we try to use a uniform orthography for modem Greenlandic. which is the one
employed by Fortescue (1984). Pedersen's (Pedersen (1977a.b) (=Pa. Pb)) orthography is distinct
in several respects, so we have adapted it. The adaptations include:
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0  -U

e -+i
8    - aa (and similarly for the other vowels)
iC - aCC (and similarly for the other vowels)
k -q
dl  -,1

Also. Fortescue reproduces surface geminate consonants. where Pedersen spells underlying
consonant clusters, for example:

gdl   - 11
ngm + Inrn
gt - tt

5) For the participial mood, see 3.2. below in the text. We take it that the central semantic content
of the other moods is reasonably transparent from their name and/or the glosses we have given.
Some moods have extended uses, which will be discussed when relevant.
6) The term'basic' here is not intended to imply that the verbs under consideration never have in-
temal morphology: what we mean by it is that they have not been subject to any detransitivization
or transitivization process. With respect to the latter type of process we make an exception for
such verbs as tuqut ('kill'): tuqut contains the transitivizing affix -uti, but it is clearly lexicalized
and we therefore treat it as basic.
7) The citation form for transitive verbs is third person singular. third person singular, indicative.
With (WestGreenlandic) verbal stems ending in anon-uvularconsonant (/t/or/k/) the thirdperson
singular indicative affixes trigger gemination, with the result that the original final consonant of
the stem in no longer recognizable as such. This means that the citation forms are not always
transparent with respect to their input. (West Greenlandic) examples of citation forms involving
gemination are:

sinippuq < sinik- ('sleep') kamappuq < kamat- ('be angry')
asappaa  < asak- ('wash') tuquppaa < tuqut-  ('kill')

8) Another type of exception is formed by a class of denominal intransitive verbs. which are
often clearly agentive. Examples of this class, from Kleinschmidt (1851:107.108) are:

inug            -poq 'he comes to people'
man -ind,3sg

nuliar -poq 'he marries'

wife -bd,3sg

eqalugssuar-poq      'he has caught a shark'
shark -ind,3sg

kamig Ipoq 'he put his boots on'

boot -ind,3sg
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9) The addition of the reflexive/reciprocal pronoun is often obligatory. The conditions that trigger
its appearance seem to be roughly parallel to the ones that hold for the appearance of similar
pronouns in English (cf. 'he washes', which may be interpreted as 'he washes himself'. vs. 'he
kills', which cannot be interpreted as 'he kills himself').
10) Walpiri. which also has dual agreement. shows the same kind of lack of reflexivity in the
agreement system as Inuit (Ken Hale, classroom communication) and may be said also to be
subject to the filter presented here. Possibly the fact that Romance clitics - of which it is often
argued that they have agreement-likeproperties-cannotbe'repeated' is a related issue. Compare.
in this respect, (ia). which is merely odd. to (Spanish) (ib). which is completely ungrammatical.
despite the fact that the clitic me can be used both as an accusative (ic) and as a dative (id), and
can occur in reflexive structures (ie,if).

(i)a.     He gives me myself
b.   *El me me regala

'He me me gives'
c.     El me conoce

'He me knows (= He knows me)'
d.     El me regala el libro

'He me gives the book (= He gives me the book)'
e.     Yo me conozco

'I me know (I know myself)'
f.      Yo me regalo el libro

'
I me  give the book (=I give myself the book)'

It remains to be investigated whether other languages with dual agreement systems also show a
lack of reflexivity within these systems.
11) Though we give this impression in the text. our analysis is not completely the same as as
the one presented by Marantz (1984). Marantz's theoretical framework allows for a considerable
amount of lexical decomposition. This makes it possible for him to treat the special morphology
of lexical rellexives (for example Romance se/si) as an independent adjunct constituent at the
moment the Binding Conditions apply. In our analysis binding applies to the retained/absorbed
argument. which is not syntactically expressed. This requires an extension of the Binding Theory,
something that Marantz does not need. Notice that for Marantz's 'decomposition' analysis to be
valid for Inuit he has to assume a 0-morpheme at the relevant level.

Our analysis coincides with that of Marantz in that it assumes that the object's role is
assigned in the normal way, and the subject's role is not, i. e.. in that lexical refiexives are
'unaccusatives'. Notice that theoretically. things could  also  be the other way round,  with  the
subject's role assigned normally. In fact we have no empirical evidence from Inuit that leads
to the rejection of the latter possibility. One of the reasons why we have chosen the former.
however. is that in those languages where this can be tested. lexical reflexives are unaccusative
(cf. Marantz (1984)). This leads us to assume that the unmarked option for the lexical reflexive
is the unaccusative one. that is, that the language learning child chooses this option unless it
has evidence to the contrary. Notice. in this respect. that in chapter I 4.2. we have analyzed the
Dyirbal lexical reflexive with -rriy as 'unergative'. which implies that this language makes use
of the marked option. The evidence Dyirbal language learners have for this comes from cases
in which -rrfy does not have an anaphoric function: these clearly show that the affix affects the
theme-role. which is the role normally assigned to D-structure objects.
12) Zubizarreta (1987) in fact distinguishes two classes of anticausatives in French: those that
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involve the clitic se (for example: se casser ('break') and those that do not involve special
morphology (for example: couler ('sink')). According to her, only the former are unaccusative.
Given that Inuit lacks an element comparable to se and that it also lacks empirical means to
test unaccusativity, it is difficult to prove that its anticausatives are Call) unaccusatives. Our
motivations for the unaccusative analysis we are opting for, will become clear in chapter VI
(4.6. and 5.2.).
13) According to Woodbury (1975), there are four distinct classes of Inuit verbs. Fortescue (1984)
and Johns (1987) adopt this. The four classes are:

1)  verbs that never take transitive inflection ( = intransitive verbs)
2)  verbs that are interpreted as anticausatives when they occur with intransitive inflection
3)  verbs that are interpreted as reflexives when occurring with intransitive inflection
4) verbs that are interpreted as lacking a syntactic theme argument when occurring with

intransitive agreement ( = ambiguous verbs).

We are not convinced that there is no overlap between (2), (3) and (4). Thus, for instance. taku
('see') is an ambiguous verb, but can be used as a reflexive, as is shown in (23c) in the text. Also,
for instance, attorpoq. the intransitive form of (Old Labrador) ambiguous attor ('use'), may be
interpreted as 'it is used', i.e., have an anticausative (or perhaps a middle passive) interpretation
(Bourquin (1891: 105)). For the relationship between anticauzativizing and reflexivizing verbs,
as well as for possible middle passive interpretations, see below in the text.

Johns (1987) tries to give a semantic basis to Woodbury's classification. She distinguishes
between 'state predicates' (intransitive verbs). 'result predicates' (the intransitive versions of
group (2) above. which, according to her, may be transitivized by means of the addition of a
cause feature), 'event predicates' (group (3)) and 'activity predicates' (the intransitive versions
of group (4), which, she claims. contain a semantic constant that may optionally be bound by
transitive agreement morphology). Her approach is interesting. but relies on the postulated lack
of overlap.
14) The possible existence of hidden or middle passives in Inuit finite clauses requires further
investigation. It raises the question whether some of the forms classified as anticausative earlier
in the text are not actually middles (or ambiguously middle/anticausative). With respect to
reflexivizing verbs it should be mentioned that at least in some languages there is a strong
preference for reflexive readings over middle ones, in cases where both are possible: cf. e.g.
French 'la tour se voit de loin' vs. ?'Jean se voit de loin' (in the middle reading). If Inuit has
finite middles their observed scarcity with reflexivizing verbs may perhaps be related to such a
preference. In chapter V we will argue that hidden passives occur frequently in certain non-finite
clauses.  We do not know, at this moment, if these non-finite instances should be related to finite
ones. The former, for instance, permit a dative agent-phrase, something which, as far as we know,
is excluded with the latter.
15) Some variants of Inuit have dualis forms for NPs. These forms no longer exist in West
Greenlandic.
16) Notice that infinitival forms in English are not productively involved in nominalizations.
We suspect that this is related to the fact that English has no specific infinitival affx. English
progressive forms clearly have an affix (-ing) and, as is well-known, this affix has a productive
nominalization function.
17) The analysis of transitive/passive participles presented in the text does not hold entirely for
Yup'ik. In this language the transitive participial mood affix is -ke. Participles formed with -ke
may also be used as nominals. When this happens. however. they are necessarily infected with a
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possessive affix, which relates to a genitive agent. The version with an oblique or absent agent is
thus excluded. Yup'ik also has nominal participles with oblique or absent agents. The suffix that
forms these participles is -ar and it iS the same one as the indicative mood suffix for transitive
verbs. Passive clauses in Yup'ik are formed with nominal -ar participles and the affixal verb -ngu
('be'), along the same lines as passives in other variants of Inuit (see below in the text).
18) Passive clauses never contain genitive agents. l'his is related to the fact that the participle is
'incorporated' by an affixal verb (-u). See chapter IV 2.7. for details on the absence of genitive
NPs in the case of incorporation.
19) Baker and Hale (1990) base themselves on Allen (1988), an article we have been unable to
consult.
20) The initial consonant of the oblique Case affix may subsequently produce gemination of a
final consonant of the stern, as in Nuum-mut ('to Nuuk'); in this case no deletion applies.
21) Fortescue (1984) presents -gut as an alternative for -kkut, which may indicate that -gut is
the underlying form from which -kkut is derived.
22) In Yup'ik non-thematic demonstratives have the property that they may occur at the beginning
of NPs. In this they have a unique status with respect to other modifiers. We will, incidentally.
disregard these demonstratives when we present our analysis of the syntax of NPs in chapter III.
23) Actually there are more West Greenlandic demonstratives than the ones presented here.
Among them are special demonstrative forms to indicate things or persons situated higher or
lower than the speaker, things/persons out of sight and things/persons to the north or the south of
the speaker (cf. Fortescue (1984: 261-262)).
24) We do not discuss the so-called 'exclamatory particles' such as (West Greenlandic) tamaak
('it'sgone'), sussa ('too bad'), ak ('here you are'), qunajaq ('thank you'), sunaavva (expressing
wonder) etc. Most of them can function as independent idioms. i.e., form complete utterances.

Notes to Chapter 3
1) The term X'-affix cannot be equated to what Drijkoningen (1987) calls 'syntactic affix'.  An
X'-affixhas allthe properties of a normal (syntactic) XO-category, though, in addition it is a bound

morpheme. Drijkoningen's syntactic affixes, for example, may take non-maximal projections as
complements, something which our X'-affixes (and normal f-categories) may not.
2)The required results would probably be obtained if all empty NPs without Case were left
unlinked in Verb Raising structures, that is, if the thematic properties of the verbs were completely
ignored. However. notice that this would mean that it would not be possible to relate Dutch Verb
Raising constructions to English pseudo-passives. because in the latter association of the trace is
essential.
3) An exception here is the long-distance anaphor zich. See Everaert (1986), Koster (1987) and
the references cited in these works.
4) We must mention here that in this and the following chapters we do not discuss wh-movement.
Our revisions of the Barrier system have obvious consequences for this type of movement. These
remain to be worked out.
5) A point noted by Koster (1987) is that co-analysis does not explain the fact that objects of
prepositions subject to reanalysis do not undergo Heavy NP shift. The example in (i) is clearly
ungrammatical.

(i)   *I have slept in many years that big. heavy bed I inherited
from my grandparents.
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There is no reason to assume that co-analysis is excluded in the active counterparts of pseudo-
passives. But, analogously,  this also holds  for the type of co-government we are developing here,
so that we have the same problem. We leave this point for further research.
6) For considerations about the subject position of'unaccusative' VPs (and 'unaccusative' small
clauses in general),  see note  7 of chapter V.
7) Until subsection 5.5. we ignore the AgrP position proposed in Pollock (1989).
8) In the next chapters (see especially chapter VI) we will not make use of Hulk's approach to the
Burzio Generalization. The reason for this is that we have not worked it out for Inuit. We would
like to mention that it seems that there are more ways to identify accusative assigning verbs.
Thus. for instance. in syntactic nominalizations (such as those involving English -ing) accusative
assignment can freely apply.
9) For some reason, scrambling in Dutch must preserve the hierarchical order between lexical
thematic NPs. Thus, in transitive structures direct object NPs can only scramble if the subject NP
also scrambles (though strong focus stress on the direct object NP may override this, for some
speakers).
10) The argumentation below in the text dces not exclude that reanalysis involves local adjunc-
tion. However. adjunction as head-movement (as proposed in Baker (1988)) is a syntactic rule
and, as such. not subject to an adjacency constraint. It is therefore unclear what would impose
this constraint in reanalysis structures (cf. van Riemsdijk 1987).
11) Notice that soigneusement in (42c) has scope only over the complement verb. As such,
it must be assumed to be generated in the complement. One possibility is that it is generated
there in a postverbal position and that it 'scrambles' to a matrix adverbial position. Given the
reanalysis characterof the causative construction, there are no barriers that block this scrambling.
See 5.5. below in the text for an alternative analysis for faire-constructions involving narrow
scope adverbials (and QPs).
12) Roberts (1991), who treats reanalysis structures along the lines proposed in Baker (1988)
(i.e..as involving head-movement and adjunction, or, 'incorporation') proposes that there exists
a process of'excorporation'. Within his approach, the cases discussed here are typical instances
of this process.
13) Notice from (i) that postposition reanalysis does not lead to pseudo-passivization in Dutch.

(i)a.     ...dat  Jan de  boom is in+geklommen
that Jan the three is in+climbed

'. . .that Jan has climbed into the three'

b.     *...dat   de   boom werd in+geklommen
that the three was in+climbed

On the other hand, it does allow scrambling of the object of the preposition (ia,b) (cf. van
Riemsdijk (1978)), an option that is excluded with prepositions (ic.d).

(ii)a. ...dat Jan vaak die garage is ingereden
that Jan often that garage is in+driven

'. . .that Jan has often driven into that garage'

b.     . . .dat Jan die garage vaak is ingereden
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c.     . . .dat Jan vaak in die garage is
dat Jan often in that garage is

'. . .that Jan is often in that garage'

d.     * .  .  .dat Jan die garage vaak in is

The data in (i) suggest that the Case assigned to the object of the postposition is not affected by
passivization of the verb. The data in (ii) show that postpositions nevertheless undergo reanalysis.
14) Actually, the intention here is that the complex is fair- (=root) + contriler.
15) According to Kayne (1984). reanalysis requires the heads involved to govern 'in the same
way'. Though this idea requires elaboration, it may explain why in Inuit heads of NPs frequently
reanalyze and can then strand their modifiers (cf. chapter IV 2.7.) Such modifiers are NPs, i.e.,
constituents that can be governed by verbs and nouns alike. Dutch. for instance. also reanalyzes
nominals, but only when these nominals are particles, that is, when they are unmodified (modifiers
in Dutch are normal APs).
16) Presumably affixes involved in syntactic nominalizations must also be considered to be
reanalysis triggers. Cf. chapter V section 5. for a discussion of these affixes in Inuit.
17) See Selkirk (1982) (especially section 2.4.) for cases of internal inflection on the individual
members of compounds. None of the cases discussed in the text is, in principle, in conflict with
her morphological theory.
18) An alternative here is to assume that Dutch root clauses lack post-verbal I and that the
constituent that is generally assume to be C is in fact I: in this Case Dutch root clauses would
involve a V-to-I preposing rule.
19) Notice that even if one assumes the presence of AgrP the option mentioned in note 11 above.
which states that adverbials (and we now add: QPs) are generated in a postverbal position and
move from there to the matrix clause, remains open.

Notes to Chapter 4
1) The lack of overt wh-movement was discussed for West-Greenlan(tic. As far as we know. it
also holds for other variants of Inuit.
2) If Inuit had no CPs, thematization/focusing would probably have to be regarded as adjunction
to IR One would then expect that this adjunction could apply recursively. This is in conflict with
the statement in Fortescue (1984:191) that 'it is not usual to emphasize more than one constituent
of a sentence simultaneously by the same means'.
3) In a GLOW abstract. Shaer (1990) proposes that the mood elements of verbal inflection in
Inuit actually contain (temporal) complementizing features. The idea is interesting. but we are
not familiar enough with its details to be able to evaluate it here.
4) An exception is Reed et al. (1977), who present most of their examples with SVO order. As
this work is a (Yup'ik) learning grammar for English speakers, we suspect this order was chosen
for didactic reasons.
5) Notice that we are not claiming that no movement is involved in clauses with (surface)
canonical word order.
6) Sentences like those in (7) pose an obvious problem for the Unlike Category Constraint
discussed in chapter II 6.2.
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7) As discussed in chapter II. section 5., the dative is typical for the agent of the 'get'-passive in
West Greenlandic.
8) Marantz's Central Arctic examples reproduced in this section are originally from Johnson

(1980).
9) In chapter VI 4.4. we will claim that the non-occurrence of two modalis NPs with one predicate
follows from a surface constraint.
10) According to Finer (1984) and Johns (1987). fourth person affixation is restricted to adverbial
clauses. Finer studies (a branch of) Yup'ik and Johns Qairnirmiut (a dialect of Central/West
Canadian Caribou). In West Greenlandic one finds fourth person affixes also in clauses with

complement functions, cf. (29a) in the text. The mood employed then is
' adverbial' ( as mentioned

briefly in section 2.2.  of the present chapter, adverbial moods can be used in complements).
11) There is one fact. mentioned by Johns (1987), that does not follow directly from our approach.
It involves so-called 'nominal clauses'. Nominal clauses contain a predicating NP and lack an
inflected verb. The 'subject' of a nominal clause cannot bind an NP cross-referenced by a fourth
person affix, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticaHty of (i).

(i) Jaani ataata-ga [pro anaana-m -nik
J. father-my mother-my -mod

nuliaq-taar -mat / *ami]
wife -acquire-cause 3sg/cause 4sg
' John i is my father because he i married my mother' Q,J:191

This indicates that matrix inflection and/or agreement is in some way involved in the process: the
'nominal clause' lacks (overt) sentential inflection + agreement. However, it does not show that
the binder must be agreement. as proposed by Finer (1984): it may well be the case that inflection

+ agreement is necessary to establish the anaphoric domain, as proposed in Johns (1987). See
also note (27) below.
12) The gerundial mood, employed in these examples, has some additional peculiarities. which
will be discussed in the next chapter (chapter V, 3.4.).
13) Finer (1984) and Johns (1987) assume that clauses containing fourth person affixes are never
in the domain of the coreferential subject NP. It is difficult to see how they can account for the
order in (32a).
14) When the [+anaphoric] NP is a theme, the antecedent can never be the agent of the same
clause. In Bok-Bennema (1985) we explained this on the basis of the inherent pronominal nature
of the [+anaphoric] NP. whose binding in the same clause would lead to a violation of the Binding
Condition on pronominals. The same type of explanation is possible for lexical [+anaphoric] NPs
(in this case the violation would of Condition C).

An alternative here is the Reflexive Agreement Filter we proposed in Chapter II (2.3.3.):
binding of theme by an agent of the same clause would lead to identity of the person features in
the agreement sets referring to theme and agent, which is excluded by this filter.
15) We have made up (37b). but the emphasis in the literature on the fact that the antecedent of
(NPs cross-referenced by) fourth person suffixes must be a 'subject' (i.e agent of transitive or
sole argument of intransitive verb) justifies its postulated ungrammaticality.
16) Immi has no ergative/genitive or absolutive form, at least not in Greenlandic.
17) The point made here is a direct counterargument to Broekman and den Dikken (1988), who
claim that the independent projection hypothesis holds for verb-. but not for noun-incorporation.
18) Note that this properly cannot be used as an argument in favour of independent projection:
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typical non-projecting affixes also allow for oblique arguments of nouns they attach to. compare
'a theory about ergativity' and 'theorize about ergativity'.
19) Actually, modifiers of incorporated predicate nouns must appear to the right of the verb. see
chapter V 3.5.4.
20) Notice that the complement of postpositions (i.e., oblique Case morphemes) is inflected and
can productively contain genitive (possessor) NPs, cf. (i).

(i) anguti-p panim -mi -ni
man -gen daughter-his,gen-at
'at the man's daughter's' *WG,F:208

This means that postpositions must be assumed to take NIPs as complement and that incorporation
by postpositions therefore differs from incorporation by verbs.
21) If we are correct in assuming that no NI is present, it follows that the referentiality of NPs in
Inuit is not dependent on NI.
22) Most studies on Inuit do not distinguish between the affixes we have called ' object control'
and those we called 'ECM/causative'. In fact, the behaviour of the affixes involved is often
identical. though there are also some slight differences which seem to set at least -qqu ('ask',
'tell', 'order', ' want someone to') apart from others such as -tit ('cause', 'let'). Apart form these
differences, which will be discussed in note 23 of chapter V, there are, as far as we know, no
empirical tests that warrant the distinction we are making. Semantically, however, instances of
sentences with -qqu and 4(s)aali(nur) ('prevent') regularly seem to have the same properties as
their - object control - counterparts in English: in particular, it seems that a certain influence is
exercised on an animate entity. This is the primary reason why we have classified these affixes as
'object control'. Notice, however. that this leaves open the possibility that they are - in addition -
sometimes used in the causative/ECM construction.
23) This example is presented in Woodbury and Sadock (1986), an article which convincingly
challenges the argumentation presented in Grimshaw and Mester (1985) against independent
projection. Woodbury and Sadock also present examples with double datives and double absolu-
tives.
24) Obviously, there are also distinctions between the categorization of English infinitival select-
ing verbs and the affixes we are considering. Remarkable, in this respect, are the affixes -nirar
('say') and -suri ('think'), whose cognates in English do not occur with infinitivals (at least in
their non-passivized forms).
25) Lieber (1983) cites a few cases of verbal compounds ('fly-drive: 'slip-slide'; 'freeze-dry','stir-fry' etc.), which seem to form counterarguments to the idea that a given NP may not be
assigned two th-roles. Notice, however, that these involve verbs with almost identical selectional
properties and that when these verbs are transitive the whole argument structure of both of them
is saturated. These compounds seem to involve some special type of coordination. which is
interesting form the point of view of Theta Theory, but which, we believe, does not indicate that
the Theta Criterion should be dispensed with in other cases of verb - verb(al affix) combinations.
26) Grimshaw and Mester (1985) propose lexical equivalents for control, passive and raising
to object, and treat 'raising to subject' affixes in the same way as subject control verbs. Jensen
and Johns (to appear). on the other hand, try to give an account with the aid of the percolation
conventions proposed in Lieber (1983). Their classification of verb incorporating affixes differs
in crucial ways from ours (for instance, it does not contain control type affixal verbs).
27) In note (22) we suggested that -qqu may (sometimes) be used in the causative/ECM construe-
tion. For the examples in the text its translation is given as 'tell' (73a) and (German) 'heiszen'
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('order') (73b) in their original sources, which seems to point to a control interpretation. How-
ever, if a causative/ECM construction is involved, the argument in the text still holds, though in a
slightly different guise: in the bi-clausal - causative/ECM - structure the antecedent is a subject
(i.e. the subject of the infinitival). but in the monoclausal structure it is a direct object. Note that
if a control interpretation is involved, as we will go on assuming in the text, the PRO antecedent
itself is not linked to agreement morphology. which then weakens the idea. presented by Finer
(1984), that the antecedent with fourth person affixes is an agreement morpheme.

28) In subsection 2.7.6. of this chapter. we stated that it was plausible that objects and predicative
NPs are generated in a position adjacent to V because they are thematically very closely connected
to them. We did this to motivate our X'-affx treatment of noun-incorporators. The adjacency
between Y and V is therefore not proved by the fact that the X'-treatment is possible.
29)  In section 4. of chapter V we will propose that non-finite clauses in Inuit lack an I-projection.
This proposal implies that they do not contain the position Z.

Notes to Chapter 5
1) The futurity indicating affix -ssaq, used in this example, selects nominals.
2) Fortescue (1984) mentions that transitive forms such as (1)lutigu (= 1 plural subject. 3 singular

object) sometimes occur.
3) The i-t morphology for plural object + plural subject is the one presented in Pedersen (1973a).
Fortescue (1984) gives a-t. and Bergsland (1955) mentions both possibilities. It may be observed
here that /a/ and /i/ quite often alternate in West Greenlandic (cf. Rischel (1974)), and that for
the combination of the plural marker on absolutive nouns + agreement morpheme referring to
genitive possessor, which we will discuss below in the text, Fortescue mentions the alternation i
/at.

4) Noticethatthe rule in(12) inthe textgivesrise to a superficialnominative-accusative agreement
pattern, with -0/-t referring to subjects and -a/-i referring to direct objects.
5) For analyses with disjoint projections of feature sets in I, see Johns (1987) and Bok-Bennema
(1989). See also note 8 below.
6) In the majority languages, nominative co-occurs with a positive specification for tense in
inflectional morphology. There are exceptions, however, of which the most well known is that
involving the infiected infinitive in Portuguese. As we have mentioned earlier in the text, tense is

not expressed as part of inflection in Inuit. This shows that here we have another case in which
inflectional temporal marking is absent, but nominative is available.

7) One question that arises with respect to the structure in (26b) is whether the VP contains a

'subject' position, in other words: whether the VP is a small-clause or not. We have assumed in

(26b) that it is a simple VR on the basis of the idea that syntactic projections of major categories
are pure projections from the lexicon. Notice. however, that this idea implies that it must be
possible to create small-clause structures in syntax (by adjunction to major categories). for those
cases in which an internal argument of a given 'unaccusative' category ends up as the (small-
clause) subject of this category. We refer. for example. to the particle construction studied in den
Dikken (1990) and also to Inuit passive or 'unaccusative' control complements. at least if these
are treated as involving VP-small clauses. with PRO in subject position (cf. section 4. of this
chapter). If, contrary to our assumptions. a VP internal subject position must be added to the
structure in (26b), the direct object will raise to spec,IP via this position.
8) An alternative here would be to assume that the genitive marker has a projection of its own.
which'tops up' the IR Such an extra projection could also be assumed to be present in NIPs with
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genitive markers. In both cases the genitive position would be the specifier of this projection.
There are several reasons why we do not propose this alternative. In the first place, as will

be discussed in the next section, there are instances of transitive clauses with genitive subjects
which lack a genitive marker. In the second place, facts about anaphoric binding indicate that
the nominative position in transitive clauses - which in this alternative would be spec,IP - has
distinct properties from its counterpart in intransitive clauses (which is spec,IP). Moreover. there
is also some evidence that the properties of the genitive position in NIPs are distinct from that
of the genitive position in IPs (see subsection 5.2. of this chapter). The distinction can be made
to follow from the distinct statuses of NI and I if the genitive positions are their specifiers, but it
is difficult to see how it can be accounted for if these positions  are specifiers of the same kind of
head.  Finally. but this may be a matter of taste, the lack of transparency and the order-reversions
that occur in certain cases of transitive agreement morphology make that one would have to
assume a considerable amount of '

amalgamation' involving  I and the genitive marker.
9) Recall that the 'nominalist' approach adopted by Johns (1987). as discussed in chapter II
3.2.1.1.. is actually more subtle, because she considers verbs to be nominalized by mood mor-
phology.
10) Observe thatboth in Inuitand in the other languages mentionedin thetext. genitive assignment
to the subject of IP applies only in transitive clauses. One may wonder why this is so. One
possibility is that I always has a [+nominative] feature and that this feature has to be discharged
obligatorily. In transitive clauses there is a direct object. which can act as target for nominative
assignment (see chapter I and section 4.  of the present chapter). In intransitive clauses the subject
NP is the only possible target for nominative-assignment and there is no target left for genitive-
assignment. However, this account, in which genitive assignment is seen as a 'last resort' option,
requires some qualification for Inuit. As we will see in note (20) below, there is evidence that
there is a selectional relation between genitive assigning (i.e., transitive) I and transitive verbs.
and that even when there is a possible target for genitive Case it is impossible to have transitive
I co-occur with intransitive verbs. What this seems to indicate is that a 'last resort' strategy has
been converted to a lexical selectional property of transitive I.
11) For a distinct approach to nominal clauses. see Johns (1987).
12) As we will see below in the text. Bittner (1988) states that genitive subjects do not occur in
spec,IR In her view direct objects move to spec,IR
13) There is one construction for which we must assume that the direct object is not adjacent
to the verb at D-structure. This is the object control construction. We will propose below in the
text (section 4.) that the matrix verb in this construction is an X'-affix, which incorporates the
complement verb at all levels. This implies that the complement has to be left-adjacent to the
matrix verb. The controlling direct object must then precede this complement, cf. (i).

(i)    . . . NPi (controller)[ P R O i. . .V I V
V
V

Recall that in chapter IV (2.8.2.) we mentioned that precisely in this case the direct object could
be interpreted as coreferential with an anaphor in the complement. We mentioned there, however,
that it was not the direct object which acted as antecedent for the anaphor, but the PRO-subject.
Notice that this must indeed be the case. even if the trace of the controller fulfils the conditions for
antecedenthood: the PRO subject of the complement, which is coreferential with the controller.
will be closer to the anaphor than the controller itself, and will hence be interpreted as the binder.
We used the possibility of coreference between direct objects and anaphors in the object control
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construction as an argument for the thesis that verb-incorporating affixes appear in complex
structures. This arguments still holds:  if the object control structure were not complex, the direct
object would have the same status as all other direct objects and its exceptional coreference
possibilities would be unexplained.
14) Bittner also discusses scope facts involving propositional attitude verbs, intensional verbs.
verbs of creation and distributivity. In all cases direct objects take wide scope.
15) Bitmer does not give reasons for the relative order of subjects and direct objects (OS) she
arrives at. According to her. 'in Greenlandic Eskimo, the order is irrelevant as it is largely free
for the major constituents of the clause'.
16) Scrambling of direct objects is a common phenomenon across languages, particularly when
these are of the SOV type, though it is mostly optional. There appears to be variation as to the
(A or A') status of the target position. A-scrambling is evidently problematic for our approach.
For an overview on scrambling we refer the reader to 'Program and Abstracts for the Workshop
on Scrambling' (Till)urg University, October 1990).
17) In the account we have been presenting in the text we have implicitly assumed that spec.IP
is always present in finite clauses, a fact that can be seen to follow from the Extended Projection
Principle ofChomsky (1982). It follows that nominative assignment in intransitive clauses always
proceeds by specifier-head agreement.
18) An intriguing question is whether a language can have 'genitive' Case-assignment in cate-
gories other than NPs if it lacks genitive-assignment in NPs themselves. Notice that this will be
difficult to establish, because 'genitive' Case is normally recognized as such on the basis of its
presence in NPs.
19) One affix that remains to be studied is the one expressing negation. Bittner (1988) claims that it
shows the same properties as e.g. -sar ('often') with respect to scope. Fortescue (1984), however,
present the example in (D. where, according to the paraphrase, the direct object kina-luuniit is
in the scope of negation.  It is possible that wh-words like kina may be assigned nominative Case
in their D-structure position, via an expletive pro with a status comparable to 'there'. If this is so,
there is no bar against a raising verb analysis for the negative affix.

(D Kina -luunniit taku-nngi-laa
who-nom-ever see -not -ind,3sg3sg
'He didn't see anyone' WG,F:138

20) Detransitivization of the object control verb, which leads to a situation in which the matrix
clause contains only one argument in need of Case, does not help here. Consider the - ungram-
matical - example in (i).

(i) *Arna -p niqi niri-qqus -sau-vaa
woman -gen meat-nom eat -tell -pas-ind,3sg3sg
'The woman is told to eat the meat' WG,Inf

The problem here, obviously, lies in the fact that transitive I selects transitive verbs, and is there-
fore incompatible with detransitivized verbs. As we will see below in the text, it is circumvented
in the case of dative controllers, whose appearance do not affect the transitivity required by
transitive I.
21) Johnson (1980) states that her informant on Central Arctic had problems with cases involving
-rqu ('tell') and a dative controller.
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22) Fortescue (1984) claims that the order dative-nominative can occur 'if there is a strong
cohesion felt between the direct object and the underlying verb'. We do not understand exactly
what he means by this.
23) As mentioned in note (22) of chapter IV, Eskimologists generally do not distinguish object
control verbs fromcausative/ECM verbs. 1his means that they considersentences such as those in
(66) in the text. and sentences with what we have called 'optional dative controllers: as instances
of one and the same construction. Notice, however. that the ('control') verb -qqu (WG) allows
for a dative controller and an intransitive complement verb (example (60)). As far as we know,
the dative option with what we are calling 'causative/ECM verbs' is restricted to complements
with transitive (or ambiguous) complement verbs. Notice, moreover, that the same informant
that Johnson mentions had problems with a dative in the context of -rqu (cf. note (21) above).
readily recognized examples involving causative -tit and a dative (Johnson 1980). Thus, we have
some indication that two different constructions are involved. Recall, however, that in chapter IV
(note (22)) we left open the option that -qqu/-rqu has a double subcategorization (control and
causative/ECM).
24) The term '

agent' is perhaps somewhat infelicitous here: obviously the external argument of
-tit (as well as that of 'get') is not always a controlling, active entity. A non-active reading also
holds in some cases with transitive I, as in the example in (66b) in the text.
25) As discussed in chapter II (section 5.), the by-phrase of the overt passive often appears in the
ablative in (modern) Eastern Inuit. We do not know why this ablative option is not chosen in the
construction under consideration.
26) The proposal that spec,NIP is an A'-position predicts that anaphoric binding cannot take place
from iL We have not tested this prediction. Observe, however. that the only relevant data here
will presumably consist of cases in which spec,NIP is occupied by a moved theme, because when
it contains a possessor. a sole argument or an agent NP (the latter two cases will be discussed
below in the text) the actual binder may be the trace of this NR which occurs in an A-position.
27) We will not consider Yup'ik participial nominalizations here (cf. note 17 of chapter II).
28) The binding involved here clearly requires further study. Notice that the level of projection of
the binder (f) and that of the bindee (N'nax) are distinct. Since Jackendoff (1977) a similar (but
not quite identical) disjunction in levels is often assumed to hold for relativization. It is. of course,
no coincidence that -suq/-saq nominalizations have properties comparable to relatives and are
often translated as 'the one who. . -'. As such, these nominalizations may be seen as involving
predications (cf. Williams (1980)), in which the predicate variable, for some reason, obligatorily
occurs in the subject position of the complement (that the bindee of -saq is also the subject of
the complement will be proposed below in the text). Along the same lines, the empty category
bearing the event role in -vvik nominalizations may also be treated as a predicate variable.
29) An alternative is that -suq itself moves to NI (taking with it the verb it incorporates). Notice
that our X'-affix approach does not actually exclude this alternative. as long as the movement
involved is substitution. In other words, as long as NI in this case is generated as an empty non-
affixal category in the base, instead of as an X'-affix. Within this approach, however. it raises
questions about order: if NI is not an X'-affix, its complement (the NP headed by -suq) could be
generated either to its left or to its right. l'his, in turn, would predict that the word order in -suq
nominalizations would be freer than in other NPs. We know  of no evidence that supports this.
30) Notice that in the Rankin Inlet cases we are treating as involving transmission (88.93) the
participial phrases do not manifest overt genitive Case morphology. though they are subjects of
transitive clauses. These cases differ, in this respect, from the examples from the same dialect in (i)
(we ignore the somewhat unexpected order between participial phrases and the NPs - angutiup,
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natsiup - they are related to).

(i)a. Natsir-mik taku-0 -ju -up anguti-up niqi niri-vaa
seal   -mod see -antip-SUQ-gen man   -gen meat eat -ind,3sg3sg
'The man who saw the seal ate the meat' RI,C: 101

b. Anguti-up taku-ja -ata natsi-up niqi niri-vaa
man    -gen see -SAQ-his,gen seal -gen meat-nom eat -ind,3sg3sg
'The seal that the man saw ate the meat' RI,C: 101

The participial phrases (in bold) contain no nominative NPs and hence, if our assumption in the
text is correct, no transmission. What appears to be the correctgeneralization here is that when NI
acquires its Case-assigning properties via -suq or -saq it rejects overt genitive Case morphology.

Notes to Chapter 6
1) As we discussed in chapter IV (2.4.). Marantz (1984) advocates the antipassive-as-passive
view for Central Arctic.
2) The problem ECM constructions pose for the standard analysis of the antipassive is also
mentioned in Baker (1988). The example - from Chamorro - he presents to illustrate it. is
somewhat infelicitious because it contains a complement with passive morphology. He claims
that the agem of the complement is affected by the antipassivization of the matrix verb, but says
nothing about the function of the passive morpheme, which remains unclear. Broekman and Den
Dikken (1987), who base themselves on Baker, discuss Inuit examples analogous to ours.
3) According to Baker (1988) overt'doubling' is not permitted in some languages. He mentions
Tzotzil, a Mayan language, as an example. If he is correct in this respect, languages of this
type present a problem for the analysis we will present below in the text. This analysis will be
restricted to Inuit, but it would of course be desirable if it could be extended to other languages.

4) As we will see in 5.2. in the text and in note 19 below. there is some evidence that at least
some of the suffixes under consideration attach to pi. This attachment certainly does not produce
(indefinite) nominals.
5) In Greenlandic modalis agents do - sporadically - occur in passives. Fortescue (1984:265)
mentions in this respect that ablative and modalis tend to fall phonologically together in some
dialects.
6) Here we disregard the fact, discussed in chapter V 3.5.4., that extraposed secondary predicates
may have nominative Case.
7) We are not excluding that there is a possibility to assign this Case inherently. in. for instance.
the double object construction (see 4.4.).
8) Johns (1987) mentions some instances of nominative NPs that have dative, instead of modalis,
Case in the context of intransitive inflection. These involve motion verbs such as tikit ('arrive')
and pisuk ('walk to') and the nominative/dative NP is semantically a goal. We suspect that the
dative option is basic and that the nominative option is derived from it by some instance of
'dative shift'. Given this, it remains to be investigated why the derived version does not undergo
antipassivization. We should observe here that the facts concerning dative shift in Inuit are rather
complex, among other things because the forms one would expect to be basic sometimes contain
the applicative suffix -uti (for instance in the double object construction in most variants of Inuit).
9) In 4.6. we will discuss the (obligatorily) indefinite interpretation of the NP in this example.
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10) We must observe here that the fact that languages may have optional non-recoverable
arguments weakens the claim of chapter I  (2.3.2.) that the agent in Dyirbal is not a direct object.
11) We have deliberately chosen a Central Arctic example from Johnson (1980) in (29a). The
reason for this is that she reports that her informant had difficulties in accepting the dative option
for the object control construction. The example in (29b) has been coined on that in (29a), but
unfortunately we have been unable tocheck it. If the modalis/accusative is indeed always optional
it must be correct, of course. One West-Greenlandic example comparable to (29b) is (i), from
Fortescue (1984).

(i)    Qaa  - qqu -si     -vuq
come-tell -antip-ind.3sg
'He invited/told (people) to come' WG,F:87

For this example we cannot be sure that the omitted controller is not a dative: Fortescue presents
many examples with-qqu anddative NPs (although only one ortwo with intransitive complement
verbs). As will be discussed below in the text, omitted accusative controllers must presumably
be interpreted as pro-forms and, hence, are only permitted in languages which permit such pro-
forms. Omitted dative controllers are much more general and it is plausible that they involve
lexical saturation.
12) As raising verbs do not eliminate the definiteness effect. the statement in (36) must be
qualified in such a sense that they can be 'skipped over'. We will not elaborate on this. Notice.
however, that raising verbs are in some sense auxiliaries and that this is presumably the reason
that they are irrelevant for the definiteness effect.
13) The addition is ours. Chomsky (1985) is not concerned with the definiteness effect. His aim
is rather to show that if the grammar contains a 'Principle of Full Interpretation' which requires
the elimination of non-contentive categories in the LF component, the requirements imposed by
this principle can be achieved by LF-movement rules that have the same properties as syntactic
rules. With respect to our addition concerning the exclusion of definite NPs from LF-movement
we must mention that it is necessary to make an exception for focused-NPs: it is well-known that
these do undergo LF-movement.
14) One question we will not consider in the text is what our approach has to say about definiteness
effects involving direct objects in other languages. Anneke Groos has suggested to us that this
approach may be appropriate to explain the fact that in Dutch definite. non-focused. direct object
NPs show a strong tendency to scramble to higher positions, whereas this does not hold for
indefinite direct objects.
15) In chapter II 2.2. we classified intransitive verba diciendi as 'unergative'. In the presem
chapter. however we have reclassified them as dyadic accusative-assigning verbs. In a note on
chapter II (note 8), we mentioned, in addition, that Inuit has some denominal agentive intransitive
verbs. An example we gave there is (OG) kamik-poq, meaning 'he puts on boots'. We suggest
that these are inherently refiexive and as such 'unaccusative'.

Notice that our analysis predicts that in double object constructions the secondary accu-
sative/modalis object is not necessarily indefinite (because spec. VP is filled by the trace of the
primary object). Consider, in this respect, the example in (i), about which Bittner (1988) states
that 'only one apple is involved' and which can therefore possibly be interpreted as having a
definite secondary object ('the apple').
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(i) Jaaku-p miiqqat pingasut iipili -mik tuni -vai

J.      -gen child-nom.pl three-nompl apple-acc give-ind,3sg3spl
'Jaaku gave three children ?the apple' WG,Bib:23

16) There is one obvious problem we have ignored in the text. In intransitive clauses the D-
structure direct object ends up in spec,IR which is an A-position. It follows that spec,VP must
also be an A-position (otherwise we would have an instance of 'improper movement'). l'his
raises the question why, in transitive genitive-nominative structures. traces of direct objects in
spec.VP cannot act as binders for anaphors.
17) Notice that it would not do, for instance, to say that the modalis Case of adjuncts is typically
an indefinite Case, because this would not account for the lack of indefiniteness in non-finite
clauses.
18) As was discussed in the sections mentioned in the text, the non-assigned external argument
role can undergo various processes:

a.  It can simply be retained and then optionally be doubled by an agent phrase (passiviza-
tion).

b.  It can be retained, but reassigned to the subject of an NP (passivization with genitive
agent).

c.  It can be retained and interpreted as a lexical anaphor (reflexivization).
d.  It can be deleted (anticausativization).

Which of these processes apply in particular cases is determined by semantic factors involving
the verb. as well as by properties of affixes that select the latter.
19) Possibly pissivaa 'to keep something for him', listed in the Greenlandic-Danish dictionary
by Berthelsen et al. (1977), consists of an instance of sii added to the empty stem pi.
20) As a main verb. sil can be used both in the genitive-nominative and in the nominative-
accusative construction (see the examples in 4.4.). It is. in other words. ambiguous. When it
functions as an auxiliary. however, it seems to be obligatorily [+accusative]: auxiliary sii neither
co-occurs with intransitive verbs. nor allows for the genitive-nominative Case pattern.
21) Notice that this account is also applicable to the construction involving auxiliary 'have' and
participles of transitive verbs, in, for instance, English (at least if'have' can be assumed to be a
co-governor of the participle).
22)  According to Bittner (1988) antipassive suffixes are allowed  in  what she calls ' impersonal
passives'. She presents only one (WG) example, which is the following:

(i) (Sursunnirup nalaani) inun -nik tuqut-si -nniqar-tar -puq
(war during ) people-acc kill -antip-pass -freq-ind,3sg
'(During war) people often get killed'

We are not convinced that this example really contains an antipassive suffix: the presence of
geminate /nn/ can be explained if causative -tit (-sit) is involved,  but it is unclear where it comes
from if the morpheme under consideration is antipassive -si, because -niqar does not itself start
with a geminate. Although we have not discussed this. passive -niqar in fact consists of -niq and
-qar ('have'). In our opinion the verbal complex in (i) should actually be analyzed as in (ii).

(ii)      tuqut-sin-niq  -qar   -tar  -puq
kill -get-NIQ-have-freq-ind.3sg
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In chapter V 5.2. we discussed -niq as a nominalizer with properties comparable to English
-ing. It is not implausible that like -ing, it is also used to form an accusative-gerund (acc-ing)
construction. In the example in (i) this construction would then be the complement of existential
.qar, which is an accusative assigner (cf. section 4.4.). The paraphrase then is: 'there are (-qar)
often people (acc) getting (themselves) killed'
23)  If Inuit has ambiguous noun-incorporators, the process of noun incorporation itself may be
seen as a third possibility to express transitivity with [-accusative] verbs.
24) Smith (1982) remarks in a footnote (fn. 11) that 'not all Labrador Inuit use the matrix
transitive sentence type...'. Ifthis means that they resort to the (intransitive) antipassive. it may
be an indication that in Labrador the Inuit Case-system is (again) developing into a uniformly
nominative-accusative system.
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Appendix C

SAMENVATTING

Deze dissertatie behandelt het naamvalssysteem van de Inuit (Eskimo) talen. In deze
talen heeft de agens van een transitief werkwoord een andere naamval dan het subject
van een intransitief werkwoord, terwijl de naamval van het andere argument van een
transitief werkwoord - dat hier 'thema' wordt genoemd - dezelfde is als die van het
subject van intransitieve werkwoorden. Dit betekent dat de Inuit talen behoren tot de
klasse van ergatieve talen. Dergelijke talen komen over de hele wereld verspreid voor.
Enkele voorbeelden, naasthet Inuit. zijn: hetBaskisch, de Mayatalen, Caucasische talen

(bijvoorbeeld het Georgisch), het Koerdisch, een aantal Polynesiche talen, waaronder
bijvoorbeeld het Tongaans en sommige Australische talen.

Hoofdstuk I is een gewijzigde versie van het artikel 'Ergativitieit', geschreven
door Anneke Groos en de huidige auteur en gepubliceerd in GLOT 7 (1984: 1-49). Het
bestaat uit een inleiding in het verschijnsel ergativiteit en geeft een kritisch overzicht
van de literatuur die daarop betrekking heeft Er wordt voorgesteld dat de verklaring
voor ergativiteit gezocht moet worden binnen de naamvalstheorie van het'Government
and Binding' kader (Chomsky (1981)). Meer in het bijzonder wordt beargumenteerd dat
ergativiteit altijd het gevolg is van 'onaccusativiteit', datwil zeggen van de afwezigheid
van de structurele naamval die gewoonlijk wordt toegekend door transitieve werkwoor-
den. Deze Onaccusativiteitshypothese maakt het niet alleen mogelijk te generaliseren
over verschillende soorten ergatieve talen, maar ook over ergatieve verschijnselen in
de zgn. nominatief-accusatief talen.

Terwijl in hoofdstuk I het algemene kader wordt gepresenteerd voor de rest van
deze dissertatie, wordt in de hoofdstukken II en III de basis gelegd voorbestudering van
de zinsbouw van de Inuit talen en uiteindelijk voor een gedetailleerde analyse van hun
naamvalssysteem. Hoofdstuk II behandelt de woordsoorten van het Inuit. Daarbij wordt
uitgebreid aandacht besteed aan kenmerkende details, zoals bijvoorbeeld de afwezig-
heid van verschil tussen nomina en adjectieven en het gebruik van naamvalsmorfologie
voor gevallen waarin men in andere talen preposities vindt. Ook processen die leiden
tot verandering van woordsoort, zoals nominaliserings- en detransitiviseringsprocessen
komen aan de orde.
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In veel talen bestaat het grootste gedeelte van de syntaxis uit projectie van woor-
den. Een van de opvallendste kenmerken van de Inuit talen is dat ze een aanzienlijk
aantal affixen hebben die vanuit een syntactisch gezichtspunt dezelfde status hebben
als woorden. In hoofdstuk III worden deze affixen besproken vanuit een theoretisch
perspectief. waarbij een relatie wordt gelegd met zgn. heranalyseconstructies, die op-
treden in talen als het Nederlands, het Engels en in de Romaanse talen. Dit hoofstuk
eindigt met een bespreking van de structuur van de nominale constituenten van het
Inuit, waarin projecterende affixen een belangrijke rol spelen.

Ergatieve talen worden gewoonlijk onderscheiden in zgn. morfologisch en zgn.
syntactisch ergatieve talen. In morfologisch ergatieve talen verschilt de relatie tussen
thematische rollen (agens, thema) en syntactische functies (subject direct object) niet
van die in nominatief-accusatieve talen. In syntactisch ergatieve talen is er wel een
verschil. In hoofdstuk IV worden verschillende grammaticale constructies uit het Inuit
besproken, zoals incorporatieconstructies en anaforische constructies. Aan de hand van
deze bespreking wordt vastgesteld dat de Inuit talen morfologisch ergatief zijn. Aan het
eind van dit hoofdstuk wordt een een globate analyse van de structuur van de zin in het
Inuit gepresenteerd, die in hoofdstuk V nader wordt uitgewerkt.

Hoofdstuk V is het centrale hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift. Hierin wordt bear-
gumenteerd dat het ergatieve naaamvalspatroon van het Inuit tot stand komt middels
congruentieregels die zowel subjecten als direct objecten relateren aan de inflectie van
werkwoorden. Deze regels worden uitvoerig bespoken. Ook zinsconstructies zonder
verbale inflectie - niet-finiete zinnen, syntactische nominaliseringen - komen aan de
orde. De naamvalsverschijnselen die zich hierin voordoen bevestigen de centrale rol
van inflectie ten aanzien van het ergatieve naamvalspatroon. De data die in dit hoofd-
stuk worden gepresenteerd ondersteunen de Onaccusativiteitshypothese uit het eerste
hoofdstuk.

Het laatste hoofdstuk heeft als titel 'Accusative Case in Inuit'. Er wordt soms
gesteld dat er zich in de Inuit talen, naast het canonieke ergatieve naamvalspatroon, ook
een nominatief-accusatief patroon voordoet. Er zou dus in feite sprake zijn van gesple-
ten elgativiteit.  In dit hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht of dit aannemelijk is. De conclusie is
positief, met name in verband met de eigenschappen van de zgn. antipassiefconstructie.
De affixen die optreden in deze constructie kunnen dan worden beschouwd als hulp-
werkwoorden met accusatieftoekennend vermogen. Tenslotte wordt aangetoond dat het
bestaan van accusatieve naamval in het Inuit niet in strijd is met de Onaccusitiviteishy-
pothese, noch met de in hoofdstuk V voorgestelde naamvalstoekenningsregels.
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